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Chapter 1

What is Instantial Logic?

1.1 Introduction
In introductions to mathematics which take a logical perspective on their subject
matter, students tend to be treated to warnings against using talk about ‘arbi
trary objects’ in their proofs, the party line among logicians being that arbitrary
object talk is dangerous for mental health, if not morally wrong then at least
highly misleading, and that it should therefore at all costs be avoided. Doets
[Doe94] constitutes a nice example of this attitude. Still, there is a wide gap
between theory and practice. Arbitrary object talk abounds in mathematical
discourse. Apparently, and maybe sadly, the warnings do not have much effect.
This is how the Dutch engineer and mathematician Simon Stevin reasons
about the center of gravity of a triangle.
Theorem II. Proposition II
The center of gravity of any triangle is in the line drawn from the
vertex to the middle point of the opposite side.
Supposition. Let ABC be a triangle of any form . . .
Conclusion. Given therefore a triangle, we have found its center of
gravity, as required.
(Quoted from Struik [Str86, p. 189—191].)

In informal mathematics, when we have shown of an ‘arbitrary triangle’ that
its center of gravity is in the line drawn from the vertex to the middle point
of the opposite side, we have established that this holds for all triangles. The
commonly held view among mathematicians has been for a long time that in
addition to individual triangles, there are ‘arbitrary’ triangles, in addition to
individual obtuse triangles, ‘arbitrary’ obtuse triangles, and so on.
Similarly, in traditional logic there has been a time when the grammatical
similarity between sentences like “John owns a donkey” and “A farmer owns a
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donkey” was taken to show that the phrase ‘A farmer’ denotes an entity called
the ‘arbitrary farmer’. Not only the realm of mathematics, but the world of
ordinary life as well was taken to be inhabited by a mix of individual objects
and arbitrary objects. An overview of the history of this belief in arbitrary
objects, spiced with heavy criticism to the effect that this Viewalmost inevitably
leads to moral degradation, is given in Barth [Bar74].
The reason the notion of an arbitrary object has fallen into almost total
disrepute has to do with some fundamental problems concerning the principle
of generic attribution, which states, bluntly, that an arbitrary object has those
properties common to the individual objects in its range. In its informal for
mulation, the principle of generic attribution leads in a straightforward way to
contradictions for complea:properties. Take an arbitrary triangle. Then it is
obtuse or acute-angled, since each individual triangle is either obtuse or acute
angled. But it is not obtuse, since there are individual triangles which are not
obtuse. Similarly, it is not acute-angled, since there are individual triangles
which are not acute-angled. Therefore it is obtuse or acute-angled, yet it is not
obtuse and it is not acute-angled: a contradiction. This problem has brought
many logicians to the conclusion that arbitrary objects belong to the “dark ages
of logic” (see e.g. Lewis [Lew70]).

In linguistics also, there are cases where reference to arbitrary objects seems
very natural indeed. Consider the following text:
If a farmer owns a donkey, he beats it regularly.

(1.1)

Discourse Representation Theory (Kamp [Kam81]) takes it that pronouns refer
to objects that have in some sense been introduced by the previous text. Donkey
examples like this one are the stock- in-trade of Discourse Representation, but the
theory has trouble with this particular example. If one admits only individuals
in one’s ontology, the example leads to problems; for to what individual farmer
and individual donkey can the pronouns ‘he’ and ‘it’ be said to refer? It seems
natural to have them refer to the arbitrary farmer and the arbitrary donkey he
owns, respectively.
Common to these examples from informal mathematics and formal linguistics
is the use of instances to witness existential, indeﬁnite, information. In both cases
the instances chosen are intended to be interpreted as arbitrary representatives
of the concept in question.
Now, instantial logicis the general name for logical frameworks that formalize
reasoning which proceeds by introducing, or choosing, instances to deal with
indeﬁnite information in order to draw general conclusions. Consequently, in
this dissertation our main interest will be in the logic of reasoning with indeﬁnite
information. That is, the existential quantiﬁer will play the leading role.
Various traditional logical frameworks have something to contribute to in
stantial logic . The following three are the most important, and they therefore
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constitute three main ingredients of the subject matter of this thesis:
0 natural deduction,
I epsilon calculus,
0 arbitrary object theory.

1.2 Overview of the Thesis
Chapter 2 will introduce the three main ingredients of the thesis. Natural de
duction was ﬁrst proposed as a format for the proof theory of classical and intu
itionistic logic, and Weshall introduce it in the setting of classical logic, after a
review of the semantics of classical predicate logic. In this proof theoretic set-up
of classical predicate logic (CPL) and intuitionistic predicate logic (IPL) an ex
istentially quantiﬁed formula Elrrcpis dealt with by introducing a so-called proper
term and continuing the derivation With <,o[a/2:]:the proper term is taken to be
an instance or representative which supposedly denotes an arbitrary individual
satisfying the matrix of the quantiﬁed formula. In general, variables or individual
constants are used as proper terms. These terms get their meaning as represen
tatives of go-ersthrough the proof theoretic context but, as individual constants,
they lack syntactic structure expressing What they are to be representatives of.
In the epsilon calculus this situation changes. The epsilon calculus was intro
duced as an extension for a Hilbert-style axiomatization of classical logic. After
a presentation of the semantics of ﬁrst order logic with epsilon terms, Weshall
discuss axiomatic deduction and natural deduction for this language. In the lat
ter proof theoretic framework an existentially quantiﬁed formula 33:30gives rise
to the introduction of an epsilon term em: go. This instantial term has enough
syntactic structure to identify it uniquely as representing an arbitrary go-er.
Next we move on to arbitrary object theory, which has a natural link to a
natural deduction calculus. This theory supplies a semantics intimately tied to
derivations in natural deduction calculi and their use of proper terms. Its main
focus is on dependence between proper terms arising in the course of a natural
deduction proof.
After these individual introductions, some connections between epsilon cal
culus and arbitrary objects theory will be charted.
The three methods of reasoning with instances introduced in Chapter 2 do
not exceed the bounds of classical logic. It is well-known that ﬁrst-order logic
can be completely formalized by an appropriate natural deduction calculus. A
famous result by Hibert states the conservativity of the epsilon calculus over
ﬁrst-order logic. And the standard calculi formalizing reasoning with arbitrary
objects are conservative over classical logic as Well. But this is no longer the case
if we consider instantial reasoning in IPL.
In the third chapter we shall investigate the mechanisms for instantial rea
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soning of Chapter 2 within the context of IPL. In particular, we shall consider
epsilon extensions of intuitionistic logic. This turns out to be interesting, be
cause such extensions are not conservative. Reasoning with instances in IPL
allows us to derive principles that are not valid in standard IPL. We shall lo
cate the increase in strength of intuitionistic instantial logic in Plato ’s Principle
([Bet69]):
3a:(Ela:(p —> (,0).

The addition of this principle to IPL gives us an intermediate logic. Plato’s
principle spawns a host of weaker and related principles all of which determine
their own intermediate logic. All of these intermediate logics are interesting from
a logical point of view. In this chapter we shall first determine these intermediate
logics proof theoretically. Next we determine the classes of frames they deﬁne
and show that all but one are incomplete.
Are there ways to restrict the epsilon calculus in such a way as to achieve con
servative extensions of intuitionistic predicate logic? This question will occupy
us in Chapter 4. The answer to this question will lead us to a deeper analysis
of process of producing and using instances. In instantial reasoning, instances
generally are introduced in an ordered way. In this process of introduction depen
dencies arise between the terms involved. These dependencies have to be taken
into account in order to create conservative epsilon extensions of IPL. Indeﬁnite
information, for instance a logical formula of the form 33:90,leads us to introduce
a representative, for instance a, and continue reasoning with this representative,
that is, with the formula go[a/:13].In such a case the term a depends on the
existential formula 3:1:<,o.Now CPL does not respect this dependence. That is,
it may discharge the assumption Elzrcp
while retaining a as a representative. On
the other hand, in IPL this move is prohibited. There the dependence must be
preserved if the integrity of the logic is to be maintained.
But having introduced ‘dependence’, this notion fully merits an analysis in its
own right. A large part of the process of instantial reasoning essentially involves
dependencies between formulas, between formulas and terms, and between terms
among themselves. Chapters 4 and 5 will investigate these notions. In Chapter 4
we shall concentrate on dependencies between formulas in derivations. In partic
ular we shall study dependencies arising between formulas used as assumptions.
We shall discover important differences between CPL and IPL in their treatment
of assumptions. To be more precise, the assumptions used in a derivation can
be viewed as constituting a stack where, at any point in the derivation, only a
top element may be discharged. Now CPL allows arbitrary permutation of this
stack, thus making any assumption available for discharge at any point, while
IPL has to treat the stack as given. This analysis will be used to create an
intuitionistic epsilon calculus which is conservative over IPL. This chapter will
also consider the question of conservative epsilon extensions of IPL in general.
Chapter 5 will explore the area of dependencies arising in a proof theoretic
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context between terms and the issue of ‘management of individuals’ in general.
Here we shall introduce the general notion of a choice process to interpret depen
dencies. In the course of a derivation indeﬁnite information is used by making
arbitrary choices. These choices are made to satisfy logical conditions and re
fer to previous choices in their use of choice values. Dependence is an abstract
property of such processes. This chapter Willdeal with various proof theoretical
issues concerning the substructure of the classical quantiﬁers in terms of choice
processes. A language will be introduced in which proof theoretic dependencies
can be explicitly represented. Possible semantics for the substructural logics
introduced in this chapter will be brieﬂy discussed.
All in all, no deﬁnite results are presented in this exploratory chapter. The
notion of term-dependence is a multi-faceted one and very much the subject of
Work in progress, not only of the present author, but also of other investigators
Working in Amsterdam and Budapest.
In Chapter 6, instantial logic will be used for the analysis of natural language
to deal with pronominal resolution and plurals in their generic and non—generic
use. In natural language analysis Working in the tradition of Kamp [Kam81]
and Heim [Hei82] indeﬁnite noun phrases lead to the introduction of so-called
markers which are interpreted as arbitrary representatives of the noun phrase in
question. Here the introduction of markers is part of the construction algorithm
which produces semantic representations from natural language sentences. In
instantial logic, indeﬁnite information leads to the introduction of an arbitrary
representative. In this logic the introduction of representatives is a logical move.
Chapter 6 Willdescribe a small fragment of English which uses this logical move
of instantial logic to create possible antecedents for inter- and intrasentential
pronouns. Various regimes to explain the distribution of pronouns and their
interpretation will be discussed. But instantial logic also has a natural way to
deal with plural noun phrases, both in their generic and speciﬁc interpretation.
This chapter will conclude by a discussion of the interpretation of plural noun
phrases Within instantial logic.

Chapter 2

A Brief History of Instantial Logic

This chapter ﬁrst sets the stage by a brief presentation of the seman
tics of ﬁrst order logic, with a matching natural deduction calculus.
The natural deduction format in proof theory is identiﬁed as the ﬁrst
ingredient of instantial logic. Next, the history of instantial logic
is traced by presenting two other main ingredients, David Hilbert’s
epsilon calculus and Kit Fine’s theory of arbitrary objects. At the
end of the chapter we draw attention to some obvious links between
epsilon calculus and arbitrary object theory.

2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we introduce the historical components of instantial logic as
they have been developed within the framework of ﬁrst—orderlogic. We start
with a quick review of the semantics of classical predicate logic, agreeing on
some notation in the process. We introduce the proof theoretic set-up that will
constitute the core of our investigations of the subsequent chapters, namely nat
ural deduction with its introduction and elimination rules for logical connectives
and operators. In the course of a natural deduction derivation quantiﬁers are

eliminated by introducing proper terms, that is, arbitrary representatives. In
instantial logic we have the choice to interpret these representatives in the stan
dard way, that is locally, by mapping them to a domain element satisfying the
matrix of the quantiﬁed formula, or generically, by mapping them to the set of
all such elements. We shall discuss proof calculi for both interpretations.
The proper terms introduced by the quantiﬁer rules in natural deduction
can be supplied with internal structure by considering Hilbert ’s epsilon calculus.
This calculus will be the subject of the second section of this chapter. We shall
discuss various semantic and proof theoretic aspects.
6
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We conclude this chapter by discussing Kit Fine’s theory of arbitrary objects.
This is essentially a semantic theory of instantial terms which can accomodate
a local as well as a generic interpretation. We shall discuss its most appropri
ate proof theory and connect it to the epsilon calculus. This theory will only
occasionally play a role in the subsequent chapters.

2.2 Classical Predicate Logic
2.2.1 Semantics
The non-logical vocabulary of a predicate logical language L consists of a set

C = {c0,c1,c2,. .
of names (or individual constants), for each n > 0 a set

P” = {P5‘,P1”,P§‘,. .
of n-place predicate constants and for each n > 0 a set
f" = {f6‘,f1"', fé‘, . . .}

of n-place function constants.
In practice, C’ and most of the P" and f"' may be ﬁnite or even empty. To
mention an example, the predicate logical language that is used in axiomatic
set theory has one individual constant (9), no function constants and just one
predicate constant: a.two-place symbol R for the relation 6.
The logical vocabulary of a predicate logical language L consists of parenthe
ses, the connectives p and ——>,
the quantiﬁer V, the identity relation symbol =
and an inﬁnitely enumerable set V of individual variables $1, :32,. . . ,y1, y2, . . . ,v.

If the non-logical vocabulary (a set of individual constants, predicate con
stants and function constants) is given, the language L is deﬁned in two stages.
Here is a BNF deﬁnition of the set of terms (assume c E C, v E V, f E f”):

termst::=c|v|ft1---tn.
This deﬁnition says that terms are either individual variables or constants, or
results of Writing n terms in parentheses after an n-place function constant. The
second stage is the deﬁnition of formulas. Assume that indexed terms t range
over terms, P E P”, and v E V.
formulas

90===i I Pt1"'tn

| 751=t2

I "90 I (901/H02) I (so1Vs02) | (901—>$02) I

Vvgo I Elvgo.

Note that every collection of individual constants, predicate constants and func
tion constants determines a different language L. A predicate logical language
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L is often called a ﬁrst order language, because predicate logic allows quantiﬁca
tion over entities of the first o7‘der—ina classiﬁcation of objects due to Bertrand
Russell—that is to say over individual objects.
Identity statements are made by means of a special two-place predicate =; for
convenience we use inﬁx notation here, Writing a = b instead of = ab. Because
of its ﬁxed interpretation, the symbol for identity is called a logical predicate
constant.
It is convenient to introduce a further sentential connective by way of abbre
viation:
0 ((,0<—+

abbreviates (((,0—+1,0)/\

—>

For convenience, Weshall often omit outer parentheses. Similarly for parentheses
between conjuncts or disjuncts in cases where there is no danger of ambiguity.
2.1. DEFINITION. (Free variables) An occurrence of a variable v is free in (,0if
it is not in the scope of a quantiﬁer Vv or 322. Let variable '0 occur free in (,0.
Then term t is free for v in (0if '0 does not lie in the scope of a quantiﬁer binding

a variable that occurs in t.
For example, f (y, a) is free for :1:in Pm —>\'/a:Px, but the same term is not free for
:2:in \7'yR:I:y —+‘V/a:R:L:L.If a term t is free for a variable

v in a formula

(,0we can

substitute t for all free occurrences of v in (pWithout worrying about variables in
t getting bound by one of the quantiﬁers in (,0.If t is not free for v in (,0we can
always rename the bound variables in (,0to ensure that substitution of t for v in
(,0has the right meaning. Although f(y, a) is not free for 9: in ‘v’yRa:y ——>
V:1:R:1:a:,
the term is free for :1:in \7’zRa:z —>V:1:R:I::I:,an alphabetic variant of the original

formula.
It is customary to write (,0(v)to indicate that (,0has at most the variable '0
free.

The result of uniform substitution of t for free occurrences of v in
(,0(v), with suitable renaming of bound variables in (,0if the need
arises, is Written (,0[t/v].

This notational convention automatically staves off the danger of accidental cap
ture of variables from t by quantiﬁers in (,0.The convention Will become impor
tant when Weformulate natural deduction rules for quantiﬁcation, in the next
section.
It is useful to extend the notation to (,0[t/t’ This means the result of uniform
substitution of t for free occurrences of t’ in (,0(where a term t’ is free in (0 if all
of its Variables are free in (0), with suitable renaming of bound variables in (,0if

the need arises to avoid accidental capture of variables in t’ in the substitution
process. Note that according to these conventions, Ra:a[a/51:]is the formula Raa,
R:ca[b/a] is Rasb, and Ra:a[a/:z:][b/a] is Rbb. Also, VyRyfy[a:/y] equals \7'yRyfy,
\7’:1:R:cfy[gac/fy] equals VzRzga:, and V:cRa:fy[:c/y] equals \7’zRzf:z:.
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We write cp('v1,. . . ,'un) to indicate that (,0has at most 121,... ,1)” free. The

result of simultaneous uniform substitution of t1, . . . ,t,, for free occurrences of
121,.. . ,'un, respectively, in (,0,with renaming of bound variables in (,0as the need

arises, is written <p[t1/v1,. . . ,tn/vn].

Again, this notational convention allows

us to think about substitution without worrying about accidental capture of
variables.
Assume L is a ﬁrst order language based on a particular set of individual
constants, predicate constants and function constants. Then a model for L is

a pairM = (dom(M),int

withdom

a non-empty
setandint

a

function with the following properties:

0 int

mapseveryc E C to a memberofdom

0 For every n > 0, I maps each member of P” to an n-place relation R on

dom(M
0 For every n > 0, int (M) maps each member of f" to an n-place operation

gondom

The set dom (M) is called the domain of M, int (M) its interpretation function.
If a language L has a ﬁnite number k of non-logical constants it is convenient
to ﬁx an order for these and to present a model M for L as a k + 1-tuple
(dom (M), . . .), where the interpretations for the non-logical constants are listed
in the same order.
Sentences involving quantiﬁcation generally do not have sentences as parts
but open formulae. As it is impossible to deﬁne truth for open formulae without
making a decision about the interpretation of the free variables occurring in them,
it is customary to employ inﬁnite assignments of values to the variables of L,
that is to say functions with domain V and range Q dom (M The assignment
function s enables us to deﬁne a function that assigns values in dom (M) to all
terms of the language. We shall use aM for the set of all assignments in M. If M
is a model for L and s E aM, then a value function for terms VM,3 : termL ——>
M
is deﬁned as follows.

2.2. DEFINITION. (Values for terms)

0 VM,3(c)
= int
I VM,_.,('v)= s('u).

O VM,,,(ft1 - - -tn) = int (M)(f)(VM,3(t1),

. . . ,VM,3(tn)).

Next, this value function is used in Tarski’s truth deﬁnition. To handle the
quantiﬁers, we need the concept of an assignment which is like a given assignment
s except for the fact that it may assign a different value to some variable v:

s<vw»<w>={ :.<w> :::::::.
This piece of notation allows us to handle the quantiﬁer case (see the clauses for
Vvcpand Elvgoin the following deﬁnition).
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2.3. DEFINITION. (Truth under 3)
M,s E _I_never.

M,s l= P751
- --in Iff (VM,3(t1),... ,VM,3(tn))E int
M,s E t1 = t2 iff VM,_.,.(t1)= VM,3(t2).

M,s E -wgoiffnot M,s E (p.
M,s E (cpl/\<p2) iff both M,s E (p1and M,s E (p2.

.‘°9°.“F".°‘t'>‘.°°!°!“

M,s
M,s
M,s
M,s

E (cpl Vcpg) iff either M,s E 901or M,s E (pg.
E (p1 —>(pg) iff either not M,s E cpl, or M,s E (pg.
E‘v"v<piff for all d E dom (M), M,s('v|d) E cp.
E Elvcpiff for some d E dom (M), M,s('v|d) E (p.

It is easy to see that only the ﬁnite parts of the assignments that provide values
for the free variables in a given formula are relevant (one can prove this so-called
ﬁniteness lemma by induction on the structure of a formula).
Note that we have been liberal in our choice of logical constants. It is well
known that there are smaller complete sets of constants: by taking, e.g., ﬁn,—>
and V as primitive one can deﬁne the other constants. Choosing sparse sets of
constants is useful in the study of Hilbert style axiom systems. As our main
concern in this thesis will be with natural deduction proof systems, we can get
away with our generous assumption that all of -1,A, V, —>,V,Elare primitive.

2.4. DEFINITION. (Truth) A formula cpof L is true in M, notation M E (p, iff
for every assignment 3 E aM, M, s E cp.
2.5. DEFINITION. (Validity) A formula (,0of L is logically valid, notation E (,0,
iff for every M for L, M E go.

For logical consequence we have two options. Let F be a set of formulas of L.
Then case-to-case consequence is deﬁned as follows.
2.6. DEFINITION. (Case—to-case consequence)

I‘ EC cpiff for all M, all s E aM,

ifM,s E7 for all 7 E I‘, then M,s E cp.
If I‘ has the form {71, . . . ,7,,}, then we shall write F EC (,0as 71, . . . ,7", EC (,0.

Truth—to-truth consequence is deﬁned as follows.

2.7. DEFINITION.(Truth-to-truth consequence) P Et (piff for all M, if M E 7
for all 7 E I‘, then M E (,0.

For ﬁnite I‘ we use the same notational convention as above.
2.8. REMARK. In case—to—case
consequence free variables are interpreted as con

crete individuals. They can be seen as denoting a ﬁxed but unspeciﬁed ob
ject. In truth-to—truth consequence on the other hand variables are interpreted
generically. They denote the arbitrary individuals: whatever holds for an ar
bitrary individual holds for all individuals. This difference in interpretation of
free variables leads to differences in validities. Most typically, Pa: Et Va:P:2:,
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but Pa: béc ‘v':cP:L'.Moreover, the deduction theorem is only generally valid for
case-to-case consequence. From I‘, go |=c go we can conclude to F |=c go——>
1,0. But
I‘,<,o |=t 1,0does not allow us to conclude I‘ |=t go —>'¢. For instance, we have
Pct: |=t ‘v’:I:P:1:,but we do not have |=t Pa: —>\7':1:P:n.

The reason why many textbooks of logic do not mention the distinction
between case—to-caseand truth-to-truth consequence is that they consider only
premise sets F consisting of sentences (closed formulas). If 7 is a closed formula,
then M, s I: 7 for some 3 iff M |= 7, so under the assumption of closed premise
sets case-to-case consequence coincides with truth-to-truth consequence. In the
next section we shall give proof systems for both of these relations.

2.2.2 Natural Deduction for Classical Predicate Logic
Natural deduction is a perspective on proof theory due to Gentzen [Gen34], and
streamlined by Prawitz [Pra65]. The key idea is that the role that each logical
symbol (connective or quantiﬁer) plays in reasoning can be captured by two sets
of rules: one set for introducing the symbol, and one for eliminating it (see Zucker
and Tragesser [ZT87, Zuc87]). We shall discuss the rules of natural deduction
in three stages. First we deal with the rules for the Boolean connectives, next
we deal with the rules for the quantiﬁers, and ﬁnally we shall supply rules for
identity.

Rules for the Boolean connectives
We start with the case of conjunction. How does one prove a conjunction? That
is, how can we arrive at a conclusion of the form <,oAgo? Informally speaking, by

noticing that both conjuncts are premises. This gives the following rule:

TM
‘P

so/W
To eliminate a conjunction from a proof, one either focuses on the left conjunct
or on the right conjunct. This gives the rules:

QA AIE

El/\ /\rE

‘P

The rules for disjunction introduction derive the disjunction from the pres
ence of one of the disjuncts as a premise. Disjunction elimination is slightly
more involved. What it says is this: if we have a disjunction as a premise, and
we can derive a certain conclusion from either disjunct, then we can derive that

12
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conclusion from the disjunction.
so 12']

.__w

—LV,I

(,0V’(,b

(,0\/1)b

S0

Cpviib

go [11

VE,',j

Note that the disjunction elimination rule carries two indices i, j, to indicate that
the assumptions with labels and have been discharged by the application
of the rule.
For implication introduction, the story is similar. If we can derive 1,0from
(,0,then we have established (,0—>gb, and the introduction

of the implication

cancels the assumption
This is again indicated by the index i of the rule
which matches label on the discharged premise. Implication elimination is in
fact the familiar rule Modus Ponens.
so lil

1”

__,1.

ab

1.

so-+10

For handling negation, we employ the formula J_. This formula expresses an
absurd conclusion, so negation introduction consists of noting that _Lis derived
from go,discharging the assumption (,0,and drawing the Conclusion -190.Negation
elimination takes the form of drawing the absurd conclusion J. from the pair of
premises (,0and -up. Here are the rules:
so lil

:

___g_ _E

_L

___ 41.
we

-L

The following rule expresses that L denotes an absurd conclusion, from which
anything follows:
J.
—_L
so

All this together does not yet completely specify the use of negation in classical
logic. For this, we also need to throw in the law of double negation:

490 DN
90
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Combining DN with the negation introduction rule, we effectively get a new
negation elimination rule:
-'s0_[%l

L
ﬁlt

ﬁﬁ(p

DN

‘P

It is convenient to summarize this combination of ﬁl and DN in the following
extra rule for (classical) negation:
use [i]

L
wE1
‘P

The above set of rules (i.e, with ﬁE and without DN) is a sound and complete
set of introduction and elimination rules for the classical propositional connec
tives (see e.g. Van Dalen [Dal83]). To see precisely what this means one has
to know what counts as a derivation in natural deduction. The best way to
explain this is by example. Here is a derivation of p from -I-up (demonstrating
that nothing is lost by leaving out DN from the set of rules):
-'10 [1]

pop

L

-E
ﬁE1

P

The proof tree exempliﬁes the process of indirect reasoning. Assume amp, and
also assume -up. First draw the conclusion _I_,and then draw the conclusion p
from this, while discharging -up. The conclusion depends only on the premise
-wﬁp, and we have indeed derived p from w-up. Here is another example:
n10 [2]
:0 V up

P [1]

""P

[3]

J.

p
VE1 2

P
—-)]:3

This proof derives ﬁﬁp —>p from the principle of excluded middle p V pp (the
only undischarged assumption in the proof tree).
To make all this a bit more formal, a proof tree is a ﬁnite tree with the root

stating the conclusion drawn at the bottom and the premises or assumptions
drawn at the leaf nodes. The assumptions labeled with an index which matches a
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rule application below are the discharged assumptions. The proof tree establishes
that the conclusion followsfrom the set of those assumptions that have not been
discharged. If this set is given by {'71,. . . ,'yn} Q I‘ (where I‘ may be inﬁnite)
and the conclusion is (,0,then the proof tree establishes that I‘ l- go.

Rules for the quantiﬁers
To get at a natural deduction system for classical predicate logic, we have to add
rules for the quantiﬁers. Here are the rules for the universal quantiﬁer (conditions
on the rules will be stated below):
‘P

VI

Vvcp

Vv(<.0[v/tl

VE

saw]

The term t is called the proper term of the application of VI.
Note that it is possible to switch to an alphabetic variant of a universally
quantiﬁed formula by combining the two rules:
Vvcp

Tm VI
(,0[w / v 1 VB

(2 . 1)

V’w(<P[w/’vl)

It should be noted, however, that this piece of reasoning may lead us astray, for
in the ﬁrst step of (2.1) we substitute in for 'v in gowithout any guarantee that 11)
does not already occur free in V'v<,o.
It is for precisely this reason that application
of the rule VI is subject to the following condition:
2.2.1. CONDITION.(Term condition on (VI)) The proper term t of an applica
tion of VI should not occur free in any undischarged assumption above (,0.
This condition staves of the danger in (2.1): in case 11)occurs free in Vvcp,w is
not free for 'v in go,but then also the application of VI is blocked by Condition
2.2.1.
The presence of Condition 2.2.1 on the rule also makes the following appli

cations of VI incorrect:
V

P
y v1
Va:P:c

P
3’

:26)“: VE
y
/\I
P?! A Q?!

Va:(P:L'
A
The reason why the ﬁrst of these is not an acceptable instance of VI is that Py is
itself introduced by assumption; the variable y occurs in it, and y is the proper
term of the application, so this derivation violates Condition 2.2.1 on VI. In the
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second example, the proper term of the application, y, occurs in the assumption
Py on which the premise Py /'\Qy depends. This is also forbidden by Condition
2.2.1.

Here are the rules for the existential quantiﬁer:
<p[t/1}] [il

salt/vl
amp

.
31

amp

lb

it

HE;

Note the reason for stating the premise of 31 in the form <p[t/'0]:we want to allow
the rule to apply non-uniformly, i.e., even to a proper subset of the occurrences
of t in cp, and this is precisely what the premise allows us to do. For a speciﬁc
example of this, recall that Raa has the form R:1:a[a/:12],
so the rule allows us to
existentially generalize only over the ﬁrst argument position of R. But Raa is
also of the form Raa:[a/ :12],so the rule allows us to existentially generalize only
over the second argument position of R. Finally, Raa is of the form R:1:a:[a/cc]so
the rule also allows us to existentially generalize over both argument positions
of R at once.
Note that the use of the substitution [t/u] in the premise of EII rules out
the possibility that the variable bound in the conclusion of 31 occurs free in the
premise. The reason is that c,o[t/12]in the premise denotes the uniform substitu
tion of t for u, so c,o[t/v]does not have any free occurrences of v by deﬁnition.
Thus, the following application of 31 is ruled out because the premise, Rasa is

not of the required form R:ca:[a/
Rana
Ell

El:rRa:a:

Note that our convention about the meaning of cp[t/u] implies that for in
stance Va:Ra:f(:z:)is not of the form ‘v'a:R:z:y[f(:1:)/y],
because
is not free for
y in Va:Ra:y(see Section 2.2.1). Thus, the following application of HI is, rightly,
ruled out:
\7’:cR:cf(a:) BI
E|y‘v’:I:R:z:y

The term t is called the proper term of the application of EIE. The existential
quantiﬁer elimination rule has the following condition imposed on it:

2.2.2. CONDITION.(Term condition on

The proper term t of the appli

cation 3E should not occur in (,0, in 1b, or in any assumption on which the
occurrence ofgb above the line depends, other than <,o[t/:12].

This rules out:
Rab [1]
3yRay

El:z:R:cb
E|a:R:cb

3E1

16
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The reason is that the proper term I) of the application of HE does occur in
premise 3:1:Ra:b.

Also forbidden by Condition 2.2.2:
Pa
El:rP:z:

Qa [1] AI
Pa A Qa
3131

3:z:(P:I: /\ Q92)

This proof tree pretends to establish the unsound principle 3:£Pa:,Qa |- 3:r(P:1:/\
Q22),and it is indeed fortunate that it is ruled out by Condition 2.2.2. Note that
3E cancels an assumption. Indeed, 3E looks a lot like VE.
A term t is a proper term in a proof tree if it is the proper term of some
application of VI or 3E in that proof tree. If t is the proper term of an application
of VI or EIEin a proof tree D, then t must satisfy global constraints in ’D;in other
words, not any term will do as a proper term. This contrasts with the case for
terms used to introduce the existential quantiﬁer in 31 and the terms introduced
upon elimination of a universal quantiﬁer occurrence in VE. Such terms do
not have to satisfy global restrictions. In other words, the correctness of an
application of these rules can be established by considering only the premises
and the conclusion, without inspecting the rest of the proof tree. Consequently,
with respect to the introduction of proper terms, the pairs of quantiﬁer rules
cannot be considered as converses of each other.
It is customary to refer to the premise in an application of an elimination
rule from which the connective or quantiﬁer is eliminated as the major premise
of the rule. If there are other premises, these are called minor premises of the
rule.
As an example of correct quantiﬁer reasoning, we derive 3yEla:R:z:yfrom
3:I:3yRacy.

Rab [2]

31

El:1:R:1:b

E|yRay [1]

3a:E|yRa:y

3y3a:R:1cy

3y3:nRa:y

E2

3E1

3y3:cR:z:y

Rules for identity
Finally, We need rules for handling identities. These do not ﬁt as nicely in
the introduction versus elimination pattern, but the reﬂexivity, symmetry and
transitivity of the identity relation have to be stated somewhere. The following
set of rules express precisely this (the ﬁrst rule has no premises, i.e., it is in fact
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an axiom):

j

t1=t2

t=t

t2 = t1

t1=t2

t2=t3

t1 = t3

Finally, we need a rule stating that identities allow us to perform substitutions:
(,0[t1/121,.. . ,t,,/on]

t1 = t’,

---

t,, = t,’,,

Soltil/v12‘ ' ' vtiz./vnl

Again, the formulation of the premise as <p[t1/'01,. . . ,t,,/vn] has the effect of
making the rule handle non-uniform substitution (compare the remark on EII
above).
Note that these rules handle identity by brute force, by formulating the prin
ciples for terms of arbitrary complexity. An alternative formulation would state
the principles for variables only, then rely on the substitution principle to derive
the identity laws for functions with variables as arguments, and ﬁnally on the
quantiﬁer rules to derive the general format given here.
The calculus consisting of the rules for Boolean connectives, quantiﬁers and
identity, will be referred to as CPL.
2.9. DEFINITION. (CPL derivability) Let E U {go}be a set of predicate logical
formulas. Formula (,0can be derived from E by CPL, notation E 1-,;cp,if there is
a CPL prooftree with all non-discharged assumptions in E and conclusion 90.
2.10. THEOREM. (CPL completeness)
2 I—,,(,0 «:=>

23 |=c (,0.

For a proof, see van Dalen [Dal83]. CPL is sound and complete for the case-to
case notion of logical consequence we have deﬁned. It is obvious that CPL is
not sound for the truth-to-truth notion of logical consequence. For instance, by
the rule (-91) we may conclude

from 2,90 I-C v,bto 2 l-,; 4,0-—>7,b. This does not

generally hold if we replace 1-‘;by |=t.

2.2.3 Natural Deduction for Classical Generic Consequence
For a sound and complete natural deduction system for truth-to-truth conse
quence we have to modify the rules of CPL. Before discussing the modiﬁcations
in a systematic fashion, let us note that derivations such as the following should
be allowed now:

Act:

Rza
VI

\7':1:A:c

31
3a:R:z::c

On the other hand, inferences such as the following should be blocked:
Am [1]

Rica [1]

VI

‘v’:cA:1:

31

E|$Ra:a:
—>I1

-Aa: —> \7’:1:Aa:

—>11

Rsca

-—>E|:1:Rx:1:
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If these arguments are read truth-to-truth (i.e., from the universal closure of
the premise to the universal closure of the conclusion) they are invalid. Let
us try to see what goes wrong in the reasoning here. In the ﬁrst example,
it is the interaction of the rules VI and —>I that causes trouble. First the
statement As: is read as a universal truth, next Act:is used as a hypothesis
about a particular case, and these are two essentially different uses of the same
assumption. Similarly, the relaxation of the condition on 3] which allows RosaI
Ela:Ra::I:
reads the premise Rzca as a general statement, but the next rule assumes
Rxa is a hypothesis about a particular case. Again, two essentially different uses

of the same assumption Rxa. Thus, the examples suggest that the difference
between case-to-case readings and truth—to-truth readings of the proof trees has
something to do with the interaction between the rule VI and the discharge of
assumptions in hypothetical reasoning.
The following proposal works. Let us make a distinction between two kinds
of assumptions in a proof tree, assertions and hypotheses:
0 An assertion is an assumed formula which is taken to hold generally.
0 A hypothesis is what it says: material for hypothetical reasoning.

As the examples show, a formula that is to be discharged later on (a hypothesis
in the proper sense) cannot be read generally.
The above proof system is to be modiﬁed as follows:

0 Every assumption in a proof tree which is not meant to be discharged later
on is given a \/ mark, to indicate that it is an assertion.
0 Hypothesis discharging rule applications cannot cancel hypotheses bearing

the \/ mark.
0 Condition 2.2.1 on rule VI should be replaced by the following:

If the proper term of an application of VI is a variable, then it
is only allowed to occur free in those assumptions upon which <,0

depends which bear the \/ mark.
After completing a proof tree, the \/ marks can be erased, as they only serve
for bookkeeping while the tree is under construction. A proof tree establishes
that the conclusion followstruth-to-truth from the set of those assumptions that
have not been discharged. If this set is given by «[71,.. . ,*y,,} Q I‘ (where I‘ may
be inﬁnite) and the conclusion is (,0,then the proof tree establishes that F Ft (,0.

Note that the condition on EJE remains in place. Reasoning from Rcca to
3:cRa::r is still possible, however:

R
:z:a \/VI

ARaa VE
V:cR:1:a.

Ell
3:z:R:1::z:
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2.11. PROPOSITION. The generic proof system for classical logic is sound: I‘ I-t
(,0 implies

I‘ |=t (,0.

Proof: Let VI‘ denote the universal closure of all the formulas in I‘, and Vgothe
universal closure of go.We note that, by deﬁnition of the consequence relations,
I‘|=t<,o <=> VI‘ l=cVgo.

So, given soundness and completeness of the case-to-case proof system with
respect to case-to-case consequence, soundness of the generic proof system with
respect to generic consequence follows if we can show

1“mo=>v1“+,,v<,o.
For then:

I‘ I-t cp => VI‘ |-C Vgo <=>

VI‘ |=¢ V<,o <=>

I‘ l=t (,0. So suppose

I‘ |-t (,0.

Consider a derivation ’Dof gofrom I‘ in the generic proof system. We are going
to transform D in a derivation D’ in the case-to-case proof system. Consider all
non-discharged assumptions it of '1). Without loss of generality we may assume
that all these assumption are accompanied by a tick \/. We create D’ by placing
above each such assumption ib E I‘ the formula Vgband below the conclusion (,0
of D the formula Vgo. Now, every V1,b/1,0is a correct application of (VE) in D’.
Because all 1,bhave been ticked in D none is discharged, so in '13’no conflict arises
with the discharge rules. Moreover, in the derivation of gofrom VI‘ every generic
application of the rule (VI) in D has been turned in a standard application in 'D’,
for no undischarged assumption of D’ has free variables. Finally, the proof step
<,o/Vcp
is a correct application of the standard rule (VI), for if (,0has free variables,
then these do not occur free in the assumptions in VI‘. So D’ is a derivation of
V<,ofrom VI‘ in the case-to-case proof system.

IX!

2.12. PROPOSITION. The generic proof system for classical logic is complete:
I‘ |=t (,0 implies

Proof:

I‘ l-t go.

This time, by I‘ |=t (,0 <=> VI‘ |=c Vgoand the soundness and complete

ness of the case-to-case proof system, completeness of the generic proof system
with respect to generic consequence follows if we can show

VI‘l-cV(,o=>I‘|-tgo.
For then:

I‘ |=t go <=>

VI‘ l=c V<,o <=>

VI‘ |-C V<,o=> I‘ I-t go. So suppose

VI‘ l-C Vgo. Every derivation in the case-to-case sytem is a derivation in the
generic proof system. So, VI‘ I-CV<,oimplies VI‘ I-t V<,o.Now consider a derivation

D of Vcpfrom elements of VI‘. We are going to transform this into a derivation
D’ deriving cpfrom I‘ in the generic proof system. We get D’ by placing above
every leaf of D labeled by an undischarged assumption V1,b6 VI‘, the assumption
gtv\/ and by placing (,0below the conclusion Vgoof ’D. Now every 2,0\//Vzp is a
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correct application of the generic rule (VI): because Vgbis not discharged in D,
«Lis not discharged in D’, so the tick \/ is respected in D’. Moreover Vcp/cpis a

correct application of the rule

Consequently F I-t (,0.

{Z

Interestingly, Van Dalen [Dal83]explicitly states that the natural deduction
universal quantiﬁer rules provide a connection between universal reasoning and
‘generic reasoning’:

The reader will have grasped the technique behind the quantiﬁer
rules: reduce a Vatgoto (,0and reintroduce V later, if necessary. Intu
itively, one makes the following step: to show “for all as . . . 2:. . .” it
suffices to show “. . . :1:. . .” for an arbitrary a:. The latter statement is

easier to handle. Without going into ﬁne philosophical distinctions,
we note that the distinction “for all :1: . . . :2:. . .” — “for an arbitrary
cc. . . :1:. . .” is embodied in our system by the distinction “quantiﬁed

statement” — “free variable statement”. [Dal83, p. 95]

Here is a further connection between natural deduction and ‘generic reasoning’:
the variables in the \/ assumptions of a generic proof tree can be said to denote
arbitrary individuals. The assertion that an arbitrary individual has property P
can be viewed as a statement Par, with an indication (by means of the \/ mark)
that this assertion is meant as a universal statement.
2.13. REMARK. There is an obvious connection between the two notions of con
sequence discussed here, and the notions of a global and local consequence in
Modal Logic. An inference E/(,0 is globally valid on a possible worlds model if,
whenever E is true on every world, then so is (,0. On the other hand, 2/90 is
locally valid on such a model if at every world where E is true, (,0is also true.
Global consequence corresponds to our truth-to-truth consequence: if gois true
on all worlds in a model, then Clcp is true on every world.
Again, this does not allow us to conclude |=g10ba1(,0—>Elcp.

So «,0|=g10ba1Clgo.

2.3 Intensional Epsilon Logic
2.3.1 Background
Epsilon terms were introduced by Hilbert and his collaborators (Ackermann,
Bernays) in order to provide explicit deﬁnitions of the existential and universal
quantiﬁers. This move was part of the formalistic program, with as its ultimate
goal to legitimate non-constructive techniques in logic and mathematics by means
of founding the whole ediﬁce on a provably consistent basis. Of course, as we
know now, this attempt has failed, but epsilon terms have turned out to be
interesting in their own right.
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2.3.2 Language
Languages of ﬁrst order logic with epsilon terms (6-terms) are deﬁned as for the
case of ﬁrst order logic, with the difference that a new set of terms is added
which gets deﬁned recursively over formulas:

termst::=c|'u|ft1---tnleuzcp.
formulas <.0===J-|Pt1'°'tn|t1

=t2 l“"Pl(<P/\¢)l(<PV¢)l(S01—’S02)|

‘V'ucp|3'u(,o.

Note the simultaneous recursion on terms and formulas in the deﬁnition. If L
is a language of ﬁrst order logic, L‘ is the language with epsilon terms over the
same non-logical vocabulary.
Abbreviations and notational conventions are as before, with one important
difference. Without 6-terms, all variables occurring in a term t of the language
occur free in t. In 6-terms however, variables can occur bound or free: the E
symbol is a variable binding operator. So the notions of a variable occurring free
in a formula, and of a term occurring free for a variable in a formula have to
take the possibility into account that variables may occur in a term within the
scope of an e—symbol.

2.3.3 Semantics
To ﬁnd a semantics for the language of the e-calculus we shall start out with
a ﬁrst-order semantics and extend this by an interpretation for 6-terms. Every
ﬁrst-order model can be extended with such an interpretation. Epsilon terms
can be viewed as a means for naming Skolem functions. Given a formula <,0(E,y),
with E a list of free variables, and y a designated free variable, we can look at
the set of all objects b in a model which satisfy cp,given a choice 6 of values for
the parameters 5. What a Skolem function does is to pick a particular object
in this set as the value. The Skolem function corresponding to <p(E,y) can be
given an arbitrary name. If we want to stress its connection with the formula it
derives from, we can denote it as F.p(f). The epsilon calculus can be viewed as a
proposal to name all Skolem functions explicitly, for now we write F90
simply
as ey : <,o(f,y).

The general procedure to expand a predicate logical language with Skolem
functions to interpret the epsilon terms is this. Start out with the original
predicate logical language L, and then expand the language in layers:
1. L = L0,
2. Lk+1 = Lk U {F.p(E) I for some z : <p(E,y)[z/y] E Lk},

3. L,= Uliio
So the language L;c+1 is constructed from Lk by introducing for any formula
c,0(§:',y)of Lk a new function symbol F,p(E) (or epsilon term ey : <p(E,y)), and
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letting Lk.,.1consist of L with these new function symbols added. Note that for
mulas <p(a:1,. . . ,:c,,, y) and <,o(z1,. . . ,zn, z) give rise to the same Skolem function,

as the variables serve only to identify argument slots.
Because the Skolem function names correspond one to one with epsilon terms,
we have that L’ = L‘.
To get from M to an expanded model M ', a Skolem expansion of M, which
interprets L’, we proceed as follows. Start with M = M0. This model interprets
Lo. Now, given that we have deﬁned Mk interpreting Lk, we choose for every for
mula <,0(E,y) of Lk with exactly n free variables an interpretation I 90(5)extending
an domain of int(Mk) with F905) such that I,p(5)(F,p(5)): dom(M)"' r—>
thei
dom(M)
Mk: I.,,(z) |= V?5(3y<p('~T,y) —><.0(T,y)[F.p(a)(T)/yl)

We then set int(Mk+1) = int(Mk) U {I,p(5) | <,o(E,y) inLk}. We get the eventual
model M ' by gathering all construction stages together: M ' = U,‘f’=0
Mk.

It is clear that in the extended model M ' the interpretations of formulas in
the original L are not affected. Therefore, for all ab6 L: M, s |= zbif and only if
M ', 8 |= tb

2.14i REMARK. Actually, Skolem used his, functions to construct smaller mod
els on the basis of a given model. See Hodges [Hod93, Chapter 3] for more
information. In the standard Skolem expansion argument it is usually assumed
that the list of parameters 5 of a Skolem function F‘?is non-empty, i.e., that the
Skolem function is a function rather than a constant. This is because Skolem
constants are not so useful for reducing sizes of models. Skolem constants cor
respond to closed epsilon terms, i.e., epsilon terms of the form ey : (,0,where (,0
has only y free. If epsilon terms are used to analyze quantiﬁcation, then closed
epsilon terms are quite useful.

2.15. REMARK.In a sense, our interpretation of Hilbert’s epsilon terms commits
a historical injustice, for our model-theoretic reasoning about Skolem expansions
takes the whole concept of quantiﬁcation for granted, and Hilbert’s very reason
for putting forward the epsilon rule was to provide a proof-theoretical analysis
of the ﬁne—structureof the use of the quantiﬁers in mathematical discourse. In
fact, Hilbert did not care about the semantics of epsilon terms, and it is easy to
see why. Hilbert was primarily interested in proof theory, as it was there that he
hoped to ﬁnd a ﬁrm foundation for the ediﬁce of mathematics. Hilbert’s proof
of the conservativity of the epsilon rule over classical logic (his so-called ‘Second
Epsilon Theorem’) proceeds by way of a detailed inspection of the use of epsilon
terms in actual proofs and a proposal for a procedure for eliminating epsilon
terms from proofs by means of proof transformation. For a clear presentation
of this proof-theoretic means to arrive at the conservativity result we refer the
reader to Leisenring [Lei69],which is in fact a logic textbook based on the epsilon
calculus.
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Cj®<—@-*@
Figure 2.1: A two-place relation R.

Let us look at a concrete example of a formula and the Skolem functions
it gives rise to in a given model. Consider the structure pictured in Figure 2.1.
Assume that the arrow interprets the relation symbol R and consider the formula
Rwy. Viewing w as parameter and y as designated variable this gives rise to the
Skolem function or epsilon term ey : Rwy. Viewing y as parameter and w as
designated variable we get cw : Rwy. Consider the epsilon term ey : Rwy. To
check the leeway that we have for interpreting it, it is useful to look at the one
place predicate given by )\y.Rwy, for all possible values of w. This gives:
w +—>1

Ay.Rwy

= {1}

w I—>2

Ay.Rwy = {1, 3}

w I—>3

)\y.Rwy

= (0.

What this means is that in the case w I—>1 we have no choice: we have to
interpret ey : Rwy as 1. In the case w I—>
2 we can either interpret ey : Rwy as 1
or as 3. In case w +—>
3 the choice doesn’t matter, for 3 has no outgoing arrows

at all.
For the epsilon term cw : Rwy we get a similar array:
y H1

)\w.Rwy= {1, 2}

y I—+2

Aw.Rwy =9)

y i—>
3 )\w.Rwy=
This means that in the case y I—>1 we can either interpret cw : Rwy as 1 or as

2, for these are the two objects with an outgoing arrow pointing to 1. In case
y +——>
2 the choice doesn’t matter,

as 2 has no incoming arrows. In case y i—>3 we

are forced to interpret cw : Rwy as 2, for this is the only object with an arrow
pointing to 3.
Now consider the epsilon term cw : R(w, ey : Rwy). This is a closed epsilon
term, so its interpretation should not depend on the variable assignment. On

the other hand it is not independent of our choice for the interpretation of the
embedded epsilon term ey : Rwy. Suppose the interpretation of ey : Rwy element
is 1 if w I—>1, is 1 if w r—>2 and is 1 if w r——>
3. Then

we know that

the denotation

of )\w.R(w,ey : Rwy) equals the set {1,2}. In this case, the interpretation of
ew : R(w, ey : Rwy) will have to pick out a member of this set. Suppose on the
other hand that the interpretation

of ey : Rwy is given by 1 for w t—>1, 3 for

w +——>
2, and 1 for w +—>
3. In this case the interpretation

of ew : R(w, ey : Rwy) can
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only be 1. The example illustrates the dependencies between interpretations of
epsilon terms that may arise.
Given an expanded model M ' based on M, we can separate out the difference
between int (M ') and int (M) and call it Q.
2.16. DEFINITION.(lntensional Choice Functions) Let M be a model for lan
guage L, let M ' be a Skolem expansion of model M. Then Q is the mapping
assigning Skolem functions in M ’ to e-terms over L, given by
‘1’(€yI 90(5»y)) = int(M’)(F<p(5))‘

What Q does is to provide interpretations for the epsilon terms, by mapping ev :
<p('v1,.. . ,'v,,,,v) to an appropriate Skolem function F on dom (M The mapping
Q over M is ‘choice function’ because it chooses appropriate values in dom (M)
for an epsilon term with suitable arguments, it is ‘intensional’ because the values
do not only depend on the extension of the epsilon formula <,0('v1,
. . . ,'u,,,'u) in

the model M. The Skolem expansion argument in fact proves the existence of
intensional choice functions. We shall use iM for the set of all intensional choice
functions for M.
2.17. DEFINITION. (Valuation of Terms) Let M be a ﬁrst—ordermodel, 3 a vari
able assignment for M, and Q an intensional choice function for M. Then the
term valuation VM,¢.,3in M based on Q and s is given by the following clauses:

VM,¢.,3(c)
= int
VM,q.,3('v) = 3(1)).

VM,¢p,3(ft1---in) = int (M)(f)(VM,3(t1), . . . ,VM,3(tn)).
VM,q,,3(ev : <,o('v1,. . . ,t,,,v))

= Q(ev : <,o)(s('v1), . . . ,s('v,,)).

The term valuation is used to deﬁne the relation M ,Q,s |= (,0in the standard
way; the relation depends on Q because it uses VM,¢.,5.

By inspecting the construction of the Skolem expansion we can check that
the function Q has the following choice property:

0 IfN = {d E dom

I M,Q,s(v|d) |= cp('v1,...,'u,.,,'v)}76Q),then Q"(e'u:

<p)(s('v1), . . . ,s('vn)) E N.

0 if N = {d E dom

I M,Q,s(v|d) |= c,0(v1,...,'v,,,v)} = (ll,then Q“’(e'v:

<,o)(s(v1),. . . ,s('vn)) E dom(M).

.

It follows that, for the interesting special case of the set of closed epsilon terms
EC, every ﬁrst order model M can be supplied with a function Q from EC to the
domain of M satisfying the choice property: for all ea: : (,06 EC,

ifN= {dédom

M,Q |=<p(d)};é(D,then Q(ev: (,0)E N.

Interestingly, a choice function Q does for closed epsilon terms what a variable
assignment function does for free variables. To get at the interpretation of an
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open epsilon term, such as ea: : Racy,we need both a variable assignment function
and a choice function. A counterexample to the validity of an open formula of
ﬁrst order logic takes the form of a ﬁrst order model plus an assignment function.
Analogously, a counterexample to the validity of an open formula of ﬁrst order
logic with epsilon terms takes the form of a triple consisting of a ﬁrst order model
M, a choice function <I>,and an assignment function s. For instance, to refute
R:1:(ey : y = y) it sufﬁces to give a model M, an assignment 3 with s(a:) +—>
a,
and a choice function <I>E iM with <I>(ey: y = y) = b with the property that
(0, 5) 63RM

Quantiﬁer-Free First-Order Logic
By their interpretation by Skolem functions, epsilon terms of the form 69:: (p and
existentially quantiﬁed formulas of the form 3:1:(,0are intimately connected. In
fact, a ﬁrst-order language with 6-terms may do without quantiﬁers altogether.
Let (,0be a formula of a ﬁrst-order language with 6-terms, and let (,0'be the result
of replacing an occurrence of Elvibin (,0,not within the scope of an e operator, by
an occurrence of (,b(e'v: 1,0),and an occurrence of Vvgbin (,0,not within the scope
of an 6 operator, by an occurrence of v,b(e'u:
Use (,0+—>
(,0'to express that (,0’

is obtained from (,0by such a replacement step. Then we have:
2.18. PROPOSITION. If(,0 1-»(,0' then for all M, all <I>E iM, all s E aM:
M,<I>,s |=(,0 iﬂ"M,<I>,s |=(,0'.

This proposition is a direct consequence of the truth deﬁnition and the interpre
tation of 6-terms. For,
M,<I>,s |= El:rR:1:yiff M,<I>,s l: R(e:z: : R:z:y)y

and
M,<I>,s |= Va:Ra:y iff M,<I>,s l= R(ea: : ﬁRa:y)y.

For the latter equivalence, note that
\7':1:R:2:y <—>-E|:1:ﬁRa:y

<—>ﬂ-vR(ea:

: ﬁR:1:y)y

<—>R(ca: : -wR:cy)y.

The reason for the restriction that the subformulas to be replaced should not
occur in the scope of an epsilon operator is the following. Because the choice
function (P is intensional, there is no guarantee that ey : 3a:Ra:y and ey : R(ea: :
Ra:y,y) have the same value under <I>.
Proposition 2.18 allows us to show that every ﬁrst-order formula free of 6

terms has a quantiﬁer-free equivalent. That is, an equivalent in which quantiﬁers
do not occur on the level of the formula nor within the scope of an 6-operator
(note that the.formula P(ea: : 3yQ:cy) is term-logical formula without being
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Figure 2.2: Church-Rosser property of minimal I—>
reduction.

strictly quantiﬁer free). Let gobe a formula of ﬁrst order logic Without epsilon
terms, and let go‘ be the result of applying +—>
steps for subformulas 312 : gb or
V12: 1,0with gb quantiﬁer free (call such a move a minimal i—+move), until the

result does not contain subformulas of the form Elvgbor Vvgbanymore. Note that
by working ‘inside out’ in this way, no quantiﬁers will ever end up in the scope of
an epsilon operator as a result of a I—>
move. The procedure of iterating minimal
+—+
steps allows the reduction

to a unique

‘normal

form’, because

minimal

I———>

reduction steps applied to different subformulas are independent and need never
be repeated. That is, minimal reduction has the Church-Rosser property, in the
sense that the products

gogand go3of two minimal +—->
steps from go1can always

be reduced to a formula go4by a minimal reduction step (see Figure 2.2). Also,
the process of minimal +—->
reduction obviously terminates. It follows that go‘is
a normal form under minimal +—>
reduction.
From the previous proposition Wenow get:
2.19. PROPOSITION. Ifgo is a formula without epsilon terms and go+3 gb, then

for allM, allQ EiM, alls E aM:
M.S l=<P iffM.‘1>.3 l=¢

By this proposition all ﬁrst-order formulas have quantiﬁer free equivalents in the
6-calculus.
But the language with epsilon terms is more expressive than an epsilon free
ﬁrst-order language. It follows from Proposition 2.19 that for all go,gbwith cp
epsilon free and goti» 1,0,for all models M and assignments s E aM:

0 if M, s l: go,then for all choice functions Q E iM, M,Q, s l: go.
0 if there is a choice function Q E iM for which M, Q, s [:2gb,then M, s l: go.

2.3.4 Generic Truth
Now that we have a proper deﬁnition for M, Q, s |==go,for go6 L‘, We can deﬁne

generic truth of a formula of the epsilon calculus.
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2.20. DEFINITION. (Generic Truth) Formula (,0 E L‘ is generically true on a
model M with respect to variable assignment 3, notation M, s |= (,0,if

M,Q,s |=(,0for allQ EiM.
This interpretation will be needed for the comparison with arbitrary object the
ory in Section 2.6.

We observe that the notions of Generic truth and truth simpliciter are dif
ferent, even for closed formulas. Note that
M l: P(e:z: :

implies M |=g ‘v':1:(Q:I:
—>Px),

while
M, Q l: P(ea: :

does not imply M,Q, [=1‘v’a:(Qa:—>Pm).

If I‘ is a set of formulas (possibly with epsilon terms), then M, Q, s I: I‘ holds by
deﬁnition iff M, Q, s |= 7 holds for all 7 E I‘, and similarly for M, s |= I‘.

2.3.5 Logical Consequence
Recall that for ﬁrst order logic we did have the choice between case-to-case and
truth—to-truth notions of consequence. This distinction was due to two different
ways of quantifying over the assignment functions. Similarly, we can quantify in
different ways over choice functions.
In fact, the standard and the generic interpretation of epsilon formulas sug
gest the following two possibilities for a consequence notion for such formulas.
2.21. DEFINITION. (Local consequence)

I‘ [=1 (,0iff for all M, all Q, and all s:

M,Q,s I: I‘ implies M,Q,s I: (,0.
2.22. DEFINITION. (Generic consequence) I‘ |=g (,0iff for all M: M I: I‘ implies
M |= (,0.

The previous example can also be used to illustrate that local consequence and
generic consequence are different, for we have:
P(e:r :

[=9Vm(Qa:—>Pm),

P(ea: :

bél \7'a:(Q:z:——>
P33).

versus

Let us unravel the two consequence notions a bit, in order to compare them.
Local consequence says in fact the following:

I‘|=;(,0iff‘v’M‘v'Q€iM\7’sEa.M(‘V"yEI‘:M,Q,s|='y=>M,Q,s|=(,0).
It turns out that the quantiﬁcation over choice functions is similar to that over
assignment functions in the case-to-case notion of ﬁrst order consequence.
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The notion of local validity derives from this as the special case where I‘ is
empty. We get:

|=;cpiff\:/MVQEiM‘V'sEaM:M,Q,s

|=g0.

As an example of a formula which is not locally valid, consider
go := E|:z:E|yRa:y -9 R(ea: : ElyR:z:y, ey : 3acRa:y).

It is obvious that for every M there is a Q E iM with M, Q I: (,0,but note that
this is not enough for local validity. The requirement for that is much stronger:
all pairs M ,Q have to satisfy the formula. For a counterexample, consider a
model M with RM = {(d1, d2), (d3, d4)}, and a choice function Q with:
(63: : 3yR:cy)

I—>d1, (ey : El:cR:z:y) r—>d4.

Generic consequence says something quite different from local consequence:

I‘|=ggo iff ‘V’M(‘v"yEI“v’QEz'M‘v’sEaM:M,Q,s|=*y=>

VQEiMVs€aM:M,Q,s|=<,o).
Observe that generic consequence quantiﬁes over choice functions in precisely the
way in which truth—to—truthconsequence for classical ﬁrst order logic quantiﬁes
over assignment functions.
Again, the notion of generic validity derives from this as the special case
where I‘ is empty:
|=_,,<,oiff\7’MVsEa.M V<I>Ez'M:M,<I>,s |=(p.

Note that it follows from Proposition 2.19 that for closed formulas of the frag
ment L° of an epsilon language L‘ the notions of local consequence and generic
consequence coincide. And if we conﬁne attention to closed premise sets without
epsilon terms, the two notions collapse again to ﬁrst order consequence without
further ado.

A Proof System for Generic Consequence
For a proof system for generic consequence we take our cue from the notion of
classical generic consequence (Section 2.2.3). Again we use the device \/ to mark
assumptions in a derivation that are not to be discharged. Now consider the
following rule:
zblerv = so/=3]

V~'v(s0—>ab) A (*3w

provided all assumptions

—>V-W)

containing 6:13: (,0

above 1,b[e:c: cp/:12]are marked

by \/.
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We shall denote this rule by (Vlg). First of all, the rule (VIQ) is generically
sound. For suppose M,s [=9 gb[e:z::
Assume M,s bﬁgVa:(go——>
gb). That
is, there is an m E dom(M) such that M, s(m|:z:) [=9 goA -wgb.Then we can take
m as the value of some Q on ea: : go, so M, s, Q bég gb[ea:: go/:3]: a contradiction.
Consequently 'gb[ea:: go/11:][=9 V:r(go —>

Now assume M ,s [=9 -v3:1:go.Then for every m E dom(M) there is a choice
function Q such that VM,3,¢p(ea: : go) = 777..But for all Q: M, s, Q [:1 gb[ea: : go], so
M, s [=9 Vxgb. Consequently 'gb[ea:: go/3:] [=9 --Elxgo-—>gb[e:1::

We shall denote the derivability notion arising by adding the rule (V19) to
the natural deduction calculus for intensional epsilon logic by F9.
2.23. PROPOSITION. (Soundness of generic consequence) The generic proof sys
tem for generic

epsilon logic is sound: E |—_,,
go=> 2 [=9 go.

Proof: Note that E |-; go=> 2 [:9 go. This follows by the soundness of |-; with
respect to |=l and the deﬁnition of |=g. So, if we can reduce a generic epsilon
derivation D to a derivation free of applications of the new rule (‘v’It),then we
have shown soundness.
Let (gb[e:c : go/:1:])* be the formula

‘v’:z:(go—>gb) A (ﬁEla:go —>Vamp), and

let 1)

be a generic epsilon derivation. Suppose ('gb[ea:: go/:1:])*is the conclusion of a
highest application, of the rule (V1.3)in ’D. If we show we can eliminate this

application, then we have shown we can eliminate all applications. We proceed
as follows. Above all ticked assumptions on which gD[e:1:
: go/r] depends of the
form X[e:1:: go/ 9:]we place their I-1-derivation from the starred translations. These

derivations exist.
2.24. PROPOSITION. (x[e:1:: go/:z:])*l-1x[e.'c :
Proof:

The ﬁrst conjunct

of (X[ea: : go/:z:])*derives Elccgo—>x[e:1: : go/9:] (by (VE)

and (3E,.)), the second derives ﬁEla:go—>X[e:c:
(xle-"I: = so/a=])"‘ H xléw

So, by excluded middle,

= s0/~'cl-

This gives D’, a case-to-case

‘Z1

derivation

of 'gb[e:c: go/:12]from ea: : go-free as

sumption set 2'. Now, we have in general
2.25. PROPOSITION. US has no formula of the form x[e:c : go/:12],then
2 I-1 1,b[e:z:: go/zr] => 2 I-1 V:c(go —+gb) A (ﬁ3a:go

—>Vccgb).

Proof: We reason semantically and use completeness of H with respect to |=;.
Suppose M,s,Q I: E, but M,s,Q bé \7’:c(go
—>
The counterexample m such
that M,s(a:|m),Q f: goA ﬁgb can be chosen as the value of a ex : go-variant
Q’ of Q which agrees with Q on all e-terms in 2. Thus M ,s,Q’ |= E but

M,s,Q’ bé gb[ea::

So, by completeness E |7’c'gb[e:z:
:

The proof
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for the second conjunct proceeds analogously.

E

So now we know that in derivation D’ we can replace the application of (\7’It)
with premise gb[e:c: go/:12]by a local derivation. In the resulting derivation we
have no application of (‘V/It)and we have 2' |=t (gb[e:r: go/
But, by the truth
deﬁnition, M, s |=t 2 iff M, s |=t 2', so we have shown soundness for 'D.
E

2.26. PROPOSITION.(Completenes of generic epsilon consequence) The generic
proof system is complete with respect to generic epsilon logic: 2 |=g go=> B I-9 go.

Proof: Suppose 2 V9 go. As usual we construct a model for the consistent set
E U {-wgo}.By standard means we extend E U{ﬁgo}to a maximally consistent set
E’. This set is witnessing, due to the presence of the e-rule. The closed terms in
E constitute the domain of the model M3:. The interpretation function i'n.t(Mgr)
is read of from E’. This give the ﬁrst-order model. Now for the choice functions.
These we build by induction on the level of embedding of closed e-terms. An
e-term em : gohas depth 1 if the e-symbol does not
the maximal depth of 6-terms occurring in go,plus
Let CI)”,1 g n 3 go,be a function with domain
depth at most 71,and range dom(Mg:), such that,
if <I>”(e:1::go) = t then either

occur in go. Otherwise it has
1.
E”, the set closed e-terms of
for 6:12: go6 E”:

go[<I>”(t1)/t1 . . . <I>"'(tk)/tk,t/:12] E E’,

or ﬁEl:L'<p[q>”(t1)/t1...<I>”(tk)/tk] E 2’.

Here, t1, . . . ,tk are all closed e-terms occurring in gonot within the scope of an
e—symbol.

Let C” be the set of all such choice functions with domain E”. We create
the set C’ of choice functions over M3: by considering C = U,,<wE”, where
U denotes ‘functional’ union.
otherwise <I>1U<I>2
is undeﬁned.

That

is, <I>1U§[>2
is <I>1U <I>2if this is a function,

We now show the basic step of the truth lemma. All other steps proceed
completely standard. Let A be an atomic formula. Then

M2I,S,l=g A <=> A E 2'.
Proof:

Suppose A is of the form B[e:c : go/:2] for closed ea: : go where, for

simplicity, B has no 6-terms.

=>: Let M,s l: B[e:c:

This means that for all (I?E C’: M,s,<I>l: B[e:c:

go/2:] and so, by deﬁnition, for all CI)6 C’: A[<I>(e:1:: go)/ea: : go] 6 2’. But there
is always a <I>such that <I>(ea:: go) = ea: 2 go. For either M, s,<I> }= 3:z:goand then
go[ea: : go/:13]E 2', so B[e:I: : go] 6 E’, or M,s,¢> |= ﬁflxgo and <I>(e:c: go) can be

arbitrarily chosen, so also as ea: : go.
«(:2 Now suppose B [em: go/93]E 2', so, by the rule (\7’I,g)and deductive closure of
X3’,(B[ea: : go/:z:])* E 2'.

Now take any <I>E C’. Either

3:z:go[<I>(t1/t1. . . <I>(tk)/tk] E

E’ and the ﬁrst conjunct of the starred formula (and the e-rule) give B[e:1::
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90/21:]6 E’, or -Ela:<,0[Q(t1/t1...Q(t;,)/t;,] E E3’and the second conjunct gives
B [em: (,0/0:]E E’ . Consequently M, s, Q l: B [ex : (,0/2:]for this arbitrary function
Q.
E

2.3.6 Expressivity
The matter of expressivity of the epsilon language we can address as follows.
Let L‘ be a ﬁrst order language L extended with epsilon terms. Let L* be
some epsilon free extension of L, possibly higher order, that is, possibly allowing
quantiﬁcation over function or predicated variables. L‘ is at least as expressive
as L* if for all (,0 E L*, there is a 10 E L‘ such that for all X E L*, 1,0I: X iff
1,0[=1 X. And L‘ is at most as expressive as L* if for all (,0E L‘, there is a 10 E L*
such that for all X E L''', (,0|=z X iff 1,0|= X. Now L‘ has the expressiveness of L*

if L‘ is at least, and at most as expressive as L*.
2.27. DEFINITION. (Epsilon Free Equivalents) For (,0E L* a formula free of ep
silon terms, the set EQ(<,0) of 1,0-equivalents is given by

EQW%=W€LWVMN%MﬁFw+¢¢3¢JW¢&%¢ﬂ~
Notice that 1,06

implies 1,0|=; (,0. The converse is generally not the

case. The relevance of this deﬁnition for expressiveness is shown by the following
proposition.

2.28. PROPOSITION.Let c,0,XE L* be epsilon free and let 1,06

Then:

wPX¢¢¢#m
Proof: From right to left: suppose 1,0bﬁX. So there is a model M and a variable
assignment s such that M ,s f: (,0and M ,s bé X. Because 10 E EQ(g0), there
is a choice function Q such that M ,Q,s |= 1,0and because X has no e-terms,
M,Q,s

bk X. Consequently

1,0béqX.

From left to right. Suppose 1,0bél X. Thus there is a model M, a choice
function Q and a variable assignment s such that M, Q, s |= 1,0and M, Q, s bl:X.
Again, because 1,06 EQ(<,0) and (,0and X contain no e-terms, we have M, s l: 1,0
and M, 3 I7’:X. Consequently

cp bl: X.

IZ

By this simple proposition we can determine when a formula 1,0from the
epsilon calculus has the same epsilon free consequences as an epsilon free formula
(,0.

2.29. EXAMPLE. (Some epsilon free equivalents) First we shall consider some
examples in which L* is the ﬁrst-order language L. In all these cases, the fact

that 1,06

iseasyto see.
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1. R(e:£ : 3yRa:y)(ey : 3a:Ra:y) E EQ(3a:3yRa:y).

So for any epsilon free x:

R(e:1: : 3yRa:y)(ey : 3acR:cy) I: X <=> 3:c3yR:z:y |= X. Moreover R(e:z: :
E|yRa:y)(ey : Ela:R:1:y) [=1 3:33;;/Ra:y but 3:rE|yRa:y bél R(ea: : 3yRa:y)(ey :
3:z:R:cy).

2. 3:z:P:1:A Q(ea: : Pm), E|:z:Qa:
/\ P(e:1: :
E EQ(3:r(Pa: A
Again
these formulas have the same epsilon free ﬁrst-order consequences. Note
3:c(P:I:/\
bél 3:cP:z:/\ Q(ea: : Pm).
3. V:r(<,o—>1,b[em: ﬁ(<,o/\ﬁ1,b)/:1:])E EQ(Va:(cp —>
Also here, these formulas
have the same epsilon free ﬁrst-order consequences and ‘v’:z:(g0
—>1,b) bi;
V$(S0 —>¢[€-‘B 1 “($0 /\ —'¢)/9=l)

Now a case where the language L* is actually an extension of the language L.
4. ‘v’:1:\7'yRac(eu
: VyEl'uRacuy'v)y(e'v: V:z:§luR:ruy'v) E

where go is the

formula
V 3

V3,:

>R(~’13,U,3/ﬂ1)

Here we need some argumentation that the formulas are equivalents with
respect to epsilon free consequences. Note that the term (Eu : \7’y3'uRa:'u.yv)
has only :1:free, while (6?) : ‘v’:1:3uR:z:uyv)has only y free. Thus, given some

choice function <I>,the epsilon terms denote one-argument functions F, G.
Also, if
‘v’a:\7’yRa:(eu : \7’y3'uRmuy'u)y(ev

: ‘v’a2El'u.Ra:uy'u)

is true in some model M (for some choice function <I>),then:
M, :1:t—>a,u

I—>F(a.)

}= Vy3'vRa:'uy'v

will be true, and so will
M,y

+——>
b,'v I—+G(b)

|= V:z:3uR:cuyv.

But this is precisely what (,0asserts. Indeed, it is well known that formula (,0
is equivalent to the following second order sentence (cf. Barwise [Bar79]):
3F3G‘v':I:VyR:c(Fm)y(Gy).

The epsilon version we have given above merely spells out a recipe for the
two functions F and G.

From the procedure in the last example we can extract a recipe to transform
any formula with a ﬁnite partially ordered quantiﬁer preﬁx into an equivalent L‘
formula. This leads to our conjecture about the expressive power of the epsilon
calculus.
If L is a ﬁrst order language, then the fragment of second order logic Lsk
over the same non-logical vocabulary is deﬁned as follows:
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terms t ::=c|'u | ft1---tn IFt1---tn.
formulas

90===Pt1"'tn

| 751=t2

| "S0 I (90/\¢)

| (<.0V¢) | (901-> 902) |Vv<P|

Elvcp.

Skolem-existentials

S ::= (,0| EIFS.

All branching patterns are expressible as closed formulas of this fragment.

Conjecture
For every (,06 L3,“there is a 7,06 L‘ such that ‘(PE
for every (,0E L‘ there is a 1,bE L’l° such that (,0E

and

2.3.7 Proof Theory for the Intensional Epsilon Calculus
In this section we shall introduce various proof theories for the intensional epsilon
calculus. We start with the most common approach, the axiomatic one.

Axiomatic Deduction
Hilbert proposed to add the following axiom schema to the axioms of classical
ﬁrst order logic.
Elvgo —-><p[ev : (,0/'0].

We shall call this the epsilon axiom. Intuitively, the term 612: (,0denotes an

arbitrary object a in the domain of discourse which has property (,0,if there are
such objects at all, and an arbitrary object of the domain tout court if there
aren’t such objects.
By means of the introduction rule for the existential quantiﬁer the converse
direction of the epsilon rule is easily derived. This gives the following equivalence:
Elvcp <—><,o[e'u : (,0/12].

Hilbert’s proposal was to view this equivalence as a deﬁnition of existential quan
tiﬁcation (see Hilbert and Bernays [HB39] for additional motivation and for a
presentation in a Hilbert style axiomatic framework).
Adding a rule to the schemata for classical ﬁrst order logic is extending the
logic. The ﬁrst natural question which arises is: How does the result of adding
the epsilon rule to the calculus of ﬁrst order logic relate to standard classical
ﬁrst order logic? The answer is given by the following theorem.
2.30. THEOREM. (Hilbert’s second e-theorem) Adding the epsilon rule is a con
servative extension of classical predicate logic.

Proof: We shall argue semantically. Suppose a formula is not derivable in pred
icate logic, i.e., suppose we have l7’1,b. Then by the completeness of predicate
logic, there exist a model M and assignment function s which refute it, i.e.,
M ,s [751,0. The Skolem expansion argument from the previous section shows
that M can be expanded with an intensional choice function ‘Dwhich does not
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affect the formulas without epsilon terms. So M, s bé zbimplies that there is a Q
with M, Q bé Because the extension of the proof system for first order logic

with the epsilon rule is obviously sound, this yields that l/5 In other words,
the epsilon calculus does not allow the derivation of any new (epsilon-free) for
mulas.
E
For sake of completeness we shall also mention Hilbert’s ﬁrst cs-theorem. This
theorem, closely related to Herbrand’s Theorem, does not mention e—terms,but
its proof was formulated by Hilbert within the context of the e-calculus. Let Z |'-P
godenote the fact that gocan be derived from E by means of only propositional
rules.

2.31. THEOREM.(Hilbert’s ﬁrst e-theorem) IfE is any set ofﬁrst-order formu
las in prenea: form and goa first-order formula in prenea: form such that E |- go,
then there is a set E’ and a disjunction

<,o1V . . . V go” where each member of E’

is a substitution instance of the matrizz:of some member of E and each go, is a
substitution

instance

of the matrix: of cp and 2' Pp <,o1V . . . V cpn.

The addition of the epsilon rule to classical logic axiomatizes the interpreta
tion of epsilon logic by models with respect to one choice function and variable
assignment. That it is complete with respect to the standard interpretation has
been shown by Leisenring [Lei69]. This proof follows the standard Henkin con
struction with some additions to account for the interpretation of 6-terms. By
the standard construction, any consistent set of closed epsilon formulas can be
extended to a maximally consistent such set F. Notice that such a set is always
witnessing by the epsilon axiom. The domain of the model for the consistent
set is constructed from equivalence classes of closed terms. To interpret closed
e-terms, let a subset N of the domain be representable if there is a formula <,o(a:)
with only :3 free, such that N = {t | go[t/cc] E F}. In this case we call r,o(:c)a
formula representing N. If <,o(ac)is a formula representing N, and <,o[t/:13]
E F,
then the equivalence class of ca: : gois an element of N. This follows by existential

generalization and the epsilon axiom. So we can deﬁne a function mapping all
representable sets to the (equivalence classes of) closed 6-terms of some repre
senting formula. Thus we have given an interpretation of all closed e—terms.The
interpretation of e-terms in general by Skolem functions can be deﬁned from this
in a straightforward way.
The addition of the epsilon axiom to a standard ﬁrst-order axiomatization is
not complete with respect to the generic notion of consequence. The following
generic rule, for instance, is not derivable in Hilbert’s epsilon calculus.
P(ea: :

—>\7':c(Q:1:—>P22).

In fact, any model M with a choice function Q mapping ea: : v,boutside of {m E
dom(M) | M, Q, s(:z:|m) I: go}provides a counterexample, so it follows from the
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soundness of the calculus that the principle cannot be derived.
What we have seen is that adding the epsilon rule to classical ﬁrst order logic
is conservative (in Chapter 3 we shall see that adding it to intuitionistic logic is
not). In fact, it can replace the usual rule for the existential quantiﬁer
salt/«Tl -+ 10
39:90 —> 1b

(in axiomatic calculi which have this rule).

Proof Theory for Quantiﬁer-Free First-Order Logic
In the epsilon calculus we can do without quantiﬁers altogether. Hilbert observed
that we can add an axiom (schema) to the quantiﬁer-free epsilon calculus which
gives a proof theory deriving all ﬁrst-order theorems in their quantiﬁer-free form.
This schema is the following.
2.32. DEFINITION. (Epsilon term rule)
salt/vl

-> s0[(6v =90/12)]

To get at the ﬁrst-order correspondents of quantiﬁer-free epsilon formulas we
deﬁne 82:90 as <,o[e:c: 90/32]and Accgoas <,o[ea:: -up/2:]. This deﬁnition

ensures that

the operator 8:1: (Ax) binds precisely the same occurrences of :1:in 8:z:<,0(A290)
as 3:: does in Elzzxp(and Var:in Vzup). We shall show that 8 coincides with 3 and

A with V. Let us use bet for derivability in the epsilon term calculus, i.e., in the
calculus which has the classical propositional tautologies plus modus ponens and
the epsilon term rule.
2.33. PROPOSITION. Let <p(El,V)be some ﬁrst-order formula and <,0(8,./1) be the

same formula with all occurrences of 3 replaced by 8 and all occurrences of V
replaced by A. Then

l_‘p(3>V)
4:} l_et
Proof: To check the direction from left to right, we have to show that the
quantiﬁer axioms of classical predicate logic are derivable in the epsilon term
calculus. Take for instance the quantiﬁer axiom forms from Enderton [End72].
Enderton takes V, n and —>as his primitive constants, and introduces the other
logical constants by abbreviation. This allows him to get by with the following
simple set of axiom schemes:
1.

Vsccp—><,o[t/cc]

2.

V:B((,0 —+ 1b) —> (‘v':1:cp —> ‘v’a:1,b)

3.

(,0 ——>
Vmcp

t substitutable
9: not

free

for :1:in (,0

in 90.

To derive the ﬁrst, note that, in classical logic, Axgo ——+
cp(t) is just the contraposi
tion of ﬁgo(t) ——>
8:1:-=<,o,which in turn is an abbreviation

which is an instance of the epsilon term rule.

of ﬁ<p(t) —>ﬁ<p(ea: : -rap),
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To derive the second, note that the epsilon term calculus inherits the de
duction theorem from propositional logic. Therefore, it is enough to show the
following:
"4*T((p_) Ab):A1390F675
Assume A:c(<,0—>1,b)and Amp. Use the axiom schema Argo —><p(t) applied for
the term 6113
: ﬁgb to derive:
(so —> zb)[6-"B = -wb/~'r]

By the principles of substitution this is the same as:
«plea: =-‘ab/9:] -> ¢[6a= =“¢/93l

Applying the same schema with the same term to Amp and using modus ponens
gives 1,[2[ea:
: -vgb/:12],which is the unabbreviated

form of the desired result .A:1:1,b.

To see that the third schema is derivable, note that if :1:does not occur in
(,0, c,o[e:c: -up/:3] is in fact the same
tautology
(,0—>(,0.

as (,0, so we can derive

cp —>.A:z:<,0from the

These are the only three quantiﬁer forms of classical predicate logic, so this
establishes the direction from left to right.
For the other direction, we can reason semantically. Assume V <,0(3,V). Then,
because of the completeness of predicate logic, there exists a counterexample for
go,i.e., a model M and an assignment 3 with M, s bé <p(3,‘v’).Construct a Skolem

expansion M ' for M as before. Note that the construction guarantees for every
formula it of the expanded language L’ (which has names for all the Skolem
functions, or, equivalently, which has all the epsilon terms thrown in) that:
M',s

f: 3:1:1,b<—>
1,b(ea::

But this means that in (,0we can safely replace each occurrence of 3 by an
occurrence of 8, and each occurrence of V by an occurrence of A. This proves
that M ' , s bﬁ<,0(8,./1),and thus, as the epsilon term calculus is obviously sound,
l/Gt 90(5),A).

We conclude that I-at <,0(5,/1) implies |- <p(E|,‘v').This establishes

the direction from right to left.

E

2.34. REMARK. The instances of the epsilon term schema are known as critical
formulas. They play an essential role in the transformation of ﬁrst-order deduc
tions into deductions in a quantiﬁer free format. Any set of ﬁrst-order formulas
can be translated into a set of quantiﬁer free epsilon formulas, and any ﬁrst-order
derivation can be transformed in a quantiﬁer free 6-derivation in which a ﬁnite
number of critical formulas are used. To show that any use of a critical for
mula can be eliminated is to show that quantiﬁers can be eliminated (see Hilbert
[HB39], Mints [Min94], Tait [Tai65]).
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2.3.8 Natural Deduction for Intensional Epsilon Logic
Stated in natural deduction format, the epsilon axiom schema becomes the rule:
El

__W__ 3E6
solév I 90/0]

We also need a mechanism for for renaming bound variables:
(w =so) = (éw =<p[w/vl)

(Notice that by our deﬁnition of substitution, no clash of variables can occur.)
These rules are simply added to the our natural deduction system for ﬁrst-order
logic. However, the presence of epsilon terms in deductions calls for an extra
condition on the rule VI:
2.3.1. CONDITION.If the proper term t of an application of VI is an epsilon
term, then t should not be the result of an application of 3E...

The condition rules out derivations like the following:
3:z:Pa:
6

P(ea: : Pm)
\7’:1:P:z:

2.35. EXAMPLE.(Permutation of Existential Quantiﬁers) We repeat our previ
ous example of a deduction of 3y3:z:Ra:ar:from 3:1:ElyRa:y,this time using the 3E6
rule instead of EIE:
3a:E|yR:cy
E|yR(e:z: : E|yRa:y)y
6

R(e:c : ElyR:1:y)(ey : R(ea: : ElyR:cy)y)

Ell

3a:R:c(ey : R(e:1: : ElyR:cy)y)
EII

3y3:cRa:y

Lemma 3.14 in Chapter 3 will show that this calculus is conservative over the
natural deduction format CPL of this chapter. Moreover, this lemma shows that
the rule (.:.|E€)can even replacethe rule
As in the previous Section, we can
also formulate the epsilon rule as a term rule:
s0[t/vl

6

(2.2)

<.0[(6v I so)/v]

The reason for stating the premise in the form <p[t/22]was explained in Section
2.2.2.

The conclusion <,0[(e'v: go)/'0] denotes the result of substituting

ev : (,0
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for 'v in (,0. Note again that our convention about substitution assumes that
proper care is taken to prevent accidental capture of free variables in 612: (,0by
quantiﬁers in (,0. The formulation of the rule also ensures that the 612operator
cannot accidentally bind occurrences of 12that are in the scope of another binding
operator, simply because the epsilon term is only substituted for occurrences of
22that were free in the ﬁrst place.
Some examples should make all this clearer.
2.36. EXAMPLE.(Correct and incorrect derivations) Here is a correct applica
tion of EI:
R:c(ey : Racy)
eI
R(ez : Rz(ey : R:1:y))(ey : Rwy)

To see that this is correct, note that the premise R:c(ey : Rczry)is of the form
Rz(ey : R:1:y)[a:/z],

and the conclusion squares with this, for it is indeed of the form
Rz(ey : R:1:y)[(ez : Rz(ey : R:£y))/z],

as it should be according to the rule.
Contrast this with the following application, which is incorrect:
R:1:(ey : Racy)
eI
R(ea: : R:z:(ey : R:I:y))(ey : Racy)

(2.3)

The problem is that the conclusion indicates that the premise was taken to be
Ra:(ey : R:z:y)[a:/3:],but the substitution that eI prescribes was not performed
uniformly. The result should have been:
R(eac : R:£(ey : Ra:y))(ey : R(e:c : R:c(ey : Ra:y))y).

It is also easy to see intuitively what went wrong in application (2.3): in the
premise, both occurrences of :2 are free, but in the conclusion 3: occurs both
bound (twice, by the epsilon operator) and free (once, in the second argument
place of the main relation symbol).

It is instructive to go through the reasoning for the left to right direction of
Proposition 2.33 again, but now in natural deduction style. Using I-en for the
calculus which results from adding the el rule to the set of introduction and
elimination rules for the propositional connectives we can state the following:
2.37.

PROPOSITION.

If I-6 <,0(El,\7')then I—,.,,go(8,A).
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Proof: We show that the quantiﬁer introduction and elimination rules, in their
8,./1 guise, are admissible rules in |-,,,,.
For EI, note that this is the epsilon term rule itself. This proves that the
following rule is derivable:
<.0[t/vl

81

Evcp

For AE, note that the following is a derivation in l-en:
ncplt/vllil
E

-=<.0[6vI -'90/vl

<.0[6'vI W/vl

J.

E
—1E.i

salt/vl

This proves that the following rule is derivable:
Avgo

salt/vl

For AI, assume that D is a proof tree with conclusion (,0. Assume that 22does
not occur free in any assumption of D (note that this is Condition 2.2.1 from
Section 2.2.2). Let D’ be the result of substituting ev : -up for v where-ever this
term occurs in D. Then D’ is a proof tree with the same set of undischarged
assumptions as D, and moreover D’ derives <,o(e'u: ﬁgo). This gives: on Condition
2.2.1, from the premise (,0the conclusion <p[(ev: mp)/v] is derivable. In other

words, under these conditions, the following application of rule AI is admissible:
‘P

AI

Amp.

Note that we only state that a particular application of the rule is admissible;
this is different from the statement that the rule itself is a derivable rule of the
system. The latter is not the case for AI (although it is for 81 and AE, as we
have just seen).
For 8 E, assume D is a proof tree with conclusion 2,0,using an assumption
<,o[t/12].Let E be the set of assumptions in D on which «,0depends, other than
<p[t/v]. Assume t does not occur in either abor 2 (note that this is Condition 2.2.2
from Section 2.2.2). Let D’ be the result of substituting av : (,0for t wherever t
occurs in D. Then D’ is a proof tree for 7,bwith assumptions 2 and <,o[e'v: 90/12].

This shows that on Condition 2.2.2 we have:
<p[t/1}] [i]

solev : so/'vl

.5
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So we have established (under Condition 2.2.2) that the following application of
8 E is admissible:

_
<p[t/73] [2]

Evcp

SE;
10

Note that, as in the case of AI, we have proved something about a particular
application of the rule. But this is enough. We have proved the proposition. E
If we use the ./1,5 abbreviation conventions, then proof trees for epsilon logic
look exactly like proof trees for classical predicate logic:
Rab [2]

81

£'a:Ra:b

5yRay

5:1:8yRa:y

[1]

8y8:1:R:z:y

E2

Ey£':cR:ny

EE1

8y8a:Rccy

A subtle point that should be noted here is that the existence of the above proof
tree implies that a direct derivation with the same premise and conclusion, but
using only eI and the propositional rules, also exists. However, this connection
tells us very little about how this classical look-alike relates to the most obvious
‘unabbreviated’ proof tree.
2.38. EXAMPLE.(Permutation of Existential Quantiﬁers) Here is an example
of the concrete reasoning that is involved in deriving 8y8:1:Ra:yfrom 8:z:£'yRa:yin
unabbreviated form. First note that the following derives the desired conclusion
from Rab:
Rab

cl

R(e:1: : R:z:b)b
R(e:1: : Ra:(ey : R(ea: : R:z:y)y))(ey

eI

(2.4)

: R(e:1: : R:z:y)y)

Next, substitute ey : Ray for b in this proof tree, and observe that the result
(2.5) is still a correct proof tree.
Ra(ey : Ray)

61

R(ea: : Ra:(ey : Ray))(ey : Ray)

I

(2.5)

R(eac : R:c(ey : R(ea: : Racy)y))(ey : R(e:I: : Ra:y)y)

To see that (2.5) is still correct, observe that Ra(ey : Ray) is taken to be of
the form Rac(ey : Ray)[a/:0] for the ﬁrst application of d, and R(ea: : R:z:(ey :
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Ray))(ey : Ray) is taken to be of the form R(ea: : R:cy)y[(ey : Ray)/y] for the
second application of CI.
Finally, substitute ea: : R:z:(ey: Racy) for a in proof tree (2.5). This gives:
R(e:z: : Ra:(ey : R:ry))(ey : R(ex : R:1:(ey : Ra:y))y)
R(ear: : R:c(ey : R(e:1: : Rac(ey : R:cy))y))(ey : R(£a: : Ra:(ey : R:1:y))y)
R(ea: : R:c(ey : R(e:c : R:cy)y))(ey : R(e:z: : R:cy)y)

6
61 (2.6)

To see that proof tree (2.6) is correct as well, note that the initial premise
R(e:z: : R:r(ey : Ra:y))(ey : R(ea: : R:1:(ey : Rmy))y)

is taken to be of the form
Ra:(ey : R(ea: : R:1:(ey : R:I:y))y)[(ea: : R:£(ey : R:z:y))/ac]

for the ﬁrst application of «El,and the result of this application,
R(e:c : R:z:(ey : R(ea: : R:r:(ey : R:ry))y))(ey

: R(e:z: : Ra:(ey : Rxy))y),

is taken to be of the form
R(e:z: : Ra:y)y[(ey : R(em : R:1:(ey : Ra:y))y)/y]

for the second application of E]. Thus, in this particular case, the unabbreviated
proof tree which derives 5y8:I:R:1:yfrom 8a:8yR:z:y consists of just two applica
tions of eI, and that’s all. Of course, we have to pay for this by a considerable
rewriting effort (the mountain of rice gruel we have to eat ourselves through to
arrive in the epsilon land of Cockayne, so to speak). In many cases we shall prefer
to work with the abbreviated forms to avoid unwanted epsilon term explosions.

The semantic reasoning to prove the converse of Proposition 2.37 goes through
as before. This means that in the natural deduction calculus for epsilon logic El
coincides with 8 , and ‘V’
coincides with A (just like in the Hilbert axiomatization).

2.4 Extensional Epsilon Logic
2.4.1 The Extensionality Principle for Epsilon Terms
Leisenring [Lei69] has something interesting to add to Hilbert’s version of the
epsilon calculus, namely an analysis of the addition of the followingextensionality
principle for epsilon terms:
Vz(<.0[z/rrl <->zblz/yl)

-+ at =cp = ey =«P

This principle expresses informally that two formulas deﬁning the same subset of
the domain, give rise to identical epsilon terms. This principle is mentioned by
Hilbert himself, but only in passing. Leisenring’s treatment of it is based largely
on Asser [Ass57].
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2.4.2 Semantics
It is clear that throwing in the extensionality principle for epsilon terms imposes
an extra restriction on the way we build Skolem expansions. The recipe for
building the Skolem expansion M ' of an arbitrary first order model M that was
sketched above will not guarantee without further ado that the principle holds.
The extra condition we need turns out to be easy to formulate, however. What
we need is that if )\y.<,o(E,3/) equals Ay.1,b(E,y), then the Skolem functions for the

two formulas should assign the same element of the domain.
2.39. DEFINITION.(Extensional Choice Functions) An extensional choice func
tion for ﬁrst-order model M is a mapping <I>: ’P(dorn (M —>dom (M), satisfy
ing the conditions:

1. IfN§dom(M),N79(?l,
2. lfN Q dom (M),N=

then <I>(N)EN.
(0, then <I>(N)E dom(M).

Note the difference with intensional choice functions, which are deﬁned on the
epsilon terms themselves. We let eM denote the set of all extensional choice
functions for M.
2.40‘. DEFINITION. (Valuation of Terms) Let M be a ﬁrst-order model, 5 a vari
able assignment for M, and (P an extensional choice function for M. Then the
term valuation VM,§,3 in M based on CDand s is given by the following clauses:

VM,.;,s(c)
= int
VM,.;.,3(v)= s(v).
VM,<I>,s(ftl' ' ' tn) : int (M)(f)(VM,s(t1)2 ' - - >VM,s(tn))'
VM,<I>,s(5yI s0(?v3y)) = <I>({mE d0m(M) I M, ‘P, S(x|m) |= s0(f.y)})

The Skolem function F945) corresponding to the e—termey : cp(E,y) can then
be deﬁned to be the function VM,.;(F,p(5))satisfying for all sequences of elements
of the domain "777
of the arity of E
VM,¢(F¢(a))(7n')

= VM,<§,s(E|‘ﬁ)(5yI s0(5, 31))

Take M ’ to be the model with interpretations for all Skolem functions in
L’, assigned in accordance with this strategy. Then it is clear, again, that the
interpretations of formulas in the original language L are not affected. Because
the extension of the proof system for ﬁrst order logic with the epsilon rule and
the extensionality principle for epsilon terms is obviously sound for models with
choice functions, we get that the epsilon calculus with the extensionality principle
for epsilon terms is a conservative extension of classical predicate logic, too.
Note that in fact we have deﬁned the notion M ,q>,s I: (,0,for a ﬁrst order
model M, an extensional choice function <I>and an arbitrary gofrom a language
with epsilon terms.
For extensional epsilon logic, we can strengthen Proposition (2.18). Let M
be a binary relation such that cp M cp’holds if 90' is the result of replacing
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an occurrence of Elvgbin (,0,possibly within the scope of an e operator, by an
occurrence

of 1,b(e'v: 1,0),or an occurrence

of \7"u'(,b
in (,0,possibly within the scope

of an E operator, by an occurrence of 1,b(e'v: -ab). Then:
2.41. PROPOSITION. If(,0 M 90’then for all M, all <I>6 6M, all s E aM:
M,<I>,s |=(,0 iﬂ'M,<I>,s l=(,0'.

Because of the fact that the choice functions are extensional, substitution within
an epsilon term will do no harm. From the previous proposition we get:
2.42. PROPOSITION. If (,0,1,bis a pair of formulas such that (,0has no epsilon
terms and (,05+ 1,0,then for all M, all CD6 eM, all s E aM:

M.sl=<p iﬁ'M.<I>.s |=¢»
For deﬁning the truth of a formula in the extensional epsilon calculus which
may contain epsilon terms we again may deﬁne a generic interpretation.
2.43. DEFINITION.(Generic e-interpretation)
M,s |=; (,0i}ffM,q>,s I: (p for all<I>E eM.

Again, it depends on our choice what a formula like E(e:r : :1:= 2:) is going

to mean. Suppose N is the model of the natural numbers, and E denotes the
property of being an even number. Then there certainly is a choice function <I>
with M, ‘P I: E:c(e:1:: :1:= :12),so under the non-generic interpretation

the formula

is true on N, given that choice function. Under the generic interpretation, the
formula is false, however. This squares with the intuition that if one ‘arbitrarily’
picks a number from the domain N, then there is of course no guarantee that
this number will be even.
As above, the distinction between local interpretation and generic interpre
tation engenders two notions of extensional consequence: local e-consequence
which will be denoted
and generic e-consequence,for which Weshall use the

relationsymbol

2.4.3 Natural Deduction for Extensional Epsilon Logic
The extensionality principle is expressed in natural deduction format in the fol
lowing rule:
(,0(v1,. . . ,'vn,'v)

(,b('u1,. . . ,.'v,,,'u)

'¢('vn:---avn/U)

90(v1)°"1vn)v)
615,3’

ev(,0 = em,b
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Adding this rule to the calculus for |-;, yields an axiomatization of local e
consequence which is sound and complete. Soundness is straightforward. For
completeness, again we extend a consistent set of closed formulas in standard
way to a maximally consistent set F. This set is witnessing because the epsilon
axiom is present. We construct the domain of the desired model from equiva
lence classes of closed terms. As in our discussion below Proposition 2.30 we

consider subsets N of the domain which are represented by formulas

We

have argued that the equivalence class of ca: : (,0is in N, if cp(:c)represents N. For

the extensional epsilon calculus we have to show moreover, that if <,0(:::)
and
both represent

N, then ea: : (,0= 6:1:: ¢ 6 I‘. Let t = ea: : -r(<,o<—>

cp(a:)and

both represent N, we have <,o[t/2:]
E F iff

quently <,0[t/:1:]
4-»cc]
we have V:1:(<,0<—>

Because

E F. Conse

6 P. But then, by the derivability of £(e:I: : ﬁﬁ) —>Vzcf,
E F. By extensionality

ea: : go= ea: : 1,bE F.

2.5 Arbitrary Object Theory
2.5.1 Background
In a series of papers resulting in the book [Fin85], Kit Fine has set out to reha
bilitate arbitrary objects by formulating a coherent account of the principle of
generic attribution, and by constructing formal models for interpreting languages
with constants denoting arbitrary objects. Fine argues convincingly that there
are various areas of research where the introduction of arbitrary objects is well
motivated. This holds in particular for the analysis of informal mathematical
reasoning and for the semantics of natural language.
The heart of Fine’s theory of arbitrary objects consists of a reformulation of
the principle of generic attribution. According to Fine, the argument showing
that the notion of an arbitrary object leads to contradictions for complex proper
ties, depends upon the failure to distinguish two basically different formulations
of this principle: one is merely a rule of equivalence and is stated in the material
mode; the other is a rule of truth and is stated in the formal mode.
Fine claims that there are two versions of the principle of generic attribution,
of which only one leads to unsurmountable difﬁculties. To formulate the two
versions, let 6 be the name of an arbitrary object a and let anbe a variable that
ranges over the individuals in the range of a.
The ‘equivalence formulation’ of the principle of generic attribution now takes
the following form:
<.0(a) ‘-> V~'rs0(¢v)

This is the formulation which leads to contradiction. For let A(a:) be the state
ment that triangle :1:is acute—angled, and O(a:) the statement that triangle :1:is
obtuse. Because ‘v’:z:(A(ac)
V
it followsthat A(a) V 0(a) for the arbitrary
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triangle a. But because -vVmA(x)and ﬁ\7':z:O(:r:)
it follows that -A(a) /\ -O(a),
and we have arrived at a contradiction.
Another formulation of the principle, which Fine calls the ‘truth formulation’,
has a completely different form:
Sentence <,0(a)is true

sentence Vm<,o(:z:)
is true.

(2.7)

In this formulation the argument leading to contradiction is blocked, and we get
a coherent principle. It should be noted, however, that there is a price to pay.
In general, formulas containing names for arbitrary objects do not decompose
truth—functionally.

2.5.2 Semantics
To formalize his theory of arbitrary objects, Fine deﬁnes the notion of an Arbi
trary Object Model (AO model). An AO model is a standard ﬁrst—ordermodel
to which a second domain A of arbitrary objects is added. The objects in this
domain are related to standard individuals by a set V of value assignment func
tions. On the set of arbitrary objects a relation of dependence 4 is deﬁned. Fine
assumes that he has names for all of his arbitrary objects. Assuming a ranges
over a set of names A, where a names a E A, we can take it that languages for
arbitrary objects have the following set of terms:

termst::=c|a|'v|f(t1---tn).
Formulas are built from these terms as in the ﬁrst order case.
Truth of a sentence with constants denoting arbitrary objects now consists
of truth of this sentence on the underlying ﬁrst—ordermodel with respect t_oall
value assignment functions. In this way the truth formulation of the principle of
generic attribution is given a rigorous semantics.
In all interesting applications of this theory, the dependency relation 4 plays
an essential part. The notation a < b is to be read as “object a depends on object
I)”, The dependency relation represents the order, in some sense, in which the
generic superstructure is created over the ﬁrst—ordermodel. This entails certain
natural requirements on the relation: -<is transitive and conversely well-founded

(i.e., it does not admit inﬁnite chains a -< a1 < a2 <

Thus, the arbitrary

object part of an A0 model (its ‘generic extension’) can be seen as the result of
a stage-by-stage process of construction arbitrary objects over the model.
2.44. DEFINITION. (Arbitrary Object Models) An arbitrary object model (AO
model) M* is a quadruple (M, A, -<,V) such that
1. M is a ﬁrst order model.
2. A is a non—emptyset disjoint from dom (M
3. -< is a relation on A that is transitive and conversely well-founded.
4. V is a non—emptyset of partial functions from A into dom (M) such that
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(a) V is closed under restriction to subsets of its domain.
(b) V is partially extendible in the sense that if 12E V-, then there is
12''’E V with 12+Q 12and dom (12+)Q [dom
(c) V is closed under ‘piecing’. That is, if {12,-I i E I} is a non-empty
closed subset of V such that for each 12,-,dom (12,-)= [dom (12,)] (each
12,-has a domain closed under dependency), and the union U12, is a
function, then U12,‘6 V.

Here [dom
= dom (12)U {b E A I Ela E dom (12): a -< b}, i..e., the closure
of dom (12)under dependency.

We shall use M * to denote an arbitrary object model over a classical model
M. The addition (A, <, V) to M is called the generic superstructure of M *.
Let A(<,o)be the set of arbitrary object names occurring in go.If B Q A, then
we use V3 for the set of members of V of which the domain includes B. Some
further notational conventions Will be useful later on. For every a E A, let |a|
be the set of all elements of A on which a depends, i.e., |a| = {b E A I a -< b},
and let [a] be the set consisting of a together with all elements of A on which a
depends, i.e., [a] = |a| U {a}. The value range of an arbitrary object a, VRG, is
the set
{12(a)E dom
| 12E V}.

If a E A,B Q A, then the value dependence of a upon B, VD(a,B), is the
function f : VB +—>
’P(dom(M))

deﬁned by:

f(12)= {d E dom

I12U {(a,d)} E V}.

The value dependence VDC,is VD(a, |a|).

There are two notions of truth for formulas with arbitrary object names in
them:
2.45. DEFINITION.(Local truth in A0 models) Let abe the sequence all names
of arbitrary objects occurring in (,0and E be a sequence of variables of the length
of a not occurring in (,0.Then
(M,A, <,V),S,v

l= 90if? M,S('~’5|v(5))l= 945/5]

2.46. DEFINITION.(Global truth in A0 models)
(M,A,<,V),s

|= cpifffor all 12E VA(,p): (M,A,-<,V),s,12

|= (,0.

Figure 2.3 illustrates that, according to the deﬁnition of global truth, arbi
trary objects may lack both a property and its negation.
Valid case-to-case consequence is deﬁned in terms of (local) truth as follows:
2.47. DEFINITION. (Case-to-case AO consequence) F [:6 (,0iff for all M*,s,12:
If 12E V and 12is deﬁned on all AO parameters in I‘, (,0,then M*, 3,12 |= I‘ implies
M*,s,12 |=c,o.
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Figure 2.3: An arbitrary object with property P, and with neither Q nor -1Q.
Valid truth-to-truth consequence is deﬁned in terms of (global) truth, as follows:
2.48. DEFINITION. (Truth-to-truth

AO consequence) I‘ |=t (,0iff for all M "‘: if

M* |= I‘, then M* |= (,0.

2.5.3 Natural Deduction with Arbitrary Objects
There is a straightforward connection between natural deduction and arbitrary
object theory. The paradigmatic use of arbitrary objects in natural deduction is
exempliﬁed in the following proof step in a mathematical argument:
There exists a bisector to the angle oz. Call it a.

(2.8)

This proof step can be formalized in a natural deduction set—upin either of two
ways. The most common one uses the elimination rule for the existential quanti
ﬁer ([Pra65]). Here the presence of an existential formula Elvgoallows us to assume
<,0(t)for some fresh term t, the proper term of the application. This assumption
may then be discharged upon reaching a conclusion that does not contain the
proper term. If the assumption <,0(t)is itself an existential form E|y1,b(t,
y), then a
second proper term t’ is introduced in the assumption ¢(t, t’), with the marginal
remark that t’ depends on t. This dependency has to be respected as the proof
unfolds. The assumption <,0(t)may not be discharged before we have discharged
¢(t, t’ This dependency can be modeled by the interpreting the proper terms of
(HE) applications on arbitrary objects in a generic superstructure of a ﬁrst—order
model for the assumptions of 1).
There is also a less familiar formalization of the use of existential information.
This takes the form of a rule for existential instantiation: from Elvcpconclude <,0(a)
for some appropriate term a. In a proof system with this rule restrictions have
to be put on the use of the proper term to prevent some obviously incorrect
inferences (most patently, the inference Hvcp/<,o(a)/‘v"u<p
has to be blocked).

If

one spells out the restrictions involved it becomes clear that the proper terms
used in such derivations must map to arbitrary objects related by dependency
on a generic superstructure of a ﬁrst—ordermodel.
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We shall work out the second proposal in some detail (this is in the Copi
Kalish system of Natural Deduction, in AC guise — see Fine- [Fin85]). The
system is like our standard system for classical first order logic, but with subtly
different quantiﬁer rules.
90

VI

Vvgo

Vwlv/tl

VE

<p[a/'v]

The rule (V1)is our old rule (but see the condition stated below). In the rule
VE, the proper term of the application, a, is an arbitrary object term. We deﬁne
A0(<,o) to be the set of proper terms upon which the derivation of (,0depends.
This set is deﬁned recursively with A0(<,0)= (0for gooccurring at a leaf node in

a proof tree, and AO(C') = AO(P) if C’is the result of an application other than
EIEor VE with P as premise, and AO(C') := AO(P) U {a} for C the result of an
application of HE or VE with P as premise and a as proper term.
svlt/vl

3w

HI

31290 3E a < AO(<p)

sold/vl

In HE, the proper term a is again an arbitrary object term. The proper terms
resulting from applications of HE are called e-proper terms, the proper terms
resulting from applications of VE are called a-proper terms.
The dependency relation -<between proper terms which occur in a derivation
is deﬁned in accordance with the annotation of the 3E rule: e-proper terms
introduced at some level depend on all AO terms of the premise.
The conditions on the rules are the following:
2.5.1. CONDITION. The variable bound in the conclusion ofVI should not occur
free in the premise.

2.5.2. CONDITION. The proper term of an application of\7'I should not occur as
an e-proper term in the proof tree of the premise.

2.5.3. CONDITION. The proper term t of an application of VI should not occur
in the conclusion or in any assumption on which the premise go depends, nor
should any term b with b -< t.

Note that Condition 2.5.3 is a strengthening of Condition 2.2.1 on the rule VI in
the classical system of Section 2.2.2.
2.5.4. CONDITION. The proper term of an application of HE is fresh (i.e., it
should not occur in the proof tree of the premise
2.5.5. CONDITION. The variable bound in the conclusion of 31 should not occur
free in the premise.
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Here are some example deductions in this calculus.
3a:VyRa:y

Tr

y

a

y

3:1:E|yR:z:y

BE“*"’

T

VE

Rab

y

a

y

HE“*‘”

Rab

3Eb<a

31

A EII

3mRa:b

E|:1:Ra:b

VI

31

VyEla:R:z:y

3yE|a:Ra:y

Here is an example of how the strengthened condition on VI blocks the derivation
of 3yVxR:z:y from Va:ElyR:ry:
V 3 R

£12 VB
Ely,/Ran:

Rab

EIE b < a

application of VI to a blocked because b -< a

2.6 Comparison of Epsilon Logic and A0 Theory
It should be clear from the discussion so far that arbitrary objects are creatures
in limbo, living in the shadowy realm between syntax and semantics. Fine tries
to pull them over into the area of semantics altogether, but the dependency
relation < continues to give off a distinctly syntactic smell. This becomes even
clearer when we look at concrete examples of the way in which arbitrary objects
are created as a result of a deﬁnition. When we say ‘let a be an arbitraryieven
number’, and a bit later, in the course of the argument, ‘let b be the successor of
a.’then we have in fact focussed on two arbitrary objects a, b with b -< a. Suppose
we are talking about the domain of integers. Then we are in fact talking about
all pairs of the form Zn, 217.+ 1. But we could also have proceeded the other way
around: ‘let b be an arbitrary odd number’, followed by ‘let a be the predecessor
of b’. Then we are talking about the same relation between numbers of the form
272,2n+1, but the dependency relation now is different, for we have a -< b. So the
two ways of introducing the pair a, b give rise to different generic superstructures

of the model of the integers.

2.6.1 Semantic Comparison
The reader may have a feeling that arbitrary object models and epsilon calculus
should be related, and indeed they are. If we take closed epsilon terms as ar
bitrary objects, and if we assume that they name themselves, then a formula (,0
which has only closed epsilon terms becomes an A0 formula.
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2.49. PROPOSITION.Every ﬁrst order model M for a language L can be turned
into a arbitrary object model M * where the arbitrary objects are th'e closed epsilon
terms of L+ (the expansion of L with epsilon terms For every formula (,0which
contains only closed epsilon terms we have:

M|=g<piﬁ'M*l=s0
Proof: Let a ﬁrst order model M for L be given, and let L+ be the expansion
of that language with epsilon terms. Let A be deﬁned as follows:
A = {(ea: :

| c,o(a:)G Ll", (,o(:1:)has only :1:free}.

In other words, A consists of all closed epsilon terms of L+. Let < be the
dependency relation on epsilon terms given by a -< b iff b E A and b occurs
in a. Thus, e.g., ea: : R(a:,ey : Ryy) < ey : Ryy, but there is no a E A with
6:1:: R(a:,ey : Rzcy) 4 a, the reason being that ey : Rwy is not a closed epsilon

term.
It is clear that every intensional choice function <I>for M determines a valu
ation function VM,§.for the members of A. This is because closed epsilon terms
can be evaluated in the model M once we have a choice function available, in
dependently of a variable assignment. Let 7-"be the set of intensional choice
functions for M, and let V be deﬁned as follows:

V={VM,q,[B|BgA,B7é(Zl,<I>E]-'}.
In other words, the members of V are all non-empty restrictions of intensional
choice functions for M. We claim that (M, A, -<,V) is an AO—model.
To check this claim, all that is needed is a perusal of Fine’s eight conditions
on quadruples (M, A, -<,V). We shall only discuss the closure of V under piecing.
If {vi | i E I } is a non-empty closed subset of V such that for each '0,-,dom (vi) =
[dom (22,-)](each 12;has a domain closed under dependency), and the union U1),

is a function, then Um E V. This holds, for if Um is a function satisfying the
requirements, then it can be extended to a function CDwhich assigns values to all
closed epsilon terms of the language. Then <I’E .7, and so U 12,-E V by deﬁnition.
To complete the proof, let cpbe a formula with only closed epsilon terms. We
then have: M, s [=9 (,0iff for all CI)6 iM: M, CD,s I: cp. This is the case iff for all
12E V deﬁned over the closed epsilon terms occurring in go,M, 12U s l: (,0,which
is the case iff M*,s |= (,0.
El

We may also ask the converse question.

2.50. QUESTION. Given an arbitrary AO model (M,A, -<,V), is there always a
set of choice functions .77(possibly intensional) over the same model M and a
set of epsilon term replacements for the arbitrary objects such that for formulas
with closed epsilon terms, generic truth in the sense of epsilon logic coincides
with truth in the AO sense?

2.6. Comparison of Epsilon Logic and A0 Theory
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Of course, this question presupposes restriction to the language which has only
those epsilon terms thrown in which correspond to some element of A. Otherwise,
the answer to the question would be a trivial ‘no’, for there are AO models M *
with M* |= Elarcpwhile for no a E A, M* |= <,o(a). On the other hand, M, <I>|= 33:90
implies M, <1)|= <,o(e:c: cp). So the question only makes sense if we are prepared

to leave such ex : goout of the language.

Given this further restriction, it is not immediately clear anymore what the
answer to the question should be. There may be an independent a E A for which
{v(a) I v E V} is not deﬁnable in M without parameters, or a dependent a E A
for which {v(a) | v E V} is not deﬁnable in M with parameters. If this is the
case, there will be no <,o(x)with the property:
{b I M» S(9=|b) |= <.0($)} = VR...

Prima facie, it seems that there is no suitable formula (,0for building an epsilon
term ea: : goto represent a. But maybe a clever choice of .77can remedy this.
After all, by suitably restricting .77,we can make sure that the set

X = {<I>(dom

I CD6 .7}

is a non-deﬁnable set in M, and still, 6:1:: cc= :1:now gets represented by X. We

leave this question open for now.
But we may wish to put the case of undeﬁnable AO objects aside, taking our
cue from the following quote from Chapter 3 of Fine [Fin85]:

In many of the applications, all of the A-objects that are required
may, in a certain sense, be deﬁned within a previously speciﬁed lan
guage.
2.51. DEFINITION.(Representable arbitrary objects) If M is a model for L,
and M * is an AO-model based on M, then we say that an arbitrary object
a, not depending on any object, in M * is representable if there is a <p(a:)E L
such that:
VRa = {d | M» {(M1)} l= <.0($)}

A dependent arbitrary object a is representable if [a] = {a1, . . . ,a,,}, and there
is a <,o(:r1,. . . ,:z:n,:z:) E L such that VD“ = f is given by:

f(’v) = {d | Mvv U {(=v»d)} l= s0(d1/$1, - - - win/$n,$)},
where 'v 6 VM.

For arbitrary object models where every arbitrary object is representable
we can get a straightforward connection with epsilon logic by translating the
arbitrary object names into their obvious epsilon term translations. Using ea as
an abbreviation for the epsilon term translation of a we get the following:
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2.52. PROPOSITION.If every arbitrary object of M* is representable, then:

M* |= go(a1,. . . ,a.,,)

|=g go(ea1/a1,. . . ,ea,,/an‘),

for every goin the language of M.

Propositions 2.49 and 2.52 suggest that epsilon logic can be considered as the
logic of representable arbitrary objects, where the closed epsilon terms are the
arbitrary objects which wear their deﬁnitions on their sleeves.
Among various possible conditions on AO models Fine discusses the following
requirement of ‘identity’:
2.53. DEFINITION. (Identity) M * satisﬁes identity iff the following hold:
0 For any two independent elements a and b of A: VRG = VRI, implies a = b.
0 For any two dependent elements a,b E A, |a| = lb] and VDG = VDb
together imply a = b.

The following propositions gives the obvious connection with extensionality in
epsilon logic:
2.54. PROPOSITION. Every first order model M for a language L can be turned
into an arbitrary object model M * which satisfies ‘identity’ and where the arbi
trary objects are constructed from the extensional equivalence classes of closed
epsilon terms of L''' (the expansion of L with epsilon terms
If we assume that the object [622: go] is named by 61: : go, we have, for every

formula gowhich contains only closed epsilon terms:
M |=§ so iﬁ‘ M * |= s0—

Proof: Construct M * as in Proposition 2.49, only this time take equivalence
classes of closed epsilon terms as arbitrary objects, as follows.
If E is the set of closed epsilon terms of L, deﬁne t1 < t2 iff t2 occurs
as a proper subterm in t1. Let |t| be the set {t' E E | t -< t'}. Next, for
(ev : go),(ev :

E E, set (ev : go) ~ (ev : gb) iff

|ev : go]= Iev :

Let [ev : go]be the ~ equivalence class of go. Note that because

of (ii) in the deﬁnition

equals

I t -< (ev :

|= \7’v(go<——>
gb), and (ii)

of ~, we can set [t] -< [ev : go]ifft < (Ev : go), so |[ev : go]|

It is obvious from this that -< on E... inherits the

properties of irreﬂexivity, transitivity and converse well-foundedness from < on

E.
The remainder of the proof is just a check that the extensional equivalence
classes of the closed epsilon terms satisfy the requirements of the ‘identity’ deﬁ
nition.

[21

2.55. PROPOSITION. If every A object of M"‘ is representable and M* satisﬁes
‘identity’ then:

M* |= go(a1,. . . ,a,,)
for every goof the language of M.

|=:, go(ea1/£11,... ,ea,,,/an),
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Propositions 2.54 and 2.55 suggest that extensional epsilon logic can be con
sidered as the logic of representable arbitrary objects in A0 models satisfying
‘identity’, where the extensional equivalence classes of closed epsilon terms are
the arbitrary objects which wear their deﬁnitions on their sleeves.
With our link between epsilon calculus and arbitrary object theory estab
lished, let us brieﬂy reconsider the principle of generic attribution, applied to an
unrestricted arbitrary object a which does not depend on any other arbitrary
object. Given these assumptions, an appropriate epsilon term for a is ea: : :1:= 51:.

Let us see what the principle of generic attribution now says, in both of its
formulations. Here is the equivalence formulation:
<,o(e:1: : :1: =

:1:) <—>Va:<,o(a:).

Now is this true in every model M, for all choice functions Q on M ‘.7Obviously
not, for given a particular choice for ea: : :1:= as, the object that is picked

out will deﬁnitely have lots of properties which are not shared with all objects
in the domain. Indeed, the equivalence formulation of the principle of generic
attribution is as hopelessly wrong in its epsilon guise as in the guise discussed
above. But now look at the ‘truth formulation’ of the principle:
Sentence <,o(ea:: :2:= 2:) is true

sentence \7':1:<,o(:I:)
is true.

(2.9)

Is this true in every model M, for all choice functions Q on M? Yes, precisely
because of the deﬁnition of truth for sentences of the form <,o(ea:: :1:= :12)in

terms of universal quantiﬁcation over choice functions. To be true for an epsilon
formula means to be true under all possible choice functions Q. So, obviously,
the truth formulation of the principle of generic attribution, in its epsilon guise,
is correct.

2.6.2 Proof Theoretic Comparison
For the proof theoretic comparison of AO theory and epsilon logic, we proceed
by example. Compare the following two derivations. First an A0 proof tree:
ElmVyRa:y

3Ea<(ll

‘v’yRay

Rab

VE
HI

ElxRa:b
VI
‘V'yEl:rRa:'y

Here is a proof tree in epsilon logic, using 3E6 in addition to the rules of classical

natural deduction.
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3a:VyR:cy
E

\7’yR(e:I: : VyR:I:y)y
R(e:1: : ‘v'yR:I:(ey : -vR(e:1: : ‘v'yR:z:y)y))(ey

3:z:R:z:(ey : ﬁR:z:y)

\:/E
: -1R(ea: 2\7'yR:cy)y)

31
VI

VyE|a:Ra:y

Note that the only difference between the trees is that in the second tree the AO
terms have been replaced by suitable epsilon terms.
Note also that the condition on VI from the AO version of the rules has
become visible in the proper (epsilon) term of the application. In the example:
(ey : -1R:1:y),the proper term of VI in the proof tree, does not depend on an
e—termof the tree, for the only e-term of the proof tree is (ca: : ‘v’yR1:y),and this
term does not occur in (ey : ﬁRa:y).

2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have demonstrated that reasoning about arbitrary objects can
be based on sound principles. Also, we have drawn some important distinctions:
between local consequence and generic consequence (or in Fine’s terminology,
between case-to-case and truth-to-truth reasoning with arbitrary objects), and
between intensional and extensional epsilon logic (or in Fine’s way of putting
it, between working with models which don’t satisfy ‘identity’ and working with
models which do). Finally, we have seen that if we conﬁne attention to arbitrary
objects a which are representable by formulas <p(ci1,. . . ,c'1n,v) of a ﬁrst order
language L, Where c'L1,...,c'Lnrefer to arbitrary objects which are themselves
representable (with the obvious requirement of non-circularity in the represen
tations), then epsilon logic is equivalent to Fine’s theory of arbitrary objects.

Chapter 3

Intuitionistic Instantial Logic

This chapter explores the topic of instantial intuitionistic reasoning
by investigating what happens when we add the epsilon rule to a nat
ural deduction calculus for intuitionistic predicate logic. As it turns
out, this extension is not conservative, but leads to an interesting
intermediate logic. This logic, as well as some weaker and related
logics, will be investigated proof theoretically as well as semantically.
All but one of the logics we describe will be frame incomplete.

3.1 Introduction
Hilbert invented epsilon terms as a weapon against Brouwer’s intuitionism, but
this should not deter us from considering the result of adding the epsilon rule to
intuitionistic logic.
Our interest in the strength of the epsilon rule per se pushes us in this
direction, for we can view the conservativity of the epsilon rule over classical
predicate logic as an indication that the classical quantiﬁers have such strong
structural properties that the contribution of the epsilon rule gets swamped out
by these effects. To ﬁnd out more about the epsilon rule we therefore have to
add it to a system with weaker quantiﬁcation principles. Intuitionistic predicate
logic is an obvious choice.

3.2 Intuitionistic Predicate Logic
3.2.1 Semantics
Assume the same language deﬁnition as in Section 2.2 of the previous chap
ter. Intuitionistic logic models the process of growth of knowledge of an ideal
55
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mathematical reasoner, who on the one hand does not know every mathematical
truth that there is to know (s/he may not know whether the decimal expan
sion of 7r contains a row of nine consecutive nines, to mention an example from
Brouwer), but on the other hand never makes mistakes. In other words, math
ematical knowledge can only grow, as more and more mathematical conjectures
get proved or disproved. A statement gowhich is found out to be true at some
stage in the process of knowledge acquisition will never become false later on,
and a statement gowhich is found out to be false at some stage will never become
true later on. Using go—+gbfor “in every stage extending the present stage where
gois true, 1,0is true”, and ﬁgo for “in no stage extending the present stage gois
true”, we can express this ‘monotonicity principle’ as follows: go—>-mgo holds,
and -ago—>-M-up holds. On the other hand, there are principles which may

never get proved nor disproved, in other words, the principle of double negation,
-map ——>
godoes not hold in intuitionistic

logic.

‘

To formally deﬁne models for intuitionistic logic we need the concept of clas
sical ﬁrst-order model extending another one. Let M, M’ be models for the same
ﬁrst-order language. M is extended by M’, notation M g M’, iff

-dom

Qdom(M'),

for every c E C, if int (M')(c) E dom (M), then int (M')(c) = int (M)(c),

foreveryP EP", int

forevery
f Ef”,int

Qint(M’)(P),

Qint

Note that the ﬁnal two requirements boil down to the condition that the in
terpretation of a relation or function symbol in M’ [ dom (M) agrees with the
interpretation of that symbol in M.

Identity
Special care needs to be taken to interpret the identity symbol ‘=’
over models for intuitionistic logic. Usually, growth of knowledge about identities
is allowed. To this end, we provide each model M with a special two place
relation ~M with the property that ~M is an equivalence relation on dom (M)
(i.e., reﬂexive, symmetric and transitive), and that the predicates and functions
of M respect ~M in the following sense:

int

oIfd1 ~Md’1,...,d.,,
~Md;,,then(d1,...,d,,,)6 int

'1,...,d:,)6

oIfd1 ~M d’1,...,d,, ~M d;,, then

int(M)(f)(d1,...,dn)
~Mint

In other words ) ~M is a con9 ruence relation. The idea is that d 1 ~M d2 exp resses
that in M the two individuals d1, d2 are identiﬁed. Of course, things which where
found out to be identical should remain identical under growth of knowledge. In
other words, M g M ’ should imply ~M Q ~M' (see Troelstra and Van Dalen
[TD88, 2.5] for more clariﬁcation).
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An intuitionistic Kripke model for a language L of intuitionistic predicate
logic is a triple K = (W, 3, D) such that:
0 W is a non-empty set,
0 3 is a partial order on W, i.e., 3 is reﬂexive, transitive, and anti-symmetric,
0 D is a function mapping every 0: E W to a classical model for L in such

manner that
or S ﬂ => 19(0) _<_D(ﬂ)

Blurring the distinction between ‘worlds’ in W and the ﬁrst-order models to
which they are mapped, we can say that a Kripke model consists of a set of
ﬁrst-order models, partially ordered such that if we move upwards along 3 from
one ‘world’ to the next, the structures we encounter can only grow.
It is convenient to deﬁne variable assignments globally and term valuation
functions locally, as follows. Let s be a mapping from the set V of variables

to D = U{dom

I M 6 mg

(the unionof all the domains). Let ozbe

a member of W. Then Va; is the partial mapping from the set of terms to D
deﬁned as follows:

.

Va,3(,v) = {

:.)f‘ti91(e’:‘)}viESeC,l0U1
(D(Of))

T (D(a))(c)
_ VOW) = { int

. Va,3(ft1 ' ' ' tn) =

otherwise,
ifc
e dom (int (D(a)))

int (D(a))(f)(Va,s(t1)» . . . .v..,.(t..>> ff Y“,*;cfj&j,‘
,
T

It is easy to see that Va,3(t) 515Tand oz3 ﬂ together

otherwise.
imply V5,l.,(t) =,éT.

_

The intuitionistic interpretation of the language L now proceeds from the
vantage point of a member a E W and takes possible ‘growth of knowledge’ into
account. Let K = (W, 3, D) be a Kripke model. We shall use aK for the set of
all variable assignments for K . Let s E aK and let 0: E K (“ozis a node of K ”,
i.e., a is a member of
We ﬁrst deﬁne the relation K, s,oz H-cp(“node oz of
K’ forces formula (,0under assignment 3”).
3.1. DEFINITION. (Forcing)
1. K,s,oz H-J. never.
2. K,s,a H-Ptl - --tn iff Va),3(tl) 7’:T, ..., Va,3(t,,,) 7’:T,

and (Va,3(tl), . . . ,Va,,,(tn)) 6 int (D(a))(P).
K, 3, a H‘t1 = t2 iff Va,,,(tl) 79 T, Va,,,(t2) 7’:T, and Va,,(tl) ~D(°‘) Va,_,(t2).
K,s,oz H--up ifffor all ,6 2 oz, K,s,ﬂ H7‘cp.
K,s,oz H‘ (901A902) iffboth K,s,a H-cpl and K,s,oz H-cpg.

9°.“‘.°°.°‘t“P°

K,s,a H-(gpl Vcpg) iff either K,s,oz H-(pl or K,s,a H-cpg.
K,s,a H- ((pl —>gag) ifffor all ,8 2 oz, if K,s,,B H-cpl then K,s,ﬂ H-cpg.
K, s, a H-_\7"u<p
iff for all ,6 2 a, for all d E dom (D(ﬁ)), K, s('v|d),,6 H- <p.
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9. K, s,a H-Elvcpiff for some d E dom (D(oz)), K,s(v|d),oz

Next, We deﬁne P in terms of H-:

3.2. DEFINITION. (W, g,D),s

H-cp.

i

l: (,0iff for all 01E W, (W, 3, D),s,a

H—
(,0.

3.3. DEFINITION. K P (,0iff for all assignments s for K, it holds that K, s P cp.

3.4. DEFINITION. (Intuitionistic consequence) I‘ P [p L (,0iff for all intuitionistic
Kripke models K, all s E aK, if K,s P 7 for all '7 E F, then K,s P (0.

Note that the existential and the universal quantiﬁer are not duals anymore
under the semantic regime of intuitionistic

logic. We have 3'v<pPIpL w‘v"u-«,0,

but not the other Wayaround.
But ﬁrst, let us move to a still more general level.
3.5. DEFINITION. A Kripke frame is a triple F = (W, 3, (9) Where

1. (W, 3) is a partial order.
2. (9 assigns to every oz 6 W a non—empty set (90, such that, if 0: g ﬂ then
Oa Q 0,3.

We say that K = (W, §,D) is a model over Kripke frame F = (W, §,(’)) if for
all a. E M: dom (D(oz)) = (90,.

3.6. DEFINITION. (Frame validity) For F a Kripke frame, (,0is frame valid on
F, notation F P <,0,if K P (,0for every Kripke model K over F.

3.7. DEFINITION. (Frame deﬁnition by a formula) Let A be a class of Kripke
frames: (,0deﬁnes A if F E A if and only if F P (,0.

These deﬁnitions will be used in Section 3.4.1.

3.2.2 Natural Deduction for Intuitionistic Predicate Logic
A natural deduction system for IPL can be got from the natural deduction system
for classical predicate logic in Section 2.2.2 by leaving out the following rule:
"90. [i]

I
wE,
90

As Wehave seen in Section 2.2.2, this boils down to leaving out the law of double
negation:

:77¢ DN
90

Recall that EM is the principle of excluded middle:

mvﬁg

EM
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3.8. PROPOSITION.
l’IPL+EM 90 <=> l"IPL+DN 90 ‘‘=> '1: 90

Proof: Assuming EM, the law of double negation can be derived:
m

wvaw

3
sol]

ﬁ—I

wﬂl

1
wlli

w
VE2,3
so

—)]:1

Conversely, given DN, we can derive the principle of excluded middle:

wﬂl

uwﬂl

-————vI
u(</>V W)

[3]

(w V "90)

L

—————vI
—'(</JV "W

ﬁh

[3]

(so V W)

L

ﬁE

ﬁh
ﬁE
wE

L

____. _.I3
u“(<.0V W)

DN

wVu¢

Because DN allows us to get -I E; as a derived rule, all classical inference

rules are present in IPL+DN.

E

What the proof trees above show is that the principle DN and the schema
EM are rule equivalent, and that adding either principle to intuitionistic logic
yields classical logic.
It is interesting to check what the weakening of the system entails for the
quantiﬁer interaction principles. The following intuitionistic proof tree shows
that we still have ﬁflvcpl']pL Vvwp:

wﬂl
ﬁ3v¢

How

aw
Vvﬁcp

Ell
%

VI
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Also, we still have Vv-agol‘[pL ﬁ3'ucp:

Va

v(p‘v’E

-=s0(t/'0)

<.o<v/t> [21_,E

Elvcp [1]

_l_

EIE2

J.

all

ﬁdvw
Another principle which We have still got is Elvﬁgo|- I p L ﬁV'u<,o:
V

2

vso [ IVE

3v*</>

so

“W/'v)

[1] E

L

E

-1\7'v(,o

2

EIE1
ﬁV'u<,0

We can summarize these facts as follows:
l—[pL 3v-ﬂap —> -1‘V"u<,o.

(3.1)

l"[pL 'ﬁ'3’U(,0<—>
V’U‘I(,0.

But We have lost the fourth quantiﬁer interaction principle. As Kolmogorov
[K0167] already observed, -wV'v(,o
—>Hvﬁgo can only be derived with the principle

of excluded middle (or equivalently, with the negation elimination rule that turns
intuitionistic logic into classical logic).
Here is a list of further quantifier principles which are intuitionistically deriv
able (from Van Dalen [Dal86]):
|-IPL (,0V\7'm,b—>\7’v(<pV
l‘[pL

provided '0 ¢ FV(cp).

Vv(<p —>v,b) <—>(go —>\7'm,b) provided

12¢ FV(<,o).

l‘[pL ‘v’v(<p—>gb) <—>
(Elvgo—>1,b) provided

12¢

l‘[pL E|'v(<p—>

22¢ FV(<,o).

—>(cp —>Elvzb) provided

l‘]pL El'v(<,o
—>zp) —>(Vvcp—>1,b) provided 22¢
I-IpL ﬂ-u\7"u<p—>Vvﬁﬁcp.

(3.3)
(3.4)

(3.5)
(3.6)

(3.7)
(3.8)

Van Dalen [Dal86] gives the following list of quantiﬁer interaction principles that
we have lost:
lfjpf,

-=\7"v<,0
—>avﬁcp.

VIPL Vvﬁ-up

—>‘1—vV’U!,0.

(3.9)
(3.10)
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'7’IPL V0((S0 V I0) -’ (S0V V010» Pf0Vi<1€d 0 ¢ FV(<P)-

(3-11)

'7’IPL (S0 —>3010) —*30(S0 -* 10) Pr0Vid€<1 0 91 FV($0)-

(3-12)

1/IPL (V090 —*1.0) —’ 30(S0 —*10) Pf0Vided

(3-13)

l/IPL

'0 91 FV(10)-

(‘v’v(go V -190) A -I-131290) —+31290.

(3.14)

I7’;pL —mVvVw(v = w v v 36 w).

(3.15)

'7’IPL ""V0V7~0(“0 3‘ '00—’ '0 75 00-

(3-15)

In the next section we shall investigate how this situation changes when we add
the epsilon rule to intuitionistic logic.
IPL has the classical rules for identity. However, this does not force the iden
tity symbol to be interpreted by real identity. Let DE, the schema for decidable
identity, be given by
V=vVy($ = 14V ‘=(-'0= y))-

Under interpretation

(DE)

of ‘=’, by real identity, K |= ‘v’:z:\7'y(:z:
= 3;V ﬁ(:I: = y)) for

all Kripke models K , but DE is not an IPL theorem (see [Dal86]).
IPL is sound and complete for the class of Kripke models.

3.9. THEOREM.(Completeness of IPL) For all sets offormulas I‘U
F l=IPL 90 => P 1"IPL 90

A more general notion of completeness is given in the following deﬁnition.
3.10. DEFINITION. (Model completeness) Formula (,0is complete for model class

Aifl‘[pL+,p’l,b
4:} VKEAIK
For example, the formula
(S0—*¢)V('»0—*<P)

UN

is complete for the class of linear models (a model K is linear if 013 ,8 or ,6 3 oz,

for all oz,ﬂ in the set of nodes of K As another example, the formula schema
DE is complete for the class A: of Kripke models Where = is interpreted by
real identity (see Van Dalen [Dal86], or Gabbay [Gab81]).

3.3 Intensional Intuitionistic Epsilon Logic
Proof theoretically, it is no problem to add the epsilon rule to intuitionistic logic.
The intensional intuitionistic epsilon calculus is the result of adding the epsilon
rule

4’3v
s0[60 I </9/0]

3E6

(6)
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plus the alphabetic variant rule
AV
(av : </9)= (cw = so<w/22>)

‘

>

to the intuitionistic rules. Or equivalently, intensional intuitionistic epsilon logic
is the result of deleting the rule for negation elimination from the calculus for
classical epsilon logic. Let us use I-1-pL+6for derivability in this logic. We are
now going to explore some of its properties.

Very little knowledge of the proof theory for intuitionistic predicate logic
suffices to see that adding the epsilon rule to IPL is not conservative. The
epsilon rule allows us to derive Plato’s principle (abbreviated PEIin the sequel)
in intuitionistic logic:
El'u(3v<,0

——>
90).

R3

Here is a derivation of this principle in the calculus IPL+e.
Elxcp [1]
E

cpléw

= 90/11:]

—)I1
3:1:<,0 —> <p[ea:

: go]

31

3=r(3w -+ so)

The principle P3 will be shown to be central to the IPL+6 calculus. Therefore
we shall also consider a well-know equivalent form.
3.11. PROPOSITION. P3 is equivalent to the rule called Independence of Premise

IP3:
so —>3w
3a=(s0 -> 7.0)

, provided :3 does not occur free in cp.

IPEI

Proof: Two simple derivations show thisl.
From IP to P3:
§l:1:<,o(a:)

El:c<,o(a:) —>3350(3)
3~’I=(33=<P(=B) —* 50017))

From P3 to IP:
l¢'l

1% -*

3=I»'90(=I=)

3rvs0(w)

[3w(-'3) -> 90(3)]

s0(-'I=)

ab —> s0(-'6)

3a=(3=vs0(w) -> s0(a=))

3=v(¢ —> s0(-'12))

3-'v(¢ -> s0(=v))

1Because in this chapter we shall give a great number of extendedderivations, for reasons
of display we do not always annotate the deductions by the proof rules used. Moreover, when
subdeductions are simple they will often be contracted.
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Figure 3.1: Intuitionistic counterexample to Plato’s principle.

Figure 3.2: Model without a Skolem function for El:cPa:—>Py.

E
However,

we know that

l7’,-pL 3'u(3'v<,0——>
(,0), because

of the completeness

of IPL and the fact that there are Kripke models M of IPL with M ,a |=
ﬁE|a:(E|P:1: —>P112)(where on is a node in the Kripke model).

Figure 3.1 gives

such a counterexample. The model has just two nodes. In the ﬁrst of these
3a:Pa: does not hold, in the second node it does. The point is that the existential
formula is made true by a new object which did not yet exist at the ﬁrst node.
So the only object at the ﬁrst node, object 1, does not have the property that if
some object acquires property P (at some accessible node), then 1 will acquire
P. The conclusion must be that adding the epsilon rule is not a conservative
extension of intuitionistic predicate logic.
If we think of this semantically, it is easy to see why the earlier expansion
argument fails in the case of intuitionistic logic. Again, assume we have a formula
2bwith I7’;pL Then there is a Kripke model K , an assignment 3, with a node
ozat which 1,bfails for s: K , s, or bé Suppose we want to expand the model K
with Skolem functions to interpret the epsilon terms. How should this be done?
Consider the example in Figure 3.2, and assume that we want to add a
Skolem function for the formula 3zcP:1:—>Py. The list of parameters is empty
in this case, so this should be a Skolem constant. It is easy to see that the
formula is false in the initial node of the model and that it is made true by
different objects in the two accessible nodes. So which object should one assign
to ey : (Z-|a:P:c—_>
Py)? It cannot be 1, for this is the wrong choice in one of the
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nodes, and it cannot be 2, for this is the wrong choice in another node. Van
Dalen [Dal86] gives a formal proof of the fact that adding Skolem functions is
not conservative over intuitionistic logic, based on an example by Smoryriski.
This problem squares with the fact that IPL does not have prenex forms
for formulas: it is impossible to rewrite an arbitrary IPL formula 90into the
equivalent form Q1331- - -Qna:,,90', with Q; equal to V or 3, and 90'quantiﬁer free,

as can be done for classical predicate logic. Prenex formulas are equivalent in
turn to purely universal formulas with Skolem functions, so if prenex forms do
exist, Skolemization is conservative.
So the addition of the epsilon rule to IPL is not conservative. As we shall see
in Section 3.4.1, it does not give us classical predicate logic. But if we also add
the extensionality principle of Section 2.4.1
90(v1,. . . ,.v,,, v)

1b(v1,. . . ,.v,,, v)

'

'

9b(v.,,,...,vn,v)

EXT

90(v1,...,v,,,v)
EL-J

ev90 = ev9b

we end up with classical logic (see [Bel93], [GM78]). It is convenient to take
EXT in schematic form:
‘v’v(90<—>

——>
(ev : 90 = ev :

EXT

On the assumption that there are two objects with a 7Eb, adding 6 plus EXT to
IPL yields classical predicate logic.
3.12. PROPOSITION. Assuming that there are two distinct objects, then the ad
dition of EX T+ 6 to IPL gives CPL.

Proof: We shall show that under the assumption given, the law of excluded
middle is IPL derivable from EXT. That is, a 7’:b,EXT |-I pL+€EM. Proposition
3.8 then gives the desired result.
1: 3y(y = a V cp)

given

2: .'-.ly(y = b V 90)

given

3: (ey:(y=aV90))=aV90

1,6-rule

4: (ey : (y = b V cp)) = b V 90

2,6-rule

5: ((ey : (y = a V 90)) = a /\ (ey : (y = b V 90)) = b) V 90

3,4, distributivity

6=((63/=(y=aVs0))#(63/=(y=bV<p)))V<.0
7=<pt'eVy((y=aVs0)H(v=bVs0))
8=so":(62/=(y=aVs0))=(6y=(y=bVs0))

5,a¢b
CPL
7,EXT

9: (ey : (y = a V 90)) :,£ (ey : (y = b V 90)) I-5 -up

8, contraposition
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[21

Notice that only intuitionistically valid inference rules are used in this proof.

3.3.1 Plato’s Principle and the e-Rule
In this section will show that Plato’s principle covers exactly the increase in
derivational strength we get when we add the 6-rule to IPL.
3.13. THEOREM. Let E U {X} be a set of e-free formulas. Then
53 l‘IPL+e X <=> 53 l‘IPL+P3 X

Proof: The direction from right to left: if E l‘[pL+p3 X, then 2 l"]pL P3 ——>
X.
But 2 l‘IpL+€ P3 and SO2 l"IpL+e X.

The proof of the left to right direction will take the form of a conservativ
ity proof. Our strategy will be the following. We are going to show that, for
E, X e—free,every e-derivation of X from E can be transformed into an IPL+P3
derivation. This we do by induction on the number n of 6-terms occurring in the
e—derivationof X from E. If n = 0, then the derivation can have no application
of the 6-rule, so X follows already from E by pure IPL principles. If n = m + 1,
then we are going to transform the derivation of X from E in such a way that
we have a new derivation of X from E, but with all occurrences of one e-term re
moved. Because any derivation uses only a ﬁnite number of e-terms, this proves
the theorem.
The following diagram captures our starting position for the removal of all
occurrences of a selected e-term. We have an e-derivation D in which m + 1
different e-terms are used.

2

D1
.-_|m<,0

I‘

<,o[e:r: : (,0/zc]

732
%b

X

Here 2 is a set of the undischarged, 6-free, assumptions of the derivation ’D,and X
is the e-free conclusion of D. A speciﬁc application of the e-rule in this derivation
is highlighted:

E|:1:<p/
g0[ea:: go/

Elccgo
is the conclusion of the subderivation

’D1

with assumptions in Z. We assume that no applications of the e-rule with proper
term ea: : (,0occurs in the subderivation D1. That is, we assume the highlighted
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application to be a highest one in D. Because the assumptions in E and the
conclusion x do not contain any e-terms, there must be a highest formula below
go[ea:: go/ac]in the derivation in which ea: : gono longer occurs, and which does not

depend on an assumption in which ea: : gooccurs: here this formula is denoted by
gb. The derivation D2/ gbmay use assumptions not in El: these are all contained

in the set F (the elements of P will be discharged below

S0 D2 is a derivation

with assumptions in I‘ U {go[e:z:
: go/
and conclusion gb.
Now we are set to transform D to a derivation D’ in which the term ex : go
no longer occurs. Of course, Plato’s principle will be used essentially. Consider
the subderivation D2 with assumptions in F U {go[e:1:go/ and conclusion 7,0.We
transform D2 to a derivation D5 as follows.
1.

35590 —* sold/«Tl [ll

D2[a/ea:
:0

(3%/9 -> <p)
15

: go]

lb

Here a is a fresh constant.

3131

Firstly, this a correct (HE) application.

Because

ea: : godoes not occur in I‘,gb, or cp, a does not occur in I‘[a/ear: : go], gb[a/ezrgo] or

<p[a/ea: : go]. Furthermore, D2[a/ea: : go]is almost a correct derivation given the
assumptions Elccgo
—>go[a/ Every application of an inference rule other than the
e-rule, remains unaffected by the substitution of a for ca: : go. But applications
of the e-rule Elccgo/go[e:r: go/3:] in D2 become 3a:go/go[a/9:] in D2[a/ex

: go], which

are not correct proof steps. However, here is where the assumptions have their
use. We we now transform D2 [a/ 6:1:: go]to D5 by reformulating

every invalid

Elccgo/go[a/:12]
proof step as follows.
3:1:go

D2[a/ea:
: go] —

=>D’2

3w

3w -> sold/fr]
<p[a/=I=l

Consequently, D5 is still a correct derivation of gbfrom assumptions in I‘U{El:1:go
—>

go[a/

So the transformation of D2 gives a correct (EIE)application with major

premise E|a:(Ela:go
——>
go), an instance of Plato’s principle. Because all applications
of the e-rule in D with proper term ea: : golie in D2, by replacing D2 by D'2 we

have removed all occurrences of the term 6:: : gofrom D. Consequently, if D uses
m + 1 e-terms, then D[D§/D2] uses m e-terms.
E

Because the e-rule derives Plato’s principle with the help of (—>l)and (31),
and, conversely, Plato’s principle allows us to transform any e-derivation to an

e-free derivation, with the help of

and (HE), we can state the following

corollary:
3.14. COROLLARY.Let C’ be a logical system containing the rules (3E),(3I),

(——>l),

Then the following are equivalent:
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1. the e-rule is conservative over 0',
2. IP3 is a (derived) rule of C,
3. P3 is a theorem of C.

3.3.2

Interpretation

of e—Terms

Intuitionistically, the interpretation of e-terms faces the problem that the addi
tion of Skolem functions is not conservative over IPL. This situation changes in
the extended system IPL + P3. First remark that if k is a model for intuitionistic
predicate logic then K |= 3:1:(3<,o(:z:,§)
—><,o(a:,§)), an instance of Plato’s princi
ple, implies K H-‘v’§3:1:(3:z:cp(a:,§)
—><,o(a:,§)). Now We shall analyze the meaning

of this schema on Kripke models according to the forcing deﬁnition. We can
state the following proposition
3.15. PROPOSITION.Let a be a node in an intuitionistic Kripke model K and
suppose
K. s. a ll-V?3w(3<vs0(-in?) —>s0(a=,?)).

where ﬂ is the sequence of the n free variables in 32:90. Then for all ﬂ 2 oz and
all n—ary sequences 5 of elements form dom(D(ﬂ)) there is an m E dom(D(,8))

such that for all 7 2 ﬂ
1. K,s(?|§)(-'r|m).7 how) <=> K.s(vIF)_.v H-3~'c<.0(?).
9- K.S(?|b)(€'«‘|m),’7 "'"'<.0(?) <=> K,S(?|b).7 H'V$"<P(9=,?)

Proof:
1) =>, by the forcing deﬁnition.
1) <=, because K, s(§|b),ﬂ H-3:c(3:c<,o(a:,§)—><,o(a:,§)),there is an m E dom(D(ﬁ))

such that
K. s(vIb)(wIm).ﬂ

H-3=I=<.0(9:.?)—><.o(a:.v)

S0 if K .s(?|3).7 “*3~'I=s0(9-3?)
f<_>r
ﬂ S 7. then K,s(?|5)(=I=|m).'7 "-s0(=v.?)
2). =>, if for all 7 Z ,6: K,s(§]|b), (:c|m),7 H7’<,o(:z:,§),
then for all 7 Z ,6:
K . s(?|3).'7

H7’3a=s0(x.§)

Consequently K, s(§|h), ,6 H--w3:c<,o(:r:,
2) <=, by the forcing deﬁnition.

E

By this proposition, the principle P3 guarantees the existence of elements in the
domain of any node in a Kripke model suitable for the interpretation of values
of Skolem functions. And, in fact we have:
3.16. COROLLARY.The addition of Skolem functions f for every e:1:istentialfor
mula 3:I:<pin a logic L _D_
IPL is conservative over L and only I-L
so)

3:c(3m<p—>
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Proof: For E a set of IPL formulas, let 23 be formed from E by adding func
tion symbols f,p(,,,—y—)
to the language for every formula 3:1:<,0(a:,§),and adding the
axioms V§(3=I=90(=r,?)
-+ <P(f(§),?)) t0 3
<=: We have to show that E3 l‘[pL+p3 2,0implies E l‘[pL+p3 1p for v,bnot con
taining any Skolem function symbol. Assume E l7’,-pL+p32,0,where 1,bhas no

Skolem functions. We shall show that E‘ l7’1pL+p3 The assumption gives us,
by completeness of IPL with respect to the class of Kripke models, a model K
with a node ozsuch that (1) K ll-‘v’§3a:(3:z:<,o
—>go), (2) K, a H-2, and (3) K, 0:

Because
K H-‘v'§3a:(3a:<p —+ (,0),

we can deﬁne at each oz a function F,;‘(my) : dom(D(oz))"' —>dom(D(a)),

that

F£‘(m,g)(3)E {d' E d0m(D(a))

I Mona,

such

S('2i|3) ”‘3:r<p(a=,?J)-+ <.0(d',?)}

Because Plato’s principle is valid on K , by Proposition 3.15 such a function
is well-deﬁned for all <p(a:,'3]).Now we extend the interpretation function ‘Int’ at
every node oz6 W to an interpretation ‘Int” for function constants f,p(,,,3)(for
every formula c,0(:z:,§))in such a way that
1. Int‘(D(a))(f,p(,,,y))

= F,;“(z,mat every node oz6 W,

2- if ozS ﬂ, then Int’(D(a))(f¢(z,y)) = Ints(D(:B))(f<p(x,§))fd0m(D(a))
This extension gives a model K 3. We then have for oz6 W‘,
if K, s, a H-‘v"§Ela:<,0(a:,§),
then K, s, a ll-V§<,o(f,p(,,,,§)(§),§).

So, Int’ interprets Skolem functions in the appropriate way. Because gbhas no
Skolem functions,

if K,s,oz H-2 and K,s,a H7"c,b,
then K‘°,s,oz H-2’ and K‘°,s,a
Consequently, 2’ I7‘;pL+P3
=>: We have to show that if the addition of Skolem functions is conservative
over L Z_)I PL, then L derives all instances of Plato’s Principle. Suppose
2 VI, PEI. By the canonical model construction we can create a Kripke model
K for L, and a node 0: forcing 2 in K such that for some instance of Plato’s
principle, K , s, a l|7’\7'§3a:(E|a:<p
—>(,0). Now, for oz’, a extended by an interpreta
tion for Skolem functions, we have K,s,oz" H-2’ and K,s,oz" H-V§(3:1:<p(:1:,§)
—>

<,o(
f (§),§). Here we may assume f to be the only Skolem function symbol oc
curring in the formula. Thus K, 3,01‘ H-\7’§3a:(3a:<,o
—>(,0). But this is a formula
without Skolem function symbols, and K , s, a l|7"v’§El:r(El:z:<,o
—>(,0). By soundness
of L for K, we then

have

2’

F V§3:z:(El:ccp —> (,0) while

2 I71, V§3:1:(El:z:<p—> (,0).

Consequently, the addition of Skolem functions is not conservative over L.

E!
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CPL
PEl+P‘v’

/

T

T/‘

PEI

EN

EN + UN

\

1

IPL

\

\T

PV

/

UN

Figure 3.3: Inclusion diagram of the IPL extensions
3.17. DEFINITION.(Interpretation of e-Terms) Let K be a Kripke model for
IPL+PEl and let I nt‘ be an extension of the interpretation function Int of K
over all Skolem function symbols. We now deﬁne the valuation function Var”;
which is like Va”, on all non e-terms terms and for e-term ea: : cp(:1:,@)is given
by Va,3,q;(€:12
: <p(a:,§)) = Int"(D(oz))(f,p(,,,,g))(s(§)). This creates a Kripke model

A/lq,which interprets e-terms.

The following proposition follows straightforwardly.
3.18. PROPOSITION. Let K be a Kripke model on which Plato’s principle is
valid.

Then

Kg. lt-39:90 <—>
cp[ea:<,0/1:].

3.4 Intermediate Logics
The last section has shown that, for gpe-free: l‘[pL+5 (,0 4:)» l‘[pL+p3 cp. In

the next section, the logic IPL+PE| will be the subject of investigation as an
intermediate logic which is of interest in its own right. In fact, in the following
sections we shall distinguish a family of intermediate logics.
A map of the logics that will be developed in the following sections is given in
Figure 3.3. Here the arrows represent inclusion, the absence of arrows represents
non-inclusion. As we shall show, all inclusions are proper.
The logics PEI(Section 3.4.1) and PV (Section 3.4.2) are determined by the
principles

E|a:(El:z:<p——>
(,0) and 3:n(<p —>\7':1:<,o)
respectively.

to IPL of the epsilon and the tau rule respectively.
3.19. DEFINITION. (T-Rule)
mm

=so/-"BlV,
Vamp

T

They

arise by addition
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The logics EN (Section 3.4.1) and UN (Section 3.4.2) are determined by -I-Elrmp—>
3:1:-mcp and Va:-I-up —>ﬁ—n‘V':I:<,0
respectively.

They arise in the addition

of the

rules
EDN

3‘”“’

TDN 94”’ ‘ 9”/fl

uusolew I so/=3]

"nVws0

to IPL. The rule eDN derives 3:z:(3a:cp—>-1-ncp)straightforwardly.

By Proposi

tion 3.22 this will be shown to be equivalent to EN. The rule TDN derives UN.
Va:-mgo gives --«<,o['ra:: cp/a3]by
IPL equivalent to --IVa:cp.

This gives, by TDN, ﬂ--I-aV:1:<,owhich is

We shall not discuss the logic EN + UN. In Section 3.4.3 we shall discuss
the logic P3 + PV. This is the only intermediate logic from Figure 3.3 which is
complete (modulo decidable equality).

3.4.1

The Logic IPL+PEl

Because Plato’s principle is not derivable in IPL the logic IPL+PEl is stronger
than IPL. That it is a proper intermediate logic (i.e., weaker than classical logic)
is the import of the following proposition.
3.20.

PROPOSITION.

m +/,pL+P3

ﬁVa:(,0 —+El.’12‘I<p.

Proof: Let K = (IN, 3, (9) be a.Kripke frame where g is the standard ordering
on W, and let the domain associated with every node be the set of natural
numbers. It is easy to see that Plato’s principle is valid on this model. Now
let P be a monadic predicate and let the interpretation function for node 72,
Int”, be deﬁned by Intn(P) = {m I m S
Then, for every n E M we have
K , n H-ﬁV:z:<p,
for every successor m of n has a successor l and a k in the domain
of l such that K ,s(:1:|k),l H7’P(:c),for at every node there are elements of the
domain not (yet) in the extension of P. But there is no element It in the domain
such that K , s(:z:|k),n H--=P(a:),for every element of the domain will eventually
end up in the extension of P.
E

Proof Theory
In this section we shall explore some of the derivational power of IPL+PE|. We
shall concentrate on IPL+P3 principles that are not IPL valid. First we derive
a principle weaker than PEIand consider some of its consequences.
ﬁﬁ3:z:-up <—>
Elxﬁgo.

3.21. PROPOSITION. |—IPL+P3 DN3.

(DN3)
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Proof: We shall derive DNEIin the IPL+e calculus. Theorem 3.13 then tells us
that DN3 is a IPL+PE| theorem.

In IPL+(e)

the schema ﬁE|a:-ago<—>
ﬂ-n<,0(e:z:
: -up)

is derivable. It results from the general schema
l‘IPL+e

333$ <—*‘H6113 I K9/9?]

by contraposition,
with 1,b= -ucp. Contraposing
once more gives ﬁﬁE|a:ﬁ<,0 <——>
-mﬁ<,o[ea:-up/m]. But l-IPL -up +—>
-1-1-up and so, DNEI follows.
E

This principle straightforwardly gives us EN
ﬁﬁ3a:<,o <—>312*:-acp.

(EN)

For,
|-1pL

ﬁEla:<,0 <—>-13$-n-ago.

SO we get, by the contraposition of DN3 and the contraposition of the above,
that l-IPL_,_P3EN.
Now we shall consider some useful equivalents of this principle.

3.22.

3-'I=(‘=</>)
H “V~'I="(“s0),

(QN)

3a=(3~'cs0-+ -I-'</>(a=)),

(PN3)

(*3'*<.0(~'l=) -> V$<P(9=)) -+ ("Va/>(~7«‘) -+ 3a=-'<.0(<I=))-

(MA)

PROPOSITION.

I-IPL EN<—> QN<—>PNEI <—>
MA.

Proof: See appendix to this chapter.

E

By means of Proposition 3.22, we can show the following.
3.23. PROPOSITION.
1- l‘IPL+PNEI V93(S0V “<P) “’ (3390 V V$"90)2- l‘IPL+PN3 V$(S0(~’0)V W —’ (V33“"S0($) V 1.9) 93¢ FV(¢)3- l"IPL+PN3 V3«‘(S0
V "90) "'* ("'“393</9 -* 3<P)-

Proof: See the appendix to this chapter.

(PM)
(CDN)
(M3)

E

Now we show that the logic IPL + PN3 is weaker than IPL + P3.
3.24. PROPOSITION. l‘[pL+p3 PNEI.

Proof: First we note that EN is derivable in IPL+P3. This we have shown in
Proposition 3.21. Also, l"[pL EN <—>
PN3, by Proposition 3.22.
3.25.

Proof:

E

PROPOSITION. PNEI |7’;pL PEI.

Figure 3.4 gives a model forcing 3a:(Elar:P—>ﬁﬁP) in the ﬁrst node. This

node does not force El:1:(E|mP—>P).

E
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Figure 3.4: PN3 does not derive P3

Further Principles
In this section we shall show that IPL+P3, modulo some conditions discussed
below, derives two principles that deﬁne well-known classes of Kripke frames,
namely, directedness and linearity. We shall proceed by proving two propositions
expressing properties of disjunction in IPL+P3. They will use a device, well
known in Heyting Arithmetic, to reduce disjunction to existential quantiﬁcation
(see, for instance, [TD88]). In Heyting Arithmetic, the formula 0 75 1 is taken
to be derivable, i.e., I-HA-r(0 = 1) and 0 is taken to be a decidable element, i.e.,
l-HA \7’a:(a:= 0 V -I(:1:=

Under these circumstances, disjunctions (,0V 1,!)can

be introduced by deﬁnition through
3:v((2== 0 -* 90)/\ H33 = 0) -> 10))»

With only IPL rules for the existential quantiﬁer, this can be shown to give
exactly IPL disjunction. However, in IPL+P3 the existential quantiﬁer satisﬁes
more properties than it does in IPL. By the deﬁnitional schema above, this
carries over to disjunction.
3.26. PROPOSITION.Let E = {\7':1:(a:
= a V ﬁ(a: = a)), ﬁ(a =

Then

3 l‘IPL+EN "(<P /\ 15) —’("S0 V “W

Proof: Let (,0,it be arbitrary and set A(:c) =

= a./\ (,0)V (ﬁ(a: = a) /\

Notice that I-1pL E|:1:ﬁA(a:)<—>
3a:((:1:= a —>-190)/\(:1: 75 a —>

Now we have

1:E|-A(a)<—><,0
2:2!-A(b)<—+1,b
3: 2,10 l- 33:-A(a:)

bya=a
byaséb
contrap.1,(3I)

4: E, -110l- 3:1:-wA(a:)

contrap.2,(3I)

5: )3, ﬁfla:-uA(a:)l- ~10 /\ ﬁﬁib

contrapos.3,4, (AI)

6: E, -13:1:-1A(a:)|- ﬁﬁ(<p /\ it)

IPL
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7: E,-=(<,0A it») |- -v-Ela:-uA(a:)

contrap.6,IPL

8: E,ﬁ(cp A 1,b)l- 3:0-uA(a:)

by EN

9: E,ﬁ(cp/\1,b) l- -u<,0V-qt.

Va:(:1:=aV-w(a: =a))
El

So under the conditions mentioned in Proposition 3.26, all of De Morgan’s
laws hold.
3.27. COROLLARY.Let E be as in Proposition 3.26, then
1- 3 l'IPL+EN "90 V ""S02. E l‘]pL+EN

ﬁ‘v’:z:ﬁ(<pV

(DIR)
—>(-=‘V'a:c,0
V ﬁV:1:ﬁ1,b).

(DIS)

Proof: DIR follows from Proposition 3.26 and the IPL theorem -1((,0/\-:90).(DIS)
follows from the IPL theorem

ﬁ\7’:cﬁ(<,0
V10) —>-w(\7’:I:-:90
/\‘v’a:-ab) and Proposition

3.26.

E

For the following proposition Weﬁnally need the full strength of P3. Let LIN
be the schema
(6 —>(10 V X)) —>((5 -> 10) V (E —>X))-

(LIN)

Notice that the schema LIN constitutes a propositional version of Plato’s prin
ciple P3 (in the form IPEI) if we think of existential quantiﬁcation as (inﬁnite)
disjunction. It is to show this similarity that Wehave opted for the LIN form of
the linearity principle.
3.28. PROPOSITION. The principle LIN is IPL equivalent to the standard lin
earity schema:
(so -> 10) V (10 —><0)

(L1N')

Proof: From LIN to LIN’: We apply LIN to the IPL theorem (<,0V1,b)——>
(<,0V1,b).
This gives us ((90 V it) —><0)V ((90 V it) —>it). Now using the IPL theorems
1,b—>(90V it) and (,0—>(90V 1,0)With the left and right disjunct respectively gives

LIN’.
Form LIN’ to LIN: Assume X —>(<,0V1,b).
The consequent of this assumption with
the left disjunct

of LIN’ (together

with 1,0—>1,12)gives X —>10. The consequent

of the assumption and the right disjunct of LIN’ (together with (,0—>(,0)gives
X —+(,0. Consequently

LIN’ derives ((X —>1,0)V (X —>90)) from X —>(goV

E

Now we show that the linearity schema is derivable in IPL+P3 under the same
conditions as those of Proposition 3.26.
3.29.

PROPOSITION.

(E -”.b) V (E -.> )0)

{E|:c(:r =,éa),V:r(a: = a V a: 76 a)} l‘[pL+p3

(£ ——>
(ab V X) —>
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Proof: We set

A(9=)=((~’II=a->¢)/\(=rs*a->X))
We use this formula in two derivations which will be put together for the ﬁnal
result.

Both derivations will use the same (EIE) assumption

El:z:A(:r)—>A(b)

of an (HE) application with major premise 3:z:(3:1:A(:r)——>
This major
premise lies outside both derivations. For the ﬁrst derivation We use the fact

that l"[pL A(a) <->
5 (0)

[¢'l(1)

i

A(a)
3:z:A(:c)

-

A(b)

¢ VX

X

3a:A(a:) —>A(b) (4)
[5 75 01(3)

[Xl(?)

X (-112)

E->X(-0)
(5750) -’ (E —*X)(-3)

Let’s-call this derivation I. It derives b 79 a —> —>X) from assumption (4):
3a:A(a:) —>A(b). Here (VE) is closed While We still have an assumption, (3),

in the proper term b of the global (3E) application. This assumption is only
discharged after the (VE) closure.
For the second derivation, note that {3:z:(ac75a), X} l-1pL 3:1:A(a:). This gives
5 (0)

lXl(1),3-’1=(13 75 0)

.

3a:A(a:)

:

A(b)

30 V X

3a:A(:1:) —>A(b) (4)

[b = a](3)

10
111'(-172)

[¢l(2)

5-’ ¢' (-0)
(5 = 0) -+ (E -+ £0) (-3)

This we call derivation II. It derives (b = a) —+
E|a:(:1:
76a). Putting I and II together, we get

—>7,0),assumption (4), and

3a=(=I=9* 0), [39=A(=v) -* A(b)l(4)

I,II

(b=a—>(£->¢))/\(b#a->(E-+X))
3=L'(3a=A(iv) -+ A(-'13))

3-’I=((-‘B
= a -* (E -> 10)) /\ (iv 75 a -* (€ -> X)))

39=((=v= a -* (E -> ¢)) /\ (iv 95a -* ((6 -> X)) (-4)

But then 3:c(:1: 7/=a),‘v’:1:(:z:= a V :1:=,éa) l"[pL+p3
—+1,b)V —*X)):
and because a: does not occur in §,1,b or X, we have El:1:(a:75 a),Va:(a: = a V :1:76
Cl) l‘IPL+Pa

(E -+ (P) V (E —+X)-

[Z1
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Deﬁnability
The last section has left us With a plethora of IPL invalid principles derivable
in IPL+P3. This section will investigate the model theoretic counterpart. We
shall determine the class of Kripke frames deﬁned by this logic as well as some
other intermediate logics.
We shall highlight some special classes of Kripke frames which will be seen to
play a role in the models for IPL+P3. These classes Willbe arranged according to
the restrictions they put on the domain and on the structure of the accessibility
relation.
3.30. DEFINITION.(Domain Principles) A Kripke frame F = (W,3,C9) has
constant domain if 0(a) = C’)(u)for every oz,1/ E W. Let Ac be the class of all
Kripke frames with constant domain. Let A1 be the class of Kripke frames with
singleton domain, and Af be the class of all Kripke frames with ﬁnite domain.

3.31. DEFINITION.(Structural Principles) A Kripke frame F = (W 3, (9) has
a top if there is an oz6 W such that ,8 3 a for every ﬂ E W. Let At be the class
of all Kripke frames with a top.
A Kripke frame F = (W 3, (9) is well-ordered if for every subset of B Q W there
is an a E B such that or 3 ,6 for all ,6 E B. Let Aw be the class of all Well-ordered
Kripke frames.
A Kripke frame F is linearly ordered if for all a,,6,7 E W if oz3 ,6 and a 3 7,
then ﬂ 3 7 or 7 3 ,6. Let A; be the class of all linearly ordered Kripke frames.

We have seen that IPL+PEl is a proper extension of IPL. The characteristic
principle of the unrestricted e-calculus,
3$(3w<.0 —> <p).

determines a class of Kripke frames, independent of any e-interpretation, and
the question is What this class looks like. We shall show that P3 deﬁnes the
class of frames with constant domain which either have a singleton domain or
are linearly ordered with a ﬁnite domain or are Well-ordered.
3.32. THEOREM. The schema PEIdefines the class Ap3 = Acﬂ(A1 U(A;ﬂAf)U
Aw).

Proof: We ﬁrst show that in every element of the class A133Plato’s principle is
frame valid. That is,

FEACFIA1orF€A¢ﬂAworFEAcﬁA;ﬂAf=>FH-3x(3:c<p—><,o).
1. Suppose F 6 Ac (1A1. It is evident that (PEI) holds on any Kripke model
over F at every node.
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2. Suppose K 6 AcﬂAw, that is, K has constant domain and is well-ordered.
Assume K , s,a H7’E|:c(3a:<p
—+(,0) for some node oz. We are going to arrive

at a contradiction. Because K, s,a |l7’Ela:(3a:go
-> (,0), we have for all m E
dom(D(a)) a ,3 _>_ozsuch that K, s,ﬂ H-3a:<,0
and K, s(a:|m),,B H/cp.Because
K, s,ﬂ H-Elzrcp,
there is an element n in dom(D(ﬂ)) such that
K,s(<I-‘|n).ﬂ "-90

But, by constant domain, 72.E dom(D(oz)) and
K,s(-'I=|'n),a "fw

Because P3 is not forced at a, there must be 7 between a and ,6 such that
K, s,7 H-Elxgoand K, s(a:|n),7

H7’<,o.
So again, at 7 we can ﬁnd an element ‘l,

that statisﬁes cpat 7, but does not satisfy (,0at some node 6 between a and
7 such that K, 3, 6 ll-33:90.This procedure can only be continued given an
inﬁnitely descending chain in K. But K is well-ordered. A contradiction.
Consequently,
.' Suppose

it cannot be that K, 3, oz H/3a:(3a:cp—>(,0)for some a E W.

F 6 Ac H A]: 0 Af and K, 3, oz H7’3a:(E|:I:<p
—>cp) for some model K

over F and some C:E W. The proof that this leads to a contradiction pro
ceeds exactly as above. In this case there may be an inﬁnitely descending
chain of nodes in a model K over F, but, because the common domain is
ﬁnite, we cannot ﬁnd the required inﬁnite set of domain elements.

Toshow

FH-3:c(3:c(,o—><,o)=>FEAcﬂA1
orFEAcﬂAworFEAcﬂA;ﬂAf,
we proceed by contraposition. Under the assumption that F has nodes with more
than one element in the domain, i.e., F ¢ A1. We shall show that if F ¢ AcﬂAw
and F ¢ ACDA; ﬂAf, then F H7’3a:(3:c<,0
—>(,0),i.e., there is model K over F such
that K H7’3:r(El$go
—>(,0). We ﬁrst show that Plato’s principle is not valid on F if

F¢A0

1. Let F have domains of varying cardinality: F ¢ Ac. That is, there are
nodes 0:, ﬂ E W: oz 3 ,6, and a domain element m such that m E
dom(D(ﬂ)) —dom(D(oz)). Now, let P be a monadic predicate and ﬁx

a modelK overF with an interpretationIntg suchthat I nt5(P) =
In this case K,a H7’3a:(El:cP(x)
—>

dom(D(a)) there is a 7 Z 01(namely

because for every element n in

such K,7 H‘.:_lCCP
and K,7

Consequently, F H7’P3.This situation is pictured in Figure 3.5.
. Suppose F has constant domain, but is not well-ordered: F ¢ Ac F1Aw.

This means that either F is not linearly ordered, or that F is linearly
ordered but has an inﬁnitely descending g-chain.
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Figure 3.5: Non Constant Domain falsiﬁes P3

(a) Suppose F is not linearly ordered: F ¢ A; F1Af. So there are nodes

01,H,'yinWsuchthata§,Banda§*y,butﬁﬁyandyﬁﬂ.

Because F has constant domain with at least two elements, we can
ﬁx two subsets A, B of dom(D(a)) such that A Q B and B Q A.
Now ﬁx a model K over F, with the property Intg(P) = A —B
and Int.,(P)

= B —A. So both K,ﬂ H-3:12Pand K,'y H-31:1’. But,

because the intersection of I nt3(P) and I nt.,(P) is empty, there is
no m E dom(D(oz)) such that K,a H-3:z:P—>P(m). Consequently,
K, a ll7’3:z:(E|:z:P(:c)
—+
and F H7’PE|.This situation is graphically
represented in Figure 3.6.
Now suppose the frame F is linearly ordered with constant domain,
but not well-ordered. So W is an inﬁnite set and there must be a set
of nodes B Q W without an 3 minimum. By linearity, this must be
an inﬁnite set. Now suppose F has an inﬁnite domain, that is, F ¢
All"IAf. Now deﬁne a model K over F with an interpretation function
Int such that for all B E B : Int3(P) 75 0 and ﬂ3eB Int3(P) = (D.
That is, along the descending 3 chain in B we take an ever decreasing
non—emptysubset of the domain as the interpretation of P. Now let

ozEM—Bbeanodesuch thata gﬂandﬁqéozimpliesﬂé B.
We then have K,a |l7’3:r:(E|a:P(:c)—>P(a:)), for all successors B of a
force Elaccp
but there is no element m E dom(D((a)) such that <,o(m)

Figure 3.6: Non linearity falsiﬁes P3
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is forced by all elements of B. Consequently F ll7’P3.

[Z1

Now we shall show that PN3 deﬁnes the class of frames with constant domain
which have either a singleton domain, or are linearly ordered, or have a top.
3.33. PROPOSITION. The schema PN3, that is, 3a:(3:I:(,o—>ﬁﬁgo) deﬁnes the

class
APN3 = Ac fl (A1 U At U At).

Proof: To show for a given frame F that
F ll‘PN3 =>F E A¢n(A1 UAtUAt)
is left to the reader. Here we show the converse. Let’s assume that the union of
all domains of F has more than one element. We have to show that F ¢ At DAt
and F ¢ At 0 At implies F H7’E|a:(Ela:<,0
——+
ﬁﬁcp). Suppose F 6 At U At. The proof

that F H7’PN3if F ¢ At proceeds by exactly the same countermodel as the one
in Theorem 3.32. Now suppose that F 6 AC and F ¢ At U At. So there are
oz,,3,'y E W such that oz3 ,6, oz3 '7 and there are two §—chains starting from H
and '7 which have no nodes in common. Because ,6 and 7 are unrelated, and the
constant domain has at least two elements, we can deﬁne two disjoint subsets C,
D over the domain, and deﬁne a model K over F with an interpretation Int of
a monadic predicate letter P such that Int5(P) = C if ,6 _<_
6 and Int5(P) = D
if 7 _<_6. Thus K,s(a:|m)ﬁ
H-Elasgo——>
-110 and
different m,n. But K, oz l|7’El:I:(El:c<,o
—+-I-wcp).

K,s(:c|n)*y

H-33:90 —> -1-up for
E

Incompleteness of IPL+P3
In this section we shall show frame incompleteness for the logics I PL + P3 and
I PL + PN3. Theorem 3.32 shows that Plato’s principle deﬁnes the class of
frames with constant domain which have either a singleton element or are well
ordered, or are linear with ﬁnite domain. Various of these classes of frames have
been investigated with respect to deﬁnability and completeness. Here are some
relevant principles.
V'v(s0 V :0) -> (<9V Vvzb)

‘U9? F V(s0)

W V-we
(so —>7.0) V (10 -> so)

The following are well-known results.
3.34. PROPOSITION. (Completeness)

1. The principle CD is complete for the class At.
2. The principle DIR is complete for the class At.
3. The principle LIN is complete for the class At.

(CD)

(DIR)
(LIN)
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Discussion and proofs of these facts can be found in Van Dalen [Dal86] and
Gabbay [Gab81].
In Propositions 3.26 and 3.29 we have seen that the principles of directed
ness and linearity are derivable in IPL+PN3 and IPL+PEl respectively, given
the presence of a decidable element and two provably different elements. These
conditions on the general derivability are understandable if we consider the de
ﬁnability results. On frames with singleton domain no structural constraints are
put on 3. The question of completenessof the logic IPL+P3 with respect to the
class of frames it deﬁnes comes down to the question whether all formulas that
are valid on that class of frames are indeed derivable in the logic. For the logic
IPL+P3 we have the following answer.
3.35. THEOREM. The logics IPL+P3 and IPL+PNE| are not complete for the
class of frames they deﬁne.

Proof: By algebraic means Umezawa (see [Ume59])has shown that the constant
domain principle,

\7'a:(<,o(m)Vv,b)
——>
Va:cp(a:)V1,lv,cannot be derived from the schema
3-’I=(3y<.0-> 10) V 3y(3<I=¢ —> 90)»

(P3+)

Plato’s principle, P3, is a special instance of this schema (take (,0=
So CD
cannot be derived from a schema stronger than PEI. A fortiori, it cannot be
derived by P3 or PN3.

|Zl

It should be noted, that, given linearity, we can derive P3+ from P3. Linearity
gives us (33:90 —>33¢) V (3:c1,b—>31:90). The IPEI rule then gives us P3+.

3.4.2

The Logic IPL+P\7’

The logic IPL+P3 is incomplete. It is therefore natural to look for a strength
ening of this logic which results in a complete logic. The logic IPL+P3 has been
arrived at by analyzing the pure predicate logical substrate of IPL plus Hilberts
e-rule. In this section we shall ﬁnd a complete extension of IPL+PEl in a second
term rule introduced by Hilbert, the r—rule.

The 7' rule
Hilbert used Ta: : (,0for a term which denotes an arbitrary object which fails to
satisfy (,0,if there are such objects in the domain, and an arbitrary object tout
court otherwise. So the term rm : cpdenotes an arbitrary counterexample to V2390,
if there is such a thing. Classically this means that rat: : cpis a shorthand for
ear:: 10. In classical logic the epsilon rule then becomes equivalent to the tau
rule:
rlrv =so/vl
(T)
Vvcp
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But this is not the case in intuitionistic logic, for we do not have the full law
of contraposition. Therefore, in the present set-up, the tau rule and the epsilon
term rule have to be formulated as independent principles. The 7'—ruleresembles
the e-rule in the following aspect.
3.36. PROPOSITION. The 'r—7‘uleis not conservative over IPL.

Proof: This time a simple derivation gives the universal counterpart of Plato's
principle:
l‘IPL+«r 37100 —*V1190)

(PV)

which is not an IPL theorem.
8
So IPL+7' extends IPL by a fresh quantiﬁer principle. PV is equivalent to
the I P‘v’ rule

Vmp

1!)

——>

3v(</9 -+ '95)

(IPV)

And, as will be shown, the addition of both P3 and PV to IPL gives us a complete
logic. We can prove a result corresponding to Theorem 3.13 for the 'r—rule
showing that PV covers exactly the increase in strength resulting from the 7'
rule.
3.37. THEOREM. Let E U {x} be a set of ‘T-f1‘€€formulas.
53 l"IPL+1- X <=>

Then

53 l"IPL+PV X

Proof: The proof of this theorem proceeds completely analogously to that of
Theorem 3.13. Our starting position is a 7'—derivationwith m + 1 T—terms.

2
D1
<p[Ta= = /<9]

F

Vrcgo
732
1P

X

Again 1,0is the ﬁrst formula below Vxcp without

Ta: : (,0and such that Ta: : (,0

does not occur in any assumption on which 1,bdepends. The transformation to
a derivation with only m 7'—termsproceeds now by the PV principle:

2 a ea: :V:s]<,o
go
<,o’l[)cz/[:12]/—>

I,

7:;

“

3=I=(s0(=r) —+V5890)

¢

ab
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3.38. COROLLARY. Let C’ be a logical system containing the rules (ElE),(E|I),

(—>I),

Then the followingare equivalent:

1. the r—rule is conservative over C’,
2. IPV’ is a (derived) rule of C,
3. PV is a theorem of C.

Analogously to the case for IPL+P3 and e-terms, every Kripke model validating
the PV principle can be supplied with an interpretation for r-terms.

Proof Theory
We shall only mention the two most relevant theorems of IPL+P‘v' calculus.
3.39. PROPOSITION. The principle DNV is IPL+PV derivable.
Vvﬁﬁcp

<—>ﬁn-r‘v’v<,o.

(DNV)

Proof: This we show analogously to Proposition 3.21: we have
l‘IPL+—r "“V€I3"$0

‘—*V3-“WP,

by contraposing the principle IPL+r equivalence Vasyb
<—>
:3]
1,b= ﬁgo. From this and the IPL theorem

twice, with

-w-w\7’:z:(,o
—>Vccﬁ-ngowe can derive DNV.

E

Again the principle DNV is essentially weaker than PV.
3.40.

PROPOSITION.

l‘IpL+pV -=V:ccp—>Ela:-ago.

Proof: We may as well use the 7' rule to show this and appeal to Theorem 3.37.
By <,o[r:1:<,o]
—>V:1:<,o
we get by contraposition

ﬁ‘v’:z:go
—+-1<,o[ra:cp/

This gives the

desired result by existentially generalizing the consequent of the implication. E
Consequently, IPL+P\7' has all the classical interaction principles of quantiﬁers
and negation.

Deﬁnability
We shall state a deﬁnability result for IPL+P\7'.
3.41. THEOREM. IPL+ PV deﬁnes the class Apv offrames with constant domain
that either have singleton domain, or are conversely well-ordered, i.e., for every
set B of nodes there is an 0: E B such that ,6 3 a for allﬂ E B, or have a ﬁnite
domain and are linearly ordered.

Proof: First, if a Kripke frame F has constant domain and is conversely well
ordered, then PV is valid. For suppose that K , oz |l7’3a:((,o—>Vzcgo)were the case

at some node ozin a model K over F of the given class. That is, for all m E
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dom(D(a))

there is a B Z a : B H-<,0(m)and K,B H7"v'a:cp.
Now, the set X =

K,B H7’\7'a:cp}
has a maximum,

call it t. Because K,t H7’\7':1:<p
and 'clom(D(t))

|
has

all the elements, there must be a domain element m at t such that K ,t H7’<p(m).
But by assumption, for every m there is a node B 2 ozsuch that B H-<p(m)and
K,B H7"v’a:<,o,
i.e., B E X, and so <p(m) must hold at a node in X, and consequently

at t. A contradiction.
And suppose a Kripke frame F has constant ﬁnite domain and is linear,
but K,oz H7’3:z:(<,0
—>\7'a:<p)for some oz and model K over F. That is, for all
m E dom(D(oz)) there is a B 2 oz : K,B ll-<,o(m) and K,B H7’\7':z:<,o.
Now, the set

X =

| 3m : K,B It-cp(m)& K,B l|7’\7'a:<,0}
is linearly ordered. Because there are

only a ﬁnite number of elements m in the global domain, there must be a 7 in
X, such K , 7 H-cp(m)for all elements of the domain, consequently K , 7 H-Vasgo.
A

contradiction.
For the converse, if F does not have constant domain, then the model of
Figure 3.1 falsiﬁes E|:z:(P(:::)—>Va:P(a:)) in the bottom node. So, suppose F has

constant domain, but is not conversely well-ordered. That is, F has a set of
nodes B such that for all nodes a E B there is a node B E B such that cr 2
Consider such a set B: choose a node a E B and a B E B such that a Z If
oz g B, then we use ozand B for the construction that follows; if a g B, then
we choose a 7 E B such that B Z 7. Again we stop if B and 7 are unrelated
and continue with 7 if B 3 7. In this Waywe either get two unrelated nodes in
B or an inﬁnite 3 chain in B without a maximal element. In the case of two
unrelated nodes a and B, we divide the common domain D in non—emptysets
C’ and D —C’ and let Inta(P) = C’, Int5(P) = D —C for a monadic predicate
P. Then on any node 7 3 oz,7 3 B, PV is falsiﬁed. Because for every element
m E dom(D(7))

We can choose a successor such that <p(m) holds there but ‘v’:z:<p

does not.
In case of an inﬁnite 3 chain, We can use the model of of Proposition 3.20
falsifying ﬁV:1:—>3:1:-«,0.Because this is a consequence of PV, this schema cannot

hold.
Finally, suppose F has constant domain, is not conversely well-ordered. If F
is linear but does not have a ﬁnite domain, then again the example of Proposition
3.20 can be used to show that PV is not valid on F. If F has ﬁnite domain but
is not linearly ordered, then we can again ﬁnd two unrelated nodes in W over
which we can deﬁne a valuation falsifying PV as above.
X

Incompleteness
As is the case for the logic IPL+P3, the logic IPL+PV is not canonical.
3.42. THEOREM. The logics IPL+P\7' and IPL+DNV are not complete for the
class offrames they deﬁne.
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Proof: Umezawa (see [Ume59]) has shown that the constant domain principle,
‘v’:z:(<p(:c)V 1,b) ——>
‘V':rcp(:c)V 1,b,cannot

be derived

El:z:(<p —->Vyib)

from the schema

V Ely(1p ——>
Vamp).

(PV+)

PV is a special instance of this schema (take cp= ib). So CD cannot be derived
from a schema stronger than PV. A fortiori, it cannot be derived by PV or DNV.

E

3.4.3 The Logic IPL+P3+PV
The logic IPL+PV is not contained in IPL+PEl. This follows from Proposition
3.40 and Proposition 3.20. Conversely, the logic IPL+PV is not contained in
IPL+PE|. This we show by constructing a model over a conversely well-founded
Kripke frame with constant, non-singleton domain, with a node not forcing P3.
This can be done analogously to the counterexamples constructed in the proof of
Theorem 3.32. By Theorem 3.41 such a model will validate P\7'. So if we consider
the logic IPL+P.:.l+PV, we get a true extension of either of the component logics.
An important consequence is: the constant domain principle is derivable.
3.43. PROPOSITION. Given the conditions of Proposition 3.29 it holds that
l‘IPL+P3+Pv

Proof:

Under the conditions

V$(90(93) V 19) “‘* (V~’B<P($)V 19)

of Proposition

3.29 we have (go ——+
'¢,b)V(1,b——>
(,0) in

IPL+PE|, an alternative formulation of linearity we have shown to be equivalent
to LIN (Proposition

3.28).

This we use in the form (\7'a:<p—>1,0)V («,0—>Vzrgo).

By I PV, a consequence of PV, and IPL this gives
3=v(s0 —> ab) V V1=(¢ —> <p)-

(*)

Now we show
l'IPL

393(S0 —*19) VV$(¢

Assume (>I<)and the antecedent

—*90) —*CD

of ‘CD, \7’a:(<p(a:)V1,b).By (VE) this. gives <,o(c)V1,b

for some c. Now we apply (VE) with (1) go(c) and (2) 1,bto both d1s_]unctsof (*),

giving
V=v(¢ -* <.0(-'I=))

:0 —> 90(0)

10(2)

90(6)

s0(c)(2)

90(0)(-1.2)
Vmgo
Vamp V 1,0

and
s0(C)(1)
1.0
3-'v(<.0 -> :0)

90(0) -> 11' (3)

¢(_11
V-"B90V ‘P

VersoV t0 (-3)

¢(2)
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Unlike its component logics, the logic IPL+P3+P\7’ can be shown to be Weakly
complete for the class ApVﬂApg it defines. Throughout Weshall assume decidable
equality:
VwVy(<1== 21V n(a= = y))-

(DE)

We have not been able to do without this assumption. However we conjecture
that it must be possible to prove Weakcompleteness without this condition.
3.44. THEOREM. (Weak Completeness of IPL+PEl+P‘v’)
l‘IPL+Pa+Pv

90 ’~'=> VF E Apv F7Apa I F l= <P

Proof: For soundness direction (left to right), note that both PE!and PV are
Apv rl Apg valid.
For completeness, right to left, We shall assume |7’IpL.,_p3+pvgo. Now we are
going to construct a Kripke model over a frame in the class Apv F1A123with a
node not forcing go.Let a be a constant not occurring in go.We shall distinguish
two cases:
1- -l"IPL+P3+PV
2- |7’IPL+Pa+Pv

3$“(9= = G) —*90.
30="(-’r = a) —>90

For the ﬁrst case we shall construct a model with constant singleton domain
containing a node not forcing go. For the second case we shall construct a ﬁnite
linear Kripke model with constant domain containing such a node.
Case 1: l‘IpL+p3+pV El.’12"1(CI3
= 0.) —> go We ﬁrst note
3:cﬁ(ar: = a) <—>
-r\7'a::z:= a for IPL+P\7' has all the classical
ciples of quantiﬁers and negation. So l"[pL+p3+pV ﬁ‘v’ac:1:
=
|7’IpL+p3+pv goWe have l7’,-pL+p3+pv -=Va::r= aVgo. So We can
theory I‘ such that ﬁ\7':z::c= a, go¢ I‘.

that l"[pL+p3+pV
interaction prin
a —>go. Because
construct a prime

Claim:

I‘ U {Vaccc= a} is consistent

and I‘ U {Vaxr = a} |7’IpL+p3_,_pvgo.

Proof:

The consistency of I‘U{‘V':r:I:
= a} follows immediately from the fact that

-1V:r:1:= a ¢ I‘. Now suppose I‘ l‘[pL+p3+pv V139:= a —>go. By IPV this implies
I‘ l‘[pL+p3+pv 3:z:(:1:= a —>go). So there is constant b such that

=a—>goEI‘.
On the other hand l‘[pL+p3+pv Elm-:(:1:= a) —>go. By standard IPL this gives
l‘[pL+p3+pv

\7’a:(-1(a:= a) —>go). Consequently,

ﬁ(b=a)—><,0€I‘.
But I‘ l‘]pL+p3+pv \7':z:(a:= a V -(:1: = a)), so I‘ I-IpL+p3+pv go. This gives a
contradiction With the assumption that I‘ l7’;p L4.p3+ pv go.
lX|
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Now we extend the consistent set I‘U {V1222
= a} not containing (,0to a consistent
prime theory I" not containing go.The nodes in our model will consist of all prime
extensions of I". All these extensions will contain the formula Vmm= a. So the
resulting model K will have a constant singleton domain, i.e., K E Apv ﬂ A133
and node I" of this model will not force (,0.
Case 2: |7’IpL+p3+pv 3:cﬁ(:c = a.) —+(,0 In this case we can construct a linear

model with inﬁnite constant domain that is well-ordered and conversely well
ordered, with a node notforcing (,0.
The proof proceeds in two stages. In the ﬁrst stage we construct the (linear)
IPL+P3+PV canonical model K with an initial node I‘ not forcing (,0. In the
second stage, we identify a ﬁnite linear submodel K0 of K with an initial node
I‘() having the same property. The frame F0 underlying K0 is an element of
APV0 A133. Our proof is then ﬁnished.
Let l7’_zpL.,.p3+pv4,0and let C be a countably inﬁnite set of fresh individual
constants. Because lfIpL+p3+pv 3::-n(:r = a.) —>gowe can extend {3a:ﬁ(:z:= a)}
to a P3+PV prime theory I‘ in language [I U C such that I‘ l|7’<,0.
Let W = {I" |

I‘' a L U C prime theory, I‘ Q I" Notice that all theories in W are formulated
in the language [I UC of I‘. This is enough, for all elements of W have witnesses
in C: if EIa:<,0
E I" for some I" E W, then <,0[a/:3]E I" for some a. E C. This is the
case because

3ac(E|a:<,0—>cp) E I‘, and so the witnessing

axioms 32:90 ——>
cp[a/51:]are

in I‘ Q I".

Because we have assumed decidable equality and I‘ contains 32:-1(:1:= a), by
Proposition

3.29, I‘ has all instances

of ((90 ——>
1,b)V (gb —><p)) and so K = (W, Q)

is linearly ordered (see [Dal86]). Now we set for all closed atomic formulascp
K,I"

ll-(,0 <=> (,0E I",

and get the forcing lemma.
3.45. LEMMA. (Forcing Lemma) For all closed formulas cp,K, I" H-cpiﬁcp E I".

Proof: The proof for the propositional connectives is completely standard. For
the case of the existential quantiﬁer it is standard to show that 33:90¢ I" implies
K, I" H7’3a:<p.
Now suppose ElzrcpE I". By the presence of the witness axioms in

I" (and deductive closure) we know that <p[a/3:]E I" for at least one term a. So,
by induction

hypothesis,

K, I" H-<,o[a/cc],and consequently,

K, I" H-Elacgo.
Here is

where the schema P3 does its work.
Now the universal quantiﬁer. Here we shall use the schema P‘v’. Suppose
V1290E I", then c,o[a/ac]E I"' for all a E C and all I"' E W such that I" C_:I"'.

By induction hypothesis, for all a E C and all I"' E W : K, I"' |t-<,0[a/ Conse
quently

K, I" H-Va:<,o.

Now suppose Vcecp¢ I". We have to show that K, I‘ H7’\7'a:<p.
For every universal
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formula

V:1:(,o,every prime

theory

contains

(,o[a/11:]——>
\7’:r(,ofor some a, by the

presence of the schema 3:1:((,0——>
Vxgo). So, if Vzcp ¢ I” then, by deductive closure

of F’, there must be at least one a. E C’ such that (,o[a/as]¢ I". By induction
hypothesis,

K, I" H7’(,0[a/93]and so K, F’ H7’V:I:(,o.

E

3.46. REMARK. Notice that in the absence of PV a constant ‘domain’ C’,deter
mined by the witnesses of the bottom node F, is not sufficient. If Va:(p¢ F’ we
may have to introduce a new constant a, i.e., a ¢ C to get a (p[a/:13]not forced
by some node accessible to F. There is no guarantee that we can ﬁnd such a
‘witness’ in C, for the set {ﬁ\7’a:g0}U {(,0[a/2:] | a E C} is perfectly consistent in

IPL+P3.
To make (W, Q) well—orderedand conversely well-ordered, ﬁrst a proposition.

3.47. PROPOSITION.Let B Q W, then ﬂB is a consistent prime [I U C theori/.

Proof: The consistency and deductive closure of H B follow straightforwardly:
all elements of B are consistent and deductively closed. ﬂB is witnessing, be
cause, if 3:1:(,0E H B, then (p[a/x] E H B for some ﬁxed a, by the presence of the
witnessing axioms in F. Finally, H B splits disjunctions, for if (0V ib E H B but
(p,1,b¢ ﬂB, then there must be F',F" E B such that (,0¢ F’ and (Li¢ P". But
I” Q P" or P" Q P’. Suppose the former is the case. Then (,0¢ F’ and (,0V ib E I"
imply (,bE F’, and so (,bE P” . This gives a contradiction. The latter case gives
a contradiction in the same way.
El

Now we construct a special kind of ﬁltration of this model. Let 0 be the small
est set containing (,0which is closed under Boolean subformulas such that, if
ElatcpE O (V2390E 0), then 0 contains (o[a/cc] for some selected a such that
.:_la:(,o
——>
(p[a/cc] E I‘ ((,0[a/:2] —>V:c(,0 E I‘). Notice

that

O is a ﬁnite

set of formu

las.
We set for F’, F" E W:
F’ ~0 P" if and only if VcpE O((,0 E F’ ¢=> (,0E F").

Now, in a standard ﬁltration, the ﬁltrate is constructed from ~0 equivalence
classes of the elements of W. In the logic IPL+PV + P3 we can go further,
for, by Proposition 3.47 the intersection of such an equivalence class is itself a
prime theory. We shall work with these intersections of equivalence classes. For
F’ E W, we set I"0 = ﬂ{I"' E W I I" ~0 I"'}.
Now we deﬁne K0 = (W0, 30, D0), where

1. W0={I"O|I‘€W},
2- S0 = S NW0 ><W0),

3. D0 = D [ £0.
Notice that F0 = (W0, 30) is a finite linear frame, so F0 6 Apg D Apv. More
over, if F’ 3 F" then I"O 30 F2’)and if ["0 $0 F", then there is a I"" ~0 F”

3.5. Conclusion
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such that I" 3 I"". It remains to be shown that K0 is a Kripke model with a
node I"0 not forcing (,0.

3.48. PROPOSITION. Ifwe set for all closed atomic formulas (,0,K0, I"0 ll-(,0<=>
(,0E I"0, then for all closed formulas (,0E O,
K0,I"0 H-(,0<=> (,0€I"0.

Proof: The proof for the propositional connectives proceeds standardly. As an
example, we shall treat implication.
Suppose

and K0,

K0,l‘0

|l7’(,0——>
(,0, for (,0—>(,0 E 0.

So there

is a I"0 2 F0 : K0,I"O

'0 H/7,0.Because (,0,1,06 O, we have, by induction

hypothesis,

H-(p

(,0E I"O

and1,b¢I"0. But F0 §I"0. So(,0-—+1,0¢I‘0.
Now suppose (,0—>(,0¢ F0. So there is a F’ E W such that I‘ Q P’ and (,0E P’,
(,0 ¢ I”. But (,0,'(,0E 0. So (,0 E I"0 and (,0 ¢ I"0. By induction hypothesis,
K0,I"0 H-(,0,K0, '0
But F0 $0 I"0, so K0,I"0 l|7’(,0
——>
1,0.

The cases for the quantiﬁer follow the proof of Lemma 3.45 exactly. Here the
fact that

0 contains

3a:(3:1:(,0 —+ (,0)- and Elm(g0—>Va:(,0)—witnesses for El:z:(,0E O

and ‘v’:c(,0
E 0 respectively, carries the induction hypothesis through.

E

3.49. COROLLARY. For all closed formulas (,0E O
K,I"

Proof:

H-(,0 <———>
K0,I"0

ll-cp.

For all closed formulas (,0in O and all P E W we have (,0E F <=> (,06

F0. Proposition 3.48 and Lemma 3.45 then give the desired result.

E

Because K, I‘ H7’(,0
and (,0E O we have the immediate consequence that K0, F0 H/(,0.

So we have created a model over a frame in APV0 Apa with a node not forcing
(0.

3.5

E

Conclusion

We have seen that the epsilon rule is not conservative over intuitionistic logic.
Our investigations into this phenomenon has given us a number of intersting
intermediate logics. The epsilon rule is conservative over the logic IPL+P3, and
the addition of Skolem functions over IPL+P3 is conservative. However, this
logic is frame incomplete. By weakening the principle P3 to PN3 we reached
another incomplete intermediate logic. By considering logics arising from the
addition of the 7'-rule to IPL we have found the two universal counterparts PV
and PNV of the logics above. These were also shown to be incomplete. Only by
addition of both the as-ruleand the 7'-rule, or alternatively, both the principles
PEI and PV, did we achieve a complete logic.
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A question, to be answered in the next chapter, is the following: how can we
restrict the epsilon rule in such a way that we get a conservativeextension Over
intuitionistic logic? This question belongs in the next chapter because it involves
an awareness of dependencies that arise in a proof theoretic contexts. These
dependencies can arise between terms, between formulas and between terms and
formulas. In order to deﬁne an 6-rule that is conservative over IPL we have to
investigate dependencies of the third kind: in the e-rule an (existential) formula
introduces an (epsilon) term. In unrestricted e-derivations certain dependencies
between formula and term will be seen to be broken. By respecting the ‘relevant’
dependencies, a conservative use of the 6-rule over IPL will be constructed.

3.6 Appendix
For EN, i.e., the principle p-131290—+3:13p-upand the principles
3$(—-so) <-+"V=r"('=s0).

(QN)

3ar:(3a:<p _. —:-1<,o(:t:)),

(-'3*<.o(~'I=)-+ Va=<p(a=))-* (nVw(=v)

—*3:8-'s0(-'I«‘)).

(PN3)

(MA)

we have the propsosition:
3.50.

PROPOSITION.

l‘]pL EN+—>QN<—+PN3

<—>
MA.

Proof: For the proof of these equivalences we show EN I-IPL QN l"[pL PN3
FIPL MA l"[pL EN.
From EN to QN: by -w3:1:<p
4-»Va:-«(,0we get -1-:33:-(,0 6-» -Va:-map. Now EN (plus
-ago<—>
ﬂ-vﬁgo) gives the desired result. SO, for negated (,0we have the principle
-vVa:<p —> 3:1:-ago.

From QN to PN3:
—:—IV:I:"1'1(3.’r<p/\ 'I<p)

Va:-I-1(':'la: /\ -190)
‘‘‘‘(393‘»0 A -'<.0(a))

--'3:v<p A -=s0(a)
-

n-13:ctp

-=<p(a)

V:z:ﬁ<,o

_L

n-'-1V2:-"(3=vso A ~<.0(a=))
Elma-(Elmcp A -=cp(a:))

3$(3$<P -* "‘*<P($))

From IPN3 to MA: here we use the fact that 3a:(E|a:-up—>-up) is an instance
of 3a:(E|a:<p —>-1-up) (given

mp <—+
ﬂ-amp):
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[32=*<p —>10(0)]

O-=s0(a)-> -1310

[ﬁr-=s0 -> Vw]

-1-sold) -> Vw
-'Vms0 -> 10(0)
-=s0(a)
3:1:-up
Emww

3a:(3a:-up —>-(,0)

[-'Va=<.0]

-:Va:<,o —> Elmwcp

(“3"s0(=v) -’ V=vs0(a=))-* (“V9=<.0(=6)
-* 3310(3))

From MA to EN: remark ﬁrst that We can derive '1V£l:"1(p
from -mE|a:ﬁﬁ<p.
Elmo-up —>4v’-12:90gives us ﬂ-n(3a:--up

——+
-v‘v’:r-up) which leads to -m3a:-110

—+

ﬂ-I-=V:z:-upwith the desired result. Now consider
w-13:1:-1-up

[wlcwwgo]

'

_L

Vmwp
.
'1V$‘I¢

-n3:cw-up —->Va:-up
ﬁVa:ﬁ(p(a:) —>3:1:-uﬁcp

MA

Hmﬁwp

E
3.51. PROPOSITION.
1- l'IPL+PN3

V-’1«‘(<P
V "90) -* (31390V V93“<P)

(PM)

2. l'IPL+PNE|

Va=(s0(=r)V 7,0)-* (V-'I=*"s0(0=)V 10)

3- l'IPL+PN3

V9«‘(<P
V "90) "

-7:9? F V(¢)

(CDN)

(“*3-T90 —*390)

(M3)

Proof: The followingIPL+P3 derivation gives us the ﬁrst theorem:

V:c(<pV mp)
<,o(a.) V -n<p(a.)
3a:(Ela:<p —> (p)

[s0(a)]
33:50

[-'<.0(a)]
V310

Elxcp V Va:-up

3a:<p V Vazﬁgo

[39:50 -+ 90(0)]

33330 V Va:-up

31:50 V Va:-up

For a derivation of the second theorem, assume \7':c(<,o(:1:)
V

This gives, by

(VE), <,o(c)V '¢,bfor some c. Now We apply the rule (VE) with assumptions
<p(C) and

(2) 10.1

(1)
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[-s0(b)] (3)
3-'1:-so
-90(6)

90(6) (1)

[3=v-<.0-

-90(6)] (4)

_L

--90(5) (-3)
Va=--<.0

:0 (2)

\7’:z:-I-cp V 1,0

3w(3-so —>-90)

Va:--cp

V 1,b

Viv--so V 1/’(-1. 2)
V-“B--so V ab (-4)

For a. proof of the third theorem,
(-I-Elmgo —>32:90) from the IPL theorem

note that EN gives us ‘V':r(-I-up—>cp) —>
V:z:(--up -—>go) —>(31:--up

\7’:c(<pV -cp) —>‘v’:1:(-1-up ——>
(,0) gives the desired

result.

—>3a:<p). Now
El

Chapter 4

Formula Dependencies

This chapter investigates dependencies arising in de course of natu
ral deduction derivations by means of the epsilon calculus. The ﬁrst
section deals with the general phenomenon of dependence between
formulas used as assumptions. A fundamental difference between as
sumption management in CPL and IPL will be observed. Based on
the insights gathered, the second section will present the proof the
ory for a system of instantial logic in which reasoning about instances
is maximally constrained, so as to obtain a conservative epsilon ex
tension of intuitionistic logic. In a third section, we consider these
issues from a semantic point of view, discussing various calculi that
arise from expanding intuitionistic Kripke models with epsilon terms. _
These admit of Aczel-Thomason style completeness proofs. In our
fourth and ﬁnal section, we explore variants of Kripke semantics that
should do the more complicated job of matching up with our original
conservative instantial logic.

4.1 Dependence Management in Natural Deduction
The last chapter has left us with system of intuitionistic logic extended by the
e—rule,which is not conservative over intuitionistic logic. Indeed, we found a
whole landscape of intermediate logics in this vein, that turned out to show some
independent interest. Nevertheless, there remains the question what would be a
natural conservative epsilon logic over an intuitionistic base. The search for such
a system highlights some interesting features of natural deduction, which deserve
independent study. In the intermediate logic IPL+e, we have two alternative
rules by means of which we can eliminate an existential quantiﬁer: the rule
(HE) and the e-rule. In fact, the 6-rule alone will do, for every application of
91
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(HE) with major premise El:1:<p
and assumption

c,o[a/cc]in a derivation

D can

be replaced by an application of the e-rule with premise 3a:goand conclusion
<,o[e:1:
: (,o/
By non-conservativity, the converse does not hold. This situation
is caused by the different dependence structures of the two rules. In this section,
we shall discuss the Well—knownnotion of formulas depending on assumptions
in a natural deduction framework. Eventually, this Willsuggest a restriction on
derivations which results in a e-calculus conservative over IPL.
There is a further spin-off of these considerations. The notion of dependence
does not only apply to formulas in a derivation. The terms used in derivation
also exhibit a dependence structure. These dependencies are witnessed by quan
tiﬁer interaction principles. Here CPL and IPL do not differ, but the e—calculus
suggests various variations of the rules which affect the quantiﬁer interaction
principles. This will be the topic of a subsequent chapter.

4.1.1 Dependence on Assumptions
In its most straightforward form a formula occurrence it depends, in the natural
deduction systems Wediscussed in chapter 2, intuitively on an assumption (,0in
a derivation D if (,0is used in the derivation of In this sense, in the derivation

wit]

it
—>Ii

<.0—>¢

both the premise of the rule (,0and the conclusion (,0—>1,0depend on the assump
tion (,0.And in the derivation
:3

sola/{cl [i]

Elaicp

3E,

€

both the conclusion § and the minor premise 6 use the assumptions in I‘. But
in these derivations Wecan distinguish essential differences in the status of this
dependence for the different formula occurrences. In the application of (—>I),the
premise 1,0depends on an assumption which has not been discharged, While at
the conclusion this assumption has been discharged. It is used in the sense that
it has been incorporated as a subformula of the conclusion and has disappeared
as assumption that can be used in the derivation. In the application of the rule
(BE) we again encounter this difference. But in this case, the assumption that
is discharged does not occur as subformula in the conclusion. It is used in the
derivation of E in a fundamentally different Waythan the assumption of the rule

4.1. Dependence Management in Natural Deduction
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(—>I).Notice that, for a given derivation D it makes sense to speak of a formula
depending in this way on an assumption, even though this assumption has been
discharged previously in the derivation. In the proof tree constituting D both
discharged and non-discharged assumptions are exposed on the leaves. However,
if we want our notion of dependence to be less tied to individual derivations, then
we should be interested in a notion of dependence which excludes dependence
on discharged assumptions.
In order to deﬁne such a notion formally we shall introduce the notion of a
thread.

4.1. DEFINITION. (Threads and Discharge) Let D be a derivation. A thread in
D is a sequence go1...go,, of formula occurrences in D such that go1is a top
formula in D, go; lies immediately above cp,-+1for every i < n, and gon is the
conclusion of D. An assumption occurrence 1,0in D can be discharged at formula
occurrence goif occurrences 1,0and golie on an thread in D such that occurrence
7,0has not been discharged between occurrences 7,0and 4p,and

1. if 1,0is an (3E)—assumption of the form é [a/ :13],then the proper term a does
not occur in goor in non discharged assumptions on a thread through go,
2. if '40,X are the assumptions of some application of (VE), then the formula

gooccurs on a thread starting with x.
An assumption g0will be called active at formula occurrence goin D, if 1,0starts
a thread through goand at no formula occurrence above goalong that thread has
1,0been discharged.

4.2. DEFINITION. (Dependence) A formula occurrence go depends on assump
tion 1,0in derivation

D, notation

go-<1)1,0,if 1,0is active at goin D.

4.1.2 Dependence between Assumptions
From the perspective of dependence it makes sense to take a less structural point
of view. Notice that a thread in a derivation contains only one assumption. But
this does not exhaust the intuitive formula dependencies that arise in the course
of a derivation. We also have dependencies between assumptions. For instance,
in an application of (SE) in a derivation D
I:

<p[a/{cl [i]

Elaigo

3E,

5

we have a main derivation starting from assumptions in I‘ and ending with Elzrgo,
the major premise of the application, and a side derivation starting at go[a/1:]
and ending with 5. Now, intuitively, the side derivation is subordinate to the
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main derivation: the assumption cp[a/3:] depends on the major premise 3:z:cp,for
only in the presence of this formula is the assumption that (,0holds for some fresh
term a a sound move. By the same argument, the assumption cp[a/a:]intuitively
depends on all assumptions on which 3a:cpdepends, that is, on all elements of I‘.
But this intuitive dependence of cp[a/as]on Elzccp
is not witnessed by the structure

of the derivation, for there is no thread connecting 3:z:cpand cp[a/
The same intuitive dependence occurs in the rule (VE)
1“_

90 _[il

r V 10

E

6

10 [J]

E
VE,',_.,'

Again, the assumptions cpand 1,0intuitively depend on the major premise (,0V 1,0,

and, as a consequence, on all assumptions in P. But there is no thread through
(,0V 1,0and (,0or 1,0. To capture the notion of assumptions

depending on other

assumptions we shall introduce a less structural notion of a thread in a derivation
tree.
4.3. DEFINITION. (c-Threads) Let D be a derivation. A c—threadin D is a se
quence cpl . . . cp,,of formula occurrences in D such that c,olis a top—formula in D,

and for all i 3 n
1. cp,-lies immediately above cp,-+l, or
2. cp,-is the major premise of an application of (VE) or (BE) and cp,-.l.lis an

assumption of that application,
and cp,,is the conclusion of D.

So a c—threadtreats the assumptions of (HE) and (VE)-applications as if they lie
below the major premise of that application.
4.4. DEFINITION. (c-Dependence) Formula occurrence 1,0immediately c-depends
on assumption occurrence cpin derivation D, notation 1,0<<§) cp, if there is a c
thread cp= cpl, . . . ,cp,, in D such that cp,-.l.l= 1,0for some i < n and

1. if «,0is an assumption occurrence, then cpis active at (pl;
2. if 7,0is not an assumption occurrence, then c,ois active at cp,-+l.

Formula occurrence 1,0c-depends on assumption cpin derivation D, notation 7,0<5)
go,if there is in D a sequence of immediate c-dependence steps leading from cp

to

Assumption occurrence cpsupports formula occurrence 1,0in D if 10<5, cpand
either 1,0is an assumption

or 1,05(5) cp.

By this deﬁnition, the assumptions of (EIE)and (VE)-applications c-depend on
the assumptions active at the major premise.
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4.5. PROPOSITION.For any derivation 'D the relation <5, is transitive and
only for any two assumption occurrences gb and goin 'D goprecedes go on a
c-thread t in 'D, then the discharge of goprecedes the discharge of goon t.
Proof:

By deﬁnition, if go -<§, gb and go -<5, X, then gb and X must be different

assumption occurrences in D. Now, there is a c-thread connecting goand X, so
(,0 -<‘j) X holds if and only if assumption X is active at go. By assumption go
is active at go. Consequently, go <5, X if gohas not been discharged anywhere
between gband goon the c-thread connecting them.
M

So transitivity of <% implies for assumptions on a c-thread: ﬁrst in, last out.
The set of assumptions along a c-thread behave at any point along that thread
as a stack.

4.6. DEFINITION. For any formula occurrence coin derivation 1?, let the stackset
at gobe the set STp(g0) = I (,0<§)
Formula occurrence 1,0is a top element
in STp(go) ifzb E S'Tp(go) and there is no element X E STp(cp) such that X -<3)
Formula occurrence gbis a bottom element in STp(go) if 1b6 STp(go) and there
is no element X E STp(go) such that 1,04% X.

The set S'Tp(<p)can be seen as a family of stacks of assumptions ordered by im
mediate c—dependence. Note that, if X is a top element in S'Tp(go) (see Deﬁnition
4.2), then go<1) X, i.e., goand X are connected by a thread. The bottom elements
of S'Tp(<p)are either elements of the set of non-discharged assumptions of ’Dor

assumptionsof the rule

Note that everystack in STp(go)can have at most

one assumption of (—>I).

The notion of a stackset is relative to that of a c-thread. Consequently,
for other notions of a thread, other ways of traversing a proof tree, we get a
correspondingly different notion of a stackset.
4.7. DEFINITION. (Stack-Discharge) An assumption occurrence goin derivation
D may be stack-discharged at formula occurrence if gtris a top element in
S'Tp(go) and

' 1. if gbis an (EIE)-assumption of the form f[a/:z:], then the proper term a does
not occur in goor in non discharged assumptions on a thread through go,
2. if gb,X are the assumptions of some application of (VE), then the formula
gooccurs on a thread starting with X.

Stack-discharge of an assumption gbat formula occurrence go,means removal of
gofrom STp(go). This removal affects only the ‘control’ structure of the proof,
that is, this action is not accompanied by the introduction or elimination of
a logical operator. In the rules (VE) and (BE) this is witnessed by the fact
that the proof transition from minor premise to conclusion does not change the
formula involved. In (EIE)the control structure of a derivation is changed at the
conclusion of an application in that the proper term of the application is again
available for general use.
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4.8. PROPOSITION.(Stack Proposition) For any derivation ’D,

assumption

occurrence (,0is discharged at formula occurrence ib, then (,0is stack—discharged

at

Proof: by Proposition 4.5, we have to show that the relation <3) is transitive.
So suppose 90 <53 '<,band 7,b<51}X. We have to show that assumption

X has not

been discharged anywhere between X and goalong the c-thread connecting them.
But the c-dependence of assumption it on assumption X implies that it must be
an assumption of an (HE) or (VE) application in D and the major premise of
that derivation must c—dependon X. So, no discharge of X is allowed before it is
discharged, because X and 1,bdo not lie on a thread.
Q

So in any derivation 1?if assumption it is introduced c-depending on assumption
goand (,0supports 1,b,then (,0cannot be discharged

before 1,b.

4.9. EXAMPLE. Consider the derivation
1“_

gala/gs]

35¢

[i]

El
3E,
52

where 51 and E2 denote different occurrences of -the formula
Let X be an
assumption in I‘. Then this derivation gives rise to the following thread and
c-thread:

<X:'-°73$(t0:€2 >

T2

<Xa"'>3x(pa(pla’/$l>"')€l>£2 > 

On the left hand side we have a thread connecting X and E, on the right hand
side a c-thread. S'Tp({1) contains (X,<p[a/93])with top element <p[a/2:]. At 51
only <,o[a/51:]
may be discharged. The underbraced part of the c-thread consists
of a no-discharge zone for assumption X: <,o[a/:12]
-<5, X and for the penultimate
occurrence of 5 we have E -<% <p[a/a:] and, because X is active at 3:z:<,o,we have
E <5, X. If we would allow discharge of X in the underbraced part of the c-thread,
then we could get 5 -<§) <p[a/x] and <,o[a/2:]<% X, but 5 74%X. This destroys

transitivity.
Notice that by Proposition 4.8 stack-discharge reduces to discharge sim
pliciter.

If 2,0is a top element of S'Tp(<,o), then go and 1,bare connected

by a

thread. But this reduction hides an important difference between CPL and IPL.
This comes to light if we allow permutations of the stackset at some point in
the derivation. In that case we allow discharge of assumptions at formula occur
rences not thread-connected to those assumptions. The notion of c-dependence
is deﬁned with respect to assumptions of the rules (EIE)and (VE), so they arise
both in CPL and in IPL. But we shall show that it is only essential in IPL. In
classical logic permuting the stackset is allowed at any point in the derivation.
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That is, breach of the discharge order induced by c-dependence does not result
in classically invalid principles, in intuitionistic logic it allows us to derive in
tuitionistically invalid principles. In IPL no permutations of the stackset are
allowed. This will be discussed in the next two sections.

4.1.3 Classical Dependence Management
The notion of the c-dependence of a formula occurrence on an assumption occur
rence has been deﬁned relative to the notion of a c-thread. But if gois an assump
tion occurrence starting a c-thread through formula occurrence 1,0in derivation
D, then this does not entail that gocould be discharged at it nor that it is a con
clusion of a subderivation of ’D. In contrast with the notion of a thread, the notion
of a c-thread does not control the dependence of a conclusion on an assumption,
nor does it control discharge. This changes when Weconsider alternatives to the
(HE) and (VE) rules. We have discussed the rules of existential instantiation
(Section 2.5.3) and the epsilon rule (Section 2.3.8). Here is a representation of a
derivation of E from P, E in the three systems:
F.

I.‘

35¢

35¢

3E.

———3Ea

<p[6w=_s0/ml

so[a/w]

5;

A0
*

W

5'1

and
r_

ma/3:1

35¢

éi
52

[2]

SE.
1

In the epsilon and the existential instantiation derivations, the side derivation
of the (HE) application lies below the major premise, that is, the major premise
of the application and the assumption lie on a thread in the instantiation frame
works. So in the alternatives to (Z-IE),the notions of v,bc-depending on cpand ib

depending on gocoincide with respect to applications of the elimination rule for
the existential quantiﬁer. For X an assumption in I‘, this gives
5 X,...,3:u,o,<,o[e:1:: go/a:],...,€1 >1

<2(,...,E|:cc,o,<,o[a/:I:],...,§1

thread

thread

and
< x,...,El:r<,o,<,o[a/a:],...,f1,§2 >

c- thread

>1
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Because discharge is controlled by threads, both alternatives to (EIE)seem to
allow discharge of an assumption which, in (HE) derivations amounts to discharge
along c-threads. That is, in the (EIE)derivation, the stackset S'Tp(§,-) has g0[a/a2]
as a top element. This element is lacking in the stackset at £1 in the remaining
two derivations. So stack-discharge will allow different actions in these examples.
Because both the instantiation rule and the 6-rule are conservative over classi
cal but not over intuitionistic logic, this suggests that the notion of c-dependence
captures an essential difference between CPL and IPL: in CPL c-dependence can
be turned into dependence, in IPL these relations are essentially distinct. In CPL
the ordering of the stackset of assumptions at a formula occurrence is not essen
tial, in IPL it is.
4.10. DEFINITION. (c-Discharge) In a derivation D assumption occurrence 1,b
can be c-discharged at formula occurrence (,0,if 1,0and (,0lie on an c-thread in ’D
such that 1,0has not been discharged between 1,0and (,0,and

1. if it is an (HE)-assumption of the form §[a/m], then the proper term a
does not occur in (,0or in any non c-discharged assumption on a c-thread
through

«,0,

2. if 1,b,X are the assumptions of some application of (VE), then the formula
<,0occurs on a c-thread starting with X.
For E U {Q0}a set of formulas and C’ a proof system, 2 I-Ev«,0means that <,0can

be derived from E in system C’ by using c-discharge.

Under c-discharge any of a number of assumption c-connected to a formula oc
currence (,0may be discharged at this occurrence. The c-dependence ordering
becomes irrelevant in the ordering of discharge.
4.11. PROPOSITION. Derivation ’D derives (,0from E with c-discharge and only
if D derives (,0from E with stack-discharge, where at any formula occurrence (,0
in '1), every stack in the stackset S'Tp(<,0)may be arbitrarily permuted.

Proof: By c-discharge all assumptions lying on the same c-thread may be dis
charged (provided that the discharge conditions are satisﬁed) independent of
their position on that c-thread. So c-discharge of an arbitrary non-top element
of a stack in the stackset corresponds to stack—dischargewhere this element has
been brought to the top of the stack.
E

4.12. EXAMPLE.Consider the derivation
which offends the classical dis
charge regime. The major premise of (EJE)has been established along the thread
starting at X. Now this X, an assumption on which the major premise depends,

is discharged inside the application of

That is, X is discharged at a loca

tion not connected to that assumption by a thread. Notice that we mean proper
discharge, not empty discharge. That is, the conclusion 2,0no longer depends on
X. In this derivation

we have g0[a/cc] -<53X, ‘(,0-<3) c,0[a/cc] but it 74% X. The de
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pendence between assumptions is not respected. We shall show that, classically,
this disturbance of dependence does not lead to unsoundness.
sola/-"(:1 m

ala/93]
.

-+12‘

X [z]

X -> c_r[a/-"cl

(T)

315,0
3E,
1.0

4.13. PROPOSITION. Let 2 U {go} be a set offormulas,
E l"CpL (,0 4:)

then

2 l'EvPL (,0.

Proof: Because c-discharge is a more liberal discipline than discharge, we only
have to show that the right to left direction holds. This we have done if we
can transform all c-threads in a derivation ’D with c-discharge into threads in
a derivation ’D' with standard discharge. That is, we have to represent the
(EIE) and (VE)-assumptions as conclusions of their respective major premises.
Classical logic has two principles allowing us to achieve just this
((<pVzb) —>so) V((s0V¢)

-> 19)»

E|:z:(3a:cp-> (,0).

(PV)
(P3)

The principle PV is used to transform c-threads to threads in applications of
(VE). This principle is a propositional version of Plato’s principle and yet another
form of the linearity schemas of the last chapter. We use it to transform an
application of (VB)
1“_

<p it

so [i]

‘P _l7l

E
5

6

VB“

in a derivation 1?, into the following conﬁguration:
I‘

<pV¢
so

I‘

(</>V¢)—>s0[il

sovzb

(s0V¢)->¢[J'l

1/2

VEi.J'
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Here we use standard discharge and the rule (VE) with the theorem PV as major
premise. Obviously, PV can be derived with standard discharge: In the appli
cation of (VE) the major premise goV it is connected to goand 1bby a c-thread,
while in the transformed derivation goV gbis connected to goand gbby a thread.

Consequently, an application of c-discharge with respect to (VE) in a derivation
’D of gofrom E can be changed to an application of standard discharge in a
derivation D’ of gofrom E.
For applications of (HE) we follow the same procedure, this time using the

principle P3. Again we transform a connection along a c-thread to a connection
along a thread. That is, we transform
1f

so(a/gs) [il

Elaigo

3E,

into

3ic<.0

32:90 —> cpla/ml

[21

<p[a/=8]

3a=(3a=<.0-+ so)

3E,

6

Again we use standard (ElE) discharge in this derivation, with the theorem PEI
as the major premise.
E

Thus, as these transformations show, all assumptions on which the major
premises of (VE) and (SE) applications are based may be discharged by (-91) at
any point in the derivation. The assumptions of the major premise of an (VE)
application may be discharged at any point in the side derivations. Only the
discharge order of (HE) assumptions remains strict. This we can see in the last
derivation above. In order to discharge Elxgo—>go[a/3:],the proper term should
not occur in the conclusion 5 or in any assumption in I‘.
We have shown the following.

4.14. PROPOSITION.Formula go is CPL derivable from E and only go is
derivable from 2 under the stack-discharge regime with arbitrary permutations
of the stackset.

4.].
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4.1.4 Intuitionistic Dependence Management
The principles P3, PV (and PV) are classically derivable with standard discharge.
But intuitionistically both are invalid rules, that is, not derivable with standard
discharge. So intuitionistically, the notion of c-dependence arising from the nat
ural deduction rules is essentially different from the notion of dependence: using
c-discharge in derivations allows for the derivation of intuitionistically invalid
principles. And the PV and PEI principles characterize precisely intuitionistic
logic with a c-discharge convention.
4.15.

PROPOSITION. E l‘]pL+p\/+133 (,0 <=> 2 I—§PL(,0.

Proof: From right to left follows because the rules PV and P3 are derivable in
IPL plus c-discharge. As an example we shall derive P3 with c-discharge.
<Pl<1/$1 [2]

“>11

3w -> sola/-‘Bl
El:1:<,o [1]

El:1:(E|:c<,o —> (,0)

Ell

SE2

3~'c(3:v<p —> 90)

From left to right follows because any application of c-discharge in a deriva
tion D can be mimicked by an application of one of the IP rules.
E

A consequence of this proposition is the fact that the notion of a dependence
stack is strict in IPL.
4.16. PROPOSITION.Formula (,0is IPL derivable from 2 and only if (P is
derivable from 2 under the stack-discharge regime without permutations of the
stackset.
'

4.17. REMARK. In CPL we need the principle of double negation to derive P3.
Here is a derivation (Where Wetake some shortcuts):
Va:(Ela:cp/\ mp) (1)
39390/\ 1010/ 931

Elmcp

9015/33] (2)

L

Vrv(3=vs0/\ -so) (1)
33:90 A ﬁcp[b/2:]
"90lbF3l

J. (-2)

ﬁVa:(3:r:cpA wcp) (-1)
3a:w(Ela:cp A mp)

3rv(3ws0 -+ -1-so)
E|:c(3a:(,o -> (p).

The last three lines of the derivation use double negation (to get from ﬁ‘v’a:to
33-1, and to get from ﬁﬁgo to go). If Wecompare this to the simple derivation of
PEIwith c-discharge, we notice that the principle of double negation hides the
dependency structure which lies underneath the principle P3.
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4.2 Conservative Epsilon Extensions of IPL
Derivations using the instantiation rules, or the epsilon rule cannot be shown
to be intuitionistically sound by embedding them in intuitionistic derivations.
This suggests the following question. How can we formulate a rule of existential
instantiation and an epsilon rule sound for intuitionistic logic?
In order to develop conservative extensions of IPL with the epsilon rule we
have to ﬁx some conditions such an extension will have to satisfy. After all, it is
no problem to device trivial conservative extensions: if we stipulate “do not apply
any IPL rule to premises containing e-terms”, then the addition of the epsilon
rule is conservative. To formulate our non-triviality condition, we shall take our
lead from the the classical epsilon calculus of Chapter 2. There the epsilon rule
can be seen as an alternative to the elimination rule for the existential quantiﬁer.
By replacing the rule (HE) by the e-rule in CPL we do not reduce the set of e—free
theorems. This constraint we shall also invoke for e-extensions of IPL. That is,
we are after a conservative extension of IPL with the epsilon rule in which we

can do without the rule

Obviouslythe calculusarisingby the abovetrivial

stipulation does not satisfy this condition.
Before we formulate adequate restrictions on the calculus we shall discuss
some proof-theoretic possibilities and their problems. In a later section, we shall
also discuss these things semantically. To get at a conservative e-extension, con
sider the derivation of the principle that creates the non—conservativity,Plato’s
principle.
Elrccp [1]

new

=so/ac]

El

‘

—* I 1

:

2:90 —> s0[6a=

rl

HI

3-°=(3a=s0 -> so)

This derivation has to be ruled out as being incorrect. So we need restrictions
which are tight enough to exclude this derivation, but which still allow us to
derive all IPL theorems. In the above derivation, there are two proof steps at
which restrictions can apply.
1. At the application of the rule (—>I)we can prevent the discharge of 3a:<,0.

This affects the deduction theorem. The intuitionistic epsilon calculus has
the epsilon rule, but would not have Hxcp—><p[ea:: (,0/:13]as a theorem.

The

restriction suggested by our desideratum that e-rule applications may be
replaced by (EIE)applications is the following. With respect to discharge,
we have to treat the conclusion of the e—rule, <,0[ea:: (,0/ac]in the second

line of the derivation, as an assumption of an (3E) application. We view
ea: 2(,0as the proper term of that application. The discharge in the third
line is then disallowed, because we may not discharge the major premise
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of an (EIE)application before we have discharged the assumption of that
application. In the second line of the proof, the 6-term ea: : gois supported
by an assumption claiming 32:90.In the third line of the proof this is no
longer the case. The analysis of the structure of (EE) of the last section,
will give us the discharge restriction we need.
2. At the application of (31) Wecan restrict abstraction over the 6-term. This
course would then give us 33:90—><,o[ea:2 90/51:]as a theorem,

but not Plato’s

principle. This course is suggested by the analogy with modal predicate
logic with non-rigid terms, and, semantically, this analogy is of course a
natural one, given Godels translation of intuitionistic logic into S.4. In this
case we may restrict applications of (31) to “non-modal” contexts, that is,
to premises <,o[t/:12],where (,0is built from atomic propositions using only
A, V and 3.

Conservativity by Restricting Discharge
In this section we shall formulate a general restriction on discharge in the in
tuitionistic 6-calculus Wich will guarantee a strong property of the calculus: in
any derivation with conclusion and assumptions epsilon free, every application

of the e-rulecan be replacedby an applicationof the rule

Our calculuswill

resemble the one of Leivant [Lei73]. The main difference consists in the fact that
we show conservativity for full IPL, while Leivant only discusses a disjunction
and negation free fragment of this calculus. Solutions in the same vein have been
developed by Celluci [Cel92] based on the sequent natural deduction calculus of
Boriéic’:[Bor85]. A solution of a different kind altogether is adopted by Mints
[Min77]. There the e-calculus is investigated in the format of Gentzens sequent
calculus.

Our analysis of implicit dependence of the last section shows the main proof

theoretic differencebetween the 6-rule and the rule

Consider again the

structure of the epsilon and the elimination rule.
If

;

gap
<p[t_/ml

salt/0:] [il

313 Inst.

5
F

3“i""’
5‘

7

E|E
€

In the right hand derivation, no assumption from I‘ may be discharged in the
side derivation, for instance at '7. This situation we must make explicit in the
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left hand derivation, for the implicit dependence relation does not prevent this
discharge. The derivation from (,0[a/cc]to § must be explicitly declared a no
discharge zone for assumptions from F. This is easily done by copying the rele
vant (EIE)-dependencies for the epsilon rule.
In order to get a conservative IPL extension with the epsilon rule all
we have to do is to put the conclusion of the (,0[t/:1:]
of an application of

the epsilon rule on top of STp((,0[t/
That is, Wehave to treat it as
an assumption with respect to dependence. This prevents discharge
under the stack-discharge regime of any assumption on which 31:90
depends.
The formula (,0[t/2:]may be removed from the S'Tp(¢) if the proper
term t does not occur in 1,bor in any assumption X such that ‘(/2-<5, (,0.

Thus Wehave precisely mimicked the discharge conﬁguration of (HE) in deriva
tions With the e-rule.

4.18. DEFINITION.(I-Support) Let IPL + I be the proof system of intuitionis
tic predicate logic plus the rule e-rule. Let ’Dbe a derivation tree for I PL + I
with assumptions 2, We say that assumption occurrence (0I-supports formula
occurrence (pin D with respect to term t, notation (0 <5) (,0,if there is an applica
tion of (EIEG)in ’D with premise 32:5 and conclusion §[t/ac] such that (,0<5) E[t/:12],
32:5 -<5,1,0,and the proper term t occurs in (,0or in any assumption X such that

(,0<5) X. We say that assumption occurrence '¢ I-supports formula occurrence (,0
in D, notation (0 -<5 (,b,if there is some term t such that (,0<3) 1,0.

Now we stipulate:

4.19. DEFINITION.(Discharge Discipline) Let I PL+I be an intuitionistic nat
ural deduction system to which an instantiation rule is added. Let E U {(,0}be
a set of formulas. Then E I-;‘’(,0if there is an I PL + I derivation of (,0from E
Where every application of (—>I)satisﬁes the following restriction:
so _[il

1.5
——)I.,:

<.0—>¢

provided

not (,0-<5; 1,0

The adequacy of this deﬁnition is shown by Proposition 4.25 Whichsays, in fact,
that the instantiation rule becomes conservative over IPL.

Properties of the Proof System
To get a feeling for the theorems of the e-calculus restricted in this way, we
shall discuss some peculiarities.

Although We have 3:z:(,0/(,0[ea:
: (,0/ac]as a rule of
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33:90 —>c,o[ea:: (p/:13]and 3:1:(3y<,o—>(,0) are not theorems

in IPL+I,

i.e.,

the deduction theorem does not hold in general in this system. However we do
have the weaker {3a:c,o}l-,1 3:c<p—><,o[e:z:
:

It is clear that, for instance, contraposition is not generally valid: we have
351290F-,1 <,o[e:1:: go/2:],

but

not

-v<p[e:z: : 90/93] H.

-32:90.

We

do

have

I-,1 c,o[e:1: :

cp/:2] —>Elargoand I-,1 ﬁ3:1:<,o—>ﬁc,o[ea: :

Whenever we consider an e—deductionwith e-free assumptions and conclusion
X, then no formula will I -support one of the assumptions, and the restriction on
discharge reduces to: no-1,bto be discharged may I -support X. However, when
we also consider arbitrary 6-derivations with, for instance '¢,b[ea:
: go/3:]among its
premises, then assumption 3a:<,ocannot be discharged. Consequently we have
{3-W, «ﬁle-"B=90/31} ti

32=(s0 /\ 10)

and
{3w}

ti ¢[6=v=so/-‘cl-+ 3w(s0 /\ it)

but
{1/Jle-‘B=so/ivl} Vi 3w

-> 39=(<pA ¢)~

The restrictions on discharge affect the notion of consistency. We have
{3:r<.0)»*<p[6-7:=so/$1} H L

But, having derived J. we cannot discharge Elcccp.So {-v<,o[ea:
: -=3a:<,o.
As a consequence we now have
{*s0[<-Ir =so/Iv], ""'3~’5<P} Vi i

For if {-<,o[e:z:: go/2:],-1-Elasgo}were inconsistent, then we could derive ﬁflacgo
from -1<,o[ea:: go/2:] (discharge of -u-Elccgois allowed and 1b <—>
ﬁﬁﬁzb is an IPL

theorem). This implies that we can no longer conclude that E U{go}is consistent
given the consistency of E U {n-190}.
The general picture is the following. We cannot move an existential formula
to the right of I-,1if it leaves its proper term on the left unsupported. In fact,
unsupported e—termson the left should not be interpreted as e-terms at all: in
order for an e-term to get an e-interpretation, its interpretation as a witness, it
needs a licensing condition, the presence of an introducing formula. We are not
allowed to reason: here we have v,b[e:c: cp/2:], let’s assume ea: : gois a witness (i.e.,

let’s assume Elacgo)
and consider the conclusions that follow as conclusions from
1,Z2[e:I:
: 90/
For, having once assumed Elascpwe cannot discharge it anymore.

The following propositions justify this interpretation strictly.
4.20. DEFINITION. An e-term ea: : X is mute in a derivation D if there is
no e-rule application in ’D with premise Elrrx. M u(’D) = {ear : (,0 E 5(’D) |
e:z:c,ois mute in D}
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4.21. PROPOSITION. (Muteness) For any e-derivation D with conclusion 1,0,and
any constant a not occurring in D, if ea: : (,0E Mu(D), then D[a/em : go]is an
e-derivation with conclusion 1,0[a/ea:: cp].

Proof: The truth of this proposition can be shown simply by checking all deriva
tion rules. The only troublesome case, the e-rule, is excluded by the muteness of
ea: : (,0.

E

4.22. PROPOSITION.(Constant Proposition) For every set of [I-sentences E U
{go} , ifE

E|:1:1,0,
then 2 I-,1(,0

and only if X3[a/ea::1,0)]I-,1-'<,o[a/ea:
:

for an

arbitrary fresh constant a.
Proof:

Let ea: : 10 occur in E U {go} and Z3

39:10. There are two cases to

consider.
1. The term ea: : 1,0is not involved in derivation D of (,0as a proper term of
the (6) rule. Then, by Proposition 4.21, ea: : 1,0can be replaced in D by

individual constant a while preserving derivationhood.
2. There is in derivation D of (,0from 2 an application of the e-rule in which
ea: : 1,0occurs as a proper term. Thus 331,0—or some 5 I -supporting

331,0—is

discharged at some point in D. By the restrictions on discharge, this implies
that 39:10does not I -support go.So, substituting a fresh individual constant
a for 61: : 1,0in D turns the application of the e-rule, 3a:1,0/1,0[e:c1,0/2:]
into
the pair §l:z:1,0,
1,0[a/cc] , where the second formula is now the minor premis

of (HE) which can be discharged upon reaching the ﬁrst f not I -supported
by El:1:1,0
(such a 5 exists because (,0is not I —supported by 33:10).

E

It is interesting to remark that Lemma 4.22 does not hold for logics without the
full restrictions of the intuitionistic e-calculus. In such a logic there would be no
guarantee that a derivation in which an existential formula has been discharged
can be transformed into an e-free one.
4.23. PROPOSITION. (Discharge Proposition)
las such that for all ea: : E E £'(E,1,0)

Let EU{<,o,1,0}
be a set of£-formu

2, ,0 H axe; => :3 I~{ 3:c§.

Then
2,1,0!-{1,0=>Z3l—;-’(,o——>1,0.

Proof: Let D be a derivation of 1,0from E, (,0. Suppose ea: : 5 occurs in 1,0or E
and there is an application of the e-rule with Elccfas premise depending on go.

Now, by assumption, 2 I-,133:5. Consequently, in the derivation D we can cut
out all subderivations with conclusion 3:125depending on (,0and replace them by
a derivation of this formula from assumptions only in E. In this new derivation,
(,0does no longer support 1,0and can be discharged.
E
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4.24. REMARK. Notice that there is a deﬁnite notion of binding involved: an
existential

formula El:z:go(ac)
E Z ‘binds’ all occurrences

of ea: : cp in E. If ea: : gois

‘free’ in 2, its identity is immaterial (it can be universally quantiﬁed).
Now the consistency of {-1go[ea:: go/:1:],ﬁﬁEl:z:go}can be interpreted by not viewing
err : go as the witness for Elccgo,i.e., by considering {ﬁgo[a/:c],ﬁﬁ3acgo}. Even
{-rgo[a/:12],El:1:go}
can be consistent under this interpretation. However this set is
only consistent if viewed as an extension of {-rgo[ea:: go/33]},for {-wgo[e:z:
: go/
l-,1
gb <———>
{-1go[a/
l- gb[a/
It is inconsistent as an extension of {Elxgo}!From
Elzcgothe negation of ﬁgo[e:I:: go/as] is derivable, but the negation of Elccgois not

derivable from ﬁgo[e:c:
The operations of replacing mute e-terms in a
theory by individual constants and extending the theory do not commute.
4.25. PROPOSITION.(Conservativity) Let IPL + I consist of the intuitionistic
natural deduction system plus the e-rule. Let E U {go} be a set of formulas free
of proper terms of the instantiation

rule. Then: 2 l-,1go <=> 2 F112;,go.

Proof: We are going to proceed by transforming every application of the 6
rule in a derivation D of the speciﬁed form into an application of (EIE), a rule
present in IPL. The following ﬁgure contains the relevant information for this
transformation process: we face an e—derivationD with e-free assumptions in F
and e—freeconclusion X.
I‘
.

I‘

3a:<p

D

E

golea: : golml
D1

<p[a/ea: : go]

’D1[a/ea: : go]

=>_ D,
'

Elmgo

¢[a/ea:

: go]

¢v[a/ea: : go]

‘”

2

3

X

X

In the right hand derivation, a is some fresh constant, not occurring anywhere
in 1). Let the highlighted application of the e-rule be the lowest in D with the
premise Elccgo.That is, in D1 there occurs no application of the e-rule with this
premise. The formula gbis here the ﬁrst formula below go[ecc: go/ a:] in which ea: : go

does not occur and which does not lie on a thread starting with assumptions,
active at gb,in which this term occurs. Such a gbmust exist, because I‘ and X are
e-free. To see that we have a correct derivation, we have to check the following:
1. the constant a should not occur in any formula in E[a/em : go],in 1,b[a/6:1:: go]
or in cp,

2. E[a/ea: : go],go[a/ea: : go]/D1[a/ea: : go]/gb[a/exgo]should be a correct deduc

tion,
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3. no assumption on which 3a:<pdepends has been discharged between <p(e:I::
cp) and 1b, for in an application of (HE) the major premise, Escgo,can only
be discharged after the minor one cp(a.).

We shall discuss the facts one by one. The ﬁrst fact holds because a is fresh and
neither 'e,bnor any element of 2 contains ezc: go. The formula gbwas chosen with

these properties. The second demand is also satisﬁed. Because we have chosen
a lowest application of the e-rule with premise Elaxp,in the subderivation
23, <.0[€=I= I 90/13]

771

lb

of D there occurs no application of the e-rule with proper term ear:: (,0. In such
a derivation the term ea: : gois mute and can be replaced by an ordinary (fresh)

individual constant while preserving derivationhood. This followsby Proposition
4.21. So the ﬁrst two demands are always satisﬁed, when we choose a lowest
application of the e-rule in a derivation. The third demand seems to exclude
some e-derivations from the transformation. But here our restriction on (—>I)
comes into play. Discharge can be occasioned by either of the three rules (—>I),

(VE), or

We shall considerthe cases one by one.

1. Suppose there is in D an assumption 7 E F discharged by (—>I)at a formula
occurrence 0: between c,o[ea:: go/cc]and 1p. By the restriction on (—>I),this
means that not '7 <5; oz. So a does not contain ea: : (,0nor can it lie below

an active assumption containing this term. But 1bwas the highest such
term below <,o[ea:<,o/
:12],so occurrence

0: must be equal to occurrence

1b.

2. In the notion of I PL + I derivability no restrictions are placed on applica

tions of (VE) or

To show that this does not prevent conservativity,

we shall argue that Wecan transform any application of one of these rules
involving loss of breach of support into one in which support is respected.
So suppose in a proof we have the following constellation of (VE)
I‘

[<9]

lib]

<p\./ibéé
E

X

where I‘,X are e-free, and suppose § -<5) (,0or E -<5 gb. Then we cannot

replace an application of the e-rule in the derivation from 90to £ or from

':,bto E by an application of

So this derivation does not satisfy the
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restriction imposed on (-—>I).
But we can always transform it to a derivation
satisfying this restriction by
F

[90]

[10]

E

6

sovzbn

1;

X

Where 7] is the ﬁrst formula occurrence below 5 not supported by cp or
1,b. Such an 1) exists because X is not supported

by (,0or 1,b. Now, an

application of the e-rule in a derivation of £ from cpor 1,0can be replaced

by

There may seemto be a problemin this transformation,if, in the

original derivation, some assumption from I‘ is discharged between E and
17.But this problem evaporates when one considers the possibilities.
(a) Discharges by applications of (VE) or (EIE)are harmless, because the
discharged formula does not, by the discharge, appear in §/17. Con
sequently, this subderivation stays correct and we can postpone dis
charge until we arrive at 17.
(b) On the other hand, if discharge is induced by an application of (—>I),
then, obviously, this discharge was allowed. For instance, if in the
above derivation some oz6 F is discharged by (——>I)
at some formula 6
between 5 and 17,then not 6 <£, oz. By the deﬁnition of dependence,
this means that

neither

5 <§3 (,0nor 5 -<%;1,l2,for (,0<£ oz and 1,0-<{, 0:

(there is no thread through 1,0or goand oz), and, by transitivity, we
would have 6 4%, 0:. But 7;was assumed to be the highest occurrence
of a formula not supported

by (,0or 1,0,so 6 = 17.

3. Applications of (HE) can be transformed analogously to get correct dis
charge.
E

4.3 Kripke Models for Epsilon Terms
4.3.1 Semantic Strategies
In the preceding sections, our quest for a conservative intuitionistic epsilon cal
culus proceeded syntactically, through proof theory, with a heavy emphasis on
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dynamic dependence structures in proofs. But we can also think about this issue
semantically. In Chapter 2, a guiding idea was the use of Skolem expansions for
standard models. This semantic strategy forms another side of the coin. Proof
theoretically, we design some new calculus, and have to check that it does not
generate undesired validities in the old language. But semantically, we start
from a complete class of models for some underlying logic, and then expand
these models with epsilon term interpretations. Evidently, the logic of the new
model class does not extend the old logic in its original language, as no counter
examples are lost. But of course, now we have the problem of determining which
proof theory describes the new logic completely.
Indeed, in semantics as in proof theory, the problem of ‘conservative exten
sion’ is not unambiguous. More speciﬁcally, there are several ways of expanding
Kripke models for intuitionistic logic with epsilon terms. A ﬁrst strategy goes
like the classical method of Chapter 2. We choose witnessing objects for ea: : 4,0
in every node where an existential formula Elcccp
is forced, while making arbitrary
choices for 6:13: (,0in all other nodes. The striking feature of this semantics is that
it is non-persistent. That is, formulas involving epsilon terms may change from

true to false when going to nodes higher up, where the interpretation of their
epsilon terms has shifted. A second strategy maintains persistence, by going
partial: epsilon terms are only interpreted at those nodes where their supporting
existential formula is forced. This is not enough: we also have to stick with the
same choice of a witness higher up. Both strategies solve our problem. Both
strategies pay a price: either non-persistence, or partiality. This multiplicity of
solutions, and their logical side effects, seems a general feature of constructive
epsilon calculi. For a third option, one could set up things in a partial logic with
an existence predicate (see [B1a84], [RdL89]).

The fact that something has to go already emerged in our earlier proof
theoretic analysis. Even though we can maintain all intuitionistic ‘object-level
validities’, we cannot maintain all general features of this logic. This will be
clear by inspecting logical validities. On the ﬁrst strategy, many principles even
in the intuitionistic propositional base will become schematically invalid even
though all their epsilon-free in-stances remain available. For, the validity of these
principles often depends on semantic persistence. For instance, the conditional
axiom

(go ——>
(gb —>X)) —>(((p —->

—>(go —>x)) remains

unrestrictedly

valid,

but the conditional axiom go—>(ab —>(,0)drops out, as its validity presupposes

persistence. More generally, like in the preceding section, the rule of conditional
ization (or the deduction theorem) is only admissible for withdrawing persistent
antecedents. And similar phenomena arise with other rules, such as universal
generalization from premises not containing the quantiﬁed variable. There are
solutions to these axiomatization problems, though. In partial logic (cf. Thijsse
[Thi92], J aspars [Jas94]), restricted versions of deduction theorems to persistent
formulas only are well-known and Henkin-style completeness proofs can be ad
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justed to make do with these (see [Ben86b]). Such a strategy can also be pursued
for the intuitionistic epsilon calculus. For instance, the rule of conditionalization
would then only withdraw persistent antecedents, containing epsilon terms only
in the scope of at least one implication or universal quantiﬁcation. We shall not
pursue this route here.
Instead, we shall explore the second, partial strategy in a little more detail.
First, we deﬁne our models more precisely.

4.3.2 Partial Intuitionistic Epsilon Models
To construct an intuitionistic epsilon model we start with a standard Kripke
model K = (W, 3, D). In order to interpret epsilon terms‘ at a node 0: E W of
this model we create for every node 0: E W a set of nodes of the form {(01,<I>a)I
<I>a6 C(01)}, where C'(a) is the set of all partial functions (F0,from the set of

epsilon terms and variable assignments in dom(D(a)) satisfying
1. (ea: : 90,3) 6 dom(<I>a) if and only if K, or, s, <I>aH-3a:<,0,

2. if (ea: : (0,3) 6 dom(<I>a), then <I>a((ea: : (0,3)) 6 {m E dom(D(a))
K,oz,s(m|:r),<I>a H-90}.

I

4.26. REMARK. To deal with the general case we actually need to associate with
each node the set of all partial choice functions. For consider a Kripke model
with an inﬁnitely descending chain of nodes forcing 3:390such that the set of (,0-ers
along this chain has an empty intersection. In that case, at no node can we ﬁx a
value for ca: : r,0which takes into account the value assigned in all predecessors.
At some g—predecessor ex : (,0must have been assigned a different value, thus
precluding accessibility under 36. If we want to preserve the structure of the
model K for 6-free formulas, we need the guarantee that, for each node (oz,<I>a)
such that a 3 ,6 there is a <I>gsuch that (a, <I>a)ﬁe (ﬂ, CD5).Only by associating

with a node the set of all partial choice functions there is such a guarantee. Now,
given a node 0: forcing 3a:<,0we can always map can: (,0to a domain element of the

right sort by some function <I>a,and any node ,6 such that a 3 ﬂ can be supplied
with a function {>3extending <I>a.

Notice that, if we restrict ourselves to well-founded models the situation de
scribed above cannot occur. A well-founded model cannot yet be expanded with
a single choice function at every node, for it may still occur that we have two
minimal elements with a common 3-successor: the choice functions deﬁned at
the minimal elements may assign different elements to the same 6-term, thus
precluding accessibility of the common _<_—successor.
But if we conﬁne ourselves

to Well-founded Kripke models with a single bottom element, then we can do
with a single choice function.

The term valuation Va,3,q;aof the partial intuitionistic Kripke model is an
extension of the valuation Va”,to cover the interpretation of 6-terms. For atomic
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formulas P(t1, . . . ,t,,), we set: K, or, s,<I>a H-(,0holds iff (ea: : 1,b,s) E dom(<I>a) for

all e-terms occurring in P(t1, . . . ,t,,) and
<Va,3,<pa
(t1), . . . ,Va,3,q;a(t,,)) E int(D(a))(P).

The partial intuitionistic epsilon model K5 is now constructed by setting:
1. We = {(01, <I>a) | a E W, <I>a6 C(01)}

2. (oz,(Pa) 35 (ﬁ<I>§ta)if 013 ,6 and for every variable assignment

5, Va,3,q,a Q

Vﬁasﬁﬁ

3. D€((oz, <I>a))= D(a).

An epsilon term is interpreted by the valuation of terms of a node if and only if
the corresponding existential formula is forced at that node. As a consequence,
if (63: : (,0,oz) 6 dom(<I>a) and ex : 1,!)is a term occurring
dom(<I>a).

in cp, then

(ea: : 1,b,oz) 6

Notice the usual simultaneous recursion: the deﬁnition of the term valuation
requires the deﬁnition of the forcing relation and vice versa.
4.27. LEMMA. (Expansion Lemma) Every standard Kripke model can be ex
panded to an intuitionistic Kripke model.

Proof: This follows by a simple extension of the argument analogous to the
one given for classical models in Chapter 2, now for every node separatedly.
We proceed in stages. We have a sequence of languages LI“, where L0 is the
language without e-terms and Ln“ is L” together with all e-terms over L”. The
basic model K? = K interprets L0. The model K?“ is created from K? by
constructing the set C’”"'1(a) for every node cz: we add to every <I>aE C"(a) all
tuples ((61: : 1,b,s),m) such that K2, s(m|:c), <I>all-cp,thus creating from <I>aa set
of new partial choice functions, now interpreting L”+1. The model K6 is formed

taking the union of the models created at all stages.

E

Digression: Modal Predicate Logic
It may be of help to note an analogy with modal predicate logic in what follows.
(Cf. Hughes & Cresswell [HC84].) By the well-known Godel Translation, intu
itionistic predicate logic may be faithfully embedded inside quantiﬁed modal S4.
In particular, intuitionistic implications cp—>1,0become modalized implications
Cl(cp—> and universal quantiﬁcations Vxcpbecome modalized formulas ClVo:cp.
(Here, existential quantiﬁers remain as they are, though, and so do conjunc
tions and disjunctions.) In this setting, epsilon terms play a role analogous to
‘non—rigidindividual constants’ in modal predicate logic, whose interpretation
is allowed to vary across different worlds. It is well-known that this necessi
tates changes in the base system, both in the semantics and the proof theory.
The general reason is that these non—rigidconstants can be ’captured’ by modal
operators bearing scope over them, which changes their behavior.
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Semantically, this difference shows in the failure of the basic Substitution
Lemma of standard ﬁrst-order logic. It is no longer equivalent to say that
M,w,s |= cp[c/51:]and M,w,s(VM,,,,(c)|a:) l: 90. For, inside cp, the substitution
may relate the evaluation of c to other worlds than 212.This difference also shows
in a predicate-logical axiom, whose usual veriﬁcation hinges on the Substitution
Lemma. Existential Generalization is no longer valid. For instance, |:l<p[c/3:]can
be true at a world without 3:cl:l<,obeing true. No single object right now needs
to witness the possibly different choices for c underlying the true modal state
ment. ”A winner always wins”, but there need not be anyone right here who
always wins. In the usual modal completeness proofs, this problem is solved by
restricting Existential Generalization to those statements which lack non-rigid
constants in the scope of modalities. A similar solution is possible here. This
modal analogy can probably be turned into an embedding argument extending
the Godel Translation, taking intuitionistic epsilon calculus into a suitable ver
sion of modal S4-style predicate logic with non-rigid constants satisfying suitable
axioms. We leave this technical connection as an open question here.

4.3.3 Proof Calculus
In line with standard intuitionistic completeness proofs, we set up an axiomatic
calculus matching the above semantics. Turning this calculus into a complete
natural deduction formulation seems a matter of routine.
4.28. DEFINITION.(Minimal Intuitionistic Epsilon Calculus) The minimal in
tuitionistic epsilon calculus is given by the following proof rules.

1. The propositional rules of IPL.
2. The quantiﬁer rules of IPL, but with the followingrestriction on Existential
Generalization.
In any application of (HI),
salt/ml
Elargo

if t is an epsilon term, then (,0is constructed from only A, V and El.

3. The following two rules for epsilon terms:
eR1

Elzztcp

3$(s0 /\ /\.-gn(¢z'[€~’I=I </J/ml H 1%))

eR2

2,b[ea: : cp/1:]

3x90

provided 1bis constructed
from A, El

4.29. EXAMPLE. (Some Derivations) We derive a few theorems of this calculus.
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1. First of all, the epsilon schema
|- 31:90—>90[ea::
This we get by eR1 where we set i = 1 and 1,01= 90. This gives us 3:390—>
3:z:(90A(90[e:c: 90/ac]+—>
90)), which gives us 3:390—>3a:(90A90[e:I::
This
gives 33:90—>3:1:90[e:z:
:
Because a: does not occur free in 90[ea:: 40/22]

the epsilon schema follows.
2. For 1,0built from A and 3
¢[€-'12 = 90/33] —* 3(¢

/\ so)»

By 6R2 we have 2,b[e:z:: 90/cc] —> 3:390. Using now 6R1, with
3:1:(90 A (2,b[ea: : 90/2:] <——>
90)) under

assumption

i = 1 and

1,0= 1,01, this

gives

By applying

(3E) we get 90[a/2:] A(1,b[e:1:: 90/:5] <—>
90[a/:1:]) for some term

7,b[ea: : 90].

a. Still under assumption 2,b[e:r : 90/2:] this gives 90[a/2:] A '9b[a/3:] and,
consequently 3a:(90A 7,0).
3. For all occurrences of ea: : 90
32:90 A 1,b[ea: : 90/2:] —>3:1:(90 A

This we get by the same derivation as the previous theorem, but now we
do not need 6R2 to derive 39:90.We may use (AE) instead, thus avoiding

any restriction on the structure of
4. If 1,0and X are constructed
and 1,0,then

only from A and 3, and ex : cpoccurs in both 1/2
(<0 V 1%) —> 39:90

This follows simply by using the rule

Notice that if ex : 90does

not occur in both conjuncts, 31:90does not follow. The restriction on rule
ER2cannot allow disjunction (even though this has no ‘modal’ character),

because P(e:I: :
derives P(e:1::
V R(e:c : 90)for arbitrary 90. So
P(e:c :
would allow us to derive 31:90for arbitrary 90if we allow the
premise of rule eR2 to be constructed from A, V and 3.
Without the restriction on Existential Generalization, we could derive Plato’s
Law (Chapter 3) from principle 1 above. Quod non, by the following Proposition.
4.30. PROPOSITION. (Soundness) The above calculus is sound for partial intu
itionistic epsilon models.

Proof: By a simple inspection of the rules. We shall only consider the epsilon
rules.
Suppose for some node cz, K6, a, s, <I>all-3:390.Then ea: : 90is assigned a value

at (a, <I>a)and this value is persistent over all $5-accessible nodes. So there is
some element m of the domain, namely Va,,,q.a(€$ : 90),such that at all accessible
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nodes, if this m satisﬁes both <,o(:1:)and 1,b(:z:),then the value of 6:1:: (,0satisﬁes

them both, and if 6:1:: (,0satisﬁes
and

at such a node, then m satisﬁes both <,o(:c)

So K€,oz, s,<I>a H-3:1:(<,o
/\ (1,b[ea:: go/cc]<—>

Suppose for some node oz, K¢,oz,s,<I>aH-1,b[ea:
:

If 1,bis built only from

A and 3 then, by the forcing deﬁnition, this reduces to evaluation of atomic
formulas containing an : goat node (a,<I>a). But the fact that the formula is
evaluated at all, means that Va,_,,q;ais deﬁned over ea: : (,0and this can only be if
32:90is forced.
E

4.3.4 Completeness Proof
The completeness proof for this calculus follows a standard pattern. For conve
nience, we reproduce an outline of the Aczel-Thomason construction for basic
intuitionistic logic, which is a Henkin-type modal argument, using prime theories,
rather than the usual ultraﬁlters. (Cf. Troelstra & van Dalen [TD88].)
4.31. DEFINITION. (Prime Theories) A prime theory in a language L is a set I‘
of L-sentences satisfying the following three demands;

1. IfI‘l-<p,then<pEI‘.
2. If<,oV1,b€I‘,then<,0EI‘or1,bEI‘.
3. If ElaccpE I‘, then cp(t) E I‘ for some individual constant c.

Such prime theories will be the nodes in the Henkin model. Now, given a set of
closed L-formulas E and a closed L-formula '<,bsuch that 2 I7’1,bit is standard to
show that there is a prime theory, in an expanded language, I‘ extending 2 such
that I‘ l7’2,0.We ﬁx an enumeration of all existential formulas and disjunctions
in the expanded language and construct the desired I‘ in stages where we show
that, at stage I‘,-, if I‘; l- 3:390we can add <p[c/cc]to I‘, for some fresh constant

c and still have I‘, U

I7’

And if I‘, l- XVE, we can add one of the

disjuncts with the same result. In the ﬁrst case the proof involves an application
of (SE): because I‘, |- Elcccp
and c is a fresh constant, if I‘;U
|- ib, then we
can discharge c,o[c/cc]in an application of (HE), implying that we already have
I‘; |- 1b.In the second case, the proof goes in the same way, now using
So
in the standard set-up, if 2 I7’«Lwe can construct a prime theory I‘ extending 2
such that I‘ l7’1b. This is a node in the Henkin model and the Truth Lemma then
guarantees that we have a Kripke model with node I‘ forcing E but not forcing
ib. Consequently, we have shown 2 bé ib.

4.32. REMARK. In classical logic we can extend a consistent theory 2 by witness
axioms Elzrcp—><,o[c/:13]
in order to make it witnessing.

This is not possible in the

intuitionistic case. For, if we proceed to make prime theories by adding witness
axioms, then every prime theory will contain all instances of Ela:(3:n<,o
—>go) (by
the rule (Ell) and deductive closure). Consequently Plato’s principle 3x(3a:<,o—>
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(,0)will be universally valid on the Henkin model. But this is not intuitionistically
valid.

Let us analyze this argument with a Viewtowards our richer epsilon models.
The propositional base steps are completely independent of epsilon expansions,
and hence they go through for our richer language. (They do presuppose per
sistence, but we have taken care of this.) Quantiﬁer steps are also independent
but note that they presuppose the availability of rigid individual constants, in
the argument for both the existential quantiﬁer (Witnesseswere rigid constants)
and the universal one (fresh rigid constants were needed to invoke the ‘constant
lemma’).
Now we set up the Henkin model as follows.
The nodes of our model will be constructed from prime theories I‘ satisfying:
if I‘ |- 31:90,then there is a constant c in Lp such that I‘ |- (g0[c/cc]/\ /\,-<,,(X,-[ex :
90/11:]4-» X,-[c/a:])) for all sets {xi 6 L1‘ | 2' 3 n}, n < cu.

—

Let I‘f'°' be the restriction of prime theory I‘ to e-free formulas. Notice that
I‘f'°' is a prime theory in L}-‘"0,
the e-free fragment of Lp. After all, if 32:90has no
6-terms and I‘f'°° |- Elcccp,then <,0[c/3:]E I‘ is Without e-terms for the constant c

guaranteed to exist. So I‘f'°' |- <,0[c/ Consequently, with every prime theory I‘
we can identify the set [I‘]= {A | I‘f'° = Af°°}. This set will constitute a node
in the underlying standard Kripke model.
For each prime theory I‘, let <I>pbe a partial function from the set of closed
e-terms of Lp into the set of individual constants of Lp such that
1. ex : (,0 E d0m(<I>p) if and only if I‘ |- El:z:<,0,
2. <I>p(e:c : cp) = c only if I‘ |- (<,0[c/3:] A /\,-Sn(X,-[ea: : (,0/3:] <—>
X,-[c/a:])) for all

sets{XiELp|z'§n},n<w.

For [I‘] a node in the standard Kripke model, the set of choice functions
C’([I‘])over node [I‘] will be the set {<I>AI A E
Now we deﬁne the Henkin model to be K6 = (We, 36, D6) Where
2. ([I‘],<I>A) $6 ([I"],<I>A:) 1fI‘f'°'

_C_I"f°° and <I>AQ <I>A:,

3. D6 assigns to each [I‘] the constant model of I‘.
If We now set for closed atomic formulas (,0that K6, ([I‘], <I>A)H-(,0if and only

if (,0E A, then Wecan prove the truth lemma in the standard way.
4.33. LEMMA. (Truth Lemma) For every node ([I‘],<I5A)in the Henkin model
K5 and every closed formula (,0in Lp:

Kev T 90
E

Orthogonally to the truth lemma, Wehave to check that the model obtained
is in our intended class of partial intuitionistic epsilon models. In one direc
tion, this is clear. Whenever an existential statement holds, Wehave an epsilon
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witness, which will continue to work in all consistent witnessing splitting exten
sions. In the opposite direction, however, a supplementary argument is needed.
We must also show that epsilon terms are interpreted at a world only when
their corresponding existential ‘supports’ are true. This is the task of rule ER2.
Whenever we have an atomic statement in a set containing an epsilon term, this
will imply the latter’s existential support.
Now we can prove the completeness theorem.

4.34. THEOREM.(Completeness Theorem) For all sets of formulas E U

El=1,b,thenE|-1,0.

if

'

Proof: We proceed as usual by contraposition. So suppose 2 l7’2,b. Because
2 does not derive 1,bwe know 2 is consistent. Starting from a consistent 2 we
construct a prime theory F extending E, satisfying I‘ if 2b,and a partial choice
function <I>p.This will give us a node in the Henkin model which, by the truth
lemma, forces 2 without forcing 1,b.
As usual we proceed in stages guided by an enumeration of the formulas in
the language of E expanded by an inﬁnite set of fresh individual constants. We
set F0 = E and <I>p= (ll. So F0 I7’gb. Now suppose we have constructed P" such
that F” I7’1,0and <I>pn.Suppose the n + 1’th element of our enumeration is the

formula X V 5, then we proceed standardly by adding one of the disjuncts. On
the other hand, if this formula is of the form Hrccpand F" |- 32:90.Then we set
1- (solc/<8] A /\.°gn(X.'[€$ = 90/53] H Xilc/051)) E F”+1 for all Sets {Xi I i S n}.

n < w, and c some fresh constant.
2. (ea: : go,c) E <I>pn+1
where c is the constant chosen in

4.35. CLAIM. 1‘"+1I/¢.

Proof: Suppose the contrary. That is, there is some set of X,-,2'3 k, such that
F” U {sole/-"Bl /\ /\ (xalew = <p/$1 <->x.')} F @0

igk

Notice that the constant c does not occur in F” or zﬁ. Now, F” derives Elacgo,
so by 6R1, F” derives El:c(<,0
/\ /\,-<k(X,-[ea: : (,0/1:] <—+
X,-)). Consequently,

because

c

does not occur in F" or 1b, we can derive 1,bfrom F” by an application of (HE)
(discharging <p[c/:1:]/\/\,-<,c(x,-[ear: (,0/cc]<—>
x,')). This contradicts
so F”+1 I7’zp.

-

our assumption,
IE

4.3.5 Additional Principles
There may be something surprising about our epsilon calculi. We mean the
absence of any rules manipulating the internal structure of epsilon terms.
Of course, one principle to this effect would be Extensionality. This was not
used in the above intensional semantics (as we only require that <I’a((ea:: cp,3)) E
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{m E dom(D(oz)) | K, a, s(m|:r), <I>aH-go}for (ca: : (,0,s) E dom(<I>a)), but it could

easily be added. But this is still close to nothing.
What we have in mind are rather Monotonicity and Distribution rules like
the following:
<.0(6-‘Ir= (10 A X)
<.0(€~'I= I 10)

<p(6$
s0(6a=

I (ab V X)

I 10) V </>(€~'I== X)

expressing intuitively “what holds for some 1,b/\ v,bholds for some ab” and “what
holds for some 1pV X holds for some 1,bor some X”. These principles are not

valid in our semantics, nor in any semantic we have considered in the previous
chapters. Moreover, they are not derivable in the proof system of Section 2.
This follows, because the theorems of this system form a subset of the theorems
that are classically derivable (we only exclude some derivations) and we can use
the completeness proof for the classical epsilon calculus to construct counterex
amples. It is not quite clear how principles like Monotonicity and Distributivity
could be validated, unless one adds a new aspect to our semantic modeling,
namely, further correlations between choices of witnesses. We shall not pursue
this here — but note that it will return in Chapter 6, when we discuss linguistic
applications to indeﬁnites. What we shall also ﬁnd there is a delicate balance
between ‘epsilon logic’ and ‘representation’. Clearly, the fact that “A blonde cop
ﬁred” implies that “A cop ﬁred”, but it is not as obvious as might seem at ﬁrst
sight that this really expresses validity of the ﬁrst principle mentioned above.
As a ﬁnal observation, we point out that the above calculus, modest as it is,
does have one bold feature which distinguishes it from its classical counterpart.
In classical epsilon calculus, the following rule is clearly invalid, even for atoms:

P(e:z::
Ela:(P
/\
as it would trivialize our models. But here, due to our partial set up, we have
managed to validate it. Thus, intuitionistic base logics can conservatively sup
port stronger epsilon principles than their classical counterparts!

4.4

Conclusion

In this chapter we have shown an important difference between assumption man
agement in CPL and IPL: CPL may permute its stack of-assumptions freely, while
IPL has to keep this stack intact at all times. Awareness of this difference has
allowed us to construct a proof theory for intuitionistic epsilon logic which is
conservative over IPL. However, semantically we have only shown completeness
with respect to a less intuitive epsilon extension of IPL. The creation of an con
servative epsilon extension is not a straightforward matter but involves strategic
choices each giving its own logic. Instantial reasoning in intuitionistic logic is
non-trivial.

4.5.
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4.5 Appendix
In Section 2, we have introduced a proof system for intuitionistic epsilon logic
which is conservative over IPL. Below we try to construct a semantics for this
system and discuss its completeness. Although we have not quite achieved this
goal yet, we think the ideas involved are of some independent interest.
The essential problem of a Kripke semantics for the restricted 6-calculus
consisted in the question how to treat e-terms ea: : cpat nodes orsuch that ozdoes
not force Elzccp.If we want to interpret the e—termat a we cannot persistently
assign a value, for 33:90V Va:-ncpis not intuitionistically valid. At oz we may
choose an element to interpret ea: : (,0which at some later node ,6 may not
satisfy (,0although ,6 forces Elaxp.Again, we shall employ Skolem expansions, but

this time, striking out in a direction somewhat different from that of Section 3,
allowing non-persistent choices. More precisely, we shall deﬁne an interpretation
of e-terms over intuitionistic Kripke models by formulating the notion of a local
Skolem function. The interpretation of an as-termea: : goover a Kripke model will
map this term, at each node, to a Skolem function F9, over the model associated
with that node, 32:90is forced. This value will be persistently assigned to that
term. If Elzrcpis not forced, then an arbitrary non-persistent value is assigned.
When we then interpret sets of assumptions at a node, we shall restrict our notion
of accessibility in such a way that only nodes which treat all e-terms occurring
in these assumption persistently are accessible.
The constant Lemma 4.22 tells us that theories using 6-terms which have
not been ‘introduced’, may, proof theoretically, be treated as arbitrary constants
or free variables. Especially the analogy with free variables is of interest. An
e—termoccurring ‘free’ in a theory 2 may become ‘bound’ in extensions of 2.
That is, at a node oz in a Kripke model not forcing Elccgo,the e-term ea: : (,0will

be interpreted as a free variable: it is assigned an arbitrary value. However,
future nodes forcing Hmcpbind e:1:<,0
in the sense that the value cannot be chosen

arbitrarily. In these nodes the arbitrary value may have to be changed.
In a standard Kripke model K = (W, _<_,
D) the valuation of terms at every
node ozis determined by the associated ﬁrst-order model D(oz). When 6-terms
have to be interpreted this situation changes. The valuation of terms will depend
on the forcing deﬁnition analogously to the situation in classical logic where the
interpretation of e—termsis interconnected with the truth deﬁnition. This means
that we cannot refer the interpretation of 6-terms to the valuation function of
the ﬁrst-order model associated with nodes of the model, for it is the relation to
other nodes in the model which determines the interpretation of these terms.

The Model
Let K = (W, 3, D) be a standard Krike model. To interpret 6-terms we deﬁne
in simultaneous induction on the dependence level of 6-terms at each node a
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of K and every variable assignment 3 an intensional choice function (Pa and
a valuation function Va,,,q,ﬁ. We set [I0 the e-free fragment of E, and .C”+1 =
£"U{ea: : (,0I go6 .C”}. Moreover 8(<p) will denote the set of all 6-terms occurring
in cp. For all a, ﬂ E W and every variable assignment s:

L¢g=u
2' VG:-3;§%= Vais,

3. Kq,o,(oz,<I>g),s H-(,0<=> K,a,s

Now suppose

we have deﬁned

H-go.

<I>Z,Va,3,§E, and Kq,n,(oz,<I>5),s H-go. For ev

ery k < w, let F,“ be the set of all k-ary functions from Uaew dom(D(a))
in UQEWdom(D(a)) and let fl‘ be a k-ary function variable. Then for every
oz,ﬁ E W
1. <I>gQ <I>Z+1and for every e—term em : <,0(:c,§) 6 En“

if

where 3; = (y1 . . .yk),

K9":
(aw 3

(a) see)

c dom<<1>;;>.

then {(€~’B<.0(9=,?),F)}E ‘1’Z+1Where Kim: (<1,‘1’B),5(f|F) "‘V?90(f'°(?).§)~
— Va ,s’g;+1 and for every £n+1,term
2. Va,_,,q,3C

t,

<I)E+1(‘573‘P(33a7)(5@)) t=

Va,3’q,;+1(t)=

m E dom(D(a))
Va’,(t)

6=I=<.0(=r,?)
6 dom(<I>f;“)

t ¢ dom(<I>3+1),t an e-term
otherwise

3. Kq,n+1 = <W§n+l, Sq,n+1,D) where

(a) Wd>"+1= {<a.<I>z+1>I ow e We s a}.
(b) Sq,n+1§_ WQ X We} such that

((1, Q5) S3-H <’)’,q>5)if

(ﬂasm
(ii)

<I>g Q <I>5,

(iii) Va,_,,q,ﬁ [ (dom(<I>g)Udom(<I>7))

_C_V7’,,(§6 [ (dom(<I>g)Udom(<I>.,)),

(c) D((a, <I>g))= D(a).
4. For P an atomic formula in £”+1
Kq,n+1, (oz,Q5), 3 lFPt1...tn

<:—>
(Va,3,q.ﬁ(t1), . . . ,Va,_,,q>ﬁ(t,,,)) E z'nt(D(oz))(P).

Now we set

KQ

n<w

WQ")U SQ":-D)‘
n<w

So nodes of the Kripke model Kq; consist of pairs of standard nodes ozand choice
functions ‘P5. These choice functions may have been deﬁned with respect to ,6
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lying below oz. We have no general persistence on these models. That is, if
KQ, 7r, 3 H-cp,then it is possible that Kc}, 7r’,s |l7’<,0
for some 7r sq, 7r’. Notice that
car:: (,0E dom(<I>a) if a forces Vgflarcpand <I>ais deﬁned over all e-terms occurring

in (,0.At a node with choice function <I>aall e-terms in the domain of this function
have a persistent denotation. The e—termsnot in the domain of this function are

treated persistently as long as they do not enter the domain of the choice function
at an accessible node. That is, the statement

(a3

Si’ (7:Q5)

holds if oz 3 ,3, and V,,,,q., assigns the same value to all terms in dom(<I>5)U
dom(<I>.,)as Va,,,q.ﬁ does: an e-term is persistently assigned a value, if it is an
element of both dom(<pg) and dom(<I>5)or of neither. So the two valuations may
differ on the values they assign to terms in dom(Q>7)- dom(<I>g).Consequently

we cannot have full persistence. A simple proposition describes the situation.
4.36. PROPOSITION. Let (oz,<I>5)3;. ('7,<I>5)and suppose that 8(<,0)f‘Idom(<I>.7)Q
dom(<I>g), then

K,

,<I>

“’

,

ﬂ’ 3

(1)K. (7.<I>a>.s "-90

Il

“"’{

<2)K.<~y.<I>.>.sH-so

Proof: Consequence (1) holds by deﬁnition for atomic formulas. The general
case then follows by induction on the standard forcing clauses. The second
consequence

follows, because dom(<I>7) —dom(<I>5) Q dom(<I>7) —dom(<I>g).

E

4.37. COROLLARY. Assuming conditions 1-3 below, (oz,<I>5)$4. (7,<I>5) implies
K, (o:,<I>g),s H-cp=> K, (7,<I>5),s ll-(,0.

1. CD3= <I>5.Evaluating with respect to a ﬁxed choice function, gives us full

persistence.
2. <I>gis deﬁned over all e-terms occurring in (,0. This implies that if for all 6:1::
1,06 8(<,o) we have K, (o:,<I>a),s H-E|:c1,b,then K, (a,<I>a),s

ll-cp=:> K,7r,s

H-(,0

for all 7r such that (oz,<I>a)3.}. 7r.

3. 8(<,0)= (D. This is a special case of 2. So for all e-free formulas we have

full persistence.

The valuation functions associated with a node need not interpret the e-terms
‘correctly’ at that node. That is, the following situation may typically occur for
7r = (oz,<I>a), 7r’ = (,B,<I>a) such that
1. Kq>,W,S

7r Sq; 7r’:

H7’3a:<,o

2. Kq,,7r',s ll"3:I.'(,0
and K¢p,W’,S |l7’<p[ea:
:

Because 32:90is not forced at 7r with respect to s, the valuation function Vg,,,q,a
assigns at ,8 an element of dom(D(a)) to eccgo.This element need not be contained
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in {d E dom(D(a)) | K.;,, (,6,<I>a),s(:r|d) H-go}.The correct interpretation of 6
terms at ﬂ is only guaranteed on the diagonal node (,B,<I>5).But this node is
not accessible from (a,<I>a) if we interpret ea: : (,0persistently. The situation at
the node (,5,<I>a)shows that the e-axiom schema is not generally valid on the
models as we have deﬁned them. In order to validate the e-rule nevertheless,
we shall deﬁne a notion of logical consequence which always evaluates formulas
with respect to diagonal nodes. That is, with respect to nodes where the choice
function is ‘appropriate’.

Persistent Interpretation of Assumptions
Whenever we want to to interpret a set E of E-formulas on a model K9, we intend
to evaluate it persistently. That is, we shall stipulate that all e-terms in the set
of assumptions have to be treated persistently. This we do as follows.
4.38. DEFINITION.(E-Persistent Kripke Models) For every set E of e-terms and
Kripke model Kg, we deﬁne an accessibility relation ﬁg and an E-persistent
Kripke model Kg by
1. (oz,<I>g)ﬁg ('y,<I>5)if (a,<I>5) 3.; ('y,<I>5) and E D dom(<I>7) Q dom(<I’g),

2. Kg = (Wq.,g§,D).
So for a given formula go, the model Kg”) interprets (,0persistently. Notice
that, if €(<,o) Q dom(<I>g),then g§,(‘”)=g.;,. In particular, the relation ﬁg”)
coincides with Sq, for e-free cp. On E-persistent Kripke models we deﬁne the
forcing relation as follows.

4.39. DEFINITION.(E-Persistent Forcing) For E a set of 6-terms, we have the
following forcing clauses:
1.
2.
3.
4.

K§,7r,s
K§,7r,s
K§,7r,s
Kg,7r,s

H-ﬁ<p[g] <=> V7r' Zgugopl 7r 2 K§U£(‘p),7r',s ll/cp,
H-cp/\1,b <=> K£7,7r,s H-cp& Ké77r,s H-1,0,
ll-<,0V1,b<=> K§,7r,s H-cpor Kg,7r,s H-1,b,
H-(,0—>1,b<=>
\7’7r'Zguaipl

7r: K§U£(‘P),7r’, s ll-cp=> K§U£(‘p),7r’, s H-1,0,

5. K£7,7r,s ll-Vzrgb<=> Vvr’2% 7r, Vm E dom(D(7r’)) : Kg,7r',s(m|a:)
6. K§,7r,s H-Elzrcp¢=> Elm E dom(D(7r)) : K§,7r,s(m|:c) ll-go.

H-cp,

Notice especially the clauses for negation and implication. We evaluate an im
plication cp —>1,b,at 7r E-persistently

by moving E U 8(<,o)-persistent to some

node 7r’forcing goand then evaluating persistent with respect to the extended

set E U E

This is required for the notion of logical consequence we shall

deﬁne: if we add a fresh assumption (,0to our set of assumptions 2, then this
new assumptions must also be interpreted persistently.
The move from Kq. to Kg changes the accessibility relation. The extend of
this change is given by the following proposition.
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4.40. PROPOSITION. If (a,<I>g) _<_¢p('y,<I>5), then ('y,<I>5) is ﬁg-accessible
to
(oz,(Pg) iffor all ea: : cp E E, K§('y,<I>.,), H-31:90implies Kg, (oz,<I>g),s ll-Elarcp.

Proof:
If for all em : (,0 E E, K§,('y,<I>.,) H-33:90implies Kg,(a,<I>g),s
then E D (dom(<I>.,)) Q dom(<I>5).

H-3:I:<p,
E

Now we deﬁne our notion of logical validity on with respect to models which
treat the assumptions persistently, and interpret all e-terms appropriate to the
point of evaluation.
4.41. DEFINITION. (6-Consequence) Let E U {go}be a set of E-formulas. For
mula (,0is an e-consequence of E, notation 2 H1590
if for all Kripke models K =
(W, 3, D), all oz6 W, all choice functions CDand all variable assignments s
Kgm,

(oz,<I>,,),3 H3 => Kgm,

(oz,<I>a),s H-cp.

As was mentioned, for a proof of soundness and completeness of this semantics
with respect to the prof notion |-{, Werefer the reader to work in progress. We
shall conclude this section with two lemma’s which are characteristic for this
semantics.
4.42. LEMMA. (Epsilon Lemma) For all existential formulas 33:90
32:90H-c<,0[e:1:
:
Proof:

Suppose K53”),

(oz,<I>a),s H-El:1:<p.
Because (P0,is deﬁned at a we have

Va,_,,q>a(E:12
: (,0) E {m E dom(D(oz))

| Kick”),

(oz,<I>a),s(:c|m)

H-cp}.

Consequently, Kgew), (oz,(Pa), 3 H-<,o[ea:
:

(Z!

The next lemma should be compared to Proposition 4.23.
4.43. LEMMA. (e-Deduction Lemma) Let XlU{<p,1,b}
be a set of£-formulas
that for all ea: : E E 8(E,1,b)

such

E H-eflccé => 2,90 H-539:5.

Then
E,cp H-ggb
=> 2 H-ego
Proof:

Assume X3,(,0ll“5’lp.That is

for all (oz,<I>a)e Wq., if Kg(E"'°)(a,<I>a), s H-2,90 then K§(2*")(a,<1>a),s

H-gb.

Now suppose for some node (a,<I>a), Kg, (oz,<I>a),sH-2, and for some (ﬂ,<I>.,)
such that (a,<I>a) §g(E"p) (ﬂ,<I>.,)we have
K.§‘”’*”, (ﬂ,<1>~>,s ho.
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We need to show:

82

K.‘ "°).(ﬁ.<1>q).sH.

We proceed in two steps.
1. We ﬁrst show that Kim”), (,B,<I>5),sH-1,b.We have done this if we can
show that , <I>.,)§g(2"P) (,6,CD5).For this gives us, by persistence,

K§"’””, <,6,¢ﬁ),S H-2,,0.
By assumption

we then have K§(2"p), (,6, CD3),3 H-gb.

The accessibility of node (,6,<I’5)follows by the condition of the lemma
and Proposition 4.40. Suppose Kg(2’(’°),(ﬂ,<I>5),s H-333$,where ea: : E E
8(E, (,0). Because (,6, CD3)forces 2, (,0,the condition of the lemma guaran

tees that Kgm), (oz,<I>a),sH-3:125,because Kgw), (a,<I>a),s H-E. But then
Kim), (,6,<I>7),s H-32:5,and, by Proposition

4.40, (ﬂ,<I>.,) §g(2"p) (,B,<I>5).

2. Secondly we show that Kg(E’ip), (,6, <I>5),s H-1,bimplies K§(E"'°), (ﬂ, <I>7),s H-gb.

This Wedo analogously to the previous proof step. Now the condition of
the lemma guarantees

that every Elzcﬁforced at (,5, <I>g),for ea: : X E 5(1,b),

is already forced at ,

4%,). Consequently V3,3,q,ﬁand V3,3,¢1agree on all

terms in v,b.

E

The deduction lemma guarantees that we can conditionalize whenever all e-terms
in assumptions and conclusion retain their status of being deﬁned or undeﬁned.
4.44. EXAMPLE. We shall give some examples of situations in which the con
dition of Lemma 4.43 is not satisﬁed. For all cases of non—forcingwe can ﬁnd

counterexamples.
P(e:I: : Q), Ela:QH-eEl:z:(P
A
3:22P, ﬁP(e:1: : P) H-€_L
Ela:P H-€P(ea: : P)

P(e:c :

H7’€El:cQ
—>3a:(P /\

-nP(ea: : P) H7’63a:P —+J.
H7’€E|:I:P—>P(e:1: : P)

For the ﬁrst non-equivalence, notice that P(e:c : Q),El:rQ H-6Ela:QWhile P(e:r :

Q) l|7’C3a:Q
for ca: : Q E E(P(ea: : Q),3r(P /\
So we cannot carry through
the ﬁrst proof step in the deduction lemma. By the same argument Wehave the
second non-equivalence.

For the third, note that El:1:PH+eEl:1:P
while (0ll7’EE|:z:P
for

ca:: P E 8(P(ea: :
Consequently,we cannot carry through the second proof
step of the deduction lemma.
Figure 4.1 gives a counterexample to the validity of 39:90—+<,o[e:1:
: 90/
There
we see the domains of two nodes, (oz,<I>a)and (ﬂ, CD5),with Va,3’§a(ex : P) =
So Kg), (,B,<I>a),sH-El:rP,but Kg, (,B,<I>a),sH7’P[ea:
:
Moreover,

Kq,,(a,<I>a),s H--I-13:cP/\ -vP[e:z::
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Figure 4.1: Counterexample to the e—axiomschema

We can also consider node (ﬂ,<I>5),then We have at that node both 3a:P and
Plérr =13/93], but

(<1,d>a) ﬁr» (ﬂ,<1>a)

Counterexamples Witnessing the remaining two non-consequences can be con
structed analogously. The trick is always to start at a node where the existential
formula corresponding to the 6-term in the assumption is not forced. This gives
us complete freedom to create a node falsifying the conclusion.

Chapter 5

Term Dependencies

This chapter explores dependencies between terms arising within
derivations. It will present no deﬁnite results, but will discuss a
variety of ways in which term dependencies can be made explicit. In
the ﬁrst sections we discuss some sources of dependence and men
tion connections between these sources. We shall deal mainly with
derivation in natural deduction. The reasons for this choice are dis
cussed in the third section. Our interest in term dependencies will
lead us to deﬁne the notion of a choice process. This notion will be
our guiding principle throughout the remainder of this chapter. In
general, classical logic does not take term dependence seriously (an
exception being, for instance, the proof of Herbrands Theorem). We
shall investigate the substructure of term dependence in a number
of logics which respect dependence in various ways. This will be the
subject of the remaining sections of this chapter. We conclude with
a brief discussion of a possible semantics for term dependencies in
general.

5.1 Dependence as a Logical Parameter
Sequences of operators may express dependencies, as-exempliﬁed in the well
known logical phenomenon of scope. In particular, sequences of successive quan
tiﬁers may exhibit dependencies, a prime example being V3 combinations for
functional dependencies between choices of objects. Some of these dependencies
are expressible in standard logic, witness its account of operator scope ambigui
ties, or its use of Skolem functions. But intuitively, dependencies may even arise
in quantiﬁer combinations like Elaflywhere the second object y may be chosen
depending on the choice of the ﬁrst object 1'. In classical logic, this phenomenon
126
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cannot be modeled, since this sequence is equivalent with 3y3:z:.In the semantic
literature on generalized quantiﬁers (De Mey [Mey90], Zimmermann [Zim93],
Keenan & Westerstahl [KW95]), people have also been interested in the phe
nomenon of independence, which may occur despite the linear surface order of
operators imposed by natural languages.
Various authors have stressed the central importance of the phenomenon of
dependence. An early example is the semantic framework of Hintikka [Hin73],
[HK83], whose game theory owes many of its more deviant aspects to a desire
to model linguistic dependencies in discourse and reasoning. Game theory is
indeed a natural mathematical paradigm for modeling dependencies, as we can
deal with them in terms of ’prior information’ available to, or hidden from, play
ers at a certain stage of the game. A second example is the arbitrary object
theory of Fine, discussed in our Chapter 2. This is essentially a semantic ac
count of dependence, viewed as constraints on possible values for related objects.
Finally, dependence has again emerged in the treatment of individual variables in
so-called ’generalized assignment models’ (Németi [Ném93]), where the absence
of certain assignments (out of the total space DVAR ) may force variable ’regis
ters’ to co-vary in their assigned objects. A related approach is the dependence
semantics proposed in Alechina & van Benthem [BA93], following ideas by van
Lambalgen [Lam91]. A semantics in a similar vein may be found in van der Does
[Doe95].

Our preferred perspective here will be the phenomenon of dependence as it
arises in proofs, in particular, in the natural deduction format. Occasionally, we
shall also link up with more semantic approaches. Our key intuition in what
follows is that of the ways in which we perform choice of witnesses.

5.2 Dependence in Proofs
5.2.1

Sources

Dependencies naturally arise in the course of derivations between propositions,
between propositions and terms, and between terms themselves. We give some
examples of all three.

Dependencies between propositions

In Section4.1.2wehaveseen a variety

of dependencies between assumptions and conclusions.
"T

10

Here, in a derivation the formula occurrence 1,bdepends on assumption occurrence
(,0if psi lies on a thread starting with (,0and (,0has not been discharged. We
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have also discussed dependencies between assumption occurrences in a derivation

involvingthe rules (VE) and

Here we noticed that dependencies,although

deﬁned in terms of derivational structure common to both CPL and IPL, are
nevertheless sensitive to the logical context.

Dependencies of terms on propositions

In the intuitionisticepsiloncalcu

lus of Section 4.2 we have introduced the notion of an assumption supporting an
epsilon term to achieve conservativity. An assumption occurrence gosupports an
e-term ea: : 1,5in formula occurrence X, or, alternatively,

an e-term ea: : (,0depends

on an assumption occurrence go,if an application of the 6-rule with premise Elxgb
depends on go,and X depends on the conclusion of this application.

But even without epsilon terms, the notion of a term depending on a formula
makes sense. Consider the formula (,0—>§la:1,b:That is, given the assumption

(,0

we can conclude to the existence of an object satisfying 1,b(a:)

9
35¢
In terms of the Brouwer-Kolmogorov interpretation of IPL, any proof of (,0can
be turned into a proof of 3:1:1,b,
that is, it gives us an object satisfying ab. So
the existence of this object depends on a proof of (,0. This example shows that
dependencies arising in a proof theoretic context are sensitive to the presence of
logical principles. For classically we have the IPEIprinciple (see Chapter 3).

r-+3w¢

%W+¢)

, provided :1:does not occur free in go.

This principlestates, in effect,that the dependenceof the object satisfying
on the assumption cpis only apparent: by the conclusion such an object already
exists without the assumption that 90holds. As we have seen in Chapter 3, the
rule IP3 is not IPL valid.

Dependencies

between Terms

In proof theory term dependenciescan be

identiﬁed at various levels of magniﬁcation.
First, in the case of e-terms, we can determine dependencies on the level of the
terms themselves. The e-term 6:13: R:c(ey : Qyz) depends on the term ey : Qyz,
because the latter is a subterm of the former. That is, 6:1:: Ra:(ey : Qyz) is
of the form ea: : Ra:y[ey : Qyz/y]. In semantic terms: the value assigned to
ca: : R:1:(ey: Qyz) functionally depends on the value assigned to ey : Qyz.
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Next we can identify dependencies on the level bare assertions. An example
of this is the dependence of the variable y on :1:in the formula
Va:3yRa:y.

This dependence can be interpreted as a functional one by introducing the ap
propriate Skolem function.

‘v'a:R:cf
In this formula the dependence of the variable y on :1:is restricted to the con
ﬁnes of this formula. That is, the structure of the variables does not show the
dependence.

Finally, we can identify term-dependencies on the level of assertions-in
context. An instance of this can be found in the natural deduction framework.
In such a framework the existential quantiﬁer is eliminated by introducing a
proper term. In a sequence of such eliminations there arises a sequence of proper
terms each of which should be fresh to the derivation at that point. Consider
the derivation of 3y3a:R:1:yfrom 3:r3yR:z:y.
5.1. EXAMPLE.
Rab [2]
3:::R:r:b (*)

33/Ray [1]

3:cElyRa:y

3y3:1:Ra:y

3E2

3y3a:Ra:y
EIE1

3yEla:Ra:y

In the starred line of the proof, the rule (Ell)abstracts over the term a in Rab to
give Ela:R:cb.In this situation the term I)depends on a, not present in the formula
itself. This dependence makes itself felt in two ways.
0 We may not eliminate the existential quantiﬁer from 3a:Ra:b,at this point,
by an application of (HE) with assumption Rab. This assumption would
be undischargeable, for the proper term occurs in an assumption on which
the major premise of the application depends (namely Rab itself). The
term a is not yet released for general use. So we have to introduce a fresh
constant in the elimination of the quantiﬁer.
0 We may not yet discharge assumption [1] which introduces the proper
term because that term is still present in assumption [2] on which 3a:R:cb
depends.
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5.2.2 Varieties of Dependence
We have identiﬁed dependencies between propositions, between propositions and
terms and a trio of dependence relations between terms. But in many cases it
is only a matter of perspective to which category we assign a certain kind of de
pendence. For instance, in Correspondence Theory dependence relations between
propositions in Intuitionistic Predicate Logic(but also in classical predicate logic,
see [Ben86b]) are translated to term dependencies. For instance, the proposi
tional formula cp—>-v-nap,in which the formula ﬁﬁcp depends on the formula (,0,

is roughly translated by the ﬁrst—orderformula
Va3ﬂ((a S ﬂ /\ 90(0)) -> V'7(ﬁ S 7 -+ -=r(7)))~

That is, in the translation we get a dependence between terms. Intuitively the
term ,8 depends on the term 0:.
But also proposition-term dependencies can be reduced to term-dependencies
in this way. Consider again the formula (,0—>Elazib,which expresses a dependence

of a term on a formula. In this case the intuitionistic translation gives the ﬁrst
order formula
V0t,ﬂ(a S ﬂ —*(<P(ﬁ)-* (3m 6 d0m(ﬂ) /\ ¢(m,ﬂ))))

In this translation we observe a dependence between terms only, albeit terms of
different sorts: the term m intuitively depends on the terms ozand ,6.
Conversely, we have reductions of term dependencies arising in assertions
in-conteastto formula dependencies. The relation <3 deﬁned between 3-proper
terms in the last section derives from the order in which (EJE)assumptions may
be discharged. These assumptions are related by the relation -<° of the last
chapter. In fact, the two relations coincide. So this relation between terms in
context can be reduced to a relation between assumptions in context.
But also the different varieties of dependencies between terms themselves can
be related.
We have used the device of Skolem functions to make explicit the dependen
cies between variables in bare assertions. But in the second chapter we have
interpreted e-terms by Skolem functions. This suggests that dependencies in
bare assertions can be reduced to dependencies between the terms themselves by
using Skolem functions. But this is not immediate. Because Skolem functions
give rise to functions depending only on the free variables of a formula, they lack
the right sensitivity to correctly represent dependencies. For instance, both the
terms 62:: Ra:(ey : Qyz) and ey : Qyz have only the variable 2 free. This leads
to a Skolem representation of the formula R(e:1:: Ra:(ey : Qyz))(ey : Qyz) as

R(f1(z))(f2(Z))a
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thus losing the dependence of f1(z) on f2(z). In the literature on the epsilon
calculus this is standardly solved by interpreting only e-terms in matrix form by
Skolem functions (for instance, [Tai65], [Min94]).
5.2. DEFINITION. (Matrix Forms) A matria: of an e-term ea: : (,0consists of a
term

ear: : 4p’, such that

ea: : (,0 = ea: : <p'[e:z:: 901/a:1,...,e:c

: gon/xn] where

ea: : 301,. . . ,e:c : cpn are all proper subterms of ea: : (,0that are proper subterms of
no other subterm of ear:: (,0(i.e., they are maximal subterms) and 2:1,. . . ,:z:,, are

n fresh and different variables.
So ey : Qyz is itself a matrix, a matrix of ea: : R:1:(ey : Qyz) is ca: : Rosy. (Note
that ea: : Ra:(ey : Zazy) is a matrix: it is not of the form ea: : R:L'z[ey : Zzny/2]).

Now interpret only matrices by Skolem functions. Epsilon terms in general are
then interpreted by compositions of these functions. Thus, if fl (y) is the Skolem
function interpreting the matrix ea: : Ra:y and f2(z) is the Skolem function
interpreting the matrix ey : Qyz, then ex 2 R:1:(ey : Qyz) is interpreted by

f1(f2

So the dependencestructure is preserved.

Finally, in Section 5.3 we shall see that e-terms give us a way to reduce term
dependencies arising through assertions-in-context to dependencies purely be
tween terms themselves. Thus, in the epsilon calculus all levels of magniﬁcation
which give rise to term dependencies can be reduced to the level of relations
between the terms themselves.

5.2.3 Proof Theoretic Formats

VI

so
Vr(so[x/tl)

vE

Vw
so[t/cc]
53, [salt/wll

salt/ml
Ell

Haccp

39:90
EIE

E
E

In (VI), t should not occur free in E. In (HE), t should not occur free in 2,
go or §.

Figure 5.1: Prawitz Rules for Quantiﬁers

Our general perspective on term-dependencies in a proof theoretic context will
be that these arise in the course of a choice process. This viewpoint determines
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1. *|- cp[t/9:] —>31:90

t free for x in (,0

2.

|- Ela:(<,o V 1,0) 4-) 3:1:<,o V E|:c1,b

3.

l- Elaxp —->(,0

a: not

free

in (,0

Figure 5.2: Quantiﬁers in an Axiomatic Set-Up

L. my/x1=>

A

'1 I‘,3a:<,o=>A

L‘v’

I‘,<p[t/zl => A
I‘,‘v'z<,o => A

R, r :» <.0[t/ZLA
''

I‘=>3z<,oA

RV F => soly/9=l,A
F => Va:<,oA

For y not free in I‘, A

Figure 5.3: Quantifier Rules in the Sequent Calculus
to a large extend our choice of proof theory. In Figure 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 we have
presented the quantiﬁer rules in different proof theoretic set-ups. From a choice
perspective the natural deduction framework seems to be the eminently suitable
for our investigations. In natural deduction, the rules for the quantiﬁers involve
the introduction and elimination of proper terms, and we can locate the moment
of choice at the application of the introduction rule.
An application of the rule (HE) with major premise Elcccp
involves the intro
duction of some proper term a. Such an application represents a choice made to
witness the existential premise: an element a is chosen to satisfy the condition

An application of this rule is concluded by dischargingthe choice made.
The conditions on discharge guarantee that the choice made has been arbitrary.
In game-theoretic terms: we defend a statement Elxgo—>1,bby making an arbi
trary choice to witness the existential formula and showing that 1,bfollows given
this choice.
An application of the rule (31) concludes to 3:z:<,0from (,o[a/cc]. Here, we
can defend the conclusion Elcccp
by simply choosing the witness a for which <,o(a:)

apparently holds. (Notice that this only works if any term satisfying cp(a:)can
in fact be chosen as a witness. If we consider choices as resources, this in fact
need not be the case.)
Once we have chosen a value to witness an existential formula, we may use
this witness to formulate the condition of subsequent choices. This imposes a
natural dependence ordering on the choices made in the course of a derivation:
the value chosen in one choice is used in the condition of a subsequent one.
Consider again the derivation
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Rob [2]
EII

3a:Ra:b

33/Ray [1]

3y3:cR:cy
2

3a:3yRa:y

3y3:z:R:cy

3E1

E|y3a:Rmy

Here we can locate the points at which choices are made to witness the existential
formulas. The value chosen for 3:cyRay, the term b, depends on the choice made
for 3mE|yR:I:y,the term a. This is witnessed by the fact that the term a occurs in
the condition of the choice which b has to satisfy. The following deﬁnition ﬁxes
this relation of dependence among El-properterms precisely. The relation will be
deﬁned with respect to pure derivations, that is, the proper terms are local to
the rules that introduce (eliminate) them. Every derivation can be brought to
pure form ([Pra65]).
5.3. DEFINITION. (Dependence Orderingl) Let 011,. . . ,an be all applications of
(HE) in a pure derivation A. Let for each i g n a,- be the proper term of
application oz,-.Then a,- immediately (3E')—depends on aj in A, notation a,‘ <<3 0.3-,

if aj occurs in the major premise of oz, .
We shall write a,- -<3 aj if there is a ﬁnite sequence of immediately 3—dependent
terms relating a,,-with aj.

In pure derivations, the relations -<3 is transitive and irreﬂexive. The relation
<3 between E|—properterms mirrors exactly the order in which the assumptions
introducing these terms can be discharged.
Compare the above derivation to a derivation of the same principle but now
in the format of the sequent calculus:
Rrryla/-'rl[b/yl => Rmyla/wllb/yl
Rrryla/-‘Bl[5/yl => 3-'rRwy[b/yl

R:cy[a/:12]

=>3y3a:Rar:y

E|yRa:y[a/at] => 3y3:z:Ra:y
EI:1:3yRa:y => Ely3a:R:I:y

1All quantiﬁer rules can give rise to dependence orderings. Only the <3 dependence relation
has derivational content in the standard system. The relation <<3reflects the discharge ordering
of the assumptions connected to the (HE) applications: nested applications of (EIE)result in
dependence chains of proper terms. The <3 relation is irreﬂexive and asymmetric for every
derivation A. As there is nothing to discharge in the case of (31), (VI) or (VE), the dependence
ordering they induce is devoid of content in standard CPL and IPL. This is not the case in, for
instance, free logic. There (VE) needs the assumption that the proper term denotes.
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_Here,there seem to be no points at which we can locate the choice of proper
terms: term dependencies seem to have no natural interpretation in this deriva
tion (although see Appendix I to this chapter). The same holds for a derivation of
this principle in an axiomatic set-up. We shall spare the reader such a derivation.

5.2.4 Explicit Dependencies
The central role of dependence in the elimination rule for the existential quantiﬁer
can be highlighted by considering a natural deduction format which uses a rule
for existential instantiation, instead of an elimination rule. In Section 2.5.3 we
have introduced the Copi-Kalish system in its formulation by Fine [Fin85]. In
this system we have the usual quantiﬁer rules (VI), (VE), (3I) but the rule (HE)
is replaced by
3:390

3Ea<AO@)

<.0[a/fr]

This rule of existential instantiation explicitly introduces dependencies be
tween the term introduced and the set AO(cp) of proper terms upon which the
derivation of (,0depends. This set is deﬁned recursively with AO(<,0)= (llfor (,0oc
curring at a leaf node in a proof tree, and AO(<,0)= AO(1,b)if gois the result of any
application other than 3E or VE with 7,0as premise, and AO(<p) := AO(<,0)U {a}
for (,0the result of an application of HE or VE with (,0as premise and a as proper

term. In this calculus, the proper term introduced by (EIE)should always be

fresh to the derivation and the rule

has the restriction that no term may

depend on the proper term of this application. Here are two correct derivations
in this calculus:
E|:1:VyRa:y

El:1:3yR:ry

‘T?a Cl.
-<0
y

y

W 0.'a<Q
VE

Rab

y

y

Rab

EIE b -< a

HI

EII

3:I:R:cb

3:1:R:cb

VI

3I

Vy3a:R:ry

3y3:cRa:y

And here is an example of how the dependence relation is used in blocking the
derivation

of E|yVa:R:I:y from V:L'ElyR:z:y:
V E! R

_iZ;EVE
E|yRaa:

Rab

3Eb-<a

application of VI to a blocked because b -< a

The switch from Prawitz-style natural deduction to natural deduction with an
existential instantiation rule recording dependencies is one for convenience of
presentation. For CPL, these calculi are interchangeable.
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5.4. PROPOSITION. Every derivation ’D of gofrom E in the Copi-Kalish system
where (,0is free of proper terms can be embedded in a derivation using existential
elimination. Moreover, the conditions on the use of the proper terms in D can
be read oﬁ from the discharge restrictions on (HE) applications.

Proof: We can consider every application of the existential instantiation rule
as an application of Modus Ponens in standard natural deduction with ‘hidden’
major premise and assumption in the following way:
I‘
F.

L

3,;

SE a 4 AO(<,0) =>

3w

law ~ ma/miM]

<p[a/3:]

<p[a_/ml

5'

E

3E,
6

Here the classical theorem PEI is used as the major premise of an (HE) applica
tion. The assumption of this (BE)-application is the hidden assumption of an
application of the instantiation rule.
E

In the left hand derivation we have a -<b if and only if in the right hand deriva
tion there

are two (EIE) assumptions

x[b/:1:,a/y]

such that 1&14%; 1,b2.

1,b1= Elzzrcp
——>
cp[b/cc] and 1,b2= 3yx[b/:3]

—>

Given the fact that in the Copi-Kalish system the instantiation rule uses a
‘hidden’ (HE)-assumption, the conditions on the quantiﬁer rules particular to
this system make evident sense.
5.2.1. CONDITION. The proper term of an application ofVI should not occur as
an 3—properterm in the proof tree of the premise.

This holds because the El-proper term occurs in the hidden assumption. So by
the standard condition on (VI), Wemay not universally generalize over it.
5.2.2. CONDITION.The proper termt of an application of VI should not occur
in the conclusion or in any assumption on which the premise (,0depends, nor
should any term b with b -< t.

Again, if b < t, then t occurs in a hidden (HE)-assumption, so by the standard
restriction on (VI), we may not generalize over it.
5.2.3. CONDITION. The proper term of an application of HE is fresh (i.e., it
should not occur in the proof tree of the premise

This reduces to the standard condition that (HE)-proper terms should be fresh.
This representation of derivations in the Copi-Kalish system makes it clear that
a proper conclusion of a derivation from constant-free assumptions should have
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no proper terms itself: when the conclusion still contains a proper term, the
hidden minor premise corresponding to that term cannot be discharged. So the
conclusion still follows only with a hidden assumption. Moreover, in a derivation
D, the dependence relation between terms, ‘-<’, used in the instantiation rule,
directly reﬂects the order in which the hidden assumptions may be discharged
in the (HE) representation. That is, it coincides with the relation -<3 we have
introduced in the previous section.
An interesting alternative instantiation framework has been introduced by
Quine [Qui52]. Again we take the formulation of K. Fine [Fin85]. This system
is like the Copi-Kalish system, in having introducing dependencies when we
instantiate existentially, but now also the rule (VI) introduces dependencies.

L,£,CLa:/?a:]VI a < AO(<,o)

The set AO(<,o)contains now both the 3- and V-proper terms in (,0.The depen
dence relation is addressed by both the 3E a < AO(go) and the VI a 4 AO(<,0)

rule. The interesting variation on the previous system is that by this rule, the
proper term a becomes dependent on the terms in gowhen it is eliminated from
the proof.
In contrast to the system of Copi and Kalish, in the Quine system there are
no local restrictions on the rules. Here the dependence relation is used to rule
out, on a global level, some derivations as being correct. In a correct derivation
the dependence relation satisﬁes the following conditions:
1. No proper term shall be instantial term twice, i.e., to two applications of
of the same rule or of different rules.
2. -< must be antisymetric and irreﬂexive.

In this system there is no requirement that the proper terms of VI a 4 AO(<p)
applications should not occur in the assumptions on which the premise depends.
In this, it differsfrom the standard rule
This differenceallowsthe following
derivation.
\7':r:<p

—)I1

sola/ml

-* V-‘B90

A derivation

which extends this proof with the conclusion \7’:c(cp—>V3390)by

applying

is not a correct one, by the restriction that -<must be irreflexive.

5.5. PROPOSITION. Every derivation D ofcp from E in the Quine system, where
cpis free of proper terms, can be embedded in a derivation using existential elim
ination. Moreover, the conditions on the use of the proper terms in D can be

read oﬁ from the dischargerestrictions on

applications.
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The rule VI (1.< AO((,0) can be analyzed by means of the universal

counterpart of Plato’s principle:
I‘

<p[a'/ml

sola/ml a VW [i]

Vacgo

3r(so[a/as] ->V=rs0)

it

3E,

5

Again, the conditions on the use of proper terms in the Quine system can be
read off from the conditions on (HE) discharge.
E

5.2.5 Substructural Variation
Our eventual aim is the following. Modern proof theory is bringing to light
various resource elements to reasoning, which have been neglected, or rather,
set to implicit ’default values’ in standard (predicate) logic. A prime example
is of course linear logic, which brought out occurrences, and the importance of
structural rules as choice points for their manipulation. We propose the same
for the quantiﬁer rules, with their associated dependencies between terms. As
some predecessors in this ﬁeld we mention Fine [Fin85], van Lambalgen [Lam91].
One gets a spectrum of decisions as to what depends on what. The purpose
of this chapter is merely to look around in this landscape, which will throw
light on the hidden dependence structure of the standard quantiﬁers and will
provide a much richer setting for linguistic applications. We propose that the
proper setting for a substructural investigation of quantiﬁcation is in a theory
of choice processes. In game—theoretical semantics an existentially quantiﬁed
formula is intuitively analyzed in terms of a friendly choice of a witness, while
the universal quantiﬁer is intuitively analyzed in terms of a hostile choice of such
a witness. This corresponds in the epsilon calculus to the interpretation of an
e—termear:: (,0by a choice function assigning an element satisfying <,o(a:)(if there is

such an element), and the interpretation of a 'r-term Ta:: (,0by a choice function
assigning an element satisfying -s<,o(ar:)
(if there is such a one). Now classical logic
is characterized by a principle of free choice. In a natural deduction framework
this is witnessed for the existential quantiﬁer by the principle (Ell):
<p[a/ml
39:90

From the perspective of a choice interpretation this means that any object or
term satisfying <p(a:)can be chosen as a witness for Elrcgo.Now if we consider
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choice processes as resources then this free choice principle characterizes only
some speciﬁc class of processes.
By our choice interpretation, a formula 33:90does not merely mean that <p[a/cc]
holds for some arbitrary a, but that go(a:)holds for some a that we can choose.
By this reasoning <,o[a/2:]is not enough to conclude to 31:90,unless a is a choice
we can make to satisfy the condition ea: : go.

5.3 Epsilon Calculus as a Testing Ground
The epsilon calculus in its natural deduction formulation constitutes an excellent
medium to test substructural interpretations of the existential quantiﬁer in terms
of choice processes. Its semantics has traditionally been formulated in terms of
choice functions (see Sections 2.16 and 2.39) and its syntax expresses choice
dependencies explicitly where standard natural deduction set—upsexhibit only
dependencies—in context. Consider the following derivations of 3y3:rR:1:y from
Ela:ElyRa:y,the ﬁrst one in the Copi-Kalish system, the second one in the epsilon
calculus.
El:cElyRmy

3Ea-<9)

33/Ray

E|Eb-<a

Rab

31

3a:Ra:b
31

3y3:1:Ra:y

E|a:3yR(:r,y)
E|yR(ea: 2EIyR(a:,y),y)
3E.._

R(ea: : ElyR(:z:,y),ey : R(ea: : 3yR(a:,y),y))
EII

E|a:R(:1:,ey : R(e:c : 3yR(:1:,y),y))

Ell

3y3:cR(:c,y)

Observe the structural similarity between the derivations. The term correspon
dences are here
ex : 3yR(:c,y)

ey : R(ea: : 3yR(a:,y),y).

\

I

,

In the ﬁrst derivation the dependence of the term b on a, arising in assertions
in-context, is recorded by annotations of the proof. In the e-derivation, this de
pendence is recorded syntactically in the corresponding e-terms themselves: the
term a = ea: : 3yR(a:,y) occurs as a subterm of b = ey : R(e:r : 3yR(:2:,y),y).
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In an e-derivation terms occurring on the surface level of a formula may have
subterms that do not occur on the surface level of that formula, but on the
surface of assumptions of that formula. Thus the “global” dependence relation
-<3 of standard (HE)-derivations is “locally” witnessed in e—derivations: at the
level of terms occurring in a formula. The complete dependence structure of
the terms occurring in the derivation can be determined at the level of bare
assertions. This means that, in e-derivations, (Ell) may abstract over terms in
a formula gothat, in (HE)-derivations, occur outside of go. For instance in the
fourth line of the above e—derivation,we could have abstracted over both occur
rences of 6:1:: ElyRa:y. This possibility is lacking in the Copi-Kalish derivation.
In Section 5.6 we shall consider extensions of the Copi-Kalish system which al
low quantiﬁers in a derivation to have scope over the dependence relation, thus
incorporating the extended quantiﬁcational possibilities of the e-calculus into a
standard framework.

Proper Terms and Epsilon-Terms
The relation between the epsilon terms occurring in the derivation in the epsilon
language and the proper terms occurring in its twin in the Copi-Kalish system
can be clariﬁed by the notion of a choice process.
A proper term occurring in a Copi-Kalish derivation is always a proper term
with respect to a speciﬁc application of an inference rule with speciﬁc premises.
Because of this we can identify these terms by specifying (1) which of the two
rules they have been introduced by, and (2) the formula they have been in
troduced to satisfy, given by the premise of the respective rule. For instance,
the term a introduced by (EIE) with premise Elzrgo
can be characterized by the
following term description:
((6, w, 90), a)

Here a is the term chosen, for the (3133)application with major premise 3:z:go.
The condition of the choice is represented in the triple (e, :12,go). Here we see the
components El,:2, and goof the premise of the application reflected. In (e,:c, go)

the components identify

6 the kind of application.In this case

Other kinds ofterms (forinstance

7') may be used for other rule applications (for instance (VI)).
:1:The variable to which the (value of the) proper term is to be bound in the
formula go(which may contain other free variables).
goThe condition the (value of the) proper term has to satisfy with respect to
the variable :1:in go.

Note that, in the condition of a term description, other proper terms may occur.
To avoid needless notation we shall write the triple (6, :12,go)as a (metalinguistic)
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term of the form 62:: goand shall refer to tuples of the form (ea: : go,a) as choice

tuples. Every proper term in a pure derivation is described by such a tuple. In
the three components of an e—termwe have exhaustively described the parameters
of choice, and choice strategies may differ with respect to their sensitivity to the
structure of these parameters.
This suggests our interpretation of the relation between the derivation in the
epsilon calculus and the one in the Copi-Kalish calculus.
In the epsilon derivation we work with the descriptions of the choices.
In the Copi-Kalish derivation we work with the values of these choices.
A choice process is now an ordered structure of choice tuples. We may accompany
a natural deduction proof by specifying the sequence of choice tuples ‘active’ at
any point. A tuple (ea: : <,o,a)can be seen as the choice of a witness to defend
the existential statement Elccgo.By the classical rules this tuple is introduced as
an assumption, given Elazgo
where a must be fresh to the derivation. We may
discharge this choice at a formula occurrence not containing the choice value as
long as that value does not occur in the condition of some previous choice tuple.
Notice that, given (,o[a/2:],we may always assume the choice (63: : cp,a), but

this assumption may not be dischargeable. For instance, if we conclude Ray[a/y]
from Ela:Ra3:1:
with choice (ea: : Ra:a:,a), then assuming the choice (ey : Ray,a)
we can derive 3yR:1:y. But the value of the second choice occurs in the ﬁrst

and vice versa. So neither choice is dischargeable. (Moreover, the choice tuple
(ey : Ray,a) could not have been introduced by applying (EIE), for such an
application always replaces all occurrences of the bound variable by the proper
term.) What we need in this case are rules that derive new choice tuples from
old ones.
The structure of a choice process can be formulated in terms of dependence.
5.6. DEFINITION. (Choice Dependence) We say that choice tuple (ea: : <,o,a)
immediately depends on tuple (ea: : '4,Z2,b),notation (ea: : go,a) << (ex : 'a,b,b), if b
occurs in <,o. We say that choice tuple (ea: : <p,a) depends on tuple (ea: : 7,b,b),
notation (ea: : <,o,a) -< (ea: : 1,b,b), if there is a ﬁnite sequence of immediate
dependence steps connecting (ea: : 4;),a) to (em : ib, b).

Now the restriction on discharge of an assumed choice tuple is that it must be
arbitrary: the value chosen must be fresh, it may not occur in an assumption nor
in some other choice tuple. That is, the choice dependence relation associated
with a derivation must be a strict partial order, and every value may occur only
once.
So with respect to a choice process we can distinguish two orthogonal aspects.
Firstly, there is the internal structure of the choice tuples involved. Secondly,
there is its dependence structure: this is an abstract property, independent of
the internal structure of the choice tuples. We shall see that the two aspects of
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choice processes have to be addressed independently to give us various quantiﬁer
principles.

The Fine Structure of Choice
The elimination of the existential quantiﬁer introduces choice tuples (or term
descriptions). Now it is natural to suggest that Wemay introduce an existential
statement Elarcp,given cp[a/ac], only if the choice tuple (ea: : (,0,a) is available. For
we can defend 3:z:cp,given cp[a/:13],only if a is in fact available as a choice. This

entails that it is around the rule (HI), the introduction rule for the existential
quantiﬁer, that substructural logics for the existential quantiﬁer center.
Given <,o[a/:13],
When can We choose a as a witness for 3:590? Classically, there
is a simple principle: whenever we have <,0[a/:13],
We have the (es: : <,0,a). Every
object satisfying <,o(a:)is a potential Witness: the presence of <,o[a/:12]
is enough to

defend 32:90.This means that the existence of a choice tuple is independent of

theintroduction
by
If Wewant to take the notion of a choice process seriously, then we have to ﬁnd
restrictions on the set of available choices. We shall take the viewpoint here that
all non-dischargeable choice tuples must eventually derive from choices made in
the elimination of the existential quantiﬁer. That is, the rule (HE) introduces
choices. What Werequire are rules that tell us how these choices propagate.
In the quantiﬁer free epsilon calculus (see Section 2.3.3), this freedom of
choice has an especially clear formulation. Notice that, in the epsilon calculus,
the requirement that (ea: : (,0,a) has to be present in order to conclude 3:1:<p
from
<p[a/ac], comes down to the requirement

that we need <,0[e:1:
: (,0/2:]in order to

conclude Elxcp.Now in this calculus we introduced the existential quantiﬁer by
deﬁnition.

5.7. DEFINITION. (Deﬁned Existential Quantiﬁer)
Swap Edf <,o[ea: : (,0/at]

and checked whether the quantiﬁer ‘8’ could be interpreted as the real thing, ‘3’.
This was the case in the presence of the epsilon term rule,
sold/all
cplew = <9/wl

Which, by the deﬁnition of ‘8’, again expresses the the standard rule (HI). Now,
as we stated, substructural versions of proof rules for the existential quantiﬁer
in a Prawitz set-up, Willcenter around the rule (EII). Analogously, in the epsilon
calculus, they will revolve around the epsilon term rule. If Wekeep the deﬁnition
of the quantiﬁer symbol ‘8’ as given, then variations of the epsilon term rule Will
give us a variety of existential quantiﬁers.
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5.4 Benchmark Problems
In this section we shall consider a number of benchmark principles which illus
trate various orthogonal properties of the existential quantiﬁer. This particular
set has turned out to be signiﬁcant in Modal State Semantics [Ben94b], [Ben94a],
[ANVBQ4],[Ném93], and the substructural framework of [AvL95] (a brief discus
sion of the central deﬁnitions of these semantics is given in Appendix II to this
chapter). In this semantics the ﬁne structure of ﬁrst—orderquantiﬁers is investi
gated within the framework of modal logic. As is the case in our present choice
perspective, the truth of an existential statement 32:90is taken to imply more

than the mere existenceof a domain element satisfying

In modal state

semantics this surplus of meaning is taken to be the fact that the domain ele
ment has to stand in a speciﬁc relation to the values of all other variables. In
the framework of [AvL95], this surplus means that this domain element has to
be related in a speciﬁc way to the parameters of (,0. In the present set-up this
surplus is interpreted as the availability of the domain element at a certain state
of a choice process. As we shall see, these two perspectives cut up the list of
benchmark problems in different ways. This has to do with our special interest
in the notion of dependence.
El:1:(<p V 1,0) —> Elrccp V 3:z:1,b,

ElccgoV 33¢

—> 3:1:(<p V ib),

E|a:Pa: —>33/Py,

3:cPy —>Py,
3:rRa:a:

——>
ElyE|a:Ra:y,

E|a:‘v’yRa:y —>\7’y3:rR:ry,
.“‘S3‘.°‘t“.°°!‘-"t“

3:cElyR:cy

——+
3y3a:Ra:y.

The ﬁrst two principles determine the interaction of the existential quantiﬁer
with the Booleans.
In the minimal calculi we shall consider, these will be derivable. We are
interested in the substructure of quantiﬁer interactions. In the interaction of the
existential quantiﬁer with the Boolean connectives no dependencies are involved
that are of interest to us. From a choice perspective on existential quantiﬁcation:
if we have chosen a witness for (,0V 2,0,then, ipso facto, we have chosen one for (,0

or for

In terms of choice tuples, principle (1) expresses the following. Suppose

we have chosen a value a as a witness for 3a:(<pV 2,0).That is we have the choice
(err =(<pV¢),a)

Then we may use the choice (ea: 2cp,a) as choice tuple, given <,o[a/2:].Principle
(2) expresses that, if we have made choice (ea: : <,o,a), then we may use (62: :
(90V 1,0),a), given <,o[a/2:]V v,b[a/ These rules allow the standard derivations of
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(1) and (2):
39090 lil

3037.9 ljl

90l0«/all

lblb/5’3l

90la/$l V tbla/ml
Elxcp V Elzzrgb

El:c(<,oV ib)

<.0l5/all V ¢lb/ =13]
3:1:(cp V

VE.

3$(<p V 10)

Ela:(<,0V
<,0[a/cc] V ¢[a/cc]

sold/$l lil

“Pl”/‘El Lil

Elxgo

3:z:1,b

Elxcp V Elib
Elzccp V 3a:2,b

.

M

ElccgoV El:z:1,b

- .
M

Notice that the principles required for these derivations are sensitive to the inter
nal structure of the choice conditions, but do not involve dependence structure.
Principles (3) and (4) deal with variable management. In terms of a choice
interpretation these principles address the variable occurring in the choice tuple
((e,x,<,o),a). By principle (3), the identity of the variable we choose a value
for, is immaterial. That is, having the description (ecu : Pa:,a) we may use
(ey : Py, a) for every variable y. The variable occurring in the condition of the
choice is merely a placeholder. So the proper choice condition is in fact a class
of conditions that are identical up to the identity of the bound variable.
By principle (4) if we choose a value for a variable not involved in the con
dition, then this does not affect the truth of the predicate. This means that
the action of choice itself has no logical content. Notice that in the description
(ey : Pcc, a) there is no condition for a to satisfy. That is, a is a free choice.
Principle (5) deals with the property of deidentiﬁcation or weakening of the
existential quantiﬁer ([San91]). By this principle we can access the locations
present in a predicate symbols: if two locations of a predicate are occupied, even
if it is by the same term, then we can abstract over the locations separately. In

the natural deduction framework this property derives from an aspect of the rule
(31) in which it is unique among the quantiﬁer rules. It is the only rule in which
the substitution box occurs in the premise (see Figure 5.1). By this property it
is the only quantiﬁer rule which allows deidentiﬁcation. If we would change the
rule (Ell) to

___Yi_Z
3a=(</>[~'B/tl)

i.e., if we move the substitution box to the conclusion, then our calculus would no
longer be able to address predicate locations. That is, the same term occurring
at different locations in a predicate can not be treated differently. Identities
between arguments of a predicate are preserved in the course of a derivation.
Note that from a choice perspective of the existential quantiﬁer, this principle
means that we can choose the same object twice. Under some choice regimes this
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may be disallowed. This principle is not sensitive to the internal structure of the
choice condition, but now dependence is involved essentially. This can be seen if
we consider the choices occurring in a derivation of 3:I:3yR:I:yfrom 3:1:Ra:a:.We
introduce (ex : R:c:1:,a) by assumption and require (ey : Ray,a). Here We need

a choice tuple in which the value chosen occurs itself in the condition of that
choice (the description depends on itself, according to deﬁnition 5.6). Principles
(6) and (7) involve quantiﬁer interaction. Again the internal structure of choice
tuples is not involved, only their dependence structure. Principle (6) states that
any independent choice satisfying some universal property can be construed as
functionally depending on this property. Principle (7) expresses the fact that
we can choose witnesses for existentially bound variables in any order. In a
derivation of (7) we shall produce the description (ey : Ray,b) and shall need
(62: : Rccb,a). The value b depends on the choice-value a and vice versa. This
gives to a circular dependence relation. Again, under some choice regime this
may be excluded.

5.5 Dependence Sensitive Prawitz Calculi
In this section Weshall start taking term dependencies seriously by formulating
inference rules which refer to the dependence relation <3. We shall leave the
propositional rules untouched as Well as the rules for the universal quantiﬁer.
That is, we shall concentrate on the dependence structure of choice processes
and disregard their internal structure. As a consequence, in these calculi, only
benchmark principles (5) and (7) will be affected.

Rules for the Booleans:

Standard.

Rules for the universal quantiﬁer:
(,0

vxmcc/2:1) VE

Vrncp

<p[t/cc]VE

provided t does not occur in an
assumption to (,0,and for no

a.€AO(<,0):t-<3a
In the standard calculus, the dependencies introduced in a derivation by ap
plications of the rule (3153)play no role at all at applications of (Ell): they do
not restrict applications of (Ell). Here is where the restricted calculi we shall
introduce differ from the standard calculus. In the last two lines of example 5.1
assumptions are discharged. These are actions belonging to an elimination rule.
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That is, the property of normal derivations — like this one — that introduc
tions follow eliminations holds only up to segments ([Pra65]), in this case, the
segment consisting of copies of E|yEl:cR:1:y.
From the perspective of introduction

and elimination, it would be more natural to let the elimination rule eliminate
the quantiﬁer and introduce the assumption, while the introduction rule would
introduce the quantiﬁer and eliminate the assumption.
As we have noticed, from a perspective of choices as resources it is the rule
(31) that seems too liberal: it assumes that from the fact that go[a/1:]holds
alone it is permissible to -conclude 3:1:cp.This disregards the requirement that we
must be able to choose the term a as a Witness for this existential formula. A
dependence sensitive proof calculus arises when the proof rule (Ell)refers to the

relation -<3built by the rule
Here, we shall discuss two such calculi which
use the dependence relation in fundamentally different Ways. The ﬁrst calculus
takes a local perspective. We restrict applications of the quantiﬁer rule (Ell) to
those satisfying certain conditions (the Copi-Kalish calculus is an example of this
approach). The second one takes a global perspective. We can apply quantiﬁer
rule (HI) without any but the usual restrictions, but accept only derivations
with dependence relations of the right form. For an arbitrary property P of
dependence relations, D is said to be a P-derivation if the dependence relation
associated with D has property P. Now Wecan state that only P-derivations
Willbe considered correct (Quine’s calculus of Section 5.2.4 is an example of this

approach).

5.5.1 Calculus I: Local Restrictions on Rules
The ﬁrst calculus we shall consider is of the local kind. It is an adaptation of
the Copi-Kalish system in Which the dependence introduced by the rule (EIE)is
consulted in applying the rule (31).

Rules for the existential quantiﬁer:
aw
<p[a/ml

SE a <3 AO(<,o)

‘Ola/5”]EII
32:90

provided there is no

bEAO(<p):b<3a.
In this calculus, a formula of the form <,o[t/2:]is no longer sufficient to conclude
Elzrgo.The mere fact that t is a (,0-eris not sufficient to conclude that there
exists some (,0-er.We also need that the term t satisfying (,0stands in the proper
dependence relation to the parameters in (,0.
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5.5.2 Calculus II: Global Constraints on Proofs
In the second calculus we shall consider, there are no restrictions on the quantiﬁer
rules. In the Copi—Kalishsystem, we annotate the rule (Ell) with an instruction
to extend the dependence relation. Moreover, we add a general constraint on
correct derivations.

Rules for the existential quantiﬁer:
aw EIEa <3 AO(<,o)
s0[a/Iv]

W/$1
3w

HI];C-L<

5.5.1. CONDITION.A derivation is correct if the dependence relation at the con

clusion is a strict partial order.
In this calculus both rules add their proper terms to the dependence relation.
Notice that if the term a already depends on the elements of AO(<,o)(by having
been introduced by (§JE1)),then the rule (EIEI1) does not change the dependence
relation.

5.5.3 Discussion of Benchmarks
We shall compare the standard Copi—Kalishsystem with the two extended cal
culi we have introduced. First permutation of quantiﬁers. In the standard,
unrestricted calculus this has the following form.
3a:3yRa:y
—:
3Ea<0

33/Ray
3E

Rab

b —<a
EJI

E|:z:Ra:b

HI

3y3a:Ra:y

In the restricted calculi we get the following:
3:123;/R:z:y

3a:3yR:cy

———

E|yRay

—-—j

3E a < (D

EIEa -< (D

33/Ray

EIE b -< a

3E b 4 a

Rab

'

Rab

3I11 a -< b
Ell;

3a:R:z:b

.:_l:BR:cb(*)

Ell];

3yE|a:Ra:y

The left hand derivation is one in the 3]; calculus. Here permutation is blocked
by the proviso on EII. Because (7< a, we are not allowed to abstract over a
before we have abstracted over I): the order in which we eliminate proper terms
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should respect the stack of terms created by (EIEI). The right hand derivation
is one in the 3111 calculus. Here, nothing is blocked but we end up with a
dependence relation which is circular. This derivation is then ruled out by the
global restriction on dependence relations of Calculus II. So, on the permutation
of existential quantiﬁers the two calculi agree: they both exclude this. Notice
that by our deﬁnition of AO(<p)permutation of a preﬁx of existential quantiﬁers
is allowed if the bound variables do not actually occur in the matrix of the
formula.
3x3yRu'v
ElEa.-<9)

El;/Ruv

3Eb<0

Rm)

EIII

Ela3Ru'u

Because the Variable :1:does not occur in Rm), AO(3yRu'u) = (ll.

Now consider weakening of the existential quantiﬁer.
El:cRa::c

Raa

3:1:Ra:a:

3E a -< (ll

Raa

EIE a < 0

BI]

BI]; a -< (1.

33/Rya

E|yRya
HI]

3:1:3yRya:

Ell]; a -< a.

E|:c3yRya:

The left hand derivation is correct according to the rules of Calculus I. The right
hand derivation is not correct in Calculus II, for we end up with a dependence
relation with a reﬂexive point. So Calculus II is more strict than Calculus I.
Notice that Calculus II actually consists of a family of Calculi when we vary
the constraint on the eventual dependence relation. For instance, to block per
mutation we only have to require non-circularity of the relation, and to block
weakening we only have to require irreﬂexivity.
What do these rules express from a choice perspective? The rule (311) puts
the following restriction on the availability of choice tuples: If we have <,o[a/cc],
then we may use the tuple (ea: : (,0,a), that is a is available to satisfy the condition
(,0(:z:),if a does not occur in any other choice tuple depending on (ea: : <,o,a).
So permutation is excluded because we need the tuple (ea: : R:1:b,a) on which
the tuple (ey : Ray, (J) depends. Notice that we are allowed to use the tuple
(ey : Rya, a) in the derivation of weakening, because there occurs no other tuple
depending on it in the derivation. On the other hand, Calculus II states: if we
have <,0[a/cc],then we may use the tuple (ea: : <,o,a) if a does not occur in any
choice tuple depending on (62:: (,0,(1). Now (ey : Rya, a) may not be used, for it
depends on itself.

5.8. REMARK. In the e-calculus we get Calculus I by stipulating: (EII)may ab
stract over terms that have only surface occurrences. Calculus II we get by
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stipulating that (Ell)always abstracts over all such occurrences.

5.6 Extended Dependence Language
5.6.1 Quantifying in Dependence Structures
In this section we shall take a closer look at the interaction between quantiﬁcation
and dependence, by considering the extended quantiﬁcational capabilities of the
epsilon calculus. We shall introduce an extended ﬁrst-order language and a
proof theory which mirrors the expressivity of the epsilon calculus with respect
to dependence. Of course, there is more to epsilon terms than a dependence
structure. They also have logicalcontent, but already at the level of dependence
can we gain interesting insights into hidden dependence structure of ﬁrst-order
logic proper.
In an e—derivationthe dependence between proper terms in a Prawitz style
derivation is exhibited on the formula level. This means that in 6-derivations,
the rule (Ell) may abstract over terms in a formula (,0that, in (EIE)-derivations,
occur outside of cp. Proof theoretically, the e-calculus can express more quantiﬁ
cational patterns, than the standard calculus can. However,the conservativity of
the epsilon calculus over classical ﬁrst-order logic entails that quantifying in the
dependence relation as will occur in the following examples of HE {a -< AO(<,o)}

derivations, does not increase the derivational strength of the calculus as long as
we are interested in proper-term free conclusions from proper term-free assump
tions.
Consider the following derivations.
3a:3yR(:c,y)
3:z:3yRa:y

T—

E|yRay

EIEa -<0

R ab

3yR(e:1:: E|yR(a:,y),y)
3E b -< a

R(e:c : 3yR(:c,y),ey

HE

: R(ea: : ElyR(:z:,y),y))

In the 6-derivation we may continue by an application of (Ell) abstracting over
occurrences of 6:1:: 3yR(:r, y) in three ways:

/mi?

1. We can only abstract over the surface occurrence of the term ea: : 3yR(:z:,y).

R(6<I==33/R(a=.y). ey =R(6w I 32/R(a:.y).y))

31

3~'cR(<v.62/ =R(6-‘I: =3yR(~'r.y).y))

This we have used in the derivation of E|y3a:R(:1:,y) from 3:1:3yR(a:,y).
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2. We can also abstract over both occurrences of ea: : 3yR(:z:,y).
R(2~"c=3yR(a=,yl,

62/ =R(E~'r I 3yR(~'v,yl,y))

31

E|:I:R(:1:,ey : R(a:, y))

Now, this quantiﬁcational pattern, can be mimicked on the (HE) side by
abstracting both over the surface occurrence of the term a and over its
occurrence in the dependence relation.
3a:3yR:z:y

3a:ElyR:z:y

4

———— 3E a 4 0
3yRa.y

3Ea 4 0

3yRay
3E b 4 a

=>

3E b 4 a

Rab

Rab

311 b 4 as

3a:Ra:b

3. Finally, we may abstract only over the embedded occurrence of
ea: : ElyR(:z:,
T
R(€-‘DI 3?/R(rv,y). 62/ I R(Ew =3yR(~'r,y),y))
3=I=R(€a==3yR(a=,y),

31

62/ =R(:v,y))

This corresponds to a (SE1) derivation where we only abstract over the
occurrence of a in the dependence relation.
3:z:E|yRa:y

E|:z:3yRa:y

4

—:—— HEa 4 0
33/Ray

3yRay

3E b 4 a

=>

3Ea 4 (ll
3E b 4 a

Rab

Rab

Ell; b 4 :1:
3:z:Ra.b

In the last two derivation, the ‘local’ quantiﬁer 3:1:in the conclusion of the e
derivation amounts to a ‘global’ existential quantiﬁer in the derivation in the
Copi-Kalish Calculus. The quantiﬁer can bind in the dependence structure.

Quantiﬁcation into the dependence structure, and substitution, will have to
take into account the fact that dependence of a term a on a term b involves ‘hid
den’ binding structure. Consider the following incorrect derivation of 3:z:\7’yR:I:y
from ‘v':1:3yR:cy.

__ VI

L

V:c3yRa:y

V333 R CL‘,

32/Ray

T

a

.,E

33/R(a, y)

b 3Eb4a

R(a,e : R(a,

VI b 4 :1:

y

\7’a:Ra:b

y

V:z:R(a:,ey : R(:z:,y))
Ell] y -< (B

3yVa:R:z:y (*)

3y‘v':z:R-(:12,y) (at)
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In the e-derivation on the right hand side the last proof step is prevented by
the fact that V:cR(ac,ey : R(:c,y)) is not of the form \7’:1:R(:I:,y)[ey: R(:r,y)/y].
That is, ey : R(:c,y) is not free for y in Va:R(:1:,y). In the left hand derivation
the (functional) dependence of b on the variable :1:is witnessed by the fact that
b -< cc.

5.6.2 An Explicit Language for Dependencies
In order to get the quantiﬁcational patterns of the epsilon calculus represented in
the Copi-Kalish Calculus, Weshall introduce explicitly a dependence structure as
a syntactic object associated with the atomic formulas of the language. This gives
us a way to manipulate dependence structure explicitlyand to bring into formulas
dependence structure ‘fromthe outside’, unrelated to the quantiﬁcational pattern
of the formula. First we deﬁne the notion of a dependence structure on .C-terms
5.9. DEFINITION. (Dependence Structures for E) A dependence structure R for
language L is a tuple (DR, <<R) where DR is a ﬁnite set of £-terms and <<R is
a binary relation on [,-terms. The term t depends on term t’ with respect to
R, notation t -<R t’, if there is a sequence t1 <<R t2, . . . ,tn_1 <<R tn such that
= t1, t’ = tn. The set "R; is the set of all dependence structures for £3.

In a dependence structure R, the set DR contains a class of terms, and <<R
speciﬁes dependencies between terms. Notice that DR need not be the basis of
the relation < R, in fact, the relation < R may be inﬁnite. In our calculus the set
DR will consist of existentially bound variables and the relation < R will record
dependencies in which these terms are involved.

5.10. DEFINITION.(Dependence Language) Let E be aﬁrst-order language. The
non-logical vocabulary of [IR consists of the .Cvocabulary plus an inﬁnite set PT
of new individual constants a1, a2, . . ., the proper terms of ER. Let R E R5 be a
dependence structure for £. The language £R is given by

termst::=a|c|'v|f(t1---tn).
formulas <,o::=_L: R|Pt1---tn:R|t1
(<91 4

=t2 : R|ﬁ<p|(<,o/\1,b) I (<,oV'¢,b)|

</)2) I V’v"‘v(</9) | 3vdv(<p)

The interaction of quantiﬁers and dependence structures is mediated by the two
functions, rm and d,,,which are deﬁned as follows:

1. if (,0: R is an atomic ER-formula, then
(a) dz(<p = R) = r

: (DR U {$}><<R U{<y.w> I y 6 DR} U {<a=,a) I

a a closed proper term in <p});
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(b) 7'a:((PI R) = (PI (DR. <<R U{(y.a=) I y 6 DR})

2. d,,,and r,,, commute with the Boolean connectives and the quantiﬁers.

So, at the atomic level, dz, adds an element to the domain of the dependence
structure and adds tuples to the relation <<. This is used to compose dependen
cies resulting from existential quantiﬁcation. The function r,,, adds only tuples
to the dependence relation and leaves the domain untouched. This is used for
universal quantiﬁcation. In general, wide scope of an existential quantiﬁer means
low in the dependence relation. Universally quantiﬁed terms end up on the bot
tom of the relation: they depend on nothing.
In this language atomic formulas have an explicit dependence structure at
tached to them. Quantiﬁers introduce and bind variables in the E-formula part
as Wellas the dependence part of an ER formula.
Notice that, like in the epsilon calculus, atomic formulas may come with an
arbitrary dependence structure already attached.
The proper terms of ER will be treated differently from ordinary E—constants.
They will be used in derivations as proper terms of quantiﬁer rules. In the
application of these rules they will enter into dependencies.
The notion of substituting a term for a variable in an ER formula has to be
adapted to the presence of the dependence structures. In particular, if a proper
term a depends in (,0on a variable, this variable should be treated as if it occurs
in the term a.
5.11. DEFINITION. (Substitution)
variable

Let (,0be an ER formula. Term t is free for

:1:in (,0if

1. there is no variable y such that :2 -<1;y for some dependence structure R
in (,0,

2. no occurrence of :1:in (,0lies within the scope of a quantiﬁer binding a
variable free in t.

The result of substituting term t for free variable 1:in (,0,notation (,0[t/2:],consists
of the formula (,0with all occurrences of as in (,0replaced by t, if t is free for :1:in
(,0. A proper term a is closed in R if there is no variable :1:such that a <1; :12.

In the language ER Wecan associated with every E formula (p a set of of for
mulas by coupling the atomic formulas of (,0to arbitrary dependence structures.
But each formula (,0of E has its dependence eigen-structure in ER, the structure
expressing precisely the quantiﬁcational pattern of (0. This is the structure we
shall introduce in the next section.

5.6.3 From First-Order Logic to Dependence Logic
Now, to get the dependence of an E formula, Wehave to deﬁne the translation
function as follows.
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5.12. DEFINITION. (Embedding L in ER) The embeddingof£ in [IR is the func
tion * E £R£ satisfying
1. <,o*= (,0 : ((0,9)) for atomic

(,0,

2. "' commutes with the Boolean connectives,
3. (3:z:<,o)* = El:z:d,,(<p*),
4.

(\7':1:<,0)*= V:r:7',,,(<p"‘).

5.13. EXAMPLE. We shall give some examples of embeddings. In our system, the
domain of a dependence structure contains only existentially quantiﬁed variables.
Dependencies are only constructed with respect to elements of this domain. So
universal quantiﬁers among themselves do not create dependencies:
(V~'cVyQa:y)* = V~'cVyQ9:y I ((0. @)~

Existential quantiﬁers create full dependence structures:
(35532/C2:cy)* = 3:v3yQrcy = ({w,y}, 1; << iv)»

The interaction of universal and existential quantiﬁer is regulated by the different
ways they construct dependencies:
(Va=3yQary)* = V-'z=3yQ:ryI ({y}, y < iv)

The existential quantiﬁer enters the variable y in the domain. The universal
quantiﬁer constructs a dependence with respect to this variable, but does not
introduce its variable in the domain. Reversing the quantiﬁers gives
(39=VyQwy)"' = 3-'rVyQ-"By I ({-T}, 0)

Now the universal quantiﬁer does not create a dependence, for it works on a
domain that is (still) empty. Consequently, the existential quantiﬁer only enters
its variable in the domain.
In the presence of a proper term a the existential quantiﬁer creates depen
dencies, but the universal one does not:
(3:cQa:a)"' = 3a:Qa:a :

:1:< a)

(‘v’:1:Q:1:a)*
= V:cQa:a : (Q),(0).

The embedding of complex formulas is straightforward as the translation only
applies to atomic formulas.
(3a=(P=v -+ 3yQa=y))* = 3tc(Pw =({~'r}.0) -* 3yQa=y =({:r.y}.y

< 01>)

When We are dealing with formulas containing only existential quantiﬁers we
shall disregard the domain and represent only the relational information. For
instance, Wecan represent the above embedding as
(3:1:(Pa: —>ElyQ:z:y))* = 3:I:(Pa: : (D-+ .:.lyQa:y : y <
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The embedding * has the following invariant.
5.14. PROPOSITION. For every E-formula (,0every dependence structure R oc
curring in 90*is transitive.

Proof: by induction on the complexity of (,0.The AOproposition holds trivialiter
for quantiﬁer free formulas. For the quantiﬁers, consider the functions dm and
r,_.. Let cp be transitive by induction hypothesis. Suppose d3(<,o)or r,,,(<,o)adds
(y, cc)to some R in (,0where (t,y) E<<R. Then t 6 DR. For, by the construction

of the d and r functions, whenever (t',t") E<<R, then t’ 6 DR. Consequently,
(t, 3:) E R by the deﬁnition of the d and r functions.
E

The language ER thus has both dependence structures and quantiﬁcation. It
seems that one of both is superﬂuous. After all, the formula
Rwy I ({=v.y}.y << x)

can be uniquely identiﬁed as 3a:3yR:1:y.But the same holds for the epsilon calcu
lus. There every ﬁrst-order formula (implicit dependencies) has a quantiﬁer free
equivalent (explicit dependencies). But the converse is not the case: not every
epsilon formula has a ﬁrst-order equivalent. The same holds for ER formulas.
The epsilon rule and the rule (Ell) function in the epsilon calculus to bring us
from epsilon formulas to new epsilon formulas.
R(eac

: <,o,em : 7,[2)

31

3a:R(a:,ea::

BE.

R(e:c : R(a:, ea: : 1,b),e:1: :1,b)

Notice that an application of (HI) followed by an application of (EEG)does not
bring us back in the old situation. Thus the quantiﬁer rules serve to eliminate
and introduce dependence structures. This will be made explicit in the proof
system for ER.

5.7 Extended Proof System
The proof calculus for ER Weshall introduce syntactically records dependencies
as they arise in the course of a.derivation. The dependencies are made explicit in
the language. The proof calculus for ER is standard for the Boolean connectives.
5.15. DEFINITION. (Quantiﬁer rules for ER) For a an ER proper term
3:090 BE
‘Fla’/ml

wla/-‘El
3-73da:(‘P)

I
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In the existential elimination rule, the proper term a must be fresh to the
derivation. In the existential introduction rule the proper term a should be free
for :1: in go.

For t an [IR term

L

V1

Vw(s0[a=/tl)

Virgo VE
(1'a:(‘P))[t/3:]

In applications of the introduction rule for the universal quantiﬁer the term
75should not occur in any assumption on which the premise depends or in any
domain of a dependence structure occurring in the premise.
With these proof rules we have extended the variable occurrences that can
be bound by an existential quantiﬁer. There is no choice involved in applications
of (HEI)
3:1:3yR:z:y : {y < cc}

HE

33/Ray I {y < a}

All occurrences of the variable soare involved in the application of the elimination
rule. But applications of (EIII) now involve choices not present in the standard
calculus.
3yRrry[a/ =1-‘l
I {y < a}
3 I
3a:3yR:1:y : {y < a,y << cc}

3yRa=y[a/93] I {:1 << $}[a/-"El
E|a:E|yR:z:y: {y < 2:}

33/Ray I {y < ~'v}[a/9:]
32:33;/Ray : {y < 2:}

Here we have three applications of (311) with premise 3yRay : {y < a}.

1. The ﬁrst application abstracts only on the formula side, only over the
surface occurrence of the term (1. Such applications can be seen as (31)
applications in the standard, dependence—free,calculus. The above appli
cation leaves us With an occurrence of a in the dependence structure. The
meaning of this fact will be discussed below.
2. The second (311) application above abstracts over both occurrences of the
term a.. Notice that this brings us back to (3:1:E|yR:ry)*,the premise of the
(EIE1) application with conclusion 33/Ray : {y < a}.
3. The third (3I1) application above abstracts only over the dependence struc
ture. From the perspective of the formula side, this application gives a vac
uous quantiﬁcation, but in the dependence calculus conclusion and premise
of this application are not interderivable.
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5.7.1 Benchmarks Once More
Weakening of the Existential Quantiﬁer

In this calculus, it is the rule

(311) that creates dependencies. Consider the derivation of existential quantiﬁer
weakening.
3a:R:ca: : ({a:},Q))

Ra:a[a./3:] : ({a.},@)

3rRry[a/yl

=({-‘Ir,y}[a/yl» {at < y}[a/ 31])
Ell;

3y3a=Ra=y I <{-’r.y}» {-'r < 2/})

Here Wewitness a splitting of DR. This corresponds intuitively to What happens
in ‘deidentiﬁcation’.

Universal-Existential Interaction
El:rVyRa:y : ({:1r:},(ll) HE

V2/Ray =({a}, 0)

VB

R=I=b[a/=13] I ({~7=},@)[a/-‘El

3a:Ra:b:

:1:<<1))

Vy3:2:R:z:y
:

:2:< y)

Notice that in the above proofs we derive (Ely3a:Ra:y)* from (3:cRa::z:)* and
(‘v’yE|:1:R:z:y)*
from (3:c‘v'yR:z:y)*. This situation we shall identify as a restriction

on correct derivations.
5.16. DEFINITION. (Independent derivations) For E U {go}a set of £-formulas,
E d-derives

(,0, notation

E I-d (,0, if {1,b*| 1,bE E} l- <p*.

The conclusions of independent derivations show no trace of their derivational
history. Notice that an independent derivation cannot have a conclusion con
taining a proper term. A typical case of a correct derivation in this sense is the
following.
3a:ElyR:1:y : {y < 3:} SE

3yRay ={y < a}

3E

Rab : {b < a}
Ell;

33/Ray I {:1 << 0}
Ell,

3a:3yR:1:y : {y < :3}

Here, We have a derivation ’D such that R1) = R3y3,,R,,y. At the conclusion, the
dependence structure is given by the translation function "‘.
Not all derivations give derivation independent conclusions. Our next exam
ple will exemplify this situation.
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Permutation
from

of Existential Quantiﬁers

Considera derivationof 3yEl:rRa:y

Elar:E|yR:z:y:

3:z:3yR:1:y : {y < 3:} 3 E

33/Ray : {3}< a}
Rirbla/-'13] I {5 << <1}

311

3a:R:ry[b/y] : {b < a, ct:<< I),:1:< a}
311

33/3a:R:I:y : {b < a,cz: << b,a: << a.,:I: <<y,y << b,y < a.}

In this derivation we have left out the domain of the dependence relation for
reasons of display. The dependence structure ({a:,y},y << 2:), implicit in the
premise of the derivation, is turned into an explicit structure (2<< 0., accom
panying the formula Rab. This again leads to the structure ab = 3yEla:R:cy:
{b < a,y < b,:1:< y} (where, for clarity, we leave out tuples that can be com
puted by transitivity, which is justiﬁed by Proposition 5.17). Now, the formula
(3y3:cR:1:y)*has dependence structure ({m,y}, 3:< y), the reverse of the relation
at the assumption. Notice that (E|yEla:Ra:y)*;é ab. Rearranging the dependence
structure at 1,0,we get the structure

:c<<y<<b<<a.
At the conclusion there is a residu of dependence structure not accounted for by
(3y3:z:R:1r:y)*.That is, the conclusion of this derivation still carries information
about its derivational history. However, the calculus allows us to continue the
derivation in order to reach a derivation independent conclusion, by abstracting
only over the dependence part.
3y3a:R:1:y : {cc< y < 2 << a}}[b/z]

3z3y3:z:Ra:y: {cc< y < z < u}[a/u]
311

3u3zE|yE|:1:R:1:y: {a: < y < 2 < u}

Now (3u_:.|z3y3:I:R:cy)*= 3u3z3yE|:I:R:1:y: {:13< y < 2 <<

The dependence

structure at the conclusion of the derivation is independent of its derivation.
In the process, there arise two existential quantiﬁers that are vacuous with re
spect to the formula part. This can be understood by comparing the complete
derivation
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3;z:3yRa:y I {y < :13}BE

32/Ray ={y < a}
Ra:b[a./3:] : {b < a}
T Ela:Ra:y[b/y] : {.13< b < a.}

311

l3y3a:Ra:y |: {:0< y < 2 << a}[b/z]

HI

ElzEIy3':cR:z:y: {:3 < y < z < u}[a/u]

I
311

I3u3z3y3:cRa:yJ : {:13< y < 2 < u}

to the situation in a standard (HE) derivation
R b

2

13 [a/=vl [ l SI

3:cR:1:y[b/y]

;_

3yRa.y [1]
3a:3yR:z:y

.

Ell

3y3:z:R:z:y

| 3yE|:z:R:I:y l

3E,
3E1

I 3y3a:R:1:y l

The ‘vacuous’ quantiﬁcations in the dependence derivation correspond to the
two discharge actions performed in the (HE) derivation. In the latter deriva
tion the discharge actions give rise to an 3yE|a:R(:c,y) segment of length 2. In
the former derivation We get a sequence of two ‘vacuous’ quantiﬁcations. The
highest occurrence of E|yE|:rRa:yin the (EIE) derivation is not yet a conclusion
of a derivation with premise 3a:3yR:cy. There are still discharge actions to be

performed. In the Copi-Kalish system of existential introduction these discharge
actions disappear, consequently no segments arise (they do arise, however, if we
embed this Copi-Kalish derivation in a standard derivation, as we have done in
Section 5.2.4). Adding dependencies to this system brings the discharge actions
again to the surface. This time in the form of vacuous quantiﬁcation. Note that
we have to abstract over the occurrences of b before we can abstract over a: in
the (HE) derivation we must discharge the assumption introducing b before we
can discharge the one introducing a. Abstracting ﬁrst over a would leave us in
a situation where abstraction over b is no longer possible:
'
3yElxRa:y : {w < y < b < 'u.}[a/u] 31
3u3y3a:R:ry : {:13<< 3/ < b < u}

Now {:3 < y < b < u} 51:{m < y < 2 <<

For the same rea

son we cannot permute quantiﬁers by concluding from Rab : ({b},b < a.) to
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El:z:R:1:b
: ({:c,b}, b <

At this point we cannot abstract over b.

In all of the above derivations, the dependence structure is a transitive rela
tion at every step of the derivation. This is not a coincidence.
5.17. PROPOSITION. Let ’D be a derivation from premise in 2 such that every
7,06 X3is of the form <p"‘for some [I-formula go. Then at every formula occurrence
X in D every dependence structure occurring in X will be transitive.

Proof: by induction on the length of the derivation.

Vacuous Quantiﬁcation

El

With respect to dependencies, quantiﬁcation that

is Vacuous over the formula part of a formula-dependence structure pair now ac
quires meaning. Standardly Pa and 3a:Pa are interderivable. In the dependence
calculus they loose this proof theoretic equivalence.
3a:Pa : {a: < a} BE

Pa[b/cc] : (ll

Pa:{b<<a}

Ell;

E|:cPa:{:z:<<a}

Moreover if Wecontinue the left hand derivation

3a:Pa:{:c<<a}3 E
Pa:{b<<a}
E|:1:P:z::b<<a:

Ell;

Wehave arrived at a situation where we can no longer quantify over b (it depends

on the bound variable

Only by reversing the (BE1) application, i.e., applying

(HI) with respect to :c, we can achieve a derivation independent conclusion. Here
Wesee that quantiﬁcation into hidden structure (resulting from a derivational
history) can express ‘states’ of the derivation that are beyond the reach of a
standard Prawitz calculus.

Liberal Substitution and Quasi-Logical Form

Up until nowwehave {a -<

y} 75 {cc < y}[a/cc] to preserve functional dependencies. But the dependence
structure can be seen as exactly describing the functional dependencies among
terms. So suppose Wemaintain for ER the standard notion for a term being free
for a variable in a formula: term t is free for variable :1:in goif no occurrence of
:1:in (,0lies Within the scope of a quantiﬁer binding a variable free in t. Then the
following derivation is allowed
V:r3yRa=y

I ({y}, 1; << «'15)

33/Ray =({y}. 3/ < a)

Rab: ({b},b < a)
V:rRa=y[b/3/1 =({y}» y < $)[b/yl
3yVrR:ry

=({9}, 1; << 93)
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Compare the conclusion of this derivation to
(3yV:1:R:r:y)* = E|y\7’:cR:z:y: ({y},@).

The conclusion of the derivation is associated with a dependence structure which
does not match that of the embedding. In this case the dependence structure
exhibits a dependence of y on :1:in spite of the quantiﬁer preﬁx. That is, the
dependence structure shows that the existentially quantiﬁed variable y should
be interpreted as a function fy applied to values of :3. Because ccdoes not occur
in DR we know that fy is such that for all values t of :3, Rt fy(t) holds.
We revisite the permutation of existential quantiﬁers, now with free substi

tution.
3w3yRa=y = ({~'1=,
y}, {y < w})

32/Ray =({a,y}, {y < a})

Rxb[a/9:]
: ({a,b},{b<
3=cRa:y[b/yl

= ({-'13»
5}» {y < a=}[b/yl)

3y3:rRwy

31;

I ({=I=,y}»{y < -'I=}>

Again the conclusion of the derivation does not match the embedding, for
(3y3a:R:cy)* = 3y3a:R:1:y: {:3<<

According to the dependence structure, the bound Variable y in the conclusion
should be interpreted as the value of a function fy with argument :3. In this case
the structure shows an ‘E13’pattern: fy is such that there is a value t of :3 for

which Rf(t)t holds.

5.8 Possible Semantics
Semantics of Statements or Semantics of Proofs? In constructinga se
mantics for dependence one is immediately confronted with the following fact.
Dependence between terms in a proof does not reside in the denotations of these
terms. Dependence arises in the way denotations of terms are chosen or con
structed within a proof. This ﬁts a dynamic or representational Viewof depen
dence. But as dependence is not inherent in term denotation, what kind of a
semantics can we expect? It seems that the optimal semantics would be one
which is closely linked to the structure of derivations. This suggests that the
true semantics for dependence would be one in the vein of the Curry-Howard
semantics for categorial proofs, rather than a Tarskian Semantics. Be this as it
may, in this section we shall pursue a less than optimal semantics of the Tarskian
kind in the form of the arbitrary object models of Section 2.5.
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5.8.1 Arbitrary Object Semantics
Arbitrary object semantics can be closely tied to derivations through the follow
ing observation. In a natural deduction treatment of existential information, if
we arrive at a formula of the form Elmcp,we choose a fresh term a, an instance
of a go—er,and continue reasoning with cp[a/ Having arrived at some formula
no longer speciﬁc to the instance chosen, a formula without the term a, we may
take this to be a conclusion of the general information that 3:1:<p.The semantics
of this process can best be seen as the possibility to expand any model for 33:90
with an interpretation for a fresh term a such that <,o[a/:3]holds on the expanded
model. Any formula in the unextended language which holds on the expansion,
holds on the original model. This lies behind the soundness of the elimination

rule for the existential quantiﬁer.
Whenever we have nestings of existential quantiﬁers, the elimination rule
will give us a strict partial order of instances where the choice of one instance
determines the possible subsequent choices. In semantic terms, nested existen
tial quantiﬁers are interpreted by sequences of expansions of a model over fresh
terms. This is the connection between the order structure of choices and their
arbitrariness.
Arbitrary object models incorporate this structure of sequences of expansion
in their domain of arbitrary objects, structured by a dependence relation. We
shall repeat the deﬁnition of an arbitrary object model of Section 2.5.
5.18. DEFINITION.(Arbitrary Object Models) The quadruple

M = (M, A, <, V)
is an arbitrary object model if M is a ﬁrst-order model, A a domain of arbitrary
objects disjoint from dom(M), V a set of partial functions from A in dom(M),
and < a conversely well-founded binary relation on A.

Recall that the set V has to satisfy some closure properties. Furthermore,
recall that for an arbitrary object model M over ﬁrst-order model M and variable
assignment 5, the relation M, s |= «,0is interpreted as: for allv E V, M, s, '0 l: (,0.
We shall interpret our choice processes in arbitrary object models. In a choice
process, an ordered structure of choices, we can distinguish two fundamentally

different aspects. Firstly, there is the pure dependence structure of a choice pro
cess. This has been proof theoretically investigated in the last section. From this
perspective we disregard the conditions of the choices completely, only the order
in which these choices are made matters. Secondly, there are the choice condi
tions involved in the process: the reasons for the choices in the ﬁrst place. This
difference cani, in fact, be interpreted in the distinction between arbitrary ob
ject models which interpret arbitrary ‘somethings’ without going into the nature
of this ‘something’, and models for epsilon terms, where the internal structure
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of the term determines (in part) its denotation. Our deﬁnition of an arbitrary
object model realizing a choice process will incorporate both aspects.
5.19. DEFINITION. (Choice Processes) A choice process is a non-empty set of
choice tuples (ear:: (,0,a), where 63:: cpis a closed e-term and a an individual con

stant. A choice process C’is arbitrary if the choice dependence relation restricted
to C’is a strict partial order and no term t occurs as the value of different e-terms
in C’.

5.20. DEFINITION.Arbitrary object model M is appropriate for choice process
C iffor all (ea: : <,0,a)E C’ and all CEA: a < cifffor some term bin cp,c=b or
b < c. Model M realizes choice process 0’ if it is appropriate for C’, and for all
tuples (ex : (,0,a) E C’ and all 'u E V: v(a) = m <=> M,s(m|:£),'u

|= Elxgo—+(,0.

Notice that the notion of an appropriate model is the right one for the explicit
dependence logic of Section 5.2.4. There the elements of a dependence relation
have no logical content. Thus the perspective of choice tuples does not make
much sense: only the values of choices, not the choice conditions, occur in that
logic. There is much detail to this structure, but that will not be the topic of
this section. Here Weare especially interested in realizability, as this notion deals
with choice conditions as Well as with choice values.
5.21. PROPOSITION. If choice process C’ is arbitrary, then we can expand any

first order model M to an arbitrary object model M realizing C.
Proof: If choice process C is arbitrary, then any first order model can be ex
panded to an arbitrary object model appropriate for C (for the simple proof of
this part of the Proposition We refer the reader to Fine [Fin85], Section I.7.).
Now this appropriate model can be supplied with intensional choice functions
to interpret the as-terms (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3). These choice functions
can be used to deﬁne V, the set of value assignments of the model.
E
In the tuples in C’that are realized in a model M the e-terms are really inter
preted as e-terms should be. This suggests our basic deﬁnition for the substruc
tural existential quantiﬁer.
5.22. DEFINITION.For M an arbitrary object model and s a variable assign
ment, the relation M, s I: (63:: cp,a) holds if M realizes (ea: : (,0,a).

5.23. DEFINITION.(Primitive Existential Quantiﬁer) Let M be an arbitrary
object model. Then

M,s|=8a:<p <=> M,s|=(e:1::<p,a) & M,s|=c,o[a/:22].
(This deﬁnition should be compared with the minimal existential quantiﬁer of
Modal State Semantics, [Ben94b], [Ben94a] and the one from the van Lambalgen
Alechina framework [AvL95], see Appendix II.) So M, s |= <,0[a/9:]is not sufﬁcient
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to to conclude 8a:(,0.As yet, this does not give us much of a logic for the existential
quantiﬁer. In fact, why Would Wecall this an existential quantiﬁer at all? Well,
at least we have M, s I: 8a:(,0=> M, s l: El:z:(,0.
But this does not yet distinguish
it from the universal quantiﬁer. However, by deﬁnition, if (ea: : (0,a) is realized
on M but M, s l: 8:I:(,0does not hold, then M, s I: Va:-1(,0.This does not square
with the universal quantiﬁer. To determine the quantiﬁer 8 further, What we
need are closure properties on the set of realizable choices by turning ever more
internal structure of the choice conditions, the e—terms,into choice parameters.
Here is a way to do this. Suppose M, s I: 8:z:((0V1,b),where (ea: : ((,0V1,Z2),
a) E

C, and suppose M,s |= (,0[a/:L'].In that case we want to have M,s I: 81:90to
get one of the typical properties of the existential quantiﬁer. To achieve this We
need a closure property, because in arbitrary C Weneed not ﬁnd the right choice
tuple. We can state our requirement:
If (ea: : ((,0V(,b),a) E C and M,s
b such that

|= (,0[a/zc],then M,s

l= (,0[b/:13]
for the unique

(car:: (0, b) E C.

Let g Q C X C be a binary relation on a set of choice tuples C. We shall denote
C ordered by E by Cg.
5.24. DEFINITION. An arbitrary object model M realizes Cg if it realizes C and
(ea: : (,0,a)€(e:c : 20,b) implies VRC, Q VRb.

(See Section 2.5 for a deﬁnition of the value range VRQ.)
5.25. DEFINITION. For any set of L-assumptions Z3and choice process C,
E,Cg |= (ex : (,0,a)

if for all models M for E realizing Cg there is a (ear:2 (,0,b) E Cg such that
(ea: : (,0,a)§(e:c

: (,0,b) for the unique

6:: : 1,0such that

(ea: : 1,b,a) E C.

The relation ‘_E_’
is a partial order which can be strengthened to an equivalence
relation, or to one including even the complete dependence structure of terms.
How does this semantics connect to the proof theory of the preceding sec
tions? With every derivation D with conclusion (0 and assumptions 2 in the
Copi—KalishCalculus we can associate a choice process C, a set of assumptions
of the form (62:: (,0,a) for every application of (HEI) in D with premise Ela:(,0and
proper term a. This gives a realizable process. (See Fine [Fin85] pp.111-112,
where this is done in terms of deﬁnitional systems which are notational vari
ants of our choice processes.) The set C of assumptions is dischargeable at the
conclusion (,0if and only if C is realizable on any model for 2.
Thus we can interpret the rule (HE) as being of the form
El:z:(,0

(ea: : (,0, a)

</>[a/ml
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where (ea: : <p,a.) is an assumption to be discharged. For a more extensive
discussion of this point of view, see [MV95].
Now if we go substructural and require choice tuples also for the rule (31),
then the associated choice process C’may no longer be realizable on any model
for the assumptions 2 of D. An example being the conclusion of 3:I:Ra:afrom
premise Raa. This requires the tuple (ea: : Rana,a).
Thus we can interpret the rule (Ell)as being of the form
<.0[a/rcl

(62: = <p, 0)

3:290

Again (ea: : (,0,a) is an assumption to be discharged.

In order to maintain realizable choice processes (i.e., dischargeable assign
ments) we need principles which derive choice tuples from assumptions in E
and choice tuples in C. Here are the principles that allow us to deal with the
benchmark problems:
1. From (ezr : <p,a) and g0[a/:13]V 7,b[a/9:] conclude (ea: : (cp V gb), a) .
From (ea: : (90V 1,b),a) and cp[a/2:] conclude (em : (,0,a).

2. From (ear:: <p,a) conclude (ey : (cp[y/a:]),a).
3. From 8:c<p[a/y] and (ea: : g0[a/y],a) conclude (em : (cp[:c/y]),a).

From

and (ea:: (cp[:c/y]),a)conclude(ea:: (cp[a/y]),a).

4. From (ea: : <p[b/y], a) and (ea: : '4,b,b)conclude (ea: : <p[ea:: ab/y],a).
5. From (ea: : <,0[ey: (,0/y], a) conclude (ea: : Eygo, a.).
From (611:: Eygo, a) conclude (ea: : <p[ey : cp/y], a).
6. From Vamp and (Ta: : <,0[ey: (,0/y], a) conclude (ea: : <,0[ey: cp/y], a).
7. From 8a:\7'y<pand (ea: : Vygo,a.) conclude (ea: : <p[b/y], a) for all b.

These principles correspond to various properties of '6‘as deﬁned above. By rule
(1) we have distribution of the existential quantiﬁer. These rules together turn E
into an equivalence relation (for substructural rules dealing with monotonicity we
refer the reader to the next chapter, Section 6.10 and [MV93]). By the second
rule we may change the bound variable arbitrarily. Under this rule, also the
complete dependence structure is preserved (not only the value range). Rule (3)
expresses subordination principles dealing with weakening and permutation of
the existential quantiﬁer. Rule (4) expresses a necessary substitution property.
It does not put any constraint on realizing models. Rule (5) gives the epsilon
equivalences. Rule (6) and (7) deal with the interaction of 8 with the ‘real’
universal quantiﬁer.
To conclude we shall show the application of these principles in the case of
weakening and permutation.
First weakening of existential quantiﬁer. This is essentially derivable by rules
under (3):
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<‘39=R(-’I=,
50)

(€=1=R(-'13,
iv), a) (1)

_(1)_

R(a, a)

(1). (63/R(3/, 3/), 0)

(e:z:R(:c,a), a)

8a:R(:z:,a)

E

(ey8a:R(a:,y),a)
8y8:z:R(a:, y)

5y53=R(Iv,y) (-1)

The necessary choice tuple can be derived: we get (e:z:R(:1:,a), a) from (ea:R(:z:,:23),a)

by (3) straightforwardly, given the premise (ey3a:R(:1:,y),a). Here is the deriva
tion:
(63/R(y, y). a)
(63/R(a, y), a)

(6wR(cv.a), a)
(6yR(6wR(rc, a), 3/).0)
(6yR(69=R(a=, 3/), 3/), a)
(61/c‘3a=R(-7:.3/). a)

(eyR(y,y),a) follows from (e:1:R(:z:,a:),a)by Rule 2.
Now for permuation of existential quantiﬁers. We derive £':c8yR(a:,y) —+
8y8:£R(:c,y) as follows: let D be the derivation
5:v5yR(a=.y)

(6rv5yR(:v.y),a) (1)

5yR(a,y)

[(63/R(a,:/),b)l (2)

R(a,b)

Then this gives our result:
D

(1,2)

(1,2)

R(a,b)

(€$R(1=»b).a) (3)

3

53=R(-73,5)

(63/5$R(€B,3/),b) (4)

8y5a:R(a:,y)
5y5-'I=R(9=,y)(-2)

5y5rvR(cv,y) (-1)

Without any but the propositional rules, £'y8:1cR(a:,y) follows only from
{<93=5yR(-‘bx
1/), (1), (2), (3), (4)},

for none of these assumptions can be discharged at the conclusion. However, the
subordination rules together with the substitution rules and the epsilon equiva
lences, allow us to derive permutation of existential quantiﬁers, by deriving (3)

and (4) from (1) and

Here is the derivation:
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(6=v5yR(2=.y). a) (1)
(6-'I=R(-'v.eyR(=v, 31)), 0)

(6a=R(:v.eyR(a.y)),a)

(6yR(a,y),b) (2)
(6:vR(w,b),a) (3)

(€yR(a,y),b) (2)
(6yR(6a=R(-‘n, b), 2/), 5)

TyR(6-'vR(9:. y) . y), 17)
(ey5a=R(a=, 2/), b) (4)

5.9 Links to Linguistic Applications
In this and the previous chapter we have made a plea for treating the notion
of ‘dependence’ as a core concept of logic, and we have seen that important
aspects of it can be isolated and studied in connection with the analysis of proof

structure.
Dependencies show up in linguistics in a number of ways. ‘Dependence’ or
‘coherence’ is what is holding a string of words together and makes it into a sen
tence, or What glues a sequence of sentences together to make up a text. Indeed,
the ﬁeld of linguistics can be deﬁned as the study of dependence or coherence in
sequences of sound patterns, strings of words or sequences of sentences. Indeed,
the spelling out of dependencies can be viewed as charting out speciﬁc kinds of
coherence.

Anaphoric reference resolution for pronouns can be viewed as creating de
pendence links between pronouns and their antecedents. Scoping resolution can
be viewed as spelling out the dependencies between terms representing the quan
tiﬁers. There is a close connection with instantial logic here, for epsilon terms
are a direct kin of the qterms (unscoped terms in underspeciﬁed logical form
representations) used in Alshawi c.s. [EA91]. Resolution of underspeciﬁed plu
ral references (as collective, distributive, cumulative, etcetera) can be viewed as
charting the internal dependencies within the reference set of a plural expression
(see Carpenter [Car94] for a proof theoretic account of this). Reference resolution
for underspeciﬁed relations (e.g., the ownership relations expressed by possessive
pronouns) and of other forms of underspeciﬁcation may use coordinated choices
which also create dependencies (see Alshawi c.s. [EA91], Van Deemter [Dee91]).
Some of the connections between dependencies in instantial logic and dependen
cies in linguistics (in connection with anaphoric linking, plurality and genericity)
are taken up in the next chapter.
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5.10 Conclusion
We have discussed a variety of proof systems each of which makes dependence
explicit in its own way. We have reached no deﬁnite results about the relation
between these systems, nor about the most suitable semantics. However it is
clear that there is a rich area to be explored beneath the standard quantiﬁers
and ‘dependence’ is the notion by which this area can be charted. Throughout
this chapter we have referred to the notion of a choice process as the one tying the
different aspects of dependence together. It is an open question how this notion
is connected to some quite different logical frameworks like [BA93], [Ben94b] and
[AvL95] which also deal with the substructure of quantiﬁers. This connection is
the topic of work in progress.

5.11 Appendix I
In this chapter, we have mainly dealt with proofs in a natural deduction set-up.
In this appendix we shall brieﬂy discuss a way in which the choice perspective on
substructural quantiﬁers can be incorporated into the sequent calculus.2 Here,
the anchor point for structural rules seems to lie in the interaction between
substitution and quantiﬁcation. We shall suggest a way how substitution can
be incorporated into the sequent calculus. We shall make substitution explicit
by rules moving the substitution boxes on top of the sequent arrow. Attached
to formulas, the substitution boxes are metalinguistic devices (they are not part
of the formula syntax), but on top of the sequent arrow, they belong to the
logic proper. We consider the set S of ﬁnite sequences of substitution boxes

([121/y1],...,

The empty sequence,0, is includedin this set. If s E S’

then the variable asoccurs free in 3 if there is variable y such that y]

in s andthereis no

in 3following

occurs

in s.

Axioms Axioms are all sequents of the form A =0)»
A. The valid sequents are all
sequents of the form A -9)»I‘ that can be derived form axioms by means of the
standard rules for the Boolean connectives, and the following special rules.

Substitution

Rules For 3 a ﬁnite sequence of substitution boxes we have the

following ‘left’ and ‘right’ rules:
A ‘lééyl 1“

A[t/y]

=‘=>
I‘[t/y]

Mt/yl

="°‘>
1“[t/yl

A “$13” P

2For a different approach to substructural quantiﬁers in the setting of the sequent calculus,
see [AvL95].
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Quantiﬁer rules For y not free in I‘,A or s
3-[

1:]

3-[

L3 r,cp£§A
I‘, Elccgosilgxl A

F sigzl Elzgo,A

r,¢"[é§‘]A
LV

I‘,V:r<,0

1“‘°[%l“’]<p,A

.9-[tz]
=4

2]

R3I‘é§<,o,A

A

3-[ 1:]

P

g

\7’:z:<,oA

This can be considered as the minimal system Without structural rules for sub
stitution. We can derive weakening of the existential quantiﬁer.
5.26. EXAMPLE. (Weakening)

Rmla/yl

la/ml => Rt!-*3/la/ylla/-Tl

Rwzvla/y] W Ra=y[a/y]
Rm: [G/ail?/y] Rccy
Raxc la/21-?/y] 3'yRa:y

Rwla/yl [$133/Rrrzxla/2/l
Ram: [a=/if]3a:3yR:cy
3a:Ra:a:

[a—_/:5]
3ac3yRacy

':l:cRa::I:[a/:3] => E|acE|yR:z:y[a/cc]
3:cR:c:c => El:1:E|yRa:y

But Wecannot derive permutation of existential quantiﬁers. Here is a possible
structural rule to solve this problem.

Possible Structural Rule
F 3-la/glb/yl A
P 3'[b/glla/<0] A

And here is a derivation using this rule.
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5.27. EXAMPLE. (Permutation)
Rrvyla/93] lb/yl => R=1=yla/ =13]
W 3/]

Rxy [5/yikt/mlRxy
Rxy lb/yikz/2] 3:2:Ra:y
R:z:y[a/:13] Rig] 3:1:Ra:y[a/cc]

R:I:y[a/3:] [I13] E|yEla:Ra:y
R:1:y[a./cc] Rig] E|yEl:rR:1:y[a/:23]

Rwy lb/gig‘/ac] 3yE|:z:R:z:y

Rrry I“/‘it’/yl 3y3a:Ra:y (*)
ElyR:z:y[G/if/y] 3yE|:cRa:y
El:z:3yRa:y Ia/gig)/y] E|yE|:1:Ra:y

3:r3yR:cy[b/y] [cg] 3yE|a:R:1:y[b/y]
3:1:3yR:1:y[a/51:] => 3y3:1:Ra:y[a/2:]
3:1:3yR:cy => 3y3:z:R:ry

In the starred line of the derivation, the structural rule is used.

5.12 Appendix II
In this section We shall give the basic deﬁnition of the existential quantiﬁer in
model state semantics and in the van Lambalgen-Alechina framework. These
deﬁnitions give the ‘minimal existential quantiﬁer’ and should be compared to
our Deﬁnition 5.23.

5.28. DEFINITION.(Existential Quantiﬁer in Modal State Semantics) A model
in modal state semantics consists of a pair (M,’R, = {R,,, I in E VAR}), where
M is a ﬁrst-order model and for every variable :22,R3 is a binary relation on
the set of variable assignments over M. The truth deﬁnition for the Booleans is
standard. For the existential quantiﬁer the deﬁnition is as follows.
M,’/2,3 |=8:rgo <=> for some 3' : R333’ & M,R,s'

|= cp.

The relations R3 constitute an abstract version of the usual relation E3,of being
an—ar:-variant-of.Universal validities of this logic are all classical Boolean propo
sitional laws, the modal distribution axiom 8a:(cpV +—>
EcccpV Emb, the rule of
modal necessitation, if |= gothen I: ﬁfxﬁgo, and the deﬁnition of V:1:(,o
as -8::-«go.
More ﬁne grained logics arise by requiring that the accessibility relations Ra,
satisfy further conditions (for more information, see [Ben94b] and [ANvB94]).
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In the generalized quantiﬁcation framework of van Lambalgen—Alechinathe
minimal existential quantiﬁer is again deﬁned with respect to a ﬁrst-order model
and a relation. This time, however, this is a relation of arbitrary arity on the
domain of the model.

5.29. DEFINITION.(Existential Quantiﬁer in van Lambalgen-Alechina Logic)
In the logic of van Lambalgen-Alechina, a proof theoretic investigation is un
dertaken of the substructure of quantiﬁcation by varying the structural rule of
substitution. A general semantics for the resulting logics is supplied by exten
sions of ﬁrst-order models M with a relation R of arbitrary arity on the domain
of M. The truth deﬁnition for the Booleans is standard on these models. For
Ea:<p(a:,§)an existential formula where § contains all free variables, the truth
deﬁnition is as follows:
M.R.s |= 5:c<p(a-3?)
iff

for some s',s 5,, s’ : (M, R, 3' I: R(:z:,§) => M, R, 3' I: cp(:n,§)).

In the interpretation of the existential quantiﬁer the domain element chosen for
the existentially bound variable must stand in the R-relation to the free vari
ables in the formula. Various proof theoretic systems are shown to be sound
and complete with respect to models of this kind, where the relation R satisﬁes
a variety of constraints. For more information, we refer the reader to [BA93],
[Lam91] and [AvL95].

It is an open question, the subject of work in progress, how these semantics
relate to the one proposed in this chapter in terms of choice processes.

Chapter 6

Epsilon Terms in Natural Language
Analysis

In this Chapter Weexplore applications of instantial logic to the prob
lem of representing anaphoric links in natural language semantics, to
the representation of plural noun phrases, and to the representation
of generic noun phrases (generic uses of bare plurals). First, We ex
plore how far classical epsilon logic, as it was deﬁnedin Chapter
2, gets us. It will turn out that this allows us to deal unbounded
anaphoric linking and donkey pronouns in universal and conditional
contexts. We then extend the discussion to cases of plural anaphora.
We give a simple representation language for the singular/ plural dis
tinction (distributive cases of plurality only). A logic with singular
and plural epsilon terms is proposed. At the end of the chapter, we
brieﬂy consider the problem of interpreting generics. We shall hint at
the possibility of using instantial logic as one of the building blocks
for a theory of genericity.

6.1 Introduction
Three applications of instantial logic to natural language semantics will be ex
plored in this chapter:
1. an application to the mechanism of anaphoric linking, where Weshall sketch
the rudiments of a theory of pronoun resolution on the basis of instantial
logic,
2. an application to the representation of plurality,
3. an application to the representation and interpretation of genericity.

The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate that instantial logic carries a promise
for each of these application areas. Further Work along the lines sketched below
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will have to prove, in each case, that using instantial logic as a tool will enable
us to build theories that can compete with the best semantic theories in these
areas that are currently available.
For the case of anaphoric linking, it is obvious that a theory which focuses
on the representation of indeﬁnite (and deﬁnite) terms can be brought to bear
to problems of anaphora. This is along the general lines of the tradition inaugu
rated by Kamp [Kam81] and Heim [Hei82], where representations of indeﬁnite
and deﬁnite noun phrases turn out to have a different status from those of quan
tiﬁed noun phrases in that they introduce discourse referents or are linked to
such referents. Instead of discourse referents, instantial logic has epsilon terms.
Instead of anaphoric reference resolution by means of establishing links to dis
course referents, instantial logic could proceed by ﬁnding a suitable epsilon term
in the preceding context, or constructing such an epsilon term from the context,
and using that term to resolve the pronoun meaning.
This method of interpreting pronouns by ﬁnding suitable descriptions in the
antecedent context and using these descriptions to ﬂesh out the pronoun meaning
also has a respectable history. Both Geach [Gea80] and Evans [Eva80] propose it
for the resolution of what they call ‘pronouns of laziness’ and ‘E-type pronouns’,
respectively.
Heim, in a recent article, has drawn attention to the similarities and dif
ferences between an E-type approach and a Discourse Representation (or File
Change Semantics) approach to anaphora. According to her, sentences like (6.1)
are crucial for making a theoretical choice between the two approaches.
6.1.

When a bishop meets another bishop he blesses him.

This kind of example provides a case against an E-type approach, she maintains,
because there need not be a unique description of any of the two bishops. The
example is constructed in such a way that both clergymen are interchangeable.
(See also Kadmon [Kad87] for this issue of uniqueness of reference.)
It would seem that the problem is caused by the fact that the translation
Heim proposes uses deﬁnite rather than indeﬁnite description. There are two
bishops satisfying the description bishop who blesses another bishop. Instantial
logic suggests we use epsilon terms, with a dependence between them to keep
the two bishops apart. Using indeﬁnite descriptions is unacceptable to Heim
because the ‘familiarity theory of deﬁniteness’ she takes as her starting point.
What instantial logic does is provide us with ‘familiar indeﬁnites’ in the form of
epsilon terms created from context. Thus, instantial logic urges us to replace the
‘familiarity theory of deﬁniteness’ with a ‘committed choice theory of deﬁnites’,
so to speak.
Instantial logic, when taken by itself, is not a theory of pronominal reference
resolution. Nor is it a theory of plural reference or a theory of generic interpre
tation. Rather, as we hope to demonstrate in this chapter, it provides a sound
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basis for building such theories. We shall show the following:

1. By allowing instantial terms in the representation of natural language
meaning we can formulate natural conditions for processing these repre
sentations to generate suitable antecedents for pronoun resolution.
2. There is a natural extension of instantial logic to plural terms; we can use
this to deal with plural pronoun resolution.
3. The interpretation of generic terms can make use of a natural modiﬁcation
of epsilon logic which results from incorporating certain principles of non
monotonic reasoning.
However, in this chapter we shall not work out these sketches into full-ﬂedged
theories of anaphora resolution, plural reference or genericity. The aim of the
chapter is merely to show how instantial logic points the way and suggests av
enues for each of these areas.

6.2 Noun Phrases, Pronouns and e-Terms
In the epsilon calculus ﬁrst-order formulas can be reduced to quantiﬁer—freeform
by the introduction of epsilon- and tau-terms. These terms can be used in the
meaning representation of sentences of natural language to represent a variety
of noun phrases.
They incorporate information about the context in which they occur. Let’s
look at some options this calculus gives us for the translation of the following
simple sentence.
6.2.

A man loved a woman.

A ﬁrst-order translation could be either (6.3) or (6.4).

6.3. 3:I:(Ma:
AE|y(WyA
6.4.

3y(Wy A 3:z:(M:1:A L:1:y)).

If we reduce (6.3) to pure term form, with a = ea: : (Ma: A 3y(Wy A L:cy)) we
get, by applying the epsilon rule:

6.5.

Ma A W(ey : (Wy A Lay)) A La(ey : (Wy A Lay)).

We observe that the term corresponding to ‘a man’ has the shape ea: : (M :1:A
33/(Wy A La:y)) and the term for ‘a woman’ the shape ey : (Wy A Lay). The
latter term depends on the former. Thus we generate in fact terms corresponding
to the NPs ‘a man such that there is a woman he loves’ and a ‘woman loved
by a man such that there is a woman he loves’. But (6.3) is equivalent in
classical logic to (6.4). By applying the e-rule to (6.4) we get the terms a = ey :
(Wy A 3a:(M:c A La:y)) and ea:(M:n A Lzca) in the following reduction:
6.6.

Wa A M(ea: : (Ma: A L:na)) A L(ea: : (Ma: A Lya))a.
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This time the term corresponding to ‘a man’ depends on the term corresponding
to ‘a woman’: the dependencies are reversed.
These translations are derived from the ﬁrst-order formulas (6.3) and (6.4)
by applying the e-rule. But the e-calculus gives us the possibility to translate
(6.2) in ways that have no ﬁrst-order equivalent. Consider formula (6.7).

6.7. 3acMacA (ElyWyA L(e:r:: Ma:)(ey :
In this formula there are no dependencies between the terms corresponding to ‘a
man’ and ‘a woman’. Notice that the existential quantiﬁers of the subformulas
3:1:Ma:and 3yWy in (6.7) do not have scope over the subformula L(e:c : Ma:)(ey :
Wy). Nevertheless, we claim the following.

6.1. CLAIM. Formula (6.7) has exactly the same e-free consequences as formulas
(6.3) and (6.4). Formula (6.7) cannot be derived from (6.3) or (6.4).

Proof: We could refer to Chapter 2, Proposition 2.28 for a proof, but we shall
spell out the simple details. For the ﬁrst statement, note that (6.7) derives both
(6.3) and (6.4) above: by using the equivalence

of 311390
and cp[ea:: <,o/cc],we can

ﬁrst derive
§Ja:M:1:/\ 3y(Wy /\ L(ea: : Mx)y)

from (6.7) and then (6.3). So if (6.3) derives 1,b,then (6.7) derives On the other
hand, suppose an e—freeformula 1,0cannot be derived from (6.3). By ﬁrst-order
completeness, we can ﬁnd a model M for (6.3) falsifying Now, the essential
insight is that any model for (6.3) can be supplied with a choice function Q to
verify (6.7). Consequently, because 1,bhas no e-symbols, M, Q is a model for (6.7)
falsifying v,b.By completeness of the e-calculus, 1,0cannot be derived from (6.7).
For the second statement take a model-choice function pair M, Q on which
(6.3) is true such that Q assigns to ea: : M 3: and ey : Wy a pair of elements not
in the ‘love’ relation. Such a pair can be found in a suitably ‘realistic’ model M
where not every man loves every woman. By completeness of the epsilon calculus
it then follows that (6.3) does not derive (6.7).
[E
Consequently, the epsilon calculus gives us a representational medium which is
richer than ﬁrst-order logic proper. For instance, here is a quite different formula
with the same e—freeconsequences as (6.3) and (6.4).
Note that when we claim in this chapter that a certain formula (,0has the
same e—freeconsequences as some e-free formula 1,b,then the proof of this claim
generally involves two insights. Firstly, (,0derives 2,12
and, secondly, any model for
1bcan be supplied with a choice function verifying go.

We have not yet exhausted the expressive possibilities of the e—calculuswith
respect to translating sentence (6.2). Here is a translation of a completely dif
ferent nature.
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6.8. El:z:Ma:
A(W(ey: L(ea::

AE|yL(e:n
:

Again, this formula has the same e-free consequences as (6.3). This formula we
can roughly render as ‘A man loves someone and this someone loved by that man
is a woman’. Note that in formula (6.7) the predicate ‘woman’ occurs under the
scope of an e-symbol, it is part of the identiﬁer of an e-term. In formula (6.8)
the same predicate is used as a condition on the term ey : L(e:z:: M
These
two options are always there when we translate sentences of natural language
into formulas of the epsilon calculus.

Now consider the following universal-existential sentence.
6.9.

Every man loved a woman.

A ﬁrst-order translation could be either of the following two:
6.10.

‘V':z:(M:c-—>3y(Wy

A L:z:y)).

6.11.

Ely(Wy A \7':z:(M:1:—>La:y)).

This time, the formulas are not logically equivalent. For a = TIE : (M a: —>
E|y(Wy A L:cy)) the pure term form of (6.10) is (6.12):

6.12.

Ma —>(W(ey: (Wy A Lay)) A La(ey : (Wy A Lay))).

We see that the term corresponding to the NP ‘a woman’ depends on the term
for the NP ‘every man’. Again the terms translate in fact more complex NPs.
Again we can get epsilon formulas which have the same ﬁrst-order consequences
as (6.10), but which are not derivable from it. Here are two of them:
6.13.

‘v’:z:(Ma:—>(3y(Wy A Lay))),

6.14.

El:1:M:1:—>(ElyLay A W(ey : Lay)).

We may conclude from these examples that representations with epsilon terms
provide us with intriguing new options. In the next section we shall further
explore these possibilities.

6.3 Pronouns and Epsilon Terms
In this section we shall illustrate the uses of 6- and 7'-terms for the treatment of
intersentential and intrasentential pronouns.1 We shall investigate the distribu
tion and interpretation of pronouns under the restriction that only pronouns can
be rendered as e- or 7'-terms. This we shall do by extending the semantic part
of a standard sample grammar with semantic representation of pronoun NPs.
This grammar is taken from Jan van Eijck’s lecture notes [Eij95]. Every syntax
rule has a semantic counterpart to specify how the meaning representation of the
1For a different use of e-terms for the treatment of E-type pronouns, see [Nea90].
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whole is built from the meaning representations of the components. X is always
used for the meaning of the Whole,and Xn refers to the meaning representation

of the n-th daughter.
S
NP
NP
NP
NP
DET

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

NP VP
Mary
John
DET CN
DET RCN
every

X
X
X
X
X
X

:=
:=
:=
:=
:=
:=

DET
DET
DET

:= some
:= no

X
X

:= the

:= (AP.(}\Q.El:1:((P:c)A
:= (AP.(}\Q.Va:((P:c)
—>
:= (AP.()\Q.3a:(Vy((Py)
4-»:1:= y) A

X :=
X :=
X :=

RCN

:= CN that VP

X

:= (}.:z:.((X1
3:)A (X3

RCN

VP

:= CN whoNP TV

:= walked

X

:= (Aa:.((X13:)A(X3(Ay.((X4

VP

:= TV NP

X

:= (/\:1:.(X2
(Ay.((X1

TV

:=

X

:=

X

CN := man
CN := woman
CN := boy

(X1X2)
(/\P.(Pm))
(/\P.(Pj))
(XIX2)
(X1X2)
(AP.(AQ.‘v':z:((Pa:)
—>

X :=

loved

(A:z:.(Ay((L:c)y)))

We shall often use examples with Words not incorporated in the lexicon of this
fragment. We shall use however no new syntactic types or constructions.
To this grammar We add rules for the construction of texts, and a general
pronoun rule. We shall introduce a set N of 1/-terms of the form 12,-.These will
function as placeholders for 6- and T-terms. Sometimes we shall denote 1/-terms
as 1/2): go. In that case they stand for terms of the form 622: (,0or T7) : go. If We

write 1/-terms as Va: : (,0,that is With a concrete variable ‘:13’,they will stand for
the terms ea: : goor 7'9: : (,0. For (,0an E formula, the set .l\/(cp) Will consist of all

1/-terms occurring in go.
S

:=

X

=

T

:= S

ifS S

X

= X

X1 —>X3

T
NP

:=. T . S
:= he;

X
X

.=
:=

(X1 AX2)
(}.P.(P1/,-))

DET

:= his;

X

:=

(}\P.()\Q.3:c((P:1:)A
poss(a:,11,-)
A

For good measure, We also add a rule for reﬂexive pronouns (but We shall not

bother to spell out the feature constraints for gender agreement).

VP
VP

TV himself
TV herself

X
X

(M7-((X1

-’B)3=))

(A:z:.((X1

In this example grammar (non-reﬂexive) pronoun occurrences are translated as
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1/-terms in the meaning representation of sentences and texts before anaphoric
reference resolution. We shall assume that every surface pronoun gets assigned
a 1/—termwith a different index. During the process of pronoun resolution, these
schematic terms have to be instantiated to concrete 6- or T-terms. We shall call a
formula of our logical language [I schematic if it contains 1/-terms. If an £3-formula
is not schematic, we call it pure. In this section We shall consider principles to
instantiate schematic terms. That is, We shall consider principles that reduce
schematic formulas to pure formulas. We shall formulate these principles in
terms of a general instantiation relation. Taken together, the pronoun principles
we shall propose are meant as a rudimentary theory of pronoun resolution. The
principles are meant to illustrate how pronoun resolution relates to and builds
on concepts from instantial logic.
6.2. DEFINITION.(Instantiation Relations) For every schematic term t, an in
stantiation relation Rt is a binary relation on [I satisfying the constraint
if <,oRt7,b,then ./\/(1,0)= ./V(<,o)—

That is, if <,oRt1,b
holds, then 1,bhas at most the schematic terms of go, and if

t is a schematic term of gothen t does not occur in it. Notice that a formula
(,0is pure if and only if for all schematic terms t, c,oRt<,o.By further specifying

the relations Rt we determine the admissible instantiations of schematic 1/-terms.
In this section we shall explore instantiation principles which deﬁne a speciﬁc
reduction relation Rt. Most will be of the form “c,oRt2,bholds if it = <,o[e/t]”,
where e is some 6- or 7'-term. So instantiation along the Rt relation does not
change logical form. It consists of a substitution operation. In Section 6.6.2 We
shall brieﬂy consider instantiations which also change logical structure.
In many of the cases we shall consider, We can instantiate a 1/—termalready
in a partial reduct of a sentence. But we shall have no stipulation that we must
instantiate at the earliest possible occasion. In fact, our strategy will be that we
try to instantiate the terms only in the ﬁnished product.
A general requirement on the use of pronouns must be formulated Without
further ado.

Pronoun Principle I For goto be the representation of a sentence, it must be
that cpRt<pfor all schematic terms t.

This just ﬁxes what Wemean by ‘meaning representation’, namely: representa
tion in which all pronouns have been linked to an appropriate antecedent. In
other Words, cp does only count as a meaning representation for a sentence if
every 1/-term is instantiated.

6.3.1 Intersentential Donkey Pronouns
Instantial logic looks promising as a representation medium for anaphoric linking.
We shall start by considering how it fares with the typical intersentential donkey
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pronouns. But as we shall see, in the present set-up, there are no essential
differences between these pronouns and intrasentential ones.
6.15. Some man walked. He talked.

By applying the rules of our grammar we get the representation:
6.16.

E|:c(Ma:A War) A T(u).

Now we have to instantiate the schematic term. The most obvious idea is to
use the descriptive content of the antecedent noun phrase (man in this case) as
material to construct an epsilon terms from. This would give us the following

translation:

6.17. 3:1:(M:L'
AWm)AT(ea: :
Unfortunately, this is too naive. The problem is that nothing forces the interpre
tation of (ea: : Mac) to be a walking man. Some sitting male talker could make
this true. Notice that (6.17) does not entail (6.18).
6.18.

3a:(Ma: A Was A Tsc).

Still, this formula should be true given the truth of (6.15) (on the assumption
that the pronoun he is linked to some man).
The moral seems to be that we need the whole subformula inside the scope
of the indeﬁnite to ‘load’ the epsilon term. Only then we can be sure that we
have ‘picked up the reference’ to the appropriate antecedent. In the example
case, this would get us the following:

6.19. Ela:(Ma:A W33)AT(e:z::M:1:A
The pronoun is linked not just to an antecedent noun phrase, but to the whole
antecedent phrase, so to speak. The pronoun is translated as an epsilon term,
with descriptive content given by the existential formula which translates the
‘antecedent sentence’. We note that formula (6.19), but not formula (6.17),
entails 3:z:(Ma: A Was A T:1:). Here is a derivation:
3a:(Ma: A Wm)

T(ea:
:

M(ea:
:(Ma:AWa:))AW(e:z:
:

T(ea::(M:cAW:z:))AM(ea::(MacAW:r:))AM(e:c:M:z:AWa:))

EEC

AI
31

El:z:(Ma: A Ta: A Wm)

So, in the epsilon calculus the typical extension of scope of dynamic frameworks
is present for the existential quantiﬁer, but only we link a pronoun to the whole
antecedent phrase. The notion of an antecedent phrase is not to be interpreted
here in terms of the sequential order of the formula: in both ElxgoA 1,b[e:1:
: 90/33]
and 1,b[ea:: (,0/51:]A 3a:1,bthe term ea: : gois supported by the existential formula.

That is, all choice functions in a model for either sentence will map the term
ea: : goto an element satisfying

(,0.
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We shall formulate a notion of Extended Scope of one formula over another
to capture the notion of an antecedent. This notion of scope is motivated by
the relation between a formula E|a:(,0,an introducer of the term ea: : (,0,and of
formula in which the schematic term 1/ may be instantiated as ex : (,0. The
truth of a conjunction 3:530A v,b[1//:12]
guarantees that the term ea: : (,0has indeed

an interpretation restricted by the set of (p-ers. The truth of an implication
32:90—>:3]
guarantees that, if the antecedent is true, then an instantiation
of 1/ in the consequent

as ea: : (,0is indeed a (,0-er. Moreover, in E|:z:R:1:(1/)we can

never instantiate 1/to a term introduced by the existential quantiﬁer in which
scope it lies: no 3a:(p can contain the term ea: : (,0.

6.3. DEFINITION. (E-Scope) The notion E-scope is governed by thewfollowing
principles.

1. In (,0A 2,bthe formula occurrence (,0
2. If occurrence

has E-scope over occurrence (,0A

(,0has E-scope over '(,b#X, for # E {A,V, —>,<—>},
then it has

E-scope over v,b,unless it is identical to occurrence (,0,and E-scope over X,
unless it is identical to occurrence (,0.
3. In (,0—>1,0,the formula occurrence

(,0has E-scope over occurrence

(,0.

4. If formula occurrence (,0has E-scope over occurrence 7,!)and occurrence it
has E-scope over occurrence X, then occurrence (,0has E-‘scope over occur
rence X.
So in ¢[e:1: : (,0/zr] A (E|:c(,0AX) and in (xAE|:1:(,0)—-+ '(,b[e:1:: 90/21:]the term

ea: : (,0

occurs in the E-scope of the formula 33:90,but in (3a:(,0—+X) A1,b[ea:: (,0/cc]it does

not. The notion of E-scope for implications can be derived if we use the fact
that

(so —>ab) <-> (<0 —> (so /\ 10))»

Now we can temptatively formulate a pronoun principle:
For any pronoun translation AP : P(z/g), the term 11,-can only be
instantiated to the term ea: : (,0if 12,-occurs in the E-scope of 3a:(,0.

In terms of the instantiation relation, this principle can be formulated as:
If all occurrences of schematic term t in '(,blie in the E-scope of Elxx,
then (,bRt(,b[ea:: )(/t].

We shall modify this principle later on to get our Pronoun Principle II.
By our tentative principle, (6.19) is a correct instantiation of (6.15). It ex
plains why the following is not correct.

6.20.
No man walked. He talked.
This has the translation:
6.21.

-n3:z:(Ma:A W:1:)A T(u,-).

The V-term does not ﬁnd an introducer for ca: : (M :1:A War) in the right E-scope

relation. Semantically, this makes intuitive sense: after all, it is claimed that
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there is no walking man. But a semantic motivation hides the structural part of
our principle. For instance, also in (6.22) the existence of a man is claimed.
6.22. A man who had a brother loved him.
But still we cannot take ‘him’ to refer to that man. The translation shows why:
6.23.

3a:(M:z: A ElyBR:1:yA La:(u)).

Here 1/may be instantiated as ey : BRa:y. We have an introducer for this term
in E-scope. But there is no introducer for the man. To express that the man
mentioned in the subject is the object of ‘love’we must use (6.24).
6.24. A man who had a brother loved himself.
Now we shall consider some more complex examples.
6.25. A man loved a woman. He kissed her.

Its translation:
6.26.

3a:(Ma: A 3y(Wy A L:ry)) A K(u1)(1/2).

We have an introducer for a = 6:1:: (Ma: A 3y(Wy A L:cy)). This can be the
instantiation of 1/1. But the E-scope of the subformula Ely(Wy A Lary) does not

extend over the the last conjunct. This is as it should be, because the term
ey : (Wy A Lasy) has a free variable which would not be bound in this conjunct.
To get an instantiation for 1/2,we note that Ela:(M:rA Ely(WyA La:y)) derives the
logically equivalent Ma A Ely(Wy A Lay) by an application of the e-rule. Now,

taking the latter formula as the antecedent, we have a new introducer, for the
last conjunct does‘lie in the E-scope of 3:1:(WyALay). So 1/2can be instantiated
as ey : (Wy A Lay). Notice that in this way dependencies arise between the
instantiated terms. By allowing derivations on the antecedent, we can get the

translation
6.27.

3:1:(M:cA3y(WyAL:1:y))AK(e:I:: (Ma:AEly(WyALa:y)),ey : (WyALay))

where a = ea: : (Mar:A Ely(Dy A Own(x,y)). What we need is the principle:
if a subformula of (,0lies in the E-scope of 3:1:1,b,then it lies in the E-scope of

go[ea:: 90/
We shall take the following general formulation to be our second
pronoun principle.
Pronoun

Principle

II <,oRtcp[ea:
: 1,b/t] holds if all occurrences of the schematic

term t occur in the E-scope of the subformulas 1,b1,. . . ,1,bnof (,0and
{1,b1, . . . ,1,b,,} |- 39:10.

We shall call the formula 33:90the introducer of the term ea: : (,0,and we shall call
the support set of a subformula 1,bof (,0,the smallest set E of subformulas of (,0
such that 15lies in the E-scope of all elements of E, and E derives the introducer
of all terms in 1,0.
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Principle II allows us to instantiate (6.26) as (6.27). But there are more
instantiations possible. Notice that in formula (6.26) the conjunct El:1:(Ma:A
E|y(Wy A L:cy)) classically derives Ely(Wy A 3a:(M:c A L:cy)). So if we allow
arbitrary derivations to supply antecedents, we can also get the followingformula
as an instantiation of (6.26).
6.28.

3:r(M:c A 3y(Wy A L:ry)) A K(ea: : (Ma: A Ely(Wy A L:vy)), ey : (Wy A

3a:(M:c
A

An important restriction is still present in Pronoun Principle II: we may only
use proof theory to get antecedents of a pronoun. That is, we only consider
derivations of an existential formula El:1:<,o
with assumption in a set deﬁned by
E-scope. For instance,

6.29.

(*)A man loved him.

is ungrammatical with ‘him’ referring to the man. If we consider the translation
6.30.

El:1:(M:z:A L(a:,1/)),

then this ungrammaticality shows by the fact the 1/-term does not lie in the E
scope of any existential quantiﬁer connected to ‘man’. We may use the e-rule to
get Ma A La(V) with a = 6:2:: (Ma: A La:(1/)) and then derive 3a:Ma: from Ma.

But then we do not have an application of Principle II. In the ‘application of the
e-rule the entire formula was involved. That is Ela:Ma:cannot be derived solely
from formulas which have L:z:(1/)in its E-scope. For the same reasons Principle
II does not allow us to construct ‘a man’ as an antecedent in (6.22). As a third
example, consider a formula of the form V:B(g0—>1,b[1// in which the variable
asdoes not occur free in v,b[1//
y]. This formula allows us to derive 3:1:<,o
—>
But still, in the original formula, Elccgo
cannot be derived from subformulas which
have '¢,b[1//y]in their E-scope. In the section on donkey pronouns in universal
contexts, this situation will occur repeatedly.
However, when we have a representation of a two sentence text, then all
derivations using the representation of the ﬁrst sentence may be used to get
antecedents for pronouns occurring in the second sentence. As a ﬁnal example,
consider:

6.31.

A man lovedno woman. He kissed her.

We can ﬁnd a candidate antecedent for he, namely Ela:(Ma:A ﬁ3y(Wy A L:1:y)),

but we cannot ﬁnd an appropriate candidate antecedentfor her, as the preceding
discourse does not imply the existence of any women at all.

6.3.2 Donkey Pronouns in Universal and Conditional Contexts
In this section we shall address the issue of universal readings of pronouns. Some
of the most well-known examples are of this kind.
6.32.

Every man who loves a woman kisses her.
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We translate this by our grammar into:
6.33.

\7’:z:((M:z:/\ 3y(Wy

/\ L:1:y)) ——>
Ka:(ey : Wy /\ L:1:y)).

Here the e-term in the consequent lies in the E-scope of its introducer. So we
have an admissible instantiation. Moreover, Principle II does not allow us to get
construct an antecedent from the phrase ‘every man’: 3xM :1:cannot be derived
solely form formulas which have K:c(ey : (Wy /\ L:z:y)) in their E-scope. So
Principle II gives the right results concerning the distribution of pronouns. But
does this give the right semantics for (6.32)? The formula expresses that every
woman-loving man kisses at least one of the women he loves. But in general
(6.25) is taken to mean that every woman-loving man kisses all the women he
loves. That is, the e-term in the consequent should have universal force. And
Principle II does not give us this reading. However, our set-up till now works all
right for examples where this universality is not claimed.
6.34.

Every man who has a dime puts it in the meter.

Here we have the translation
6.35.

\7’:c((M:z:
/\ 33/(Dy /\ Own(a:, y)) —>PiM(:c, ey : (Dy /\ Own(a:,

The pronoun ‘it’ has been instantiated as ey : (Dy/\O'wn(a:, y)) with free variable
a:. It lies in the E-scope of the introducer 3y(Dy A O'wn(a:,y)).
The lack of universal readings crops up if we consider the typical Donkey
equivalences for universal sentences. Sentence (6.34) has the same meaning as
the following conditional sentence.

6.36.

If a man has a dime he puts it in the meter.

Consider the following translation

6.37.

3:c(M:r A 3y(Dy /\ Own(:c,

—>PiM(1/1,1/2).

We note that again Principle II gets the distribution right. In contrast to (6.35),
for this sentence we can construct an antecedent for both ‘he’ and for ‘it’. But
(6.37) does not give the right meaning to (6.36). It does not imply that every
dime-owning man puts some dime in the meter. The same problem occurs in
the translation of
6.38.

If a man loves a woman he kisses her.

Here we get the translation
6.39.

3:r3y(Ma:/\Wy/\L:cy)

——>
K(e:c : 3y(Ma:/\Wy/\La:y))(ey

: (Ma/\Wy/\

Lay)»:
where a = ex : Ely(M:1:/\Wy/\Lzcy). In this case both e-terms must be interpreted
with universal force to get the right interpretation.
The lack of universal readings is not a consequence of the semantics of the
e-calculus. This calculus allows us to formulate a wide variety of quantiﬁcational
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patterns by instantiating the schematic terms to the right e-terms. It solely
derives from the lack of instantiating principles in the set-up up to now. To
account for universal interpretations of pronouns in conditional contexts, we
shall use r—terms in a judicious way.
To illustrate the solution we shall propose, consider the formula 3:z:A——>
B(1/),

the general form of the conditional sentences of interest. Suppose we instantiate
u by the term Ta: : (A —>B). This gives 313A —>B(r:c : (A —>

Because

the variable :1:does not occur freely in the consequent of the implication, this
is equivalent to Var:(A—>B(r:2: : (A —>
From this we can derive, by
(VE), the formula A(ra: : (A —>B)) —>B(r$

: (A —>B)) and so \7’x(A —>B),

by the characteristic r—principle. Consequently, under this instantiation Weget
universal readings of conditionals.

Notice that
0 (3:1:P:1: A Q6112: P512) implies

0 (El:rP:I:——>
Qrx 2 (Pa: ——>

El:1:(Pa: A Qar),

implies ‘v'a:(P:c—>

In both cases the reverse implication does not hold. To see this for the second
implication, consider a model M where \7’a:(Pa:—>
holds, such that there are
objects that are neither P nor Let the choicefunction <I>
map ra: : (Pa: —>
to such an element. Then a counterexample to V:c(Pa: —>Qr(P:z: —>
is
supplied by any element which is P.
We formulate our pronoun principle for universal and conditional sentences.
Informally, this principle states “If a schematic term 1/in the consequent :12]
of an implication lies in the E-scope of Elxgoin the antecedent, then 1/ can be
instantiated

as ra: : (cp —>1,b).”

Pronoun Principle III The instantiationrelationxRtX[ra:: —>/15]
holds if X = (,0—>¢, (,0lies in the E-scope of 3a:§ and all occurrences of
term t lie in 1,b.

Now we use Principle III to get translations.
6.40.

Every farmer who has a donkey beats it.

By lambda conversions this gives
6.41.

Va:((F:z:A 3y(Dy A O(a:,

——>
B(a:,1/))

with a schematic term. By Principle III we may instantiate ‘it’ by r : y(Dy A
0(a=.y) —>B(=r.y)). giving

6.42.

\7’a:((F:I:
A E|y(DyA O(a:,

—>B(a:,r : y(Dy A O(:1:,y) —>B(:r,

Because the variable y does not occur freely in the consequent, this is equivalent
to the ﬁrst-order sentence
6.43.

V:cVy((F:r: A (Dy A Oa:y)) —+Bzcy).

We end this section with a remark about freedom to instantiate universally.
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6.4. REMARK.The logical background to Principle III is constituted by the
soundness of the following rule

2, 3:cX
M658 Iix/ml _)

WW~¢)

1'

provided 6:1:: X ¢ 8(2)
That

is, l- 3:z:X ——>
1,b[ea: : X/9:] implies

|- Va:(X —>1,b). For if \7’x(X ——+
1,0) is falsiﬁed

on some model M, s, G’q,,then we can ﬁnd there an element in |<,o(:z:)A-r1,b(a:)|"G“’.
Such an element can be taken as the VM,3,Gq,value of ca: : X (for ca: : X is not
restricted by 2). Consequently Wehave a model for E, Ela:Xfalsifying <,o[ea:
: X/

If We are interested in the analysis of natural language, Hilbert’s deﬁni
tion of 7'—termsneed not be sacrosanct. If We translate ‘every man Walked’
by ‘v’:c(Mw—>Wa:) then, classically, we can conclude 3a:(M:1: ——+

But we

cannot conclude E|a:(M1:/\
That is, in the semantics of ‘every man Walks’
there is no guarantee that there is a walking man at all. This is unsatisfactory
from a linguistic point of view. By changing our deﬁnition of T-terms slightly,
We can remedy this.

6.5. DEFINITION.(Variant T-term Interpretation) If X is implicational formula
of the form (,0—>2,0,then the interpretation

VM,s,Gq.(T~’0 I X) =

of Ta: : X is given by

E |s0(9«‘)/\ *¢(~’B)|3’G"’

if

|<P(~’0)/\ *¢(-’I=)|"G“’

E |<P(93)|”G“’

if

|<P(=1=)|”G“’759)

E dom(M)

otherwise

79 9

If X is not of implicational form, then the 7'-term corresponding to X has the
form 'r:c : (T —>go).

For non-implicational formulas this interpretation reduces to the standard
one. For implicational formulas, Tc: 2(90—+
an element exists. Now

is assigned an element in goif such

tﬁﬁwnw-Wﬁwnﬂmﬂwﬁwﬁh
and so the following rule is sound:

2”?

v,b['r:c
: (X —>
'

* _

————¢[€$
: X/$1 —>I-

w~W

1

Where

lb

—

If (,0= 3:cXand
:1: :

1,5

8

X3

<:thei'<W¢ise( )

With this remark about freedom to instantiate universally Weend the section.
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6.4 Truth-Conditional Semantics and Incremental
ity
The difference between
6.44.

Some man walked and talked.

and
6.45.

Some man walked. He talked.

comes down to the difference between the formulas
6.46.

3:L'(Ma: A W2: A Tan)

and
6.47.

3a:(Ma: A War) A T(e:c : Mix:A Wm)

respectively. In the second translation an e-term is introduced and this term
is used as a term in a predicate. These representations have exactly the same
ﬁrst-order consequences: every model for the ﬁrst formula can be supplied with
a choice function to verify the second formula, and every model-choice function
pair for the second formula is a model for the ﬁrst. So if we consider the truth
functional interpretation of a sentence or text to be given by a ﬁrst—order,5
free formula, then the difference between the two formulas above is not a truth
functional one. The intuitive interpretation of this difference can best be seen,
if we continue text (6.45) as follows:
6.48. Some man walked. He talked. Then he smiled.

This can be translated as
6.49.

3a:(M:c A Wcc) A T(e.'c : Ma: A Wcc) A S(e:c : Ma: A Wm)

and as
6.50.

3:1:(M:1:AWm) AT(e:z: : M:cA W22)AS(ea: : Ma: AWa:ATa:).

Both formulas derive 3:z:(M:r A W2: A Ta: A Sat) and again they cannot be dis

tinguished by their ﬁrst-order consequences. But we claim that only the second
formula corresponds to (6.48). The ﬁrst is in fact a translation of
6.51. Some man walked. He talked and smiled.

The second, but not the ﬁrst, translation exhibits the sequential order present in
the text. This order is not evident from the sequential order of the logical string.
It can be found in the relation between the support sets of the subformulas in the
string. The term ea:: (M :1:A W22)only requires the subformula 3:I:(Ma:A
But the introducer of ex : (M :I:AW:z:ATa:)
needs the accumulated text translation
3:z:(M:z:AWar) AT(e:r : (Ma:ATa:)) for its derivation. In the interpretation of the
second occurrence of ‘he’ all accumulated information is incorporated. We can
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give this accumulation principle an official status by formulating the following
simple pronoun principle.

Pronoun Principle IV Every occurrence of a pronoun in the text must have
its own introducer in the semantic representation.
In other words: two pronoun occurrences cannot have the same introducer. This
is made more speciﬁc in the following rule.
Pronoun Principle V If {[1//3:]occurs in the E-scope of 1p[ea:: X], then it may
be instantiated as [em : (XA1,b)/ If E[1//11:]
occurs in the consequent of an
implication, in the E-scope of 1/2[ea:: X] occurring in the antecedent, then
it may be instantiated as §['r:c: (XA1,0—+

So now, to be instantiated, any pronoun requires the present of a ‘previous’
1/-term in the translation. Again, the soundness of this instantiation schema
can be seen from the following facts. By the grammar, all 1/-terms, apart from
pronouns, that occur in translations lie within the scope of an introducer. This
does not change with respect to the previous grammar. This implies that for
Principle V, we can always derive an introducer from a formula in the E-scope
of which the instantiation of the pronoun lies. For instance,
derives 3:I:(<,oA 1,b),an introducer for ca: : (goA

El:1:cp
A 1,b[e:c: go/:12]

By our deﬁnition of E-scope this resembles the standard notion of accessibility
which roughly states that a pronoun and its antecedent cannot be arguments of
the same predicate. For instance, in
6.52.

A man loved him.

the pronoun ‘him’ cannot be anaphorically linked to ‘a man’. In the translation
El:z:Ma:
A L(e:c : M
this follows because we need a formula with an 6-term

with L(ea:: M

in its E-scope. But there is no such formula. According to

Principle IV we may not use 3:1:Ma:again.
As long as we use the same 6-term, we are dealing with a complex predicate,
in DRT terms, with a complex condition. This will be the translation of one
occurrence of a pronoun. Updating the e-term ex : (Ma: A War) to 6:2:: (Ma: A
W2: A Tcc) corresponds to the use of a new pronoun.
Again formulas (6.49) and (6.50) have the same ﬁrst—orderconsequences as
3:c(Ma: A W1: A Ta: A 5:13). In this sense the meaning supplied by (6.49) and
(6.50) coincides with the one DRT or DPL assigns to this sentence. However

if we consider the extended interpretation including e-terms, then, intuitively,
there is a problem with (6.50). For a model for this formula need not assign
ea: : (Ms: A Wm) and 69: : (M$ A W2: A T22) the same value. The choice made

for both terms need not be coordinated. And it is this coordination of choices,
we claim, that gives pronouns their ﬂavor of being like some kind of deﬁnite
descriptions.
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6.53. Some man walked. He talked. Then the man that walked and talked
smiled.

We cannot use our semantical representation of ‘the’ to translate the pronoun,
for this would lead to models where only one man walked and talked (see Van
Eijck [Eij85]). We shall interpret the intuition of ‘deﬁniteness’ surrounding the
use of pronouns by taking it to mean that the antecedent of the pronoun has led
to a choice of some walking and talking man, and taht the pronoun in ‘Then he
smiled’ refers to that choice.

6.6. REMARK.The ﬂavor of deﬁniteness associated with singular pronouns cor
responds to the ﬂavor of ‘exhaustiveness’ surrounding plural pronouns. In the

text
6.54.

Some congressmen admired Kennedy. They were of Irish descent.

the interpretation of the pronoun ‘they’ involves the fact that all congressmen
that admired Kennedy where of Irish descent. Again it seems undesirable to
translate the pronoun by the semantic representation of ‘every’, for we may
continue this text with “Some other congressmen admired Kennedy. And they
were Catholics”. In the case of plural pronouns we shall take exhaustiveness to
mean that all choices made for Kennedy-admiring congressmen where in fact of
Irish descent.
For this interpretation of deﬁniteness and exhaustiveness to work we need the
assurance that, in (6.50) for instance, the e-terms get assigned the same value.
It is clear that every model for the El:L'(M:rA Wrz:/\ Ta: /\ S03) has a choice

function assigning the terms in (6.50) the same value. We shall now show that we
can deﬁne the class of coordinated choice models by a proof rule. In the formu
lation of this rule we use an aspect of the e-calculus we have quite neglected up
to now. Because e-terms have formulas as subparts, we can formulate inference
rules referring to these formulas. The following rules are prime examples.
6.7. DEFINITION. (Coordinated Choice Rules)
3w

/\ ¢[6II= I so/II]

X[6III I so/III]

3III<p/\ «blew I <9/III]

xlé-T I (so/W)/II]

x[6II= I (<9 /\ 10)/Ivl

Xlér I so/III]

These proof rules carefully express our requirements2. If we have identity in the
language, then these principles entail extensionality (Section 6.10). If we do not
have identity, then they express the indistinguishability

of ea: : cpand ea: : (go/\1,b)

on any model where ElzrcpA 1,D[ea:: go/x] holds.

2For our present requirements we could have used
324,0 A ¢v[c-ta: : <,o/3:]

x[€II= I so/II] H x[€Iv I (so /\ Eb)/‘Bl

But the formulation we have chosen is adapted to the truth-to-truth interpretation we shall use
in Section 6.7 for the treatment of plurals.
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6.5 Subject Predicate Form
The above argument about incrementality suggests a basic change in our gram
mar. Observe that the term 63:: M 2:, corresponding to ‘a man’, the subject of
the sentence “Some man walked”, does not appear in the translation
3:z:(M:z:A War) AT(ea: : Ma: A Was)

of ‘Some man Walked. He talked.’ Here the translation of the occurrence of
‘he’ as that man suggests that we have already made a choice to interpret ‘some
man’. That is, it suggest that ‘Some man walked’ has the form

6.55. 3a:Ma:AW(ea::
Here an e-term occurs in the representation that is not the instantiation of a
pronoun. It is introduced by the subject of the sentence. The subject of a sen
tence is generally acknowledged to have a special status, compared, for instance,
to the object of a sentence. This difference can be made explicit by the epsilon
calculus. Consider again
6.56.

A man loved a woman.

with the following translation:

6.57. 3xMa:A(33/L(e:1:
: Ma:)yAW(ey : I/(ea::
Here the subject of the sentence introduces an e-term into the verb phrase. The
object of the sentence, ‘a woman’, does not enter in the form of an e-term, but
as a condition on the term introduced by the (representation of the) transitive
verb. Notice that (6.57) expresses the e-free truth-conditions of 3:r(Ma:AE|y(WyA
L:I:y)).

We shall now give a modiﬁed version of our grammar, where epsilon and tau
terms get introduced already in the determiner translations. This modiﬁcation is
for illustrative purposes only, namely to show the direction of further elaborations
of the system. We shall not spell out the modiﬁcations in the rules for transitive
verb-phrases that we need to get the subject-object distinction that we Want,
but we shall just assume that our grammar gives us what we want in the Way
we want it.

DET

:= every X

:= (AP.().Q.Va:((P:z:)
—>
(Q73::

DET

:= some X

:= (}.P.()\Q.3:z:(Pa:)
A(Qea::

DET := no

X

:= ().P.(AQ.V:c((P:c)
—>
ﬁ(QT:c:

DET

X

:=

:=

the

—>

—+

(AP.(AQ.E|:z:Vy((Py) 4-»a: = y) A
(62696I (V3/((P3/) H -‘E= y)))))

Now, 6- and 7'-terms are already introduced in the representation by the rules of
our grammar.

Notice that EI:1:Pac
A Qex : Pm derives Ela:(Pa:A Q93), our previous
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representation (but not vice versa), and that \7’:z:(P:z:
—>Qr(Pa: —>
\7':z:(Pa:——+

derives

(again not vice versa).

With this modiﬁed grammar “Some man walked. He talked” has the trans
lation (after reference resolution)
6.58.

3:2:M:cA W(e:1:: Mar) AT(ea: : (Ms: A

and we have the deﬁnite reading: ‘Some man walked. That walking man talked.’
where that refers to the choice made to interpret ea: : M cc. Thus, as was men
tioned in the introduction, instantial logic gives us a theory of deﬁniteness as
committed or coordinated choice.
All Pronoun Principles can remain as they are. Consider again the example

6.59. Every man who has a dime puts it in the meter.
Now we have the translation
‘v'a:((M:z:A 3yDy A Own(a:, ey : Dy)) —>PiM(a:,

By Principle IV the pronoun ‘it’ can been instantiated as ey : (Dy A 0wn(:1:, y))
with free variable cc. It lies in the E-scope of the introducer Own(a:, ey : Dy), and
Ela:(M:2:A3y(DyAOwn(a:, is derivable from the antecedent of the implication.
Notice that we get the same e-term as under the previous translation (formula
(6.35)).

6.6 Harder Cases
In this section we shall discuss a slightly more problematic case (and admit that
the grammar still needs further modiﬁcation). Here we concentrate on the terms
we want to generate to instantiate pronouns. Consider the sentence
6.60. A man loved a woman who hates him.
Up to now, we are not able to use the subject as an introducer for an e-term.
But here is a possible solution. When we make the subject-object distinction
suggested in Section 6.5 we can get the following translation.

6.61.

3a:M:1:A (3yL(e:r: : Ma:)y A (W(ey : L(ea: :

A H(ey : L(ea: :

M €13)!/)1/)))~

Now, according to pronoun Principle IV (and according to Principle II) we have
the formula 3a:(M :1:A ElyLa:y) as a possible introducer for est:: (M :1:A 3yLa:y) (for

it is derivable from {3:1:Ma:,ElyL(e:z:
:M

By the coordinated choice rule

we may replace ea: : (Ma: A §lyL:z:y) by ea: : Ma: giving

6.62.

3a:Ma:A3yL(ear: : M:1:)yA(W(ey : L(e:s : M:z:)y)AH(ey : L(e:c : M:z:)y)e:c:

And this formula has the same ﬁrst-order consequences as

6.6. Harder Cases
6.63.
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El:c(M:r A 3y(L;1:y A (Wy A Hy:1:))).

Still, note that the modiﬁed rules do not handle the following example.
6.64.

A man who loved a woman who hated him smiled sadly.

The problem here is that the pronoun should get linked to a noun phrase of
which it itself constitutes a part. We have to admit defeat here, at least provi
sionally, but we comfort ourselves with the thought that problematic cases like
this did already lead to discussion and controversy in the early days of Montague
grammar (see J anssen [Jan86]).

6.6.1 Bach-Peters Sentences
Famous ‘tough cases’ are constituted by so-called Bach-Peters sentences [Gea80]
like the following.
6.65.

A woman who really loved him forgave a man who didn’t care about her.

We get a translation
6.66.

Ela:(Wa: A La:(1/1)) A (E|y(My A -vC’y(1/2))A F(a, b))

where
a = ex : (W1: A La:(1/1)),
b = 63;I (My A -=0y(v2))

The object is now to use the introducers 3a:(W:1:AL:z:(1/1))
and 3y(MyAﬁC’y(1/2))
to get instantiations for the schematic terms 112and 1/1respectively. The problem
here is that in using these introducers we do not get rid of schematic terms. For

substitution in a and b of the terms thus introduced gives
a +—>
ea: : (W1: A Lac(ey : (My A -~C’y(1/2)))),

b r—>ey : (My A ﬁCy(e:1:: (W2: A La:(1/1)))).

Moreover, the representation of the pronoun ‘him’, i.e., 1/1,is to be coreferential
with the term b(1/1)after substitution and, mutatis mutandis, the same holds
for the denotation of ‘her’, i.e., 1/2,and a(1/2). But then the schematic terms
1/1and 1/2reappear in the very terms we use as instantiations. To get a correct
representation what we need are the instantiations:
1/2 »—>6122 (Was A L:1:(ey 2 (My A ﬁCya:)))),

1/1I—>
ey : (My A -1C'y(ea:: (WarA
Here 1/2is instantiated by a term denoting a woman loving a man who does not
care about that same woman, and 1/1is instantiated by a term denoting a man
not caring about a woman who loves that same man.
Notice, that we can get the required terms if we replace the 1/-terms in a
and b by the variable bound by the outermost e—symbol.This we can achieve by
addition of the following Subordination Principle (see Section 5.8.1 and ([MV95]).
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Subordination
Principle If '1,b(1/)occurs in the E-scope of E|:1:<,o
and 1/may be
instantiated in it by ea: : go,then it may be instantiated by 6:1:: (<,o[a:/1/]).3

The soundness of this principle can be argued for as follows. Suppose 3:cR:1:(1/)
holds on a model M, <I>,and 1/ is instantiated

as can: R:1:(1/). Thus 1/ is assigned

a value in {m E dom(M) | M, (Dl: Rm(1/)}. But that means that 1/is assigned
a value in {m E dom(M) I M,<I>|= Rmm}. That is, 1/ may be instantiated
by eac: Ra::1:. Notice that it is essential that E|:rR:1:(1/)holds on the model. For

if it would not hold, then the term ea: : R:I:(1/)could be assigned an arbitrary
value, say the value of 1/. But it may still be that M, <I>|= _:_l:1:R:r:z:,
so the values

assigned to ea: : Rzca:are not arbitrary and, in particular, this term cannot be
assigned the value of 1/. So if E|a:Ra:(1/)does not hold on M ,<I>,then the fact
that 1/ is instantiated by 6:1:: R:1:(1/)does not mean that it can be instantiated
by ex : Rxcc.

Armed with this principle we can deal adequately with our Bach-Peters ex
ample. But again, we have to admit that further principles have to be assumed
for the handling of universal Bach-Peters sentences such as (6.67).
6.67. Every woman who really loves him will forgive a man even he does not
care about her.

6.6.2 Modal Subordination
A particularly tough nut to crack has been the phenomenon called modal subor
dination.
6.68. Every man came forward. He accepted his award and thanked the com
mittee.

Here the pronoun ‘he’ needs an antecedent that cannot have E—scopebeyond the
boundaries of the implication. In this case we are after a reduction of the form
6.69.

\7’m(Ma: —>C'F(r:1: : (Ma: —+C'F:z:)) /\ AW(1/)

to something like

6.70. V:v(M:1:
——>
(CF AAW)[ra: : (Ma: —>(CF22/\
Howto get this instantiation? Here, for the ﬁrst time, the process of instantiation
appears to require more than substitution. We can limit the restructuring of
logical form as follows.
3In [MV95] also a converse principle is discussed which can be paraphrased here as
If 1,b(1/)occurs in the E—scope of 3:1:(<,o[:z:/1/])
and 1/ may be instantiated
ac : (<,o[:c/1/]),then it may be instantiated by ex : go.

in 1l' by

This gives us the possibility to create circular instantiations 1/11-»b(1/2) and 1/2r—+
a(1/1) like the
ones we used in the above example, given the right existential formulas. If El:1:R:1:(ey
: Qmy) has
¢(1/1) in its E—scope, 1/1 is instantiated by ea: : R:1:(ey : Qmy), and 1/2 by ey : Qa:(1/1), then by

this principle, we may instantiate 1/1by ea: : R:c(ey : Q(1/1
an : R:z:(1/2):a circular instantiation.

So we in fact instantiate 1/1by

6.7. Plural E-type Pronouns
6.71.

V:z:(M:c —>CF(r:c

: (Ma: —>
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(CF11?/\Al/V£I3)))).

This formula derives 6.70, for the first conjunct derives \7’:r:(M:1:—+CF93) and
consequently

M(r:I:

: (Ma: —> (CF33 A AW:z:)) —> C’F(ra:

: (Ma: ——>
(CF22 A

The rest followsby standard ﬁrst-orderlogic.Noticethat weonlyhave
to restructure the formula containing the schematic term. We do not have to
break up the previous context. We shall formulate our proposal and leave it at

that.
Pronoun

Principle

V If cp[7':I:: (cp —>

—>w['ra: : (go——>.

derived in the E-scope of X(1/), then X(u) may be instantiated
xlrir

can be

as \7':1:(<,0
——+

= (so -—>ab A x)/Vl)

Notice that by this proposal only the subformula containing the pronoun needs
to be restructured. Further discussion of modal subordination is beyond the
scope of the present chapter.

6.7 Plural E-type Pronouns
Many famous problem cases of anaphora involve plural pronouns.
6.72.

A man and a boy walked in. They smiled.

Here the plural pronoun ‘they’ has as antecedent the summation of the singular
NPs ‘a man’ and ‘a boy’.
6.73.

John borrowed some books. Mary read them.

This sentence should mean that Mary read all the books that John borrowed.
That is, the plural pronoun ‘them’ should get an exhaustive reading.
6.74.

Few women admire John, but they are very beautiful.

This should mean that all women who admire John are very beautiful.
6.75.

Few books mention John, and they are very hard to ﬁnd.

Again, this should mean that all books that mention John are hard to ﬁnd.
To discuss the meanings of examples involving plural pronouns in a formal
Way We need at least a rudimentary logical treatment of the singular/plural
distinction. We shall use the possibility of the 6-calculus to interpret e-terms by
sets of choice functions. Let there be for every predicate Q of the language a
second predicate Q7’,a plural version of
The interpretation function of the
models interprets Q? exactly like
It is only within the scope of an e-symbol
that the superﬁx p Willdo some Work. The e-terms in the unextended language
we shall call singular terms. If the formula (,0contains any predicate symbol
superﬁxed with p, then the term 62: : (,0will be called a plural term. We shall
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take 7'-terms ra: : goto be abbreviations of em : -ago. For any formula 90in the
extended language, we let S'(<,o)be the formula we get from (,0by stripping all

predicate symbols of the superﬁx ‘p’.
We interpret this language by sets of choice functions.
6.8. DEFINITION. (Adequate Sets of Choice Functions) A set of choice functions
Gq. Q {<I>'| ‘P’ a choice function over M}

is called adequate for M if Gq. is a non-empty set, <1)6 Gt}, and for all variable

assignments s it holds that
1. for all singular

e-terms

2. for all plural terms

(ex : go): VM,,,,G<,,(ea: : go) = {VM,_.,,Gq,(ea: : 90)},

(ea: : go): VM,,,G,,,(e:z: : (,0) = {VM,,,g¢, (ea: : S(<,o)) I <I>'6

G4,}.

On the standard singular terms the set of choice functions Gq. behaves as the
choice function <I>.On plural terms this set behaves ‘generically’.
Now we set
M,s,Gq.
Notice

that

|=<,o <=> V<I>'EGq. : M,S,G¢1; |=S'(go).

31:90 <—>(,o[ea: : (,0/3:] and

V:1:<,o<—>c,o[ea: : -w<,o/cc]are universally

valid

also under the generic interpretation.
We add to our grammar entries for plural common nouns, of the form
CN

::=

men

X

::=

(Am.(MPa:)).

Now

6.76.

Some men loved some women

can be translated as
6.77.

3:cM7’a:A §lyWPy A L(ea: : MP:::)(ey : Wpy).

Notice that this translation does not entail that all men in the denotation of
ex : M 1%loved all women in the denotation of ey : Wpy.

Now we shall consider some typical E-type phenomena concerning plurals. A
famous example

6.78.

Some congressmen admire Kennedy. They are of Irish descent.

Here it seems that all congressmen who admire Kennedy are of Irish descent.
That is, in the translation
6.79.

El:rC’Pa:A AK(e:I: : C7’:1:)A ID(e:z: : (CpczrA AKa:))

6.7. Plural E-type Pronouns
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we want an exhaustive interpretation of ea: : (Ca: A AK a:)P. Because we may
continue this text with “Some other congressmen admire Kennedy and they are

catholics”. We shall take exhaustiveness to mean here that all elements of the
set assigned to ca: : (CF11:A AK :12)are indeed of Irish descent. This is the case if

we consider only models for the coordinated choice principle. By this principle,
any model for 3:z:PAQ(ea: : P92)AR(ea: : (P:1:AQa:)) will assign the same element
to ca: : Pm and ea: : (Pa: A
In the case of singular terms this takes care of
the continuity of reference of the term 6513
: Paz. In the case of plural terms, this
guarantees that all values assigned to ea:: Pa: will satisfy R.
Now the use of plural pronouns can be an extension of the singular case.
6.80.

Some boys walked. They talked.

This translates simply to
6.81.

3:z:BP:1:
A W(e:1:: Bpaz)A T(e:I: : (Bpm A

with a plural interpretation. Here we can use the same Pronoun Principles as
for singular terms.
In cases where we have to construct an antecedent for a plural pronoun out
of several singular noun phrases, we need some further machinery. In order to
interpret sentences like
6.82.

Some man and some woman walked in. They sat down.

we must be able to gather singleton terms into plural antecedents.
6.9. DEFINITION. (Summation Operator) The summation operator ‘U’ is a bi
nary operation on.the set e-terms giving new e-terms such that
VM,3,gg(e:1: : (,0LI ey : 1,b) = VM,3,g¢(e:1: : (,0) U VM,,,Gq, (ey :

holds.

The term operator ‘Ll’is governed by the following proof rules.
6.10. DEFINITION. (Summation Rules)
sole-II I10/III]/\
solar

Ipléy I x/Irl

=10 U 62/ I X/-‘Bl

</IlércI10 U 63/ I X/33]
solew I ‘P/~’5l /\ soley I X/-Tl

In the logic of plural terms all proof rules have to be interpreted truth-to-truth
(see Section 2.3.4). That is, an inference 901,.. . ,<pn/gbis valid on a model M, 3,
if for all adequate sets Ga: if 4,01,.. . ,cpn are true on M, 3, Ga, then 1,bis true on

M, 3, G4,. Recall that this interpretation disallows conditionalization: from the
validity of (,0/1,0we cannot conclude to the validity (,0——>
1,b.
Notice that M, 3, Gq. |= ﬁ<p[e:c: 1,bLley: X/:13]holds if no element of Gq. veriﬁes

<p[e:r: 1,b/ac]or <,0[ey: x/

This is as it should be. The sentence “I did not meet

John and Mary” is true if I met neither of them. Now we can summate singular
existentials into an antecedent for a plural pronoun.
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Assuming that we have a grammar to deal with coordinated NPs like ‘some
men and some women’, a sentence like
6.83. Some men and some women walked in.

can now be translated as
6.84.

E|:z:M7’a:/\ ElyWPy /\ Wa(e:1:: MP3: U ey : Wpy).

From this we can conclude 3a:MPa: /\ W(ea: : Mpar) and E|yW”y /\ W(ey : Wpy).
That is, plural NPs like ‘some men and some women’ get a distributive reading.
The sentence

6.85.

Some men and all women walked in.

will have the meaning representation
6.86.

El:z:MPa:/\ Vy(W3’y —>Wa(e:I: : MP2: LJey : ﬁ(W1"y /\ n-Wa(y)))).

Now we may use plural pronouns with a summation of singular NPs as an
antecedent.
6.87.

A man hated a woman. They agreed not to meet.

Here we need the following simple principle.

Plural Pronoun Principle If the schematicterm 1/in
ated to ea: : (,0and 6:1:: 1,0,then it can be instantiated

canbe instanti
to 6:1:: go|_| ea: : w.

This principle allows the translation

6.88. 3:1:Ma:AElyWy/\H(e:1::M,ey:W)/\AG’R(e:1::(M/\H(:1:,ey:W))LJey:

(Wy/\
H(e:c
:

These remarks about plurals should be enough to give the ﬂavor of the instantial
logic treatment of ordinary plural noun phrases and of the way in which references
of plural pronouns can be resolved. (A treatment along slightly different lines is
proposed by van den Berg [Ber95].)

6.8 Bare Plurals
In the area of plurals, bare plurals take a special place. A plural CN like ‘lions’ can
occur quantiﬁed — ‘Some lions have manes’ — or ‘bare’ — ‘Lions have manes’
(see [Car77, Car91]). In the second sentence the plural is to be interpreted gener
ically. That is, the second sentence must be interpreted as some qualiﬁed sort
of universal statement. Of course, the main question is here: qualiﬁed in what
way? The occurrence of the CN ‘lions’ in the ﬁrst sentence does not cause any
problems, it can be interpreted standardly as an existentially quantiﬁed phrase.
Now e-terms seem eminently suitable to treat bare plurals. As Carlson [Car77]
has remarked, on the one hand, syntactically bare plurals seem to behave as
proper names; they can occur in the same contexts, with the same behavior as
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proper names. This behavior lead Carlson to the conclusion that bare plurals,
if generically used, should be interpreted as names of kinds. On the other hand,
semantically they seem to be belong to the family of quantiﬁer expressions and,
indeed, the general analysis of bare plurals in the most extensive study at present
[KPC+92] interprets generic expressions as belonging to the family generalized
quantiﬁer expressions. In e-terms the quantiﬁer expressions and proper names,
that is, terms of the language, seem to come together.
Not all occurrences of bare plurals are to be interpreted generically. A plural
like ‘cigars’ can occur generically or existentially in a sentence and the difference
can be quite subtle. Consider

6.89. John hates cigars.
versus
6.90.

John smokes cigars.

The occurrence of ‘cigars’ in the ﬁrst sentence is a generic one but in the second
sentence it is not. The argument here is by monotonicity. If John smokes cuban
cigars, then he smokes cigars. So in this context the bare plural has the typical
upward monotonicity behavior of indeﬁnites ([Ben86a]). But the fact that John
hates cuban cigars does not entail that John hates cigars. In this context the bare
plural has the monotonicity behavior of proper names or universally quantiﬁed
expressions.
From a logical point of Viewthe interpretation of bare plurals faces two re
lated problems. First of all, in a logical semantics we are interested in the truth
conditions of sentences. Here one is prone to confuse two facts: the speciﬁcation
of truth conditions and truth in in the ‘real world’. Consider the sentences “Li—
ons have manes” and “Lions are male”. Both sentences are generic, both express
generalizations about lions, or the kind ‘lion’. The ﬁrst is a ‘true’ statement,
the second a ‘false’ one. Now, when we are doing model theoretical semantics, it
is not our task to explain why the ﬁrst sentence is true in the real world (itrw)
and the second sentence false itrw. After all, a world where, normally, lions are
male is not a logical impossibility. This much is obvious, as semanticists it is our
task to specify truth—conditions, and if this can be done for generic sentences
at all, then it can be done for the ﬁrst as well as for the second sentence. The
confusion about the task of semantics is evident in Krifka’s et al. treatment of
Declerck’s Relevant Quantiﬁcation. Declerck [Dec91] analyzes generic quantiﬁ
cation in terms of universal quantiﬁcation and a monadic relation R restricting
the domain of quantiﬁcation to the ‘relevant’ individuals. Our proposal will take
this intuition from Declerck. A sentence like
6.91.

Whales give birth to live young.

is analyzed as (6.92).
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\7':z:(whale(a:)/\ R(:r) —>gives birth to live young(a:)).

.Of course, this is problematic. For the appropriate relation R must come out
of the blue. Consider “Lions have manes” and “Lions suckle their young”. In
the ﬁrst case the relevant set has to be the set of male lions, in the second
case the set of female lions. Then how do we analyze the (true) generic “Lions
have manes and suckle their young”? However, every semantics that has been
suggested faces this problem, so we want to focus on a different point, namely, the
following objection of Krifka et al. ([KPC+92], Ch. 2, p. 32) to this semantics.
“One obvious problem with this approach is that this principle, as it
stands, can easily justify all kinds of generic sentences since it is
easy to ﬁnd restrictions which would make any quantiﬁcation come
true. For example, the analysis could make
(79) Whales are sick

be a true generic, since we can take R to be the predicate sick, hence
to restrict the quantiﬁcation to sick whales”.
The problem here seems not so much that we can trivialize this proposal when
no restrictions on possible relations R are imposed, but that it is not true that
whales are sick, so we should not allow relations R that force this to be true
(after all, this semantics can be trivialized also for true generics).
But why is there a problem here? Indeed, any generic can be justiﬁed
in this way, just as any particular sentence “Mary swam across the Atlantic
ocean”,“John held his breath for ten months” can be true on the right model. A
semantic analysis of these sentences should result in a class of models verifying
the sentences; whether these models ﬁt the real world is not our concern. Even
if we ﬁnd a way to restrict the R relation so as to exclude triviality, still it must
be possible to make “any quantiﬁcation come true”, for even “whales are sick”
can be a true generic in some model.
It is important to emphasize this point, because the above restriction of
quantiﬁcation occurs in every proposal, most notably in the Modal Semantics
[Del87] and that in terms of Situation Theory [GL88]. Given the right ‘ordering
source’, we can make “whales are sick” true in the modal set—up,and given the
right ‘back-ground’ situation the same generic can be made true in the situation
theoretical framework.

There remains however the problem of preservation of truth by logical rea
soning. A sound reasoning pattern allowing us to infer B from A will guarantee
the truth of B itrw if A is true itrw. So a pattern like: from “Lions have manes”
and “If a lion has a mane, then it is male” conclude “Lions are male”, should
not be allowed}.
4Most non-monotonic logics allow this however: if <p(a:)is non-monotonically derivable and
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The fact that a proper semantics should be able to deal with true as well as
with untrue generic statements constitutes a major problem for an interpretation
of generics in a non-monotonic framework. In a data base we shall not add a
statement like “birds have rubber wings”. So, the problem of false generics does
not occur there. For instance, in default logic, “Lions have manes” is interpreted
as: if we have a lion and it is consistent to assume it has manes, then conclude
it has manes. So far, so good. But if it is consistent to assume that this lion
has manes, then it is consistent to assume it is male, so “Lions are male” is also
accounted for. In data base logic this does not constitute a problem because we
just don’t add a statement like “Lions are male” to our base, but a semantics of
natural language will have to deal with untrue generics. The problem is of course
that we cannot deal with falsehood in terms of standard counter examples, for
these exist also for true generics.

6.9 Generics Explained in Terms of Relevant In
stances
Because of the wide variety of data the treatment of generic statements as ‘uni
versal statements with exceptions’ seems to be misguided. If we only concentrate
on a sentence like “Birds ﬂy”, then indeed most birds ﬂy. But in “Rats bother
people” and “Turtles live to be very old”, the exception seems to be the rule:
very few rats ever bother people and most turtles do not survive their ﬁrst day.
Every ‘proportion’ of individuals can occur in the interpretation of some generic
statement, from the full set of individuals (dogs are mammals) to the major
ity (birds ﬂy), a minority (turtles live to be very old) down to the empty set
(dogs are widespread). In this sense the number, or proportion, of individuals
verifying a sentence seems an irrelevant attribute for the genericity of a sentence.
In this section we are going to treat bare plurals as plural e-terms which
denote sets of relevant instances. This notion of relevancy is independent of the
cardinality of the (non—empty)set of instances. Thus we exclude sentences like
“Dogs are common” from our analysis. That is, we shall only deal with so-called
derived kind predication [KPC+92]. These sets of relevant elements, assigned to
a plural e-term ex : go,we shall represent, relative to a speciﬁc set Gq. of choice
functions, by |ex : <p|"G4’.

6.11. DEFINITION. (Value Functions) For a model M and variable assignment
3, The value function | - |"G4’ is a mapping from e—termsand formulas to subsets
of M defined as follows
\7’x(<,0(x)
—>
holds classically, then 1,l'(x)is derivable. This shows that extensional treat
ments in terms of majorities or probabilities are impotent here.
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1. |e:c : c,o|"G4’ = VM,3,gg (ea: : cp),

2- |s0(9«‘)|”G“’= {m E d0'm(M)

I M,S,G<1> l= 90}

Here the set |ea: : <,o|3'G'1’determines

the set of relevant elements

of |<,o(:z:)|*"’G4’

relative to G4,. The next section will characterize logics with respect to relations
between these sets.

6.10 Extended e-Calculi
Whenever

we have M ,S,Gq> l= 1,b[e:1:: go/1:], we can identify

(,o(a:)

a conditional,

relating the identiﬁer cp(:L)of 6:2:: (,0with the formula

In

the standard e-calculus no such conditional is universally valid. For instance,
M l= ﬁcp(e:c : go) is not excluded (in fact, this is the case if and only if
M I: V:1:ﬁ<p(a:)),and neither is M l: ¢(e:c<,o)/\ -w2,b(e:r: (cpA
Indeed, it

is up to us to create conditionals, to create a logic, by extending the e-calculus
with deduction rules. For instance, the rule
¢(e-'19 = r)

¢(6w I (so /\ 90))

would exclude the second of the situations above. These new rules extend a
system of classical deduction rules, so the interaction with a classical (proof
theoretic) environment is straightforward. Moreover, models for these extended
e—calculiare classes of e-models in which the sets of choice functions Gqs satisfy
special properties. Finally, every model for the 6-free fragment of a set E of
£—sentencescan be supplied with a set of value assignments Gq. satisfying these

special demands such that the result is a model for 2. So, given completeness,
the resulting calculus is conservative over the e-free fragment.

We shall introduce some notions to formulate the variety of semantics for
the e-calculus. The various semantics will be formulated in terms of relations
between the sets |e:1:: c,o|“"G4’
and |<,o(a:)|"'G°. We have two families of subsets of

M.
1. The family of s, Gqrtruth sets will be denoted by D3,G¢
<,o(a:) 6 LI}.

= {|<,o(a:)|‘*G‘1’
|

.

2. The family of s,G'q.-value sets will be denoted by D §,c:.,,(M) = {I693 I
s0(=I=)l"G“’

I <P(~’I=)E C}

3. The mapping i C_ID354,

XD§,G¢

is deﬁned by i = {(|<,o(:z:)|"'G‘1’,|ea:
:

s0(~'B)|"G“’) | s0(a=) E 5}

The sets D_.,,Gg
(M) and Dig‘; (M) consist respectively of all deﬁnable sets on M
and all value ranges of e-terms. Note that these ranges need not be deﬁnable in
the standard sense and that the mapping i need not be functional.
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The various semantics we shall consider will be formulated in terms of dif
ferent relations between sets of these two domains. We shall have some minimal
demands on these relations. First of all, we want to tie in with a recent proposal
from the linguistics literature to interpret generic statements as shaped by some
generalized quantiﬁer, i.e., ‘Birds ﬂy’ has the logical form Q5:I:(Bird(:L'))(Fly(a:))

forsomequantiﬁerQearto bespeciﬁed.Sucha quantiﬁer
be seenas a notationalvariantofa conditionalassertion

can
in the sense

of [KLM90]. Standardly, a generalized quantiﬁer is interpreted as some relation
between (deﬁnable) subsets of the domain:
(Mm)

# c2.:c<Bird(ac>>(F1y<:c>>[g1
<=> |Bird(x)|”G°Re|F1y(a=)|""“’

In our case we ﬁx the interpretation:
6.12. DEFINITION.(Generalized quantiﬁer interpretation) The binary relation

Reon Dsgg

is deﬁnedby
|zb(w)|”G°Re|so(r)|”G"

<=> |em¢(w)|"G° g |so(w)|"G“’

For this interpretation to work we need invariance of Re under logically equiv
alence: Re must be a binary relation on D3,G¢(M In other words i must be
a functional relation on ’P(M As a consequence, logically equivalent formulas
v,b(a:)and <,0(:z:)
must give rise to identical sets lea::
and |ea: : cp(a:)|.5
Moreover,

if we set E(<,o(a:)),,,G¢ =

then, by our deﬁnition

| |e:1:: c,o(a:)|‘*G‘1’
= |e:z:: 1,b(:z:)|*"'G“’}

of Re, we have: if |7,b(a:)|“”G4’Re|<,0(a:)|"G°and X(:r) E

E(¢(9=))s,G..» then‘ |X(<r)|"G“’ Re|s0($)|‘°”G“’~

6.10.1 Standard Models
To get a logic of e-terms started at all, we shall have to demand that all classical
consequences of the identiﬁer g0(:1:)of an e-term ea: : (,0are properties of the object
denoted by this term. This is the case if and only if M |= 3acg0(:z:).For then
we have M l= <,0[e:1:
: (,0/ac]and, consequently, if M I= Va:(<p(a:)—>
then
M I: 7,b[em:
So only the terms in A+ = {eccgoI M |= Elascp}
can be involved

in logical relations on M. Notice that this implies reflexivity of the quantiﬁer
Qear.

6.13. DEFINITION.
Foreverye-modelM: CONM=

I (M,v) |=

3a:cp(:r)/\ 1,b(e:c:
6.14. PROPOSITION. On every e-model M, the set CONM is closed under con

junction of consequents (AND), and weakeningof consequents

More

over, for every (,o(:1:)occurring in some conditional statement in CONM we have

<,0(:1:)

E CONM(REFL).

5Notice that this need not imply that VM,3,g§(e:1:: 1,0)= VM,,,G§ (ea; : (,0)for individual

<I>.
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To give an idea of the possibilities of the extended e-calculi We shall make a
selection of three systems from [KLM90] adapted to our purpose.
6.15. DEFINITION. (Extended Calculi )
1. The standard e-calculus, E, con
sists of a classical proof system plus the (6) rule
“from

El:ccp(a:) infer

<,o(e:z:: go)”;

2. the cumulative e—calculus,CE, consists of E plus the EQUIV rule
“from Elzccp,2,b(ea:: go) and cp(ea: :

infer x(e:r: : go)if and only if x(ea: : it)”;

3. the preferential e-calculus, PE, consists of CE plus the OR rule
“ from Elzcgo,'¢(e:I: : go) and «Hex : x) infer i,b(ea: : (90 V x))”;

4. the monotonic e-calculus, ME, consists of PE plus the MON rule
“from 321290,
\7':z:(<p(a:)—>

and X(€:E : it) infer X(e:1:: 90)”.

6.16. DEFINITION. (Extended models)

1. A cumulative e-model is an e-model satisfying for all variable assignments
s and G4.
l6-'13 1 <P(~'B)|”G“’ E

|¢(=1=)|"G“’

Q

|s0(1=)|"’G“’

=>

|€$

I s0($)|”G“’

=

I613 I

zb(=r=)|”""‘°

2. A preferential e-model is a cumulative e-model satisfying for all variable
assignments s and Gq,
I6-'13I (<P(~’I=)V 1/1($))|“"G“’

Q I696 = s0(a=)|"”G“’ U I693 = ¢(fC)|"G"’

3. A monotonic e-model is a preferential e-model satisfying for all variable
assignments s and Gq.
|so(w)l"G° g |¢(x)|"G°

=~ lea:so(cv)|"*""‘>
g lea: =¢(r)|"G°

We shall discuss the logics and their models.

6.10.2 Cumulative Models
The cumulative e-calculus consists of the e-calculus together with the rule
EQUIV

<.0(6-'12= 10) /\ Mew

= so)

x(6w<p)
x(6~'I= = 10)

This rule and the ones we shall formulate on the following pages must be inter
preted truth-to—truth on the e-models. For our purposes, the main consequence
of the EQUIV rule is the fact that e—termswith logically equivalent identiﬁers
have the same derivable properties. So the mapping i is functional on all mod
els satisfying EQUIV. In the cumulative system the familiar rules of cumulative
monotonicity (CM) and cautious cut (CC) are derivable for ea: : 90E A+.
CM

¢(€;3(:E((p>/C\(;’3))3S0)

CC

zb(6w=s0)X(€>a<:(:6:r:0)=(<pAzb))
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A cumulative e-model satisﬁes: for every E(<,0(a:))3,Gq,
and every
E(<.0(-’r))s,aq., if l¢(9=)|"G“’ Q l€($)|"’G“’ Q |X(~'I=)|”G“’then

So in a cumulativemodel every Esp‘,

X(:1:)E

€(9=) E E(s0(93))s,Gq>

is a Q-convexset with non-empty

intersection.6 By reference to convexity it is easy to see that if the mapping i
satisﬁes cumulativity for all formulas <,0(a:),and variable assignments s, then set
ting i(Uq,.EG¢ |<,0(:c)|"'G"’)= U<I,.EG¢i(|(,0(a:)|"'G“’) lifts i to a cumulative mapping

on

This allowsus to interpret ea:: (,0on M with variable assignment s

by i(|s0($)|’)

= I693I sol’

6.17. PROPOSITION. The cumulative e-calculus is sound and complete with re
spect to the class of cumulative 6-models.

6.18. PROPOSITION.A set CONMis closedunder EQUIV and only

is

a cumulative model.

Minimal Entailment
A “minimal entailment” interpretation arises in a simple way. EQUIV allows us
to deﬁne equivalence classes on A''' by stipulating: E(e:z: : <,o)M= {ex : 1,0I M I=
<p(ea:1,b)/\ ¢(e:I: :
Let [A'''] = {E(e:1: : cp)M I ear:: (,0E A+}. Now deﬁne a

binary relation R‘ on [A'''] as follows.
E(€~'I=I s0)MR°E(6<v I WM

<=>

3x E E(‘P(93))M I I617I til 9 lX(33)l

R‘ is a reﬂexive and antisymetric ordering on [A+] and

M I: 1,b(6:c: cp) iff for all an : X R‘-minimal in

we have

M l= ¢(6<rX)

This holds trivially because

has exactly one minimum (modulo equiva

lence), namely |e:1:cp|.

6.10.3 Preferential Models
The preferential e-calculus consists of the cumulative proof system together with
the rule OR.
s0(€~'c =19)

O“

use:

=x)

was =(1/2v x)

Actually, CC is derivable from OR and CM. Consequently, equivalence relations
between e-terms can be deﬁned in the OR+CM calculus. The following are
derived rules of this calculus.
<p(€9=I (ab /\ x))
¢(6~'c I X) —> s0(6:v = X)

6The intersection

not be deﬁnable.

s0(€=vr (it /\ x)) /\ <p(6w(¢ /\ ux))
s0(6w = 1b)

of E(<,o(:I:)),,G_,,need not be an element of E(<,o(a:)),,G§: |e:c<,o|""G“’
need
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A preferential e—modelis a cumulative one in which for every cp(a:),if v,b(:c),X(:r) E
E(<,o(ar:))3,g¢then
V )((:z:) E E(<,o(:z:)),,g¢. So here E(g0(:r:))3,g¢ consists of
a _C_—convex
set with non—empty intersection which is closed under ﬁnite unions.

Consequently E(<p(a:))3,G¢is a convex set with a unique Q-minimum, namely
ﬂ E(c,0(a:))3,Gd,,and a unique maximum, namely U E(<p(a:))3,G¢. Neither of these
need to be elements of E(<p(:1:))3,G¢,
but if
E E(cp(:z:))3,Gq,
is such a minimum
or maximum,

then

|e1,b(:c)|"G“’ = |1,l2(:1:)|"G‘1’,
i.e., the set |e1,b(:1:)|"G‘1’is a ﬁxed

point of the mapping i.
6.19. PROPOSITION. The preferential e-calculus is sound and complete with re
spect to the class of all preferential e-models.

6.20. PROPOSITION.A cumulative set CONM is closed under OR and only
M is a preferential e-model.

Again we may consider an minimal entailment interpretation.
deﬁne the ordering on [A+] by

E(e:I::cp)MRpE'(ea:
:1,b)M<=>lea::

V

This time we

Q

Now R? is a partial order on [A"'] and we have: M l= g0(e:1:; ib) if and only if

for all E(ea:X)M that are Rp—minimalin

Wehave M l= c,0(ea:: X).

6.10.4 Monotonic Models
The clearest statement of the monotonicity of the monotonic 6-calculus, comes
from the derivability of
<p(6rr I ib)

s0(6$ I W V X)

<p(6a= = («b /\ x))

<p(6a= I 10) /\ s0(6:r I X)

On a monotonic e-model the i-function respects Boolean structure.

I.e., |ea: :

(<,0V2,b)|=|e:1::<,o|U|e:z::w,b| and |e:I:: (cp/\v,b)|=|ea::<,o|r'1|ea::1,b|.

A special kind of monotonic models, the full models are given by the rule
¢(€-‘B = so)

Va=(<p($) -> ¢(9=))

which forces lean: cpl = |cp| for all formulas

(,0.

6.21. PROPOSITION. The monotonic e-calculus is sound and complete with re
spect to the class of monotonic e-models.

6.22. PROPOSITION.A preferential set CONM is closed under monotonicity if

and only

is a monotonice-model.
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6.10.5 Sensitive Generic Semantics
Now that we have introduced logics to work with relevant extensions of plural 6
terms, we conclude with a brief sketch of how to apply this to concrete linguistic
examples. In concrete applications we have to determine how a particular set of
relevant instances is chosen. It is immediately clear that this set cannot be ﬁxed
for every context. Consider again the examples ‘Lions have manes’ and ‘Lions
breast feed their young’. In the ﬁrst case the relevant lions are the male ones.
In the second case only the female lions are relevant. In this case, it seems to
be the predicate we apply to the term which determines relevancy. That is, the
predicate ‘have manes’ maps the set of all choice functions G to some set Gg’“"'°3,
while the predicate ‘breast feed their young’ maps G to some other subset. The
following deﬁnition shows how this simple strategy can be pursued.
6.23. DEFINITION. Let G be the set of all choice functions adequate for M.
Every (complex) predicate Q of the language determines a set Gg _C_
Gcp. We
set
= {P I GQ = GP}. Furthermore, let M,s l=+ Q[e:1:: cp/:13]
if M,s,GQ |=

Q[ea:: 90/
In ‘l=+ the interpretation of an e-term is inﬂuenced by the predicate it occurs in.
Notice immediately the following consequence: the fact that M, s, Gq, |=+ Q[e:c :
go/cc]and that M, s l=+ \7':1:(Qa:
—>P93)does not imply that M, s |=+ P[ea: :
This does hold for stable fragments of the language. We call a fragment of
language [I stable if
= [P] for all predicate symbols Q and P occurring in
the fragment.
’
6.24. DEFINITION. (Generic 7'-Terms) If x is implicational formula of the form
(,0—>7,0,then the interpretation

of 7:1:: X is given by:

___s

e new =soI~'~G‘«”~
A W):

VM.s.c.<m=x>=

1.0_

"’”°

If lea: : sow’?

ms,

A mm):

€|e:1::s0l3’G¥

if |so(w)|3'G’5aew

E dom(M)

otherwise.

v»

at

am

So, if we render ‘lions’ as )\P.(P('ra: : (I/ions(a:) ——>
P)), then ‘Lions are male’ is

an untrue, or incorrect, generic statement, because Ta: : (Lions(a:) —>M ale(a:))
is mapped to a relevant counterexample: The predicate ‘male’ does not select a
relevant subset of the form |ea: : Lz'on(a:)|“’G?m.

These deﬁnitions illustrate how naturally instantial logic extends to a theory
of genericity. For further discussion and clariﬁcation of this extension we refer
to Meyer Viol and Santos [MVS93] and Meyer Viol [MV93].
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6.11 Conclusion
We have demonstrated the use of instantial logic as a stepping stone for a theory
of anaphoric linking and anaphoric reference resolution, for a theory of plurality,
and for a logic of genericity. To be sure, all three of these applications could
and should be worked out further before a fruitful comparison with competing
theories in natural language semantics is possible. Still, we hope to have demon
strated that the epsilon and tau terms of instantial logic can be used to shed
new light on a number of key issues in the semantics of natural language.
One further application of instantial logic in the semantics of natural lan
guage which comes to mind is the making of a dynamic turn in instantial logic.
lnstantial logic suggests the following straightforward variation on Groenendijk
and Stokhof’s [GS9l] Dynamic Predicate Logic (DPL): where DPL considers
dynamic changes to variable assignment functions, dynamic instantial logic con
siders dynamic changing or extension of term valuation functions. In dynamic
instantial logic, an epsilon term 651:: (,0is interpreted dynamically as an extension
of the domain of the current term valuation function with a new value (1satis
fying go. Thus, dynamic instantial logic can be viewed as an extension of DPL

with complex individual terms and suitable dynamic interpretations for those.
Something along these lines is explored in Van Eijck [Eij94]. One nice feature of
dynamic instantial logic is that the reference markers of Kamp [Kam81] or the
ﬁle cards of Heim [Hei82]get natural interpretations as terms. Further connec
tions between discourse representation theory and instantial logic are explored
in Meyer Viol [MV92].
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Samenvatting

Instantiiéle Logica
Dit proefschrift heeft als theme. logisch redeneren met zogenaamde Willekeurige
objecten. Zulke objecten Worden geintroduceerd in een logische of Wiskundige
redenering als een instantiering Van een algemeen begrip. De instantiering is
willekeurig als redeneringen met behulp daarvan tot conclusies leiden die ge1dig
heid hebben voor het algemene begrip. Een klassiek voorbeeld uit de Wiskunde
is het bewijs dat de som Van de hoeken Van een driehoek 180 graden bedraagt.
Hiertoe voert men een constructie uit op een conrete driehoek (op papier of op
het bord). Het ligt in de aard van die constructie dat hetgeen men toont voor
deze instantiering van het begrip ‘driehoek’ geldt voor driehoeken in het alge
meen.

Na een korte kennismaking met het onderwerp in hoofdstuk 1 van het proef
schrift Worden in hoofdstuk 2 de componenten van instantiele logica geIntrodu
ceerd die in het proefschrift aan een onderzoek Worden onderworpen. Dit zijn
het bewijssysteem Van natuurlijke deductie, de epsilon calculus en de theorie
der willekeurige objecten. In natuurlijke deductie Wordt de betekenis van de
logische kwantoren volledig bepaald door zogenaamde introductie en eliminatie
regels. Met name de existentiele kwantor is interessant vanuit dit perpectief. Een
existentiele kwantor Ela:<p(a:)
——
het algemene begrip — Wordt geelimineerd door
een term te kiezen, zeg 75,en de deductie voort te zetten met <p(t),dat wil zeggen,

met de instantiering van het algemene begrip. Leidt vervolgens de deductie tot
een conclusie qben kan de term t beschouwd Worden als zijnde Willekeurig, da.n
is ab een conclusie

van Elzccp.

In de epsilon calculus krijgen de termen die gekozen Worden bij de eliminatie
van een existentiele kwantor syntactische structuur. Deze structuur Verraadt de
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reden waarom de term geintroduceerd is. De calculus wordt bepaald door de
epsilon regel: uit 3:c<,0(:z:)concludeer

<p(ea:: cp). Hier is de term 62: : cp een zoge

naamde epsilon term. De interne structuur van dergelijke termen maakt afhanke—
lijkheden syntactisch expliciet die impliciet blijven in de epsilon-Vrije natuurlijke
deductie. Deze afhankelijkheden zijn het onderwerp van de hoofdstukken 4 en 5.
De theorie der Willekeurige objecten geeft een semantiek Waarin willekeurige
en concrete objecten naast elkaar bestaan. Zij verschaft generisch redeneren een
gezonde logische basis. In dit hoofdstuk Worden natuurlijke deductie, epsilon
termen en Willekeurige objecten behandeld binnen het kader van de klassieke,
eerste-orde, logica.
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de epsilon calculus onderzocht in het kader van de in
tuitionistische logica. Als toevoeging aan de klassieke logica levert de epsilon
regel niets nieuws: zolang we ons beperken tot epsilon-vrije formules is het
geen aﬁeidbaar is met behulp van de epsilon regel ook aﬂeidbaar zonder deze
regel. Toevoeging van de epsilon regel levert een konservatieve uitbreiding van
de klassieke eerste-order logica. Deze situatie verandert Wanneer we de epsilon
regel toevoegen aan de intuitionstische logica. Dit hoofdstuk onderwerpt de log
ica die aldus ontstaat aan een bewijstheoretisch en een semantisch onderzoek.
Dit resulteert in een zestal zogenaamd ‘intermediate logics’ die, op één na, alle
‘frame onvolledig’ zijn.
Hoofdstuk 4 behandelt de Vraag hoe de epsilon regel aangepast moet Wor
den opdat een konservatieve uitbreiding ontstaat van de intuitionistische log
ica. De beantwoording van deze vraag leidt tot een diepergaande analyse van
afhankelijkheden tussen formules en termen die optreden in een natuurlijk deduc
tie systeem waarin assumpties gemaakt en weer ingetrokken kunnen Worden. Het
voorkomen van een formule van de vorm El:ccp(a:)
in een aﬂeiding leidt bijvoorbeeld
tot de keuze van een term t en de introductie van de formule cp(t). In dit geval
hangt de term t af van de formula Elccgo.Het blijkt dat er essentiele verschillen
zijn tussen de boekhouding van assumpties in klassieke en in intuitionistische
logica. In klassieke logica mag de assumptie 33:90ingetrokken Worden terwijl de
term t nog aanwezig is als ‘getuige’, in intuitionistische logica daarentegen is dit

niet toegestaan.
In hoofdstuk 5 wordt het onderzoek van afhankelijkheden in natuurlijke de
ductie bewijzen Voortgezet. De nadruk ligt hier op afhankelijkheden tussen ter
men en het begrip van een keuze proces wordt geintroduceerd om deze term
afhankelijkheden te interpreteren. In dit hoofdstuk wordt de ﬁjnstructuur on
derzocht van de regels die de existentiele kwantor introduceren en elimineren.
Dit leidt tot variaties op deze regels die zwakkere existentiele kwantoren bepalen
dan de standaard kwantor. Bovendien wordt de epsilon calculus gebruikt voor de
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onwikkeling van een logische taal Waarin term afhankelijkheden expliciet Worden
bijgehouden. Dit hoofdzakelijk bewijstheoretische hoofdstuk wordt afgesloten
met een korte bespreking van een mogelijke semantiek.

Hoofdstuk 6 bevat een drietal toepassingen van de epsilon calculus op de
analyse van de natuurlijke taal. De eerste toepassing betreft de semantiek van
persoonlijke voornaamwoorden. Er Worden algemene principes voorgesteld voor
de representatie van voornaamwoorden als epsilon termen in de logsiche vorm van
een zin of tekst. Deze principes beinvloeden zowel de distributie als de betekenis
van deze woorden. De zogenaamde ‘donkey zinnen’ komen aan de orde, maar
ook ‘Bach-Peters zinnen’ and het verschijnsel van ‘modale subordinatie’.
De tweede toepassing behandelt meervoudige naamwoordsgroepen. De ‘gene
rische’ interpretatie van epsilon termen die in hoofdstuk 2 is besproken wordt
gebruikt voor een Verrassend eenvoudige semantiek van deze woordgroepen.
De derde toepassing bestaat uit een semantische verkenning van het netelige
gebied van generisch taalgebruik. Hier Worden in het kort enkele bestaande
theorieen besproken en wordt een keuze gemaakt voor een analyse van generisch
gebruikte meervouden in termen van “relevante” instanties. Een semantiek wordt
besproken die nauw aansluit bij recente theorieen over niet-monotoon redeneren.
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